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ABSTRACT
Examining the linguistic ideology throaty sounds are bad for performers: the history of negative
attitudes towards glottal stops and laryngealization in English
by
Dayle M. Towarnicky

Advisor: Juliette Blevins

This thesis analyzes explicit metadiscourse (Johnstone et al 2006) on throaty sounds, primarily
focused on glottal segments and non-modal constricted voice quality in English. Authors
contributing to this metadiscourse are argued to be an offshoot of the speech chain network
which valorized and circulated the English accent known as RP or Received Pronunciation,
studied by Agha (2003). The evaluated texts center on English-speaking elocution, singing
training, voice, speech, and voice care. The analysis shows glottal and guttural articulations are
framed negatively and often discouraged by appeals to both health and aesthetics. Many authors
in this performance speech chain network assert a linguistic ideology in the form of a belief
mediating between language use and social structure: throaty sounds are bad for performers.
However, as glottal stops and other laryngeal sounds are basic and naturally occurring
consonants in many of the world’s languages, there is counter evidence to the view of them as
problematic, injurious, or aberrant. Instead, it is theorized here that the negative outlook on
throaty sounds is more deeply tied to historical and current-day social evaluation of stigmatized
speakers of English who use salient throaty sounds, notably via associations with class, gender,
and racialization. Negative material effects stem from this linguistic ideology. This research
raises questions about the cultural framing of vocal health and the iconicity of voice quality.
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This thesis is greatly influenced by my personal perspective and interdisciplinary
background. Research into ideology is never neutral, as the author or researcher always has their
own ideological experiences and positionality. This is certainly the case for me as I study the
linguistic ideologies in my own discipline of voice and speech.
My bachelors and masters training in voice and speech was in the natural/free AngloAmerican approach (McAllister-Viel 2019, 2020) and in the Central School Tradition (Carey
2020), therefore a large part of my practical training was in the techniques of authors reviewed in
this research. I am also a Certified Feldenkrais Practitioner and a Certified Teacher of KnightThompson Speechwork, so I share theoretical orientation with some of the reviewed authors who
are also Feldenkrais Practitioners and Knight-Thompson Certified Teachers. Part of this thesis
investigates linguistic ideologies by reviewing the Voice and Speech Review, the academic
journal published by the Voice and Speech Trainers Association (VASTA). I have been a paid
member of VASTA since 2012, volunteered with the organization beginning in 2021, and
published a book review with the Voice and Speech Review (Towarnicky 2021).
Thus, I have many personal relationships with the pedagogies and ideologies I am
studying in the metadiscourse, and am reviewing the writings of some of my own teachers,
colleagues, and peers. My analysis is affected by this positionality and I will note my own
positions, affiliations, or training in the footnotes when relevant.
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1 — Introduction
Leading phonetician Peter Ladefoged argued in the early eighties and again twenty years
later that those interested in voice and language should be careful when labeling non-modal
voice qualities like breathy voice or creak as disordered or pathological: “…as was noted some
time ago, one person’s voice disorder might be another person’s phoneme” (Gordon &
Ladefoged 2001: 383, citing Ladefoged 1983: 351). Ladefoged warned against a frequent
assumption found in a variety of disciplines concerned with vocal health: too many people
assume too small a range of normal, non-pathological human vocal function. In English-speaking
communities — positioned within certain historical aesthetics of voice, western medicine, and a
particular history of projects attempting language standardization — many working as, or with,
professional voice users assume healthy vocal usage does not include sound segments produced
by constriction in the throat. This assumption, or belief, constitutes a linguistic ideology that
mediates between languages users and the speech sounds they make in English-speaking
performance; there is a linguistic ideology that throaty sounds are bad for performers (see
Section 2.2 for a full definition of throaty sounds).
Performance training for actors and singers has often stressed the importance of
eliminating throaty sounds, which have been firmly linked to ‘poor’ vocal technique and called
abnormal, bad, and unprofessional:

La première condition d'un timbre normal est l'assouplissement complet des
muscles des cavités du pharynx et de la bouche
The first condition of normal timbre is the complete relaxation of the muscles of
the pharynx and mouth spaces1
(Mandl 1879: 63-64)

1

my translation
1

The throat is never too open. On starting a note, the singer should feel as if a
round object could roll down the throat unimpeded […] unmistakable signs of
bad singing, then, are: constriction of the throat space […]
(Shakespeare 1921: 23-24)
What the untrained performer tends to do, however, is to close the throat, or
constrict, as the vocal action becomes more intense, whereas the skilled performer
learns to do the opposite.
(Melton 2009: 435)
This linguistic ideology has mediated the training of English-speaking public speakers, actors,
and singers for over two hundred years and into the present. One problem with this belief, is that
there are hundreds of languages that use throaty sounds as phonemes, particularly glottal stops,
and their speakers speak and perform in their own languages without issue. In a survey of 2,186
languages [ʔ] is found in 37% (Moran & McCloy 2019). Until or unless newer conclusive
medical research shows that there are negative health outcomes related to throaty sounds for
speakers of a variety of languages — including speakers of languages with phonemic
pharyngeals, epiglottals, glottals, and contrastive phonation types — the null hypothesis must be
that speech sounds which naturally occur as contrastive consonants in over one third of the
world’s languages are, like other consonants, neither unhealthy nor injurious in any other way.
If throaty sounds are found in many languages, and are not uniquely bad for performers,
why does the belief in the negativity of throaty sounds in English persist? This research suggests
theorists and pedagogues passed down the linguistic ideology throaty sounds are bad for
performers via a speech chain network (Agha 2003), and that the ideology became common
place over time. Once it was common place, further members of the speech chain network
disparaged throaty sounds without reexamining the merits of the older claims. Today, this belief
about voice and speech has been repeated enough to be held as truth without strong explanations
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or citations of new research, like The Case of the Creeping Fox Terrier Clone (Gould 1987).2
The belief that throaty sounds are linked to vocal misuse and abuse seems to persist because it
has been drilled by authors and teachers of one generation into students and future authors and
teachers of the next. Thus, this research investigates the passage of beliefs via the discourse of
the authors in this speech chain network about discourse, called “explicit metadiscourse, or talk
about talk” (Johnstone et al 2006: 80). The naming, discussion, debate, and evaluation of
language use by the authors in the speech chain network is the object of study.
Initially, this research was undertaken with a hypothesis that the earliest discourse in the
speech chain network would solely discourage throaty sounds using justifications of aesthetics
and linguistic discrimination, particularly class and race-based discrimination, and that there
would be a pivot to justifications focused on health in the mid-20th century when some writers
started to avoid overt appeals to classism or racism. The research does show that there are ties
between the historical disparagement of throaty sounds and the social groups that saliently use
them, including working class Londoners, young women, and racialized people of the Global
Majority. Simultaneously, authors in the speech chain network discussed idealized voices and
accents, specifically citing classical Greek, standardized Italian, and accents associated with
standardized English. However, the predicted 20th century pivot in the justifications from
aesthetics and linguistic discrimination to justifications based on health was disproved by this
research. Writers throughout the chronological speech chain appeal to health and aesthetics
concurrently. Only some surveyed works by contemporary medical doctors show a pivot away
from the use of aesthetic justifications. This is an interesting discovery, because it means the

2

Thank you to my advisor, Juliette Blevins, for suggesting this comparison.
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belief that throaty sounds are harmful pre-dates any contemporary scientific evidence about
vocal disorders by generations.
These research results suggest that trainers should stop teaching students and clients that
there are healthy and unhealthy speech sounds.3 Every linguistic speech segment can be made in
ways that are efficient and repeatable, and each can also be made in ways that are fatiguing and
non-repeatable, be the sound in question /m/, /k/, /x/, /ɑ/, /ɑ̤/, /ɑ̰/, /ʔ/, /ʜ/, etc. Speech sounds
which are new to a performer may, and often do, take longer to produce skillfully, but that is not
the fault of the sound. Use of throaty sounds should not be considered, in and of itself, an issue
of bad technique. When suspecting a vocal difficulty in a student or client, it is important not to
assume a typical speech sound is the cause of the difficulty, and instead to more strongly
consider the usual suspects related to performance which typically merit medical attention:
environment, fatigue, illness, overuse, reflux, smoke inhalation, strain, and stress/anxiety.
Finally, it is important to recognize that the burden of continuing to teach a linguistic
ideology like throaty sounds are bad for performers is not equally allocated. While it is limiting
for any performer to believe that a linguistic speech segment or voice quality cannot be made in
a healthy fashion — and it is limiting to artistry in general — it is detrimental to multilingual
performers who actually use these segments while speaking their own languages. A performer
multilingual in English and Hawaiian or Tagalog or Arabic or Korean or Hausa or Hopi or
Vietnamese or Aleut or Squamish or Somali, etc., should not be taught that phonemes and voice
qualities they make regularly are unhealthy when speaking English. It is at best confusing and at
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As a young teacher, I taught this ideology myself. I read many of the books examined in this research, and didn’t question the
oft-repeated assertion that 'glottal attack’ and ‘vocal fry’ were harmful, so that’s what I told my own students including multilingual students, even including students who I now know used throaty phonemes in their other languages. I no longer teach this.
4

worst demoralizing and discriminatory. Any type of vocal health assertion argued to be universal
to all humans must take into account typical linguistic usage of speakers of many languages, or
of all languages. Furthermore, concepts of health, in and of themselves, develop within historical
and cultural contexts and are not solely based on empirical data.
Section 2 of this paper will review relevant literature surrounding the usage of throaty
sounds in languages as well as important aspects relating to speech chain networks, linguistic
ideologies, standard language ideology (Lippi-Green 2012), and vocal health. Section 3 focuses
on the research methodology and the data under review, which falls into four categories and is
listed in full in appendices B-E. Section 4 includes the analysis of the research and findings
related to the construction of the offshoot of Agha’s (2003) speech chain network and the explicit
metadiscourse engaged in by the reviewed authors. Section 5 problematizes the justifications of
the linguistic ideology throaty sounds are bad for performers and offers alternate reasonings for
how the ideology originated and grew ubiquitous. The conclusion, in Section 6, also identifies a
possible area of future research: how linguistic ideologies combine with iconic interpretations of
voice quality.
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2 — Literature Review
Section 2.1 defines performer for the purposes of this research. Section 2.2 describes
different types of throaty sounds and their cross-linguistic prevalence. Section 2.3 reviews the
definition of phonemes and compares phonemes to other relevant phonological classifications of
speech sounds, including segment, allophone, prosodic element, sociolinguistic variable/variant,
and semiotic sign. Section 2.4 shows how glottal stops and non-modal constrictive voice
qualities are used in several languages: English, German, Hawaiian, Jalapa Mazatec, and
Tagalog. Section 2.5 discusses linguistic ideologies and standard language ideology. Section 2.6
reviews the work of Asif Agha (2003) and the speech chain network which valorized and
circulated Received Pronunciation. Section 2.7 considers broad aspects of vocal health, including
culturally-dependent interpretations of terms like vocal misuse and vocal abuse.

2.1 — Performers as Professional Voice Users
Two competing definitions exist for professional voice user: those who rely heavily on
their voice while working in any capacity (Titze et al 1997; Titze & Verdolini Abbott 2012: 12),
versus those who have “usually spent enormous amounts of time and money mastering their art,
and their livelihood is threatened if a voice disorder develops” (Sataloff & Spiegel 1991: 1093).
Performers fall into both categories as they depend on their voices for work and frequently have
training, sometimes even significant and expert training, in vocal usage. Performer will signify
the target of the linguistic ideology researched here, as English-speaking performers will have
encountered throaty sounds are bad for performers in various aspects of their training,
professional lives, and potentially in the media or popular culture. Performer is meant to be
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somewhat ambiguous; while this paper is heavily focused on discourse about actors and actortraining, other types of performers are also affected by the linguistic ideology under review, and
some of the books, essays, and articles reviewed focus on other types of performance like
singing. Additionally, performer can include not just professional voice users, but also students
and amateurs, who may also be targets of this linguistic ideology.

2.2 — Throaty Sounds Phonetically and Cross-linguistically
Throaty speech sounds can most easily be termed ‘guttural,’ — meaning ‘of the throat’
despite its similar sound to the English word ‘gut.’ The term guttural was first recorded in
English to describe Hebrew “letters” (phonemes) which are “pronounced more in the throat”
along with dental, labial, and palatal phonemes (OED Online 2021), published in a translation of
Pierre de la Primaudaye’s The French academie translated by Thomas Bowes in 1594. This
followed a slightly older use of ‘guttur’ from Latin meaning ‘throat’ (OED Online 2021).
In contemporary linguistics, guttural is sometimes considered a natural class of segments,
but this is not fully agreed upon. The term is often used to mean any consonantal segment with
primary articulation in the larynx or pharynx, but is sometimes extended to include dorsal
segments, uvular or velar, particularly fricatives (Hayward & Hayward 1989, McCarthy 1994,
Goldstein 1994, Zawaydeh 1999, Miller 2007). The working definition of throaty sounds for this
research aligns with the older usage of guttural, or speech sounds made by primary articulation in
the throat including pharyngeal,4 epiglottal, and glottal places of articulation. However, throaty
sounds will also include non-modal voice qualities, secondary articulations like glottalization and

4

Pharyngeal is included here following Esling et al’s (2019: 5) Laryngeal Articulator Model.
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laryngealization, as well as ejectives and voiced implosives. It does not include velar or uvular
segments, though some of the reviewed authors do use the term guttural to describe [x], [ʁ], etc.
Voice and some voice qualities are mainly produced in the throat. There is no single
definition of the term ‘voice’ (for a review, see Kreiman & Sidtis 2011: 1-24), but one typical
definition is a vibrational source in the linear source-filter theory of vocal production (Kent &
Read 2002: 22-25) in which vibration of the vocal folds creates the energy source for speech,
particularly sonorant speech sounds (Kreiman & Sidtis 2011: 5). In a basic sense, voice quality
can be described as the overall perception of a voice caused by the physiological settings of the
structures of the vocal tract. However, voice quality is theorized in variable ways, so specific
definitions are difficult. Many associated it with “long-term quality” or the “long-term
characteristics of a person’s voice — the more or less permanent, habitually recurring,
proportionally frequent characteristics of a person’s speech pattern” (Esling et al 2019: 1).
Debate has also existed about whether or not voice quality is actually ‘linguistic’ — if it
is part of the patterned-based system of language. Language can be theorized as separate from
paralanguage, or non-pattern based aspects of expression and communication (Krieman & Sidtis
2011: 260). Paralanguage itself is a tricky term, which has had at least seven basic (and different)
definitions (see Crystal 1974: 270-273). Out of the seven definitions he presented, Crystal chose
to define paralanguage as “including only non-segmental features, but excluding prosodic
phonemes and voice quality,” and he also cited Markel as defining paralanguage “…as the ‘nonphonemic’ aspects of speech” (Crystal 1974: 272, citing Markel 1965). Thus, while it may be
useful to consider long-term voice quality as paralinguistic, Crystal and Markel also considered
voice quality as linguistic because changes in voice quality can be phonemic, depending on the
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language. Additionally, voice quality can also express changes of meaning both prosodically and
pragmatically (Gordon & Ladefoged 2001, Krieman & Sidtis 2011: 266). See Table 1 for five
ways to consider voice quality:
Table 1 — Voice Quality Terms According to Linguistic Usage
Long-term Quality

Paralinguistic voice quality, which may be perceived on many voiced segments in
a row. The overall ‘tone/timbre/placement’ of a person’s voice

Contrastive Phonation Type

Phonemic usage of voice quality, in which a voice quality differentiation affects
lexical meaning in a particular language, typically based on perceptual difference

Pragmatic Voice Quality

The usage of voice quality to denote intention, implicature, contextual meaning,
etc., communicated via words, but not affecting lexical meaning. For example,
‘pragmatic vocal fry’ or ‘pragmatic breathiness’

Prosodic Voice Quality

The usage of voice quality to denote stress, emphasis, pitch accent, juncture,
break, and the beginnings or endings of words, phrases, and utterances. For
example ‘prosodic glottalization’ or ‘prosodic creak’

Physiological States of the
Larynx

Descriptions of the physiological aspects of any voice quality or laryngeal action;
for example: ‘glottal stop state of the larynx’ or ‘falsetto state of the larynx’

Ladefoged (1971; 2001: 122-124) theorized a basic continuum of “glottal states” or
contrastive phonation types made when the true vocal folds change the shape of the glottis, or
space between the true vocal folds. The glottal states include voiceless, breathy, modal (voiced),
and creak. More recent research shows both voice and voice quality can be produced with more
laryngeal structures than simply the true vocal folds; that many actions associated with the throat
are more broadly laryngeal rather than specifically glottal. In particular, Esling et al’s (2019)
Laryngeal Articulator Model (LAM) theorizes a physiologically-based set of “states of the
larynx.” They theorize that the larynx is an articulator in and of itself, similar to the tongue, and
they recognize the importance of all three vibrating structures in the larynx: the true vocal folds,
the ventricular folds, and the aryepiglottic folds. All three of these vibrating structures are
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capable of creating ‘source’ vibrations (ibid: 8), extending and changing the traditional
assumptions of the linear source-filter model.
The LAM’s physiological states of the larynx include quiet breathing, breath, (modal)
voice, prephonation, glottal stop, reinforced/ventricular glottal stop, epiglottal stop, whisper,
breathy voice, whispery voice (murmur), falsetto, creaky voice, harsh voice, ventricular voice,
aryepiglottic trilling (low pitched harsh voice), and laryngeal constriction at high pitch (Esling et
al 2019: 37-78). Similar to the phonatory settings described by Laver (1980), the LAM also
allows for compound states of the larynx, such as harsh whispery creaky falsetto. Esling et al
also adjust the older glottal states continuum (Ladefoged 1971), starting with the most open
setting: quiet breathing, and increasing laryngeal closure through breath, prephonation, modal
voicing, glottal stop, reinforced/ventricular glottal stop, all the way to the most closed setting:
epiglottal stop (Esling et al 2019: 79). In addition, they arrange the states of the larynx according
to voicing and constriction, theorizing each state of the larynx as voiced/constricted, voiced/
unconstricted, voiceless/constricted, or voiceless/unconstricted (ibid: 80-81).
A table of different ways to evaluate the physiological, acoustic, perceptual, and
phonemic uses of voice quality can be found in Appendix A. It compares phonatory settings
(Laver 1980: 93-140), states of the glottis (Ladefoged 2001: 123-125), contrastive phonation
types (Gordon & Ladefoged 2001), and states of the larynx (Esling et al 2019: 40-78). Note that
Laver cites many sources for his descriptions of phonatory settings; see Laver (1980: 93-140) for
a full listing of relevant citations of the earlier literature.
In a literal sense, all voicing and all voice qualities are throaty sounds. However, the
metadiscourse in this thesis suggests modal voicing, in which the true vocal folds meet along the
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full length of their edges during their mucosal wave, is not considered throaty by the reviewed
authors. Throaty seems to be an association with non-modal voice qualities only, and more
specifically with throat constriction; in which structures of the larynx move inwards toward one
another during articulation.
Creak is the voice quality typically associated with throat constriction.5 Traditional
descriptions of creak or creaky voice suggest that “the arytenoid cartilages are tightly together, so
that the vocal folds can vibrate only at the anterior end” (Ladefoged 2001: 123-124). Creak is
described in much more detail by Esling et al (2019): the true vocal folds are short and thick,
there is contraction of the thyroartenoid muscle and postero-anterior epilaryngeal narrowing,
along with a long closed phase of the vocal folds during the mucosal wave. It is also possible to
add action from the ventricular folds. Garellek (2019: 80-81) also suggests that there are
perceptual differences in types of creak and creaky voice due to pitch height, pitch regularity, and
degree of constricted quality: constriction and irregular pitch create “tense voice,” constriction
and low pitch create “vocal fry,” low and irregular pitch create “unconstricted creaky voice,”
while altogether constriction with low and irregular pitch create “proto-typical creaky voice.”
The use of ‘vocal fry’ here can be confusing, as the term has been widely used without any
technical definition to apply to creak more broadly, along with terms like ‘glottal fry.’ In
linguistics, creak and creaky voice are sometimes lumped into broader terms like glottalization or
laryngealization, which will be discussed below.

5

Interestingly, creak can be physiologically tied to both increased true vocal fold constriction or decreased vocal fold
constriction (Garellek 2015: 822, citing Slifka 2000, 2006). So while creak will be the main type of voice quality discussed here,
it may not be as constricted in every instance as some authors in the metadiscourse assume.
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Phonologically, Gordon & Ladefoged (2001) found that creaky voice was a contrastive
phonation type compared to modal voice6 in 28 languages: Bella Coola, Burmese, Caddo,
Chitimacha, Chong, Coast Tsimshian, Cowichan, Hausa, Heiltsuk, Hupa, Ineseño Chumash,
Jalapa Mazatec, Kalispel, Kashaya Pomo, Klamath, Kwakw’ala, Montana Salish, Nez Perce,
Nuuchahnulth, Quileute, Saanich, San Lucas Quiaviní Zapotec, Shuswap, Squamish, Takelma,
Thompson Salish, Yana, and Yokuts. These languages are indigenous to and/or spoken in
present-day Canada, Mexico, Myanmar, Nigeria, Thailand, and the United States. This list is not
exhaustive, and simply represents the languages that Gordon & Ladefoged included in their
article. “Tense” phonation is also attested in Haoni, Jingpho, Mpi, Wa, and Yi spoken in China
and Thailand, while “stiff” phonation is attested in Bruu, spoken in Thailand and Laos (Gordon
& Ladefoged 2001: 404-406). Thus, contrastive constricted voice qualities are evidenced in
many languages.
As a reminder, throaty sounds here refers to non-modal constricted voice qualities,
glottalization and laryngealization, ejectives and voiced implosives, as well as sounds with
primary pharyngeal, epiglottal, and glottal articulation. Traditionally in phonetics, the -ization
suffix used in glottalization and laryngealization implies that there is a secondary effect
influencing a primary articulation. Thus, glottalization occurs when a typically non-glottal,
pulmonic vowel or consonant has a secondary articulation or reinforcement in the glottis (Collins
& Mees 2013: 60). Glottalization suggests a secondary affect of the true vocal folds on another
sound, while laryngealization has a broader meaning: it suggests a speech sound with primary
supra-laryngeal articulation has a secondary articulation in the larynx, which includes but is not
6

Some languages in this list have three contrastive phonation types: modal, creaky, and breathy. See Gordon & Ladefoged
(2001) for more information on three-way contrastive phonation.
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limited to the glottis. Sometimes the terms are used interchangeably with each other, and as
stated previously, both are also sometimes interchangeably used with creak and other terms
associated with creaky voice. Glottalization and laryngealization are also used to describe
prosodic phenomena (Dilley et al 1996, Gordon & Ladefoged 2001, Blevins 2008) particularly
when voice quality changes at the edges of sound segments, syllables, words, phrases, and
utterances during the initiation and cessation of vocal fold activity.
Ejectives and voiced implosives are glottalic sounds, in which consonants are made with
non-pulmonic airflow that is pressurized by laryngeal actions while the place of articulation is
supra-laryngeal (Catford 2001: 22). Glottalic consonants include ejectives and implosives, which
both involve a cessation of pulmonic airflow within the larynx.7 Phoible.org (Moran & McCloy
2019) shows /ɓ/ as a phoneme in 10% of surveyed languages (300 entries) and /k’/ in 8% (242
entries). Other voiced implosives and ejectives are slightly less prevalent.
Phonemic consonants with primary articulation in the throat include the pharyngal
fricatives /ħ/ /ʕ/, epiglottal stop and fricatives /ʡ/ /ʜ/ /ʢ/, and glottal stop and fricatives /ʔ/ /h/ /ɦ/.
Table 2 shows their frequency in the Phoible.org survey of 2,186 languages (Moran & McCloy
2019).8 Importantly, “…some languages in PHOIBLE have multiple entries based on distinct
sources that disagree about the number and/or identity of that language’s phonemes” (ibid), so in
Table 2, the percentages do not equate to the number of entries out of 2,186. The percentages
included here are taken directly from the website.9 While some of the sounds are very rare, they
7 These

sounds may also be referred to as “glottalized consonants” (Maddieson 1984, 2013), though here I will refer to them as
“glottalic” only and reserve the term glottalized as associated with glottalization.
8

Moran & McCloy (2019) include phonemes represented with and without diacritics, such as /ħ/ noted in 81 entries, and /ħː/ in 5
entries, etc. For simplicity, I am only showing the figures for the base segment, and not including figures for segments
represented with diacritics.
9

Note that 0% is a rounded-down figure.
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are all attested as phonemes (or they wouldn’t have unique IPA segment symbols to begin with).
Yet, glottal phonemes are not rare at all, as they are found in ⅓ - ½ of the languages surveyed on
Phoible.org.
Table 2 — Guttural / Throaty Phonemes Cross-linguistically from phoible.org
Description

IPA

Found in __% of surveyed
languages on phoible.org

number of entries for each
phoneme

voiceless pharyngeal fricative

/ħ/

3%

81 entries

voiced phyarngeal fricative

/ʕ/

2%

55 entries

epiglottal stop

/ʡ/

0%

4 entries

voiceless epiglottal fricative

/ʜ/

0%

12 entries

voiced epiglottal fricative

/ʢ/

0%

8 entries

glottal stop

/ʔ/

37%

1,131 entries

voiceless glottal fricative

/h/

56%

1,703 entries

voiced glottal fricative

/ɦ/

4%

109 entries

Traditionally, glottal sounds have been defined as articulations between the true vocal folds in
and of themselves via three glottal actions: adductive tension, medial compression, and
longitudinal tension of the vocal folds (Laver 1980: 109).10 Descriptions of the glottal stop in the
explicit metadiscourse assume that the vocal folds press against each other strongly with great
medial compression to achieve complete occlusion. Compression describes the muscular
activation when a change in shape happens “uniformly over the body… to decrease its entire
volume” (Titze 1994: 33); in this case, over the body of the vocal folds. Medial compression of

10

Adductive tension is produced by activation of the transverse and oblique arytenoid muscles. When they are tensed, they draw
together the cartilages which are connected to the posterior aspect of the vocal folds, and therefore draw together the back of the
vocal folds (Laver 1980: 106-107). ‘Longitudinal’ refers to an activity in the direction of the fibers (ibid: 4), and longitudinal
tension occurs when the vocalis, part of the thyroarytenoid muscle, contracts and shortens the vocal folds (ibid: 107). Together,
adductive tension, longitudinal tension, and medial compression draw the vocal folds near enough to each other for vibration.
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the glottis is produced by the lateral cricoarytenoid muscles, pressing the vocal processes
together in a way that causes medial adduction (Laver 1980: 107), or adduction achieved in the
midline of the vocal folds (Titze 1994: 334). However, in Esling et al’s (2019) more recent
research, the most consistent action during a phonetic glottal stop is not medial compression of
the true vocal folds, rather there “is some postero-anterior narrowing of the epilaryngeal tube”
(ibid: 50). Furthermore,
without the element of laryngeal constriction, whereby multiple structures act on
vocal fold activity, there is no mechanism by which the vocal folds can cease
vibrating on their own, except by abduction (opening to breath). Our research has
shown that medial compression alone is insufficient for the glottis to close beyond
prephonation to produce a stop, and the vocal folds have even been observed to
remain slightly separated during stop-like gestures (as in the production of
ejectives), indicating that medial compression is not the critical action (Moisik et
al. 2015). Vocal-ventricular fold contact is the dynamic driver that causes the
sudden changes in vibratory behavior in the voiced sounds that surround a glottal
stop (Moisik & Esling 2014).
(Esling et al 2019: 51)
This is highly relevant to the epistemology within pedagogies of singing, voice, and speech,
many of which teach performers the traditional theory of glottal stops produced solely by medial
compression.
The LAM also shows differentiation through a continuum of the glottal stop, reinforced/
ventricular glottal stop, and epiglottal stop states of the larynx. The glottal stop state of the larynx
is described as multiple actions, including fully adducted arytenoids, postero-anterior pinching of
the epilaryngeal tube which shortens the space between the arytenoids and the thyroid, while the
three levels of folds also become closer to each other via vertical compression; additionally there
are variable degrees of medial incursion of the ventricular folds. The reinforced/ventricular
glottal stop state of the larynx adds covering and pressing on the true vocal folds by the
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ventricular folds. The epiglottal stop state of the larynx adds to the previous actions the full
occlusion of the aryepiglottal folds (Esling et al 2019: 37-78).
Thus, throaty sound can be used to describe all the types of voicing and speech sounds
produced in the throat excepting modal voice, and here is used as an umbrella term. It includes
non-modal vocal qualities — particularly those with constriction — as well as secondary
glottalization or laryngealization, consonants with glottalic airflow, and pulmonic consonants
with primary articulation in the throat. There are other sounds not discussed here which are also
throaty, particularly other non-modal voice qualities such as murmur or breathy voice, etc.,
which may not always be viewed as constricted. Breathy voice and murmur are also discussed
negatively in the reviewed metadiscourse, but are not the focus of this research.

2.3 — Segments, Phonemes, Allophones, Variation, Semiotic Signs, and Prosody
The designation of some speech sounds as ‘phonemic’ within English is wrapped up in
the evaluation of throaty sounds in the metadiscourse. Some authors argue phonemes are not
only meaningful but necessary, while non-phonemic sounds are meaningless, inefficient, and
unnecessary, therefore fatiguing and deleterious to one’s voice in performance. They argue that if
a throaty sound is phonemic, it is somehow healthier than when the exact same sound is made in
a non-phonemic context. However, phonemes are not actually sounds at all, and they are not the
only significant aspect in linguistics when it comes to the communication of meaning between
language users.
Speech sounds in actual language are not as distinct as a lay-person understands them to
be. Research in Articulatory Phonology shows that the production of speech sounds is not simply
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linear: sound 1 + sound 2 + sound 3 + … etc. Instead, the physiological actions which produce
speech sounds overlap and underlay one another (Browman & Goldstein 1990). So perception of
basic speech sounds does not actually correlate with discrete physiological actions. Overlapping
articulations and resulting acoustic sound waves must be parceled into segments in order to
perceive speech sounds. Segments are bundles of features, or attributes, which can be perceived
together as discernible units of speech; roughly, a segment is “a single speech sound” (Hayes
2009: 28). While a segment like [m] may seem straightforward in articulatory actions — closed
lips, voicing, open naso-pharyngeal port — it is possible to make some segments with big
differences in articulation and associated features, such as [ɹ], which is suggested as a coronal
action of the tongue tip and blade, but may include dorsal actions of the tongue body,
engagement of the lips, and/or pharyngealization (Boyce et al 2016). Segments are not language
specific, and humans with typical vocal tract structures and functions are all capable — with
some study — of producing the same set of segments found in spoken languages. Segments
make up the sound system of a language, and while they express and carry referential and lexical
meaning used to distinguish words, they also express and carry prosodic meaning, pragmatic
meaning, and social meaning.
Phonemes are not actually ‘sounds’ at all; they are the categorizations of segments within
a particular language (Sapir 1933). Unlike segments, which have articulatory and acoustic
properties, phonemes are intangible mental representations in the brain. Any one variety of a
language has a theoretical inventory of phonemes, or a set of categories of ‘sounds’ that
segments can be distributed into, affecting the lexical meaning of words. From this inventory, it
is possible to create minimal pairs or sets, in which changing out the phoneme in one position of
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the word changes the meaning. For example, English cap, cab, cat, and cad all have three
phonemes. They share two identical phonemes at the beginning of each word, /k/ and /æ/, but the
final phoneme changes in each token from /p/ to /b/ to /t/ to /d/, thereby changing the meaning of
the word. Language users are very attuned to a change of phoneme, as that change will affect
referential meaning of the word. However, the actual speech sounds in cap, cab, cat, and cad
may or may not correlate with the phonetic values tied to the letter symbols “p,” “b,” “t,” and “d”
from the Latin alphabet. For example, cat could be pronounced [cʰæ̰ ʔ], in which [cʰ] is parceled
into the category of /k/, [æ̰ ] is parceled into the category of /æ/, and [ʔ] is parceled into the
category of /t/.11
Every phoneme is fulfilled in connected speech by various “concrete, observable”
segments, called allophones12 (Hayes 2009: 23); or a phoneme may be fulfilled by no segment at
all. These variable allophones, or lack there of, are processed mentally as the same ‘sound’ even
though there are differences in articulatory action. The allophones of a particular phoneme in a
particular language may be in complementary distribution or free variation with one another, or
variation may index social meaning or reflect the prosodic environment. Complementary
distribution happens when a particular realization of a phoneme occurs in a distinct and
predictable environment (ibid). For example, English /k/ has predictable realizations in syllable
onsets and codas. Onset /k/ as in cat or coat tends to be aspirated and its place of articulation is
conditioned upon the following vowel: [cʰ] or [kʰ]. Coda /k/ in oak /ok/ may be a released oral
stop without aspiration, it may not have any released plosion, it may have glottal reinforcement,

11

When using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), the symbol representing a segment is framed inside brackets, [k]. When
representing phonemes, the symbol is framed inside slashes, /k/ (International Phonetic Association 1999: 5, 27).
12

From the Greek for ‘other sounds.’
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it may be replaced entirely by a glottal stop, or a combination of these options : [k], [k̚ ], [ʔk], [ʔ],
[ʔk̚ ], etc. These differences in /k/ realizations between onset and coda are predictable and show
complementary distribution because the options do not overlap. However, within the coda, there
may be free variation between the variants [k], [k̚ ], [ʔk], [ʔ], [ʔk̚ ], etc. This occurs when the same
speaker may interchange these segments in a non-predictable, non-complementary fashion
without any particular change of referential or social meaning (Hayes 2009: 58-61).
Comparatively, some variation is not free, as it is socially stratified (Labov 1963, 1972)
or expresses social meaning. For example, accent13 can be perceived through variation in the
realization of phonemes (Collins & Mees 2013: 156-158), as in the difference between oak /ok/
—> [oːk], [əʊk], [ɐ̟ʉk], [ɤʊk], etc. Accent can be tied to many different kinds of social meaning,
including region, mono/multilingualism, class, educational history, age, ethnicity, race, gender,
orientation, dis/ability, and other cultural factors associated with community and personal
identity. Variation also exists within accents and may express register, stance, persona,
individualism, or other local and context-dependent meanings.
When speech sounds express social meaning, they can be regarded as a type of semiotic
sign. For example, the choice between various realizations of cat /kæt/ —> [cʰætʰ], [cʰæt], or
[cʰæʔ] — may be in free variation for some speakers of English, but for others, the
differentiation might signify stance or identity by indexing or pointing to particular contextdependent social meanings (Labov 1963, 1972, Silverstein 2003, Eckert 2008, 2012). The use of
[t] with plosion or aspiration [tʰ], can index identities like British, nerdy girl, school teacher, gay
diva, or Orthodox Jewish (Eckert 2008: 467- 471). Further social meaning can be signified

13

Here, meaning pattern of pronunciation.
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through the second-order indexicalities (Johnstone et al 2006) of [tʰ] derived from those
communities, including educated, articulate, annoyed, elegant, formal, polite, clear, emphatic,
angry, careful, effortful, prissy, and/or exasperated (Eckert 2008: 469).
Finally, the way a segment is realized as the tangible output of a particular phoneme is
affected by prosody. Prosody is the way in which phonological aspects of speech are
hierarchically arranged into chunks (Nespor & Vogel 2007: 1), and involves stress, emphasis,
intonation and pitch accents, initiation and cessation of airflow for utterances, breaks and
junctures, phrasing and pausing, as well as speech rate. Researchers of prosody study specific
realizations of phonemes in prosodically significant positions. While a phoneme may typically be
realized with one allophone, it may be realized differently when in a particular prosodic position.
For example, segments may undergo phrase-final lengthening at the end of an intonational
phrase (Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986, Bryd & Saltzman 2003, Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk
1998), so the phoneme /æ/ in cat may be shorter [æ] when phrase-internal “My cat’s name is
Anita,” or longer [æː] when phrase-final “This is Anita, my cat.”
At times, authors in the speech chain network suggest that some segment variants are not
meaningful when used in non-phonemic contexts. For example, Dudley Knight stated:
Sometimes there are good reasons to use a voiced14 glottal stop-plosive: it is a
very effective way to emphasize strongly a word that begins with a vowel. But the
need for glottal emphasis is comparatively rare in American speech, formal or
informal. The only words in American English where glottal plosion conveys
phonemic content are “uh-uh” and “uh-oh.” (Try these both ways, with and
without glottal plosion, and you’ll see what I mean.) Those two vocalizations
excepted, glottal plosion is never needed for any reason other than strong
emphasis, so it becomes a phoneme separated from meaning and thus a phoneme
without any purpose at all. Sometimes, too, there are good reasons to use a glottal

14

Knight argues that glottal stops can be realized as voiced or unvoiced. The IPA only recognizes unvoiced glottal stops.
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stop as a substitution for another stop-plosive: it still conveys phonemic detail
while maintaining fluency. But if it becomes a habit, you will use it too often
when other actions might produce more detailed connected speech.
(Knight 2012: 266-267)
Knight stated that the glottal stop expressed emphasis, which is a type of prosodic meaning and
linguistic in nature (Crystal 1974: 272). Yet, he evaluated the prosodic meaning of or a wordinitial glottal stop before a vowel, or #ʔV, as unnecessary. This justification depends on rating the
referential meaning of words higher than any other type of meaning making, such as prosodic,
pragmatic, or social. In voice and speech pedagogy, unnecessary actions are regarded as
inefficient and fatiguing to a performer. This tenet is not in and of itself problematic, as long as it
is recognized that non-phonemic segments are not inherently unnecessary, as they may be very
necessary in communication of other levels of meaning.
An additional issue in using phonemes as bench-marks to determine the necessity of a
speech sound is that typical phonological inventories of English are based on accents with a
history of standardization: accents like Received Pronunciation and Standard/General/
Mainstream American English (Wells 1982a, Collins and Mees 2013). For example, in the
metadiscourse, Houseman (2002: 195) used “Standard English” phonemes in her book, “only
because it is Standard English that is usually used as a reference accent.” However, she also
worked with “…people not only using a wide variety of accents but also with people using other
languages.” The use of phonemes in English as a measuring stick for necessity and efficiency
will typically reinforce standard language ideology by finding standardized segments and
allophones to be more necessary and efficient than non-standardized segments.
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2.4 — Language Examples: English, German, Hawaiian, Jalapa Mazatec, Tagalog
The authors in the performance speech chain network make almost no reference to the
usage of throaty sounds cross-linguistically. Therefore, the following brief descriptions will show
different uses of glottal stops and creak, the two throaty sounds most commented on in the
metadiscourse from the speech chain network, which are typical linguistic phonemes.

2.4.1 — English
English is a Germanic language of the Indo-European family with many Romance
influences from the language contact in the 1200-1400s, etc., with Old French and Norman
French speakers. Currently, glottal stops and creak are typically regarded as non-phonemic in
English15 (Trnka 1966; Wells 1982a, 1982b, 1982c; Hughes & Trudgill 1996; Shockey 2003;
Collins & Mees 2013).
Table 3 — Consonant Phonemes of English
Bilabial
Stops

p

Labiodental

Dental

b

Alveolar
t

Fricatives

Palatal

d

Velar
k

LabialVelar

Glottal

g

͡tʃ d͡ ʒ

Affricates
Nasals

PostAlveolar

m

n
f

v

θ

ð

s

z

Approx.

ɹ

Lateral
Approx.

l

ŋ
ʃ

ʒ

h
j

w

Based on descriptions of RP and General American by Wells (1982a, 1982b)

15

Keep in mind, phonemic inventories are not fixed and change over time. In the future, glottal stops could be reanalyzed as
phonemic in English if they were determined to alter referential meaning or seen to be a distinctive segment, as with a phoneme
like /Ʒ/, which has few minimal pairs but is typically included in the phonological inventory of English.
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However, the glottal stop is used as an allophone of voiceless oral stops /p/, /t/, /k/ and
prosodically in several environments:

-

finally before a consonant
before a syllabic nasal
finally before a vowel
before a syllabic /l/
before a vowel
(Hughes & Trudgill 1996: 62)

These environments are arranged in order of the most frequent to least frequent usage of glottals
in regional British English varieties.16 Word and phrase examples with these environments
include: ate cake, button, caught Ann, bottle, water. In addition, glottal reinforcement or
preglottalization of voiceless stops is common in many accents of English: [ʔp] [ʔt] [ʔk] (Wells
1982a: 260-261, Wells 1982b: 323). Finally, in English, glottal stops are not always stops. Many
are produced as glottalizations like creaky voice; however language users can typically
distinguish allophonic and prosodic glottalizations from one another, and the two “are usually
not mutually confusable in English” (Garellek 2015: 829).
Glottal stops have been particularly well-studied in Cockney accents of English, and
Cockney speakers are known for realizing /t/ —> [ʔ] intervocalically preceding an unstressed
vowel or in the coda position of a word or syllable (Sivertsen 1960). For example, butter realized
as [ˈbʌʔə], or across words got caught as [gɔʔkoʊts] (ibid: 111). However, the glottal stop is
never a realization of /t/ in onset position (ibid), while prosodic utterance-initial glottalization is
common in Cockney. Matthews (1938: 80) noted the glottal stop was mainly an allophone of /t/
and /k/, but was also becoming more noticeable as an allophone of /p/ during the beginning of
16

While authors in the metadiscourse suggest that there are no glottals in RP (ie Rodenburg 2002: 126), non-regional British
English and RP do use glottal stops and prosodic glottalization. See Hughes & Trudgill (1996: 37, 39, 41, 62) as well as Collins
& Mees (2013: 125, 205) for examples.
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the 20th century. By the end of the century, Wells (1982b: 323) described “glottaling” in
Cockney, in which all final voiceless stops may be neutralized to [ʔ], leading to homophones
such as tape, Tate, and take: [tʰæɪʔ] [tʰæɪʔ] [tʰæɪʔ].
Prosodic creak has been particularly well-studied in American English in two contexts
(Garellek 2015): (1) word-initial glottalization of vowels (Nakatani & Dukes 1977, Umeda 1978,
Pierrehumbert & Talkin 1992, Pierrehumbert 1995, Dilley et al 1996, Garellek 2014); and, (2)
phrase-final creak or fry (Redi & Shattuck-Hufnagel 2001; Yuasa 2010, Wolk et al 2012).
Glottalization in phrase-final position is not obligatory in English, but may be used in concert
with other features like lowered fundamental frequency or amplitude, duration lengthening, and
boundary tones to mark the degree of finality (Redi & Shattuck-Hufnagel 2001: 426-427). In
addition, similar types of glottalization can signal the degree of prominence when occurring at a
pitch-accented syllable (ibid).
Word-initial glottalization is linked to phrasal position and stress emphasis. The larger the
prosodic boundary (syllable < word < phrase < utterance), the more likely a word-initial vowel
will have glottalization. Pierrehumbert & Talkin (1992) measured the incidence of a glottal
initiation on the words August and awkwardness in two speakers of American English when the
words used stressed or reduced vowels in three prosodic circumstances: phrase boundary,
accented, or deaccented.17 Their results suggested that phrasal boundaries are most likely to have
glottalization, and stress is the next predictor.
Pierrehumbert further found that prosodic position was relevant to glottalization more
than stress emphasis alone and that glottal stops also show phrasal strengthening (1995: 56). This
17

Here, accent is used in the sense from auto-segmental metrical theory, as in a pitch accent. It is not referring to the
pronunciation pattern of the speaker or the F1/F2 of the vowels.
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suggests there is a phonological aspect to the glottalization in American English which is
language specific and not simply due to universal aerodynamic forces: “…hyper articulation
under phrasal stress interacts with canonical manifestations of prosody to determine actual
outcomes” (ibid: 57). Dilley et al (1996: 432) also found word-initial glottalization to be very
common, as “all speakers” in their corpus study of FM radio news speech from Boston
University, “glottalized significantly more often when the syllable occurred at the beginning of
an intermediate or full intonational phrase, i.e., at a ToBI break size of 3 or 4” (ibid).18 This
corpus included five professional radio news broadcasters, and they all were more likely to
glottalize if the word-initial vowel was linked to a pitch accent (Dilley et al 1996: 434), further
confirming Pierrehumbert (1995). Dilley et al conclude that their data support prosodic
glottalization as meaningful, and not simply a predictable aerodynamic effect of voice initiation;
they argue that speakers “actively signal the onset of a new prosodic constituent, i.e., that
glottalization may be one of several cues to phrase onset” (1996: 438).

2.4.2 — German
German is also a Germanic language in the Indo-European family, along with English. In
the Handbook of the International Phonetic Association, Kohler (1999) shows the glottal stop
within his consonant chart for German:

18

See Beckman et al (2005) for an explanation of ToBI or Tones and Break Indices in the study of prosody.
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Table 4 — Consonants of German
Bilabial
Stops

p

Nasals

Labiodental

b

Alveolar

t

m

Fricatives

Post-Alveolar

d
n

f

v

s

Velar

k

Uvular

g

Glottal

ʔ

ŋ

z

ʃ

ʒ

Approximants
Lateral
Approximants

Palatal

ç

χ ʁ

h

j
l
Kohler (1999)

However, Kohler argues that [ç], [χ] and [ʔ] are not phonemic in German because “their
distributions can be predicted from context… provided morphemes boundaries are marked”
(1999: 86). The glottal stop in an example like [fɐˈʔaɪzən] vereisen ‘to freeze over’ versus
verreisen [fɐˈʁaɪzən] ‘to travel’ could be assumed, as long as “…the morphological structure of
the stems -eis- vs. -reis- after the prefix ver- is taken into consideration” (ibid).
Prosodic glottal stops are used frequently in German to begin vowel-initial words or
vowel-initial stem morphemes (Kohler 1994):
(1) Glottal Stop Insertion in German (Hall 1992:58).
arm
[ʔaʀm]
or
[aʀm]
'poor'
oft
[ʔɔft]
or
[ɔft]
'often'
Theater
[te.ʔáː.tɐ]
or
[te.áː.tɐ]
‘theater’
(Pompino-Marschall & Żygis 2010: 2)
Similar to English, initial glottal ‘stops’ may not be stops all the time; glottalization is more
common than a full stop in word or stem initial position (Kohler 1994: 42). Glottal stops and
glottalization are also more common in vowel-initial position after pausing and more common
before stressed vowels versus unstressed vowels. Overall, prediction of glottal stops and
glottalization can be associated with speech rate, word type, stress, and phrasal position
(Pompino-Marschall & Żygis 2010: 12). Kohler also found that the glottal stop is an allophone of
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some oral stops at a word boundary, before/after nasals, and as a realization of /t/ or /d/ in
between nasals with possible neutralization of the two phonemes (1994: 45). Examples include:
“Freita[k] abend ‘Friday evening’ is realized as Freita[ʔ] abend” and hi[ntən] is pronounced as
hi[nʔn] ‘behind’” (Pompino-Marschall & Żygis 2010: 4).
Pompino-Marschall & Żygis (2010) further demonstrate that in German, low (open)
vowels with a higher F1 are more likely to be initiated with glottal stops and glottalization than
high (close) vowels with a lower F1. Comparatively, it was shown in English (Umeda 1978) that
likelihood of glottalization of initial vowels was not predictable from the first and second
formants. This type of language-to-language difference helps support the theory that prosodic
vowel-initial glottalization is not simply an aerodynamic effect, since it should be more similar in
appearance cross-linguistically if it were. Żygis & Pompino-Marschall (2012) further show
language-specific realization in a comparison of German glottalization with Polish.

2.4.3 — Hawaiian
Hawaiian is a Polynesian language of the Austronesian language family, in which
languages commonly have phonemic glottal stops. In Hawaiian, there are eight consonants, and
the glottal stop is the second most common consonant phoneme in the language (Elbert & Pukui
1979: 10). In an analysis of 3,347 Hawaiian phonemes, /ʔ/19 appears 7.2% of the time,
following /k/ at 8% and surpassing /l/ at 6.6% (ibid: 34). This can be compared to the frequency

19

In Hawaiian and many other languages with a phonemic glottal stop, the orthographic transcription is represented in the
writing system by an apostrophe < ’ >, or as in the below examples, the left quote < ‘ > rather than a latin alphabet symbol or the
IPA glottal stop [ʔ] (Pullum & Ladusaw 1996: 249-250).
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of the phoneme /n/ in English, at 7.24% (Elbert & Pukui 1979: 34, who reference Trnka 1966:
62-63; both referencing Dewey 1923).
Table 5 — Consonant Phonemes of Hawaiian
Bilabial
Stops

Alveolar

p

Nasals

Velar

Labial-Velar

k
m

Glottal
ʔ

n

Fricatives

h

Approximants

w

Lateral
Approximants

l

Based on Elbert and Pukui (1979)

In Hawaiian, minimal pairs with the glottal stop include both a glottal / zero contrast as well as a
glottal / non-glottal consonant contrast. For example, ala and ‘ala show a glottal / zero contrast,
while pila and pi’a show a glottal / non-glottal consonant contrast:
ala
kai
kiki

‘road, awake’
‘ocean’
‘to sting’

‘ala
ka‘i
ki‘i

‘fragrant’
‘to lead’
‘picture’
(Elbert & Pukui 1979: 10)

aha
haka
pila

‘why? what?’
‘shelf, perch’
‘string instrument’

‘aha
ha‘a
pi‘a

‘meeting, assembly’
causative/simulative prefix
‘type of yam’

(Kepano’s Combined Hawaiian Dictionary for browsers 2020)
This means that the presence of the word-initial glottal stop changes the lexical/referential
meaning of the word. Yet, despite its contrastive position word-initially, the glottal stop is also
used prosodically in Hawaiian on vowel-initial words that are utterance-initial. Utterance initial
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‘Aloha as a greeting has [ʔ]: /aloha/ —> #[ʔa]loha. When the word is within a larger utterance,
there is no prosodic glottal stop: ua aloha “[he] did or [does] have compassion” (Elbert & Pukui
1979: 10).
The usage of glottals in Hawaiian also reveals how both phonemic and prosodic glottals
are perceived similarly. Speakers of Hawaiian can process prosodic glottals from other languages
as phonemic in Hawaiian loan-words, showing reanalysis through a process of structural analogy
(Blevins 2004). The English word automobile has a phonemic word-initial vowel /ɔ/ that is
subject to prosodic glottalization: [ʔɔ]. When borrowed into Hawaiian, the prosodic glottal stop
is reanalyzed as a phonemic glottal stop in ‘okomopila ‘automobile’ with /ʔV/ (Elbert & Pukui
1979: 11). Thus, there is a clear perceptual similarity of phonemic and prosodic glottal stops,
suggesting that the segment realized as a phonemic glottal stop may not have unique acoustic or
articulatory properties compared to the segment realized as a prosodic glottal stop.

2.4.4 — Jalapa Mazatec
Jalapa Mazatec is a Mazatecan language of the Oto-Manguean language family spoken in
the Tuxtepec District of Oaxaca in Mexico. The glottal stop is phonemic in Jalapa Mazatec, and
laryngealization effects are also phonemic on both vowels and consonants. Consonant types
include plain, aspirated, nasalized, voiceless, voiced, and creaky. While in many languages only
voiced sonorants are phonemic, in Jalapa Mazatec laryngeal contrasts of voiced, voiceless, and
creaky are attested for nasals and approximants (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996: 107). Oral stops
also have a three-way voicing contrast of plain, aspirated, and nasalized:
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Table 6 — Segment Inventory of Jalapa Mazatec
Bilabial
Stops

Velar

p

t

k

aspirated

pʰ

tʰ

kʰ

mb

ⁿd
ts

tʃ

aspirated

tsʰ

tʃʰ
ⁿdz

voiceless /
plain
creaky

Fricatives

plain

Approximants

voiceless/
plain
creaky

m̥

m

n̥

m̰

n

ʔ

ɲ̥

ɲ

ŋ

ɲ̰
ʃ
j̥

l

Glottal

ⁿdʒ

n̰
s

Labial-Velar

ŋg

plain

nasalized
Nasals

PostAlveolar

plain

nasalized
Affricates

Dental

h
j
j̰

w̥

w
w̰

Based on Silverman et al (1995: 83) and Silverman (1997: 238). Note that in both sources, /p/, /pʰ/ and /l/ are attested only in
loanwords. Silverman (1997) includes /ŋ/ while Silverman et al (1995) does not. Silverman et al (1995) shows the phonation
contrast in sonorants, while Silverman (1997) does not.

Laryngeal contrast is also found in the vowel system. Jalapa Mazatec has five vowels in terms of
first and second formant differentiation: /i/, /æ/, /a/, /o/, /u/. However, “tonal, laryngeal, nasal,
and length contrasts greatly expand the vowel inventory” (Silverman et al 1995: 72). Modal,
breathy, and creaky vowels are contrastive, with minimal pairs and close minimal pairs such as:

já
ntʰ

“tree"
já̤
“he wears”
já̰
“he carries”
“seed"
ndǽ̤
“horse”
ndǽ̰
“buttocks”
(Gordon & Ladefoged 2001: 389, from Ladefoged & Madison 1996: 317)

Along with contrastive phonation type, tone is also determined by laryngeal articulatory actions.
Silverman (1997) describes Jalapa Mazatec as using “laryngeally complex” vowels as the larynx

ǽ
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must make multiple articulatory actions on the same vowel that will allow both phonation type
and tonal type to be salient to language users. To do this, in vowels with breathy or creaky
phonation, the non-modal quality may occur primarily at the beginning of the vowel and
subsequently move towards modal voicing at the end of the vowel to express tone (ibid: 236).

2.4.5 — Tagalog
Tagalog is a Philippine language of the Austronesian family. Similar to Hawaiian and
many other Austronesian languages, it has a phonemic glottal stop in its inventory:
Table 7 — Consonant Phonemes of Tagalog

Stops

Labial

Dental

p

t

b

Alveolar

d

Palatal

(c) (ɟ)

Velar

k

Labial-Velar

g

Glottal

ʔ

Affricates
Nasals
Fricatives

m

n

(f)

ŋ
s

ʃ

Lateral

l

Tap/Trill

r

Glide

h

j

w

Based on Himmelmann (2011: 351-352). Segments in parenthesis are attested primarily in loan-words.

Word-final glottal stops regularly contrast with other consonants and with zero. Word-medially,
the glottal stop may also contrast with other consonants:
bata

“robe”

/báta/

vs.
bata “child”
(Himmelmann 2011: 353)

/bátaʔ/

kahit

“even/although”

[kahit]

vs.
kait
(Llazmon 1966: 33)

[kaʔit]

“denial”
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Final phonemic glottal stops are sometimes deleted in phrases depending on the environment
(Bloomfield 1917: 136).
Tagalog is well-noted as a language that uses a predictable glottal stop preceding all
orthographically vowel-initial words, so abó “ashes” is pronounced [ʔabó] (Himmelmann 2011:
353), ulap “cloud” is pronounced [ʔuːlep̚ ], and apat "four" is pronounced [ʔɑːpət] (Llamzon
1966). Glottal stops before vowel-initial root words are not deleted or elided when a prefix ends
in a consonant. Examples include mag+aral “to study,” which retains the glottal stop at the
beginning of aral, [magʔáral] or maN+apí “to oppress” pronounced as [maŋʔapí] (Himmelmann
2011: 354).
In addition, the glottal stop will separate sequential vowels, as in tao “person, people”
[táʔo] (Himmelmann 2011: 353). This intervocalic glottal stop may be lost in common words
during faster speech, but is otherwise rarely reduced (Bloomfield 1917: 138-140). When it is lost,
an approximate may be used in its place, as in iniútos “was commanded,” which typically uses a
glottal stop ini[ʔ]útos, but may change to ini[j]útos with a palatal approximant. Bloomfield
further showed examples in which an approximate-vowel sequence like [j]V or [w]V may
change to [ʔ]V under emphasis as in “be killed”: pata[j]ìn —> pata[ʔ]ìn (ibid).

2.5 — Linguistic Ideologies and Standard Language Ideology
Throaty sounds are bad for performers is a linguistic ideology. Broadly, ideology may be
defined as “the integrated assertions, theories and aims that constitute a sociopolitical program”
(Merriam-Webster, n.d. b) or “a system of ideas that aspires both to explain the world and to
change it” (Cranston 2020). Narrowly, an ideology includes five main characteristics:
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(1) it contains an explanatory theory of a more or less comprehensive kind about
human experiences and the external world
(2) it sets out a program, in generalized and abstract terms, of social and political
organization
(3) it conceives the realization of this program as entailing a struggle
(4) it seeks not merely to persuade but to recruit loyal adherents, demanding what is
sometimes called commitment
(5) it addresses a wide public but may tend to confer some special role of leadership
on intellectuals
(Cranston 2020)
This narrow definition of ideology can also be referred to as “-ism,” or “distinctive doctrine,
cause, or theory” (Merriam-Webster n.d. c) such as capitalism, communism, dualism, fatalism,
optimism, positivism, etc. These -isms may then be invoked as justifications for social, political,
and economic planning or lack-there-of by those with state or institutional power. Further,
ideology as a term may also carry an association specifically with class struggle. Marxist
interpretations of ideology may include “… a particular negative connotation whose two specific
and connected features are, firstly, that it conceals social contradictions and, secondly, that it
does it in the interests of the dominant class” (Holborow 2015: 9, citing Larrain 1979: 48).
In sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology, ‘linguistic ideology’ has many definitions
which all retain the sense of explanation and goal-oriented change from the word ‘ideology’
itself (see: Silverstein 1979: 193; Irvine 1989: 255; Schieffelin, Woolard, & Kroskrity 1998: 3-4;
Rumsey 1990: 346; Kroskrity 2004; Del Valle 2014: 361; Woolard 2021). If ideologies aim to
explain the world and change it (Cranston 2020), then linguistic ideologies aim to explain talk
and change it. Linguistic ideologies can be used to explain types of language use, but also to
influence language use in such a way as to prove true the purported explanation.
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Linguistic ideologies are theorized to mediate between language and social structure
(Irvine 1989: 225, Woolard 2021: 1-2)20, explaining language use and driving goal-oriented
change. An essentialist viewpoint of language and social meaning would predict that people are
the way they are because they speak in a particular way, or that people speak in a particular way
because they are who they are. Instead, linguistic ideologies are theorized to mediate “between
linguistic and social differentiation that would claim to predict the one from the other” (Irvine
1989: 255). Linguistic ideologies about language use may affect, shape, or even cause linkages
between social and linguistic phenomena.
Del Valle (2014: 361) further asserts: “it is necessary to state that [linguistic ideologies]
are produced and reproduced in the material realm of linguistic and metalinguistic practices.”
While ideologies are non-tangible belief systems, beliefs affect material actions. Some aspects of
the material realm which may be influenced by linguistic ideologies include the pursuit of
elimination or enhancement of linguistic difference; education and standardization projects;
attempts to control the dissemination of language forms through media; creation and
performance of context-specific identities; establishing, maintaining, and policing definitions of
nations and nation-states; the allocation of resources amongst individuals and groups;
determining qualifications for economic, political, and social positions; and many more.
Some linguistic ideologies commonly reoccur and strongly influence the socio-linguistic
spaces in which English is used, particularly standard language ideology (Lippi-Green 2012) in
which standardized language use is believed to be superior in a variety of ways compared with
non-standardized usages. While standard language ideology is not confined to English, many
20

Woolard specifically extends a comparison with sociologist Basil Bernstein (1971) who suggested social structure mediated
between language and speech.
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English users subscribe to versions of it, consciously or unconsciously, through acceptance of the
following beliefs:
(1) some language forms are more holy / scholarly / prestigious and therefore more
socially, politically, or economically valuable than other forms, as in societies with
language diglossia
(2) more valuable forms are rated as such because more holy / scholarly / prestigious
language forms are inherently superior in structure and more capable of nuanced
expression than less holy / scholarly / prestigious language forms
(3) codifying the more holy / scholarly / prestigious language forms prevents
misunderstandings and conflicts, and is therefore a moral necessity
(4) a codified standard variety [which is not a succinct and finite variety, but a collection
of normative forms that are socially acceptable to the mainstream or powerful actors]
is inherently more logical than non-codified varieties
(5) standard language usage is necessary for logical and coherent widespread global
communication, particularly in the fields of science and technology
(6) variations from the standard variety are “discounted as unstructured” and other
varieties may be popularly conceived of as “incorrect, irregular, ungrammatical and
deviant” (Milroy 1992: 3)
(7) use of the standard reveals inner intelligence and/or positive social behavior in the
language user, while use of other varieties shows lack of intelligence or education
and/or anti-social behavior in the language user
(8) allowing other varieties to affect change in the standard is a corruption of the
standard variety, which is morally dangerous because it may lead to the break-down
of communication and therefore the breakdown of society
These linguistic ideologies express beliefs that languages and varieties of a language are
inherently superior and inferior to one another in a hierarchical nature. These beliefs, as well as
others, are discussed in more depth in Crowley (1991), Milory (1992), Cameron (1995), Milroy
& Milroy (1999), Joseph (2006), Heller (2011), Millar (2012), and Lippi-Green (2012). For more
information about the traditional account of language standardization, see Haugen (1966); see
Ferguson (1959) for the traditional account of diglossia.
Within European traditions, these linguistic ideologies have been developed for at least
five hundred years and can be linked to the founding of the first language academy, the
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Accademia della Crusca in Florence founded in 1583 (Joseph 2006), as well as the early Nebrija
grammar of Castilian published in 1492 (Mignolo 2003: 39). However, these developments can
be traced even further to Dante’s use of vernacular in in 13th century, and versions of diglossia in
Europe are dated to before the common era (Joseph 2006). The belief that language is
hierarchical, with inherently superior and inferior usages, is deeply rooted in European thought.
Though there are no official regulatory bodies for English, the history of language
academies and European diglossia also influenced the development of English standardization
projects and associated ideologies. Various English-speaking intellectuals promoted
standardization, first in terms of written English with a focus on spelling via dictionaries and
syntax via grammar books. Then, a sub-set of intellectuals began to promote the standardization
of pronunciation through pronunciation dictionaries, which were first developed during the 18th
century (Sheldon 1946). Authorization (Bucholtz & Hall 2004) from dictionaries, grammar
books, and style guides can reinforce the social use of forms considered standard in formal or
public-facing environments. In addition, these texts help prevent variation: a particular usage or
form is only socially acceptable or received in the public square if it follows the usage suggested
by a dictionary, grammar, or modern style guide.
This research examines a related linguistic ideology: throaty sounds are bad for
performers. This is stated in the broadest terms possible, but when broken down into
components, throaty sounds are bad for performers can be connected back to the previous list of
linguistic ideologies that exist around language standardization in English-speaking contexts:
(9) standard pronunciation includes the ‘good’ sound segments, which are vocally
healthier, while other varieties contain some ‘bad’ sound segments in their
inventories, which are vocally unhealthy if repeated or exaggerated
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(10) professional voice users must learn ‘good vocal technique,’ which includes the
reduction or elimination of sound segments deemed unhealthy or inefficient
These beliefs and their relation to standard language ideology, are shown in this research to begin
at least with the 18th century pronunciation dictionary writers who worked to codify a
standardized English pronunciation during the Elocutionary Movement.21 Authors have passed
down these beliefs over time throughout a speech chain network.

2.6 — Speech Chain Networks and the RP Speech Chain Network
A speech chain or speech chain network is “a historical series of speech events linked
together by permutation of individuals across speech-act roles in the following way: the receiver
of the message in the (n)th speech event is the sender of the message in the (n+1)th speech event”
(Agha 2003: 247). Multiple senders and receivers pass on linguistic structure or ideologies,
including discursive positions and values to one another. Co-members of the speech chain may
create a narrative, ideology, or epistemology that is repeated and developed through successive
links in the chain. Particularly when discussing relationships via textual discourse, the sender and
receiver do not need to know each other, nor even both be alive:
Co-membership in a speech chain network depends not on knowing one another,
but on having something common in one’s discursive history. All members of a
speech chain network need not be acquainted with each other […] In the more
general case, co-membership in a speech chain network requires neither conscious
knowledge nor verifiability of a shared discursive history by participants
themselves, only an awareness of the symbolic values transmitted across the
chain. (Agha 2003: 248)

21

The Elocutionary Movement was an 18th and 19th century offshoot of classical rhetoric. Elocution training and theories are
expressly linked to the pursuit of standardizing speech, particularly the speech heard in public spheres. Elocutionists tend to use
prescriptivist teaching methodologies to teach speakers how to use (partially) standardized pronunciation to their advantage in
politics, social settings, and to gain/maintain employment (Bailey 2011, 2019; DeCaro 2011; Gaillet 1994; Moran 1994).
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However, it is also possible that some members of the speech chain network do know each other
and may specifically reference each other in their writings, as is seen in this research.
Agha (2003: 250-255) theorizes a speech chain network strongly influenced the selection,
codification, acceptance, and elaboration (Haugen 1966: 933) and overall “spread of a prestige
register of spoken British English,” also described as “a particular phonolexical register of
Standard British English” (Agha 2003: 231), which is now referred to as Received Pronunciation
and frequently shortened to RP. Members of the speech chain network effected the
standardization of this accent by sending ideological, norm-codifying, and norm-enforcing
values and messages to others in the speech chain network through space and time. While the
basis for the RP accent is frequently tied to a south-eastern English acrolect which emerged from
court, Oxford, and Cambridge in the 16th and 17th centuries, Agha recognizes the beginning of
the speech chain network with the Elocutionary Movement in 18th century England (ibid:
244-250) and he particularly notes former actors Thomas Sheridan and John Walker as early
prescriptivists focused on the promotion of standardized English pronunciation. Sheridan (1780)
and Walker (1828)22 published the first two dictionaries aimed at describing court pronunciation
and prescribing it as ‘standard’ English.
Agha goes on to suggest three more sections of the speech chain network that promoted
RP: (2) popular speech and accent handbooks in the 19th century; (3) literary works such as
novels by Charles Dickens or plays by George Bernard Shaw which ‘voice’ (Bakhtin 1968, 1981;
Bailey 2012) prestigious and stigmatized speech and accents via characters; and (4) penny
weeklies, a type of periodical or magazine popular in the 19th century which had a far wider

22

Originally published in 1791.
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readership than formal literature, “including segments of the lower middle and upper working
classes” (Agha 2003: 257). Agha argues that the speech chain network reached more and more
audience members over time: popular handbooks reached more readers than pronunciation
dictionaries; novels and plays reached larger audiences than handbooks; and penny weeklies
reached the largest audience of the speech chain network at the time. By the end of the period
Agha examined, from 1750 to 1870, RP accents were deeply associated with the prestigious
‘public’ boarding schools with upper class male students and patronage from their families. The
accent was finally codified in the early 20th century by Daniel Jones as “Public School
Pronunciation” (ibid: 261) and soon after renamed Received Pronunciation. The speech chain
network discussed in this thesis will be referred to as a ‘performance speech chain network’ and
when considering this metadiscourse in particular, will be referred to ‘the’ performance speech
chain network due to the focus on the speech use of performers in performance.

2.7 — Vocal Health, Culture, and Aesthetics
There is a much longer tradition of using the performative voice than there is of
empirically understanding it. Cazden, an author analyzed in the performance speech chain
network, opened her book on voice care stating:
…without the ability to know for sure, beliefs about vocal function and health
have been as often wrong as the belief that the sun travels around the earth, or that
women determine the sex of their children. […] our current situation can be seen
as perhaps 50 years of science crashing into 50,000 years of folklore, the latter
often closer than the former to each individual’s everyday experience of their own
voice.
(Cazden 2012: 6)
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Cultural understandings of vocal health include age-old folk-concepts as well as conclusions
from relatively recent medical studies. While current study of the voice has a relatively new
focus on empirical proof, possible with improving technology, it can be difficult to disentangle
objectively wrong assumptions about the voice from subjective cultural conceptions, aesthetics,
and preferences which are not able to be considered objectively right or wrong.
Importantly, this thesis questions whether sounds which fulfill phonemes in one language
can be claimed as ‘bad’ or unhealthy when used non-phonemically in another. It does not
question that vocal harm or injury can be linked to issues with speech and speech habits more
generally, but rather questions the notion found in the metadiscourse that, for example, glottal
attacks are a vocally abusive speech sound which cause nodules, etc. As ‘glottal attack’ may be
defined as a glottal stop in a particular syllabic/phrasal position (see section 4.3.3), it should not
be considered inherently unhealthy. However, some authors in the performance speech chain
network hold that assumption and make that argument, like Hardie (2001), who comments in a
footnote that:
It is the experience of this author that adolescent learners are often fond of forms
of music (for example, rap and kwaito), which can encourage the use of glottal
attack. Learners have been known to develop vocal nodules as a result of
excessive practicing of these music forms without an understanding of healthy
voice use.
(Hardie 2001: 190-191)

Hardie makes a common argument — that certain styles of performance are more likely to cause
nodules than others because of vocal misuse or abuse, and she argues that glottal attack falls into
the category of misuse or abuse. Yet, Hardie also suggests that “excessive practicing” may be at
fault, and it is difficult to separate notions of vocal misuse or abuse from vocal overuse. Doctors
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and authors in the performance speech chain network, Davies & Jahn (2004: 126-127), suggest
“most voice problems in singers and actors result from vibratory trauma, and reflect a cumulative
process of chronic misuse and/or overuse (Kidar 1997, Bastian 1990, 1993, 2002).” This
distinction is very important when considering whether to train performers to avoid certain
speech sounds. If the issue is one of misuse or abuse, then it makes sense to train performers not
to make particular sounds which are thought to be abusive. However, if the issue is not of
misuse, but overuse, then no particular action or gesture is at fault, instead overwork, fatigue,
burnout, etc., may need addressing. McAllister-Viel (2019: 112-113) noted that Roy, Ryker, &
Bless (2000) commented in the Journal of Voice:
Although the professional voice literature is replete with references to vocal
‘abuse and misuse,’ there is little objective information defining what constitutes
‘abusive’ sounds, how they are made, and what frequency, intensity, and duration
of abuse produces perceptible changes in voice or laryngeal tissue.
(Roy, Ryker, & Bless 2000: 216)23
McAllister-Viel therefore suggested: “If what constitutes vocal abuse cannot be quantified
scientifically, then perhaps the term ‘vocal abuse’ is more of a cultural understanding based on
appreciated vocal aesthetics?” (2019: 113). Thus, misuse and abuse are not easy to empirically
define and the results and analysis of this thesis also suggest concepts of misuse and abuse are
not wholly objective and may be influenced by linguistic ideologies and norms. Additionally, it is
worth noting the causes of vocal nodules are not fully conclusive:
23

Interestingly, the next sentence from Roy, Ryker, & Bless (2000) cited Johnson (1994) who suggested “behaviors thought to
contribute to voice disturbance” included “loud talking, yelling, screaming, hard glottal attack, and speaking outside acceptable
physiologic range” (Roy, Ryker, & Bless 2000: 216). All of which “are common to actors and characterize many of their vocal
exertions during performance” (ibid). Johnson is also cited by Ryker (2001: 67) in the VSR metadiscourse.
Johnson (1994) “Disorders of Speaking in the professional voice user” in: Menninger M, Jacobson, B, Johnson A, eds. Vocal Arts
Medicine: The Care and Prevention of Professional Voice Disorders. New York: Thieme., was not read or evaluated for this
research, and is not in the metadiscourse in Appendix D. This is mainly because voice care books aimed specifically at an
audience of doctors were not considered here. Future research into this linguistic ideology could include medical texts. Voice care
books included in Appendix D are aimed at voice trainers, vocologists, and professional voice users as the main reading audience.
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Although direct causality has not been established, it is generally believed that
certain types of growths on the vocal fold surfaces are a result of repeated and
prolonged high-force collision between the tissues of opposing vocal folds (Gray,
Titze, & Lusk, 1987).
(Titze & Verdolini Abbott 2012: 60)24
More studies on vocal health that use research subjects from variable linguistic backgrounds
would be useful in general, and in particular, may help show that the articulatory actions which
create throaty phonemes are not inherently more likely to cause vocal nodules than other
phonemes.
The link between misuse and throaty sounds seems to be a cultural understanding, in this
case a linguistic ideology. In other cultures, the understandings of vocal use and misuse can be
very different. In researching Korean p’ansori performance, McAllister-Viel (2001, 2007a,
2007b, 2009, 2019, 2020) specifically questioned the cultural assumptions practitioners of
Anglo-American voice traditions hold about vocal health. While those in the natural/free
approach uniquely value one type of modal voice quality as desirable and healthy — sometimes
described as resonant voice quality (Titze & Verdolini Abbott 2012: 286-287) — p’ansori artists
and audiences value “big,” “thick,” and “husky" voices, which are developed through
intermittent vocal loss during training (McAllister-Viel 2019: 111-112). The practice of
purposefully losing one’s voice during training would be considered misuse and abuse by the
majority of the authors in the performance speech chain network documented here, yet it is a
hundreds of years old practice in p’ansori training in Korea, where trained p’ansori artists are
considered to have healthy, valuable, professional, and desirable voices.
Another example from the metadiscourse of discordance in the understanding of healthy
voice quality was found in Morrison (2007), which documented two teaching exchanges between
24

Emphasis added.
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American Fitzmaurice Voicework teachers and Russian teachers from the Moscow Art Theatre.
Initially, the American teachers found:
Although the [Russian] work was clearly effective, creating strong results and
pleasing the students, our first exposure to Russian techniques nevertheless
evoked Cold War stereotypes: muscular movement and vibrant sound taught
through rigorous methods, but with little attention to the details of personality and
vocal health that are some of the hallmarks of American voice work.
(Morrison 2007: 73)
The Russians (from an American point of view) have a “pressed” sound which
interferes with the kind of spontaneity and truthfulness we crave in our actors; the
Americans (from a Russian point of view, and in the implicit opinions of some
Americans) are occasionally self-indulgent and overly concerned with their own
feelings, sometimes at the expense of what the play requires.
(Morrison 2007: 86-87)
As the Russians trained their actors to use a more ‘pressed’ voice quality, the American teachers
noted their approach was less health-conscious. Authors in the performance speech chain
network documented here tend to find pressed voice to be particularly unhealthy (for example,
see Titze & Verdolini Abbott 2012: 268-271). Yet, the American teachers did not feel the Russian
students were struggling vocally, and at times the Russians achieved sounds the Americans were
unable to produce (Morrison 2007: 81). While the two aesthetic preferences for voicing were
clearly and understandably different, differing conceptions of health were also at play in this
cultural exchange, further supporting that notions of misuse and abuse are not static and stable.
In the English-speaking metadiscourse researched here, notions of vocal health are
frequently based on concepts about effort and efficiency. Any unnecessary tension — muscular
use, effort, tone, or strain not needed for the task at hand — is pedagogically considered to be
misuse, potentially causing fatigue, harm, or injury. Only necessary tension is desirable. An
example of this is, again, Knight’s suggestion that word initial glottals are unnecessary, even
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though glottal initiations can be used to communicate prosodic, pragmatic, and social meaning.
However, Knight further commented:
The real problem with glottal plosion and glottal stops (when used in English
speech - in some dialects of German they are required) is that they commonly
show that you are holding residual tension in the delicate muscles of your vocal
folds […]
(Knight 2012: 266-267)
Similarly, Houseman acknowledged that some accents and languages use the glottal stop, but
argued that allophonic glottal stops are less tense than glottal initiation of words beginning with
vowels:
Some accents and languages have hard glottal attack sounds in them that are not
the result of excess effort. For example ‘water’ and ‘butter’ in cockney. The ‘t’ is
not sounded but is replaced by a full but not tense throat closure of the vocal
folds. Because this closure is not tense it does not last so long and so the build-up
of pressure is not as strong nor the release as violent. So if hard glottal attack is a
natural part of your accent and you have checked that it is not the result of
tension, then don’t worry about it.
(Houseman 2002: 129)

As seen in section 2.4.3, for Hawaiian speakers, prosodic glottalization of word-initial vowels
and the phonemic glottal stop are perceptually similar, leading to the reanalysis of prosodic
glottals in loan words as phonemic (Blevins 2004). This suggests it is unlikely that there is some
difference in the tension used to realize prosodic glottals compared to phonemic or allophonic
glottals as Houseman suggested. Furthermore, if glottals aren’t harmful for speakers of Cockney,
German, or Hawaiian — or speakers of Jalapa Mazatec or Tagalog, etc., — then it doesn’t make
sense to argue the sound is particularly note-worthy in terms of residual tension in the intrinsic
laryngeal muscles as Knight suggested, which should affect speakers regardless of language.
Instead, perhaps the label ‘unnecessary’ affects pedagogues’ opinions on glottals overall, because
unnecessary sounds are assumed to be vocal misuse. If so, those who categorize various speech
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sounds as necessary or unnecessary in English-speaking performance and associated training
systems affect cultural understandings of concepts like vocal use, misuse, and abuse.
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3 — Data and Methodology
The data under analysis below is discourse about discourse, in which authors participate
in the conscious naming, discussion, debate, and evaluation of linguistic features. This is called
“explicit metadiscourse, or talk about talk” (Johnstone et al 2006: 80). Naming, discussion,
debate, and evaluation of language is therefore the object of study considered here. The data
under analysis is metadiscourse focused on the evaluations, assumptions, and prescriptions
related to throaty sounds, particularly glottal stops and some voice qualities that the authors
describe variably as ‘guttural emphasis,’ ‘guttural timbre,’ ‘creak,’ ‘fry,’ etc. While metadiscourse
can be conveyed through spoken, signed, or written discourse, the research here only evaluates
written discourse.
Analyzed quotes from the metadiscourse appear in the appendices and were selected and
compiled solely by the researcher. Included quotes focus on the following:
(1) glottal stops
(2) guttural sounds
(3) glottalized initiation of utterance, phrase, and/or word-initial vowels
A. the associated use of contemporary terms glottal attack and/or glottal onset
B. the associated use of historical terms coup de glotte and glottal/glottic
shock
(4) Voice quality construed as any type of creak, creaky voice, glottal fry and/or
vocal fry
While there were many more quotes about generalized constriction or vague tightness of the
throat, if they did not fit into these categories, they were excluded from the data analyzed here.
The analysis uses Agha (2003) as a heuristic to construct a further offshoot of his speech chain
network. In the network Agha illustrated, all of the authors participated in the valorization and
circulation of the RP accent of English. Additionally, some of those same authors also disparaged
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speech sounds made at the back and lower aspects of the vocal tract found within the throat
space. Importantly, Agha theorized that the process of valorization and circulation can lead to
increased cultural value assigned to particular linguistic forms, thus affecting language usage:
…cultural value is not a static property of things or people but a precipitate of
sociohistorically locatable practices, including discursive practices, which imbue
cultural forms with recognizable sign-values and bring these values into
circulation along identifiable trajectories in social space. Though the specific
objects of value I consider here are linguistic forms, the processes of valorization
and circulation I describe are quite general. They apply to — indeed, treat
language like — any other cultural form.
(Agha 2003: 232)
This research therefore aims to highlight how not only valorization and circulation over time can
affect the assignment of positive cultural value to linguistic forms, but that circulation with
stigmatization over time can affect the assignment of negative cultural value to linguistic forms.
Valorization or stigmatization of the value of speech sounds can be found through critical
analysis of the discourse (van Dijk 2004) and the stances (Jaffe 2009) found in the metadiscourse
compiled as the data of this study. Additionally, the analysis includes examination, critique and
comparison of terminology used to describe throaty sounds. While the analysis is qualitative, the
preponderance of various stances and their chronological development in relation to one another
are also taken into account.
The metadiscourse is compiled into four different sections of the speech chain network
separated by author/publication type: (1) 18-20th century essays or handbooks on speech or song
published by doctors, elocutionists, and singing teachers (data shown in Appendix B); (2) 20th 21st century voice and speech handbooks (data shown in Appendix C); (3) contemporary voice
care handbooks published between 2004-2014 (data shown in Appendix D); and (4) volumes
1-14 of the Voice and Speech Review academic journal, published between 2000-2020 (data
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shown in Appendix E). Within each appendix, all data are ordered by date of original publication
when possible. At times, when a later edition of a text was examined, it is listed with the
copyright date of that later edition but is chronologically ordered in the data set by the date of its
1st edition. For example, Turner & Boston (2007) is a posthumous sixth edition of Turner’s Voice
and Speech in the Theatre, originally published in 1950. In Appendix C it is ordered according to
its 1st edition publication date, and is therefore found between entries from Skinner et al (1990)
— originally published in 1942 — and Berry (1973).
There is some inconsistency in the methodology detailed below. This is due to the gap in
locating the data between 2020 and 2022 and a mix of source material including physical and
digital texts. The research and writing of the thesis were interrupted multiple times due to
impacts from Covid-19 between 2020 and 2022. Thus, it is possible that there is some
inconsistency in the quotes that were selected, and some quotes that fit the criteria may have
been inadvertently overlooked. In addition, there is a possibility of notational errors from both
methods of transcription: hand-typing a quote from a physical edition was more cumbersome
than copying and pasting from a digital edition, but many quotes copied and pasted were plagued
with formatting issues. Therefore, it is possible for lingering errors of transcription to remain in
the data. Any remaining typos and formatting errors are solely the fault of the researcher.

3.1 — Data Sets 1-3: Handbooks and Essays
The sets of data found in Appendices B, C, and D include metadiscourse from essays and
handbooks published between 1762 and 2017. Initially, major contemporary authors in voice and
speech were selected for inclusion, and subsequent review of bibliographies and references led to
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other authors in the performance speech chain network. Additionally, works focused on the
history of accent standardization also identified authors and texts further examined for this
research (Agha 2003, Knight 1997, Casini Hollis 2013). Reviewed authors include:

Thomas Sheridan (1719-1788)
John Walker (1732-1807)
Gilbert Austin (1753-1837)
Rev. Ebenezer Porter (1772-1834)
Dr. James Rush (1786-1869)
Dr. Johannes Müller (1801-1858)
Hon. M.D. Manuel García, Jr. (1805-1906)
James Edward Murdoch (1811-1893)
Dr. Louis (Ludwig) Mandl (1812-1881)
Emma Seiler (1821-1886)
William H. Lawton (1829? - ?)
Dr. Morell MacKenzie (1837-1892)
Dr. William Arthur Aikin (1857-1939)
Elsie Fogerty (1865-1945)
Margaret Prendergast McLean (1878-1961)
Gwynneth L. Thurburn (1899-1993)
J. Clifford Turner (?-1964)
Edith Skinner (1902-1981)
Evangeline Machlin (1908-2003)
Arthur Lessac (1909-2011)
Cicely Berry (1926-2018)
Kristin Linklater (1936-2020)
Michael McCallion (1938-2004)
Dudley Knight (1939-2013)
Rocco Dal Vera (1956-2017)

Patsy Rodenburg
Barbara Houseman
Robert Barton
Patricia Fletcher
Joan Melton
Marina Gillman
Edda Sharpe
Jan Hadyn Rowles
Christina Gutekunst
John Gillet
Andrea Caban
Julie Foh
Jeffrey Parker
Dr. D. Garfield Davies
Dr. Anthony F. Jahn
Joanna Cazden, SLP
Ingo R. Titze
Katherine Verdolini Abbott
Dr. Robert T. Sataloff
Mary J. Hawkshawn, RN
Dr. Yolanda D. Heman-Ackah
Dr. Jaime Eaglin Moore
Dr. Amy L. Rutt

Some reviewed authors are not discussed in the analysis and have no quotes listed in the data sets
in the appendices. This is because the works of those authors examined for this research had no
explicit metadiscourse about glottals or relevant vocal qualities. For example no quotes which
explicitly mentioned glottals or creak were found in the reviewed texts by Evangeline Machlin,
Arthur Lessac, or Kristin Linklater. This does not mean these authors did not participate in the
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relevant performance speech chain network, only that explicit metadiscourse was not located
during the accumulation of data for this study.
Works predating 1925 in Appendix B were all digitized editions, save Porter (1824).
Locating relevant quotes took place via observation of the tables of contents and subsequently by
keyword searches. While the keyword searches were by necessity different from text to text due
to chronological change in terminology or the focus of the handbook, typical keywords included
glottis, glottal, glottic, glotte, coup de glotte, attack, shock, guttural, timbre, and throat (and
similar terms in French for García (1840) and Mandl (1879)). Some of these keywords were used
specifically to find quotes that may have lacked the terms glottal / creak in the quote, but were
still relevant. In addition, older texts were re-investigated for mentions of Italian traditions of
speech and singing pedagogies, once that type of metadiscourse was observed in multiple texts.
The metadiscourse in Appendices C and D, compiled from handbooks of voice and
speech pedagogy and contemporary voice care handbooks, were all transcribed from print
editions. The quotes were found by examining the tables of contents and the indices, meaning
that it is possible relevant quotes may have been missed or overlooked. Keywords from the
indices included: glottal, glottal stop, glottal attack, glottal onset, glottal fry, creak, creaky voice,
or other variations on these terms.
The data from Appendices B, C, and D does not exhaust the full occurrence of
metadiscourse about glottals in these types of texts. Relevant discourse may be found in many
more publications on elocution, voice and speech, singing, voice science, speech science, and
linguistics. In particular, there are many more singing handbooks which could be examined, as
well as clinical textbooks and research studies. In the future, a comprehensive cross-discipline
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literature review of relevant metadiscourse would better illustrate the predominance and history
of the linguistic ideology throaty sounds are bad for performers.

3.2 — Data Set 4: Academic publications in the Voice and Speech Review (VSR)
The VSR data, found in Appendix E, is a comprehensive review of metadiscourse on
glottal stops and relevant laryngealizations found in volumes 1-14 of the Voice and Speech
Review, published between 2000-2020. The VSR is the academic journal sponsored by VASTA,
or the Voice and Speech Trainers Association. As of 2022, the organization has:
approximately 700 members including academics, actors and singers, voice and
speech pathologists, medical doctors, corporate trainers, and private studio
trainers and healers. Members hail from every continent other than Antarctica and
clients range from actors and singers to auctioneers to lawyers to politicians to the
clergy, to CEOs - anyone for whom the voice and vocal communication are
important.
(VASTA's History on VASTA.org)
While ‘trainer’ does not adequately describe all members, members are typically interested in the
training of professional voice users, regardless of whether they are trainers themselves.
The first seven volumes were self-published by VASTA as an organization between 2000
and 2011, but in 2014 the 8th volume was published by Routledge/Taylor & Francis, who have
since published the journal yearly. Each of the first seven volumes were monographs with
particular subjects, however, each publication still included many essays and articles that were
not specifically about the unifying themes.25 After 2014 and the switch to publication with
Routledge, volumes 8-11 did not include any special topics, but volumes 12-14 have returned to

25

Volume 1 on standardization; vol. 2 on vocal violence; vol. 3 on film, broadcast and electronic media; vol. 4 on Shakespeare;
vol. 5 on gender; vol 6. on movement; and vol. 7 on cross-cultural voicing.
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some specialization: each volume contains one issue on a special topic.26 Past editors include
VASTA members Rocco Dal Vera, Mandy Rees, Rena Cook, Dudley Knight, and Jeff Morrison.
The current editor is Rockford Sansom, the co-editor is Shannon Vickers, and Karen Kopryanski
currently edits the reviews section of the journal.
Voice and speech is inherently interdisciplinary, with associated pedagogies that cannot
be uniquely classified as hard or soft sciences, humanities, or the arts. Therefore, the VSR editors
have worked to include different styles of writing. Currently, the journal separates peer reviewed
articles from forum articles and reviews (Sansom 2018), but older editions did not always make
the article type clear. Therefore very different types of assertions have been made in the VSR
discourse over time, requiring readers to critically consider the empirical support for various
claims, particularly in older volumes.
Analysis of the VSR metadiscourse as data for this study was undertaken in a nonchronological fashion. Physical printed copies of Volumes 1 and 8-11 were read in-full first and
metadiscourse was selected and partially analyzed over the summer of 2020. All quotes from
these volumes were transcribed by hand. Subsequently, volumes 2-7 and 12-14 were read and
analyzed from the digitized and digital copies. Metadiscourse from volumes 2-4 was read in-full
during the summer of 2021, while metadiscourse from volumes 5-7 and 12-14 was investigated
with a keyword search, and then only relevant articles found in the keyword searches were read
in-full during the fall of 2021. The keywords used for the search originally included: glottis,
glottal, onset, attack, hard, harsh, breathy, creak, fry, and guttural. As discourse was selected,
more keywords were added to the list, including breathiness, rough, rasp, hoarse, and pressed.
26

Volume 12, no. 3 has a section specifically on Australian voice training, vol. 13, no. 1 focuses on the history of vocal pedagogy
in general, and vol. 14, no. 2 focuses on visions of the future of voice training.
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4 — Analysis
The analysis of the metadiscourse is taken in three parts: Section 4.1 outlines the
performance speech chain network itself, and establishes key authors. Attention is paid to
instances in which the same authors promote some type of standardized English pronunciation
while also writing negatively about throaty sounds. Section 4.2 examines the overwhelmingly
negative descriptions of throaty sounds in the metadiscourse. Section 4.3 reviews the definitions
of key terms used by the authors and changes of terminology over time.

4.1 — Establishing the Performance Speech Chain Network
This thesis theorizes that the speech chain network detailed by Agha (2003) has an offshoot or separate branch, specifically focused on language used in performance contexts. This
branch of the speech chain network simultaneously promoted the use of standardized English
and discouraged the use of throaty sounds which were not phonemes in standardized English.
Authors linked constriction in the throat to negative vocal health outcomes, and targeted for
reduction or removal the salient phonetic segments they associated with throat constriction. In
the analysis, this branch of the speech chain will be called the ‘performance’ speech chain
network to distinguish it from Agha’s network focused primarily on valorization and circulation
of RP. Some authors in the performance speech chain network are linked together directly by
quoting each other in their publications, some are linked through reproductions of similar ideas
without directly referencing one another, while others are linked through known personal and
professional relationships.
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Sheridan (1780: 21) is the earliest author to mention “guttural” in the data set,27 and did
so with some negative connotations. Subsequently, Austin (1806: 48) and Porter (1824, 1833)
frequently reference their familiarity with pronunciation dictionary writers Walker and Sheridan,
showing a clear link in the performance speech chain network to the first stage of Agha’s speech
chain network, which also began with Sheridan and Walker. Porter repeatedly discussed his work
in relation to Walker’s, and mentioned both Austin ( ie. Porter 1833: 23) and Sheridan (ie. Porter
1833: 136). Furthermore, Sheridan, Walker, Austin, and Porter all suggest actors are good role
models for public speaking. Both Austin (ie. 1806: 53) and Porter (ie.1833: 40) noted famous
British actor David Garrick as an exemplary orator, and Austin (1806: 239) also included an
entire chapter on public speech for actors and opera performers.
The next link in the performance speech chain network included 19th century authors
who began to explicitly mix medical science with singing and elocution. Dr. James Rush, an
early American in the performance speech chain network (along with Porter), was the first author
documented to make strong appeals to both health and aesthetics. His well-known publication,
The Philosophy of the Human Voice, mixed together aspects of descriptive anatomy and
physiology with prescription of elocution (for a full description of Rush’s work and influences,
see Hale (1942)). Further medical doctors like Mandl (1879) and Mackenzie (1899) also mixed
together science and aesthetics in their works, as did singing teachers García (1840, 1855, 1857)
and Seiler (Seiler & Furness 1879).

27

Of course, further research could unearth earlier metadiscourse within this performance speech chain network.
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Rush personally trained James Edward Murdoch (Knight 1997: 158),28 an American actor
turned elocutionist who primarily trained other actors (Britannica 2021). In 1845, Murdoch
published the first edition of Orthophony, or the Cultivation of the Voice in Elocution in a joint
publication with William Russell’s American Elocutionist which included “a supplement on
purity of tone” by G.J. Webb (Russell et al 1871). The handbook was reissued many times, and
later editions included a dedication to the late James Rush after his death. Murdoch’s text may be
one of the earliest works specifically tailored toward American actors. However, there were no
direct links found in this research between Murdoch and the later generation of American authors
including Margaret Prendergast McLean and Edith Skinner. They are rather connected to the
pedagogue William Tilly and therefore dictionary writer Daniel Jones (Knight 1997), and the
Central School Tradition which taught codified versions of RP based on Jones’ work. Future
research could better identify other American authors contributing to the performance speech
chain network between 1870-1920, as more direct links between Murdoch and further American
voice and speech teachers may exist.
Rush was also cited by Dr. Johannes Müller, who included a comprehensive list of
citations about works on voice. He particularly recommended the work of Rush: “The American
reader is referred most especially to the valuable work of Dr. James Rush, entitled Physiology of
the Human Voice, Philadelphia, 2nd edition” (Müller et al 1843: 689).29 Müller was purely a
physician, and his endorsement of Rush lended credibility. Interestingly, the endorsement of
Knight calls him William Murdoch instead of James, which may have been because James Murdoch published his most wellknown elocution text with William Russell.
28

29

However, Müller et al (1843) actually misstate the title of Rush’s work, calling it Physiology instead of Philosophy. However,
Rush himself includes the word “physiological” in the subtitle, so Müller et al were correct in suggesting Rush was writing about
his understanding of physiology. The full title of Rush (1827) is The Philosophy of the Human Voice: Embracing Its
Physiological History; Together with a System of Principles by which Criticism in the Art of Elocution May be Rendered
Intelligible, and Instruction, Definite and Comprehensive. To which is Added A Brief Analysis of Song and Recitative.
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Rush was also more enthusiastic than his other recommendations and citations on voice. Dr.
Müller’s work, The Elements of Physiology was read and quoted by later members of the speech
chain network like Emma Seiler (Seiler & Furness 1879: 31-32, 36-37, 55, etc).
Next to Rush, the other key 19th century figure was Manuel García II. After García’s
publication on the development of laryngoscopy in 1855, his text on singing was translated into
English (1857) and widely read. Knowledge of García’s discourse links together many other
authors in the performance speech chain network. García is quoted at length by Emma Seiler and
Dr. Mackenzie, and he clearly influenced early 20th century pedagogues of singing and speech
like J.William T. Shakespeare and Dr. W.A. Aikin (Turner & Boston 2007: xiii). Therefore,
García links together many of the authors of the 19th century with those of the 20th.
Dr. W.A. Aikin was a key figure of the performance speech chain network at the turn of
the 20th century. He developed a strong working relationship with Elsie Fogerty, the founder of
the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama (RCSSD) and taught aspiring actors as well as
aspiring voice and speech teachers (Turner & Boston 2007, Frye 2011, Carey 2020). The Fogerty
and Aikin legacy was subsequently disseminated through other authors in the metadiscourse
from the early and mid 1900s to the present day, in an academic lineage called the Central
School Tradition (Carey 2020), which is a key Anglo-American approach to voice and speech
(McAllister-Viel 2001, 2007b, 2020), and also overlaps with what McAllister-Viel (2019)
describes as the natural/free approach.
The Central School Tradition more or less established voice and speech as a discipline in
English-speaking actor training. Previous pedagogies were typically focused on elocution and/or
singing. The ‘speech’ aspect of voice and speech is in many ways a rebranding of elocution, and
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generally focused on prescribing some type of standard accent until the 21st century.
Comparatively ‘voice’ is not the same as singing training at all. Voice work attempts to develop
the health and expressiveness of the voice in sounding, speaking, and singing. Techniques are
now incredibly varied, but typically address anatomy and physics, psychology and neurology,
sociology and anthropology, as well as cultural and aesthetic traditions (Boston 2018: 3-19).
The Central School Tradition segmented voice and speech into a four-part system
developed by Aikin, Fogerty, Thurburn, and Turner: breath, note, tone and word.30 Breath
included physical body work and breath practice; note focused on actions of the vocal folds,
including initiation of vocalization and pitch; tone focused on the use of modal voice quality, and
was taught using a resonator scale first developed by Aikin;31 and word focused on the
prescription of standardized articulation (Turner & Boston 2007). This basic list of ‘voice
ingredients’ is still used today,32 though there is now a trend towards abandoning the prescription
of standardized accents. The codification of breath, note, tone, and word could read as a catchy,
brief description of the anatomical process of speaking, but it is important to note that it is a
western approach to anatomy and body processes and does not perfectly align with other cultural
understandings of the body and breath (McAllister-Viel 2019).
30

The version ‘breath, note, tone, word’ is sourced from Turner, in Turner & Boston (2007: 6). Aikin (1920) used an earlier
three-part version: breath, vibration, resonance (1920: 9), and Fogerty (1929: 108) used an intermediate version: breath, note,
tone, vowel. In addition, Thurburn (1939: 25) used a truncated version of these elements that she noted as responsive to conscious
control: breathing, articulation, tone. Thurburn argued that the actions of the vocal folds are not controllable, and that attempting
to control them “…can do nothing but harm” (ibid: 24), and therefore does not suggest anything comparable to note.
31

Aikin’s theory behind the “resonator scale” is since disproved, but the scale itself includes theoretical monophthongs of RP
English, ordered in respect of the first and second vowel formants: /u/ /ʊ/ /o/ /ɔ/ /ɒ/ /ɑ/ /ʌ/ /ɜ/ /æ/ /ɛ/ /e/ /ɪ/ /i/ (see Aikin 1920).
Students memorize and repeat the scale as an element of voice practice while developing modal ‘resonant’ voice quality. I was
taught Turner’s resonator scale as a ‘vowel progression’ as a BFA student and later taught it to my own students. A well-known
version of the resonator scale is Kristin Linklater’s adaptation in Freeing the Natural Voice (2006: 335-338) with onset
consonants added, frequently called “Zoo Woe Shaw.” I also learned Linklater’s version as an MA student.
32

Though I did not read Turner, Fogerty, Thurburn, or Aikin during my MA in Professional Voice Practice, our pedagogy class
covered this four-part sequence of Breath, Note, Tone, Word (‘word’ was also called ‘articulation’) as a basic pedagogical model.
In my experience, contemporary use of the term “resonance” also typically replaces older usage of the term “tone.”
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Any author publishing after 1930 in this performance speech chain network can be linked
directly back to Aikin, therefore to García, and thus to the rest of the earlier authors. Figure 1
shows a very simplistic visual rendering of the speech chain connecting some of the authors in
the metadiscourse, specifically those who established the speech chain, and its development in
voice and speech pedagogy, before the VSR articles or recent voice care handbooks were
published. Notably J. Clifford Turner and Gwynneth Thurburn were direct students of Aikin and
Forgerty, and Turner and Thurburn subsequently taught the next generation of influential authors
in the Central School Tradition, including Cicely Berry. Berry and her contemporaries are
subsequently and strongly linked to the founders and members of VASTA, which links the
Central School Tradition to the entirety of the VSR metadiscourse.
Finally, the contemporary voice care metadiscourse must be linked to the other authors,
which is fairly simple: all the authors involved in recent voice care handbooks and vocology
texts are also directly linked to VASTA and the VSR through personal relationships, publications,
as well as through relationships between VASTA and other professional organizations like the
National Association of Teachers of Singing (NATS) or the Pan American Vocology Association
(PAVA). A weaker link could be theorized between the contemporary medical professionals
writing on voice care to the 19th century medical authors like Dr. Müller, Dr. Mandl, Dr.
Mackenzie, and singing pedagogues García and Seiler, but further research on the history of
laryngology would be required to posit that link.
A key aspect of the performance speech chain network is that these authors have also
(re)produced aspects of standard language ideology, purposefully or incidentally. Table 8 shows
the same members of the performance speech chain network included in Figure 1,
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Figure 1 — Visualization of a set of authors from the Performance Speech Chain Network

While not drawn to scale, an attempt was made to visualize respective time periods in which the authors were active. Dotted
lines connect American acting teachers McLean and Skinner to Murdoch and Fogerty. These links are hypothesized, but they
are not supported by any direct quotes in McLean or Skinner’s texts.
Importantly, a connection does not inherently suggest that authors agree with each other — just that they are connected as
senders and receivers of messages about speech, accent, and language value.
This figure does not include all authors, and preference for inclusion was given to earlier authors in the speech chain network,
and those who have quotes in Appendices B and C. Authors from the data in Appendices D and E were purposefully lumped
together at the bottom of the figure.
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categorized according to the types of discourse they participated in regarding throaty sounds and
standard language ideology. The majority of authors clearly valorize standardized English in
some way and also stigmatize throaty sounds. Note that most of the texts in box A2 were not
originally written in English, so while their authors still may have engaged in promotion of
standard language ideology, they did not write about standardized English pronunciation
specifically.

Table 8 — Some key 17th-20th Century Authors engaged in linked discourse
(1) Suggestions regarding standardized English or
examples using standardized English

(2) NO Suggestion of English speech sounds associated
with standardized English

(A) Use of Negative
Discourse Regarding
Throaty Sounds

Sheridan (1780), Austin (1806), Porter
(1833), Rush (1827), Russell et al (1871),
Mackenzie (1899), Aikin (1900), Lawton
(1901), Aikin (1920), Fogerty (1929),
McLean (1928), Thurburn (1939), Skinner
et al (1990), Turner & Boston (2007),
Berry (1973), Berry (1992), Rodenburg
(2002), Knight (2012)

Müller et al (1843), García (1840), García
(1855), García (1857), Mandl (1879), Seiler
& Furness (1879)

(B) NO Negative
Discourse Regarding
Throaty Sounds

Sheridan (1762), Walker (1799), Walker
(1810), Porter (1824)

——

Note that the authors included here are the same as in Figure 1 and are not an exhaustive listing of the authors in Appendices BE. Other authors in the performance speech chain network also engaged in these linked discourses.

Some of these authors only marginally discuss speech sounds associated with
standardized English, but are still placed in box A1 or B1. For example, Dudley Knight was
well-known for challenging the use of standardized accents as a foundational aspect of speech
training for actors, however Knight (2012) still included sections which suggested the usage of
speech sounds corresponding to a standardized American accent, and negatively discussed
throaty sounds.
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4.2 — The Four Types of Appeals Against Throaty Sounds in the Metadiscourse
It was hypothesized before the research was undertaken that there would be a clear shift
in the discourse from argumentation based on aesthetics and linguistic discrimination against
throaty sounds towards health-based justifications during the mid-20th century. Hypothetically,
as classism was challenged during the 20th century, glottals and creaky voice would no longer be
discouraged simply by an appeal to their supposed ugliness or their index to assumed lack of
education. The hypothesized pivot towards calling the sounds unhealthy rather than undesirable
would provide a more socially appropriate justification to discourage throaty sounds, though they
were still unwanted for social reasons. This hypothesis was proven to be incorrect by the
research. Instead, appeals to both aesthetics and health were and are used concurrently and do
not precede or follow each other; there was no mid-20th century pivot from aesthetics-only to
health-only appeals in the metadiscourse. The research also shows a large number of mixed
appeals, in which the same author would write about health and then make aesthetic comments
or vice versa, often within the same publication, or even the same chapter, section, or paragraph.
Additionally, links between throaty sounds and emotional state or characteristic were noted.
Within this thesis, the four types of rationalizations of the linguistic ideology — health,
aesthetic, mixed health/aesthetic, and emotional state/characteristic — have the following
definitions. Appeals to health include statements that invoke anatomical descriptions; discussions
of fatigue, strain, stress, misuse, and abuse; descriptions that use empirically researched evidence
from medical studies; and direct naming of speech actions as dangerous or unhealthy. Aesthetic
appeals include non-measurable descriptions of sounds, statements of personal preference,
references to clear speech or clarity, and adjectives not typically used in medical jargon. Mixed
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appeals included quotes which made use of several justifications. Some mixed appeals which
combine or conflate references to health and aesthetics included terminology that may be useable
in a clinical setting, but may also simply be an adjective or aesthetic description (i.e. harsh or
hard). Mixed appeals also use terminology that might simply sound painful, like the descriptors
hammered and popping — these are not medical terms, but give a connotation of potential harm.
Mixed appeals also use terminology which is underspecified, such as descriptors like effortful or
problematic. The reader is left to determine whether effortful means unhealthy or unattractive; if
problematic means physically taxing, aesthetically controversial, or something else entirely.
Lastly, appeals to emotional state or characteristic depend upon speech sounds as non-arbitrary
semiotic icons (Irvine & Gal 2000), in which a speech sound functions as a sign which expresses
meaning through resemblance or similarity to that which it represents. Thus, throaty sounds cited
as evidence of anger, neurosis, or scorn, etc., are functioning as icons of these emotional states or
characteristics. The authors believed and suggested that constriction of the throat was directly
linked to particular emotions and characteristics.
Table 9 shows the four types of appeals associated with unique negative descriptions of
throaty sounds found within each of the data sets. For each data set, it is also shown which
throaty sound was being referenced: guttural/throaty, etc., glottal/ic, etc., or creak/fry. Table 9
does not indicate how many times a term was used; some terms, like harsh, were frequently
repeated by many authors, while other terms were only used once by a singular author, such as
fiend-like. See Appendix F for a full listing of descriptors, including positive and neutral
descriptors, with citations. Overall, some general observations can be made:
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(1) There are negative descriptions of throaty sounds in every data set, which far
outweigh positive and neutral descriptions of the sounds
(2) All data sets use appeals to health and mixed appeals
(3) Aesthetic judgements have influenced the majority of unique negative descriptions,
either through aesthetic-only appeals or mixed appeals
(4) Historically, links with emotional state/characteristic are very negative
(5) There were far fewer unique negative descriptions that exclusively appealed to health
(6) Some negative descriptions are used in most data sets, like avoid, sudden, harsh, etc.
(7) Comparisons between glottal voice initiation to coughing, hiccoughing/hiccupping,
and throat clearing were in multiple data sets
These observations may then be further complicated when examining the table according to the
time period and type of text.

Table 9 — Unique Negative Descriptions of glottals, gutturals, and creak/fry
Appeals to
Health

Appeals to Aesthetics

Mixed Appeals

Emotional State /
Characteristic

Appendix B choking, half
suffocated,
Guttural,
hiccoughing,
Throat,
doubly injurious,
Throaty, etc. serious risk,
spasm, strained,
strangled

affectation, animalistic,
bad, base, clucking, coarse,
disagreeable, disgraced,
drawback, drawling, false,
fault, grunting, hinderance,
hissing, hollow, imperfect,
improper, impure, inferior,
interfering, intolerable,
languid, mars, not
favorable, objectionable,
peculiar, perfervid,
repulsive, soft,
uncultivated, want of ear

assaults, barking, catch, cut off,
defect, distressful, dry,
exaggerated, explosive,
extreme, force, grating, hard,
harsh, interfere, less developed,
negligence, pressed, rough,
tightening, violent

abhorrence, anger,
aversion, contempt,
defiance, derision,
discontent, disdain,
disgust, displeasure,
disruption, dissatisfaction,
execration, fear, ferocity,
fiend-like, hatred,
haughtiness, horror, illhumor, impatience,
indignation, malice,
malignant, mockery,
mournful, peevishness,
rage, rebuke, revenge,
scorn, shaming, snarling,
sneer, sobbing, stubborn,
threatening

Appendix B abuse, coughing,
damage, danger,
Glotte,
injurious,
Glottic,
pathological,
Glottal,
spasm,
(onset), etc. strangulation,
strain

abruptness, bad habit,
condemned, disagreeable,
loud, prominent evil, sharp,
short, sudden, thrown out,
unharmonious,
unnecessary, unpleasing

avoid, burst, compression,
constriction, contraction,
corruption, cutting, dashed,
defects, dry, effort, eruptive,
exaggeration, explosive,
explusive, force, guard against,
hammered, hard, harden, harsh,
intense, involuntary, jam,
marked emphasis, no longer
free, not normal, obstruction,
pressed, quavering, too
frequently repeated, violent

alarm, anger, courage,
curse, ecstasy, excited,
exclamation, extremes,
frantic, furious, highwrought, impassioned,
laughing, passion, shout,
terror, vivid expression,
warning
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Appeals to
Health

Appeals to Aesthetics

Mixed Appeals

Emotional State /
Characteristic

n/a

n/a

n/a

strangled

improper, incorrect,
unfavorable

bottling, constricted, control,
difficulty, fault, gripping,
holding, impeding, insufficient,
narrowed, poorly, problem,
rigid, stiffness, tight, undue,
unwilling, weak

overwhelmed

coughing,
damage, fatigue,
hiccoughing,
injury, insufficient
breath, irritated,
lose ability to
function,
potentially very
dangerous, risks,
serious vocal
problems,
seriously
damaged, severely
damage,
spasticity, strain,
stressful, swell,
symptomatic,
tiring, unhealthy

abruptly, bad, challenge,
clucking, grunt, held back,
hideous, incorrect,
interruption, less clear, less
expressive, less
informative, mistake, never
needed, no flow, overemphatic, overly, plucking,
quacking, sharp, should
never be heard, staccato,
sudden, suspicion, too
firmly, thin, ugly,
unattractive, undesirable,
unnecessary, without any
purpose, wrong

aggressive, attacking, avoid,
bashed, bursts, catch, clicking,
choppy, closing, constrict,
defect, effort, eliminate,
eradicate, exaggerated,
excessive, explosive, faulty,
friction, force, grabbing, guard
against, habit, hammered, hard,
harsh, holding, insufficient
easy support, jerk, less open,
lock, over-effortful, overforceful, over-tight, persistent,
pinched, pop, pressed,
pressure, problem, pushing,
restricting, rough, scratch,
should not be used, slam,
smashing, snapping, spreading,
strike, tense, tight,
uncoordinated, undue stress,
violent

distrust, forceful attitude,
frightening, highly
emotional, mental overcompensation,
nervousness, over-careful

n/a

infamous

avoid, breath holding, extra
effort, lack sufficient breath
support, raspy, rough, sizzling,
squeezing, tension

n/a

chronic,
pathological

n/a

clamping, constriction, habit,
squeezing, uncontrolled

n/a

chronic, damage,
sudden
deleterious, injury,
misuse, nodules,
pathological, risk,
trauma

aggressive, avoided, bang,
bursts, clap, clicks,
compensatory habits, crackle,
excessively, explosive,
forceful, pitch instability,
problem, robs a degree of
freedom, uncontrolled,
unstable, unsupported

n/a

n/a

popping

n/a

Appendix B n/a
Creak,
Creaky, Fry
Appendix
C
Guttural,
Throat,
Throaty, etc.
Appendix
C
Glotte,
Glottic,
Glottal,
(onset), etc.

Appendix
C
Creak,
Creaky, Fry
Appendix
D
Guttural,
Throat,
Throaty, etc.
Appendix
D
Glotte,
Glottic,
Glottal,
(onset), etc.
Appendix
D

n/a

Creak,
Creaky, Fry
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Appeals to
Health

Appeals to Aesthetics

Mixed Appeals

Emotional State /
Characteristic

n/a

constriction, effort

gruff, outrage

Appendix E abuse, adverse
affects, choking,
Glotte,
deleterious,
Glottic,
misuse, nodules,
Glottal,
voice disturbance
(onset), etc.

abrupt, incorrect, metallic,
nasty habit, never, not
suitable, overly loud,
pesky, should be free from,
sudden, unclear,
unconfident, undesirable,
untrained

avoid, breath restriction,
choppy, clipped, excessive,
hard, harsh, hyper function,
issue, minimal, not fine,
pressed, problem, protect from,
reduce, rough, slapping,
snappy, sudden, surgy, tight,
too sharp, won’t last, yelling

aggressiveness, anger,
anxiety, chronic
interpersonal problems,
excessive drive, gendered,
highly neurotic,
impatience, nervous,
panicked, performance
anxiety, unconfident

Appendix E damage

annoyingly, complaint,
conveys less information,
degrades value, detracts
from credibility, dull,
excruciating, fad, flat, less
sexy, monotone, sunk,
unbearable, undermines
authority, undesirable,
uninteresting,
uninformative, very
unprofessional

avoid, bacon frying,
constricted, debilitating, energy
dropped, excessive, extreme,
fell into, hold back, issue, less
inflection, limited, little pitch
variation, little sub glottal
pressure, loss of lower
resonance, lowered, off
support, out of breath,
persistent, popping, pressed,
prevent, restricted breath flow,
retracted, rough, sinking,
speaking down, tail off,
tension, tired, too little breath,
out of breath, under-pitched,
unsupported

age, adolescent, apathetic,
bored, hide emotion,
gendered, shuts off

Appendix E fatigue, pain
Guttural,
Throat,
Throaty, etc.

Creak,
Creaky, Fry

Negative Descriptions of Throaty Sounds in the Metadiscourse. Appendix B = 18th-early 20th century essays and handbooks
by doctors, elocutionists, singing teachers; Appendix C = 20th-21st century handbooks for voice and speech; Appendix D =
contemporary voice care handbooks; Appendix E = VSR articles

The texts in Appendices B and C have the most unique negative descriptions of throaty
sounds. There are fewer unique descriptions in the more recent data in the 21st century voice
care handbooks and VSR articles, even though glottal stop and creak/fry are mentioned many
times in the VSR. Comparatively, the contemporary authors more frequently repeated
descriptions like hard or harsh. Some authors stated that hard/harsh glottals were to be avoided
while others claimed glottals, period, or creaky voice, period, were to be avoided. This may show
that for some, the ideology no longer needed to be argued in such stark and creative terms, as the
negative associations with throaty sounds can simply be assumed by naming a throaty sound.
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Mixed appeals were common, and many authors moved back and forth between negative
descriptions that appeal to health and those that appeal to aesthetics. For example, Porter (1833:
106) argued that “fullness of tone” or “quantity” of voice — likely a reference to modal
phonation with an unknown vocal quality — is particularly important for oratory. This aesthetic
appeal prescribed the preferred voice quality for public speaking in general terms, yet, he linked
fullness of tone to “perfect organs of speech” (ibid: 108), appealing to health: supposedly, fit
organs make full tone. Porter also argued the inverse: “bad organs, or bad habits, or sounds of
difficult utterance” lead to “defective articulation” (Porter 1833: 23). Within the performance
speech chain network, Porter also is an early user of the descriptive term harsh. He believed
some “harsh” consonants to be inherently more difficult to produce, suggesting English was
more difficult to speak and sing than Italian (1833: 29) due to the inclusion of /h/ in the
consonant inventory of English, as well as the many consonant combinations in English.
Barton & Dal Vera (2017) also used mixed appeals, as they moved between statements on
aesthetics and health when defining the term ‘glottal attack:’
Glottal Attack. It sounds frightening, like something that might happen in a dark
alley. But the dark alley is just your throat, and ‘attack’ is just a word describing
the onset of sound. […] It is an unattractive sound, most likely to happen on
words beginning with a vowel, and fatiguing to the vocal folds. If done repeatedly
at full stage volume, it can cause the folds to become irritated, swell, and lose the
ability to function. Microphones amplify glottal attacks, so the radio and film
industries tend to avoid actors who can’t control this problem. […] However, the
glottal attack (or glottal stop) is used in many dialects, and actors will need to
learn how to make this sound safely and easily. This is a good time to become
skillful at both the removal and addition of this sound.
(Barton & Dal Vera 2017: 59)
They began by attempting to demystify the phrase, then moved to a thoroughly aesthetic appeal,
calling the sound “unattractive,” followed by a health claim without an accompanying citation
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that glottal attacks are “fatiguing to the vocal folds.” Barton and Dal Vera argued that the sound
can be made safely, but that it required training, without explaining how this can be the case
when they just stated that glottal attacks/stops are inherently fatiguing.
Titze & Verdolini-Abbott (2012) also used mixed appeals in descriptions of vocology.
Vocology is “the science and practice of voice habilitation” (2012:11) rather than rehabilitation,
and it is categorized as a discipline focused on assessment and intervention, positioned between
the “exceptional skills” of performing arts and the “medical/surgical treatments” in laryngology
(ibid: 13). This puts vocology in a position that is not quite clinical and not quite artistic. The
primary goal “of a vocologist is to find the ideal voice for an individual’s need, given a specific
anatomy, personality, occupation, or activity” (ibid: 14),33 which may involve clinical
intervention or personal/artistic choice about vocal usage. However, the authors also discuss “a
physiologically ideal voice” (ibid) and make casual statements about vocal features they consider
to be physiologically non-ideal, including what they term “aggressive voice onset:”
Because vocal habits are developed to some extent by mimicking the vocalization
of others during childhood, there is no guarantee that a physiologically ideal voice
is spontaneously acquired by everyone. Although the vocal patterns of parents,
siblings, and extended family members may be a good model to follow because of
genetic similarities, these family members may themselves have acquired vocal
behaviors that are not ideal for their physiological make-up. For example,
extremely low or high pitch, aggressive voice onset, or atypical speech rate (too
fast or too slow) may have been acquired from parents, siblings, friends, or
colleagues at work, which may then be passed on to their next of kin. Thus, some
retraining may be appropriate.
(Titze & Verdonlini Abbott 2012: 14)
Subjective and traditional aesthetic preferences regarding pitch, onset, and rate are used to
evaluate ideal usage, which is an appeal to aesthetics. Yet, many aspects of their text as a whole

33

Emphasis in the original.
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are focused on empirical research with citations, thus they make use of mixed appeals to
discourage certain types of throaty sounds, particularly pressed phonation.
Comparatively, other authors only appeal to health or only appeal to aesthetics. While
they used very negative discourse about glottals, Davies & Jahn (2004) typically used healthbased descriptions.34 For example, they argued outright that throat tightening and glottal
initiations are pathological and unhealthy if “chronic and uncontrolled:”
These compensatory habits, when chronic and uncontrolled, themselves become
pathological, and further add to the pathological production of the voice. Habits
such as pharyngeal constriction; supra-laryngeal valving or tightening; ‘clamping’
with the false vocal folds; squeezing in the back of the throat; retracting the
tongue; tucking or overextending the jaw; and attempting to initiate phonation
(attack) by scooping, grunting, glottalising, pinching, or aspirating (especially on
high notes) are difficult to eradicate once implemented and relied on.
(Davies & Jahn 2004: 131)
Additionally, they argued that glottal initiations were a “functional problem” that could cause a
“structural problem” like nodules (ibid: 123) and they refer to the coup de glotte as trauma
inducing (ibid: 91). Other health-based appeals include Ryker (2001) and Zeine & Waltar
Faulkner (2005) from the VSR metadiscourse in Appendix E:
[…] voice science has already determined that “abusive” sound can contribute to
vocal dysfunction, and that there are effective methods for preserving the
instrument from vocal abuse and misuse. As example, Dr. Alex Johnson (p.155)
lists a variety of behaviors thought to contribute to voice disturbance. Not
surprisingly, nearly all of the factors he enumerates are regularly engaged in by
the actor during performance: loud talking, yelling, screaming, hard glottal
attacks, sound outside acceptable physiologic range, speaking in noisy
environments, excessive coughing and throat clearing, grunting, excessive talking,
loud, hard abusive laughing.
(Ryker 2001: 67)
A number of vocal behaviors cause the vocal folds to come together completely,
followed by a sudden, momentarily rough sounding onset of phonation. This is
34

However, the health-based appeals to avoid glottals in Davies & Jahn (2004) were mixed in with a large amount of aesthetic
appeals about their concepts of idealized voices in general.
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sometimes called “glottal attack” or “coup de glotte.” Behaviors such as sudden
yelling or initiating words with a clipped harsh vocal sound are thought to be
deleterious to the vocal fold tissues due to compressional, rubbing, and
acceleration forces. Vocal nodules are known to develop at the point of initial
cyclic contact of the vocal folds.
(Zeine & Waltar Faulkner 2005: 356)
These authors listed glottal attacks as a type of vocal sound that can be termed “abuse” or
“misuse” appealing specifically to scientific research with citations, and little to no mention of
aesthetics.
Examples of authors who mainly appealed to aesthetic justifications include VSR authors
Maggor (2011) and Blair (2011). They linked glottal/vocal fry to stiffness, monotony, unclear
communication, and boring personalities:
Eva, a professor of Islamic Art History from Austria and a world-renowned expert
on medieval manuscripts, was in the midst of preparing for a keynote address at a
major conference, when she received a few student comments about her accent. I
watched a video of a recent lecture. She stood stiffly behind the podium and read
her lecture verbatim from a printed page. She spoke with little pitch variation and
her voice sunk frequently into glottal fry. Her accent was light, but she barely
opened her mouth, which had the effect of making her articulation wispy and full
of delicate, but undifferentiated consonants. I asked her to give the first few
moments of this same lecture in German. She leaned her elbows slightly on the
podium and filled her lungs with air. Her voice was not creaky, but warm and full.
Her consonants were distinct and she elongated her vowels beautifully with
elegant pitch variation. She opened her mouth to let the sound out.
(Maggor 2011: 184)
In both men and women, there is a tendency to lower the pitch to the extent that
they often end up in what is termed “vocal fry” or “pulse phonation” and is at the
lowest vocal register. There is often a rather fast rate of speech, shallow or
clavicular breathing, and a complete neglect of the vowels; therefore most of the
cues used for clear communication are eliminated. Basically, from a vocal point of
view, the business or professional voice is decidedly uninteresting and conveys
less information. What is this trend? I started questioning: Is this voice, devoid of
specific information, exactly what the professional world expects in order to
create a fact-filled climate devoid of more emotion or opinion? Is emotion in a
business setting avoided? Incorrect? Is there a fear of appearing too enthusiastic?
Too invested? Too revealing? Would it be professionally incorrect to use more
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inflection or intonation? Is more vocal information simply sharing too much
opinion?
(Blair 2011: 250-251)
While Maggor (2011) and Blair (2011) include some anatomical descriptors, like “pulse
phonation,” they mostly use very subjective qualifiers like shallow, neglect, devoid, incorrect,
wispy, delicate, warm, full, etc.
Table 9 only showed negative descriptions of glottals, gutturals, and creak, which were
overwhelming in the metadiscourse. However, neutral and positive descriptions were sometimes
used as well, particularly when the discourse revolved around artistic and aesthetic choice.
Positive or neutral descriptions occurred during discussions of:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The term coup de glotte,35 seen as positive or negative depending on the author(s)
Ability to express the emotional state of a character
Contemporary Commercial Music (CCM), Estill, and Roy Hart singing techniques
Accent varieties using narrow phonetic transcription

Neutral descriptions tended to be very recent, and were found in articles or handbooks with a
descriptive approach specifically focused on speech and accent. For example, while Sharpe and
Rowles did compare a glottal stop to a “grunt” or a “cough,” the tone of their sections on glottals
(2009: 95-100) was genial and positive, no different from their descriptions of other consonants,
and they made no comments regarding the health of glottals. Caban et al (2021) focused on
speech possibilities and options for actors, and highlighted how the glottal stop is a possible
allophone of some phonemes in English without positive or negative evaluation.
Notably, writers trained in non-classical singing techniques discussed glottals with the
most positive terms, in that the throaty sounds were considered useful and meaningful. Authors

35

For example, positive or potentially positive descriptions of the coup de glotte from García (1840, 1857) and Mandl (1879)
included: strong, neat, purity, without force, quick, clear, and firm. See Appendix F for a listing of all descriptions.
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with training in Estill, Roy Hart, and CCM approaches had a tendency to discuss glottalization as
a non-prescriptive artistic and aesthetic choice and they argued the use of glottal initiation could
be expressive, stylistic, or genre-specific. Cook (2005) wanted to use more variation in laryngeal
positions during the training of professional singers, Lowry (2009) believed guttural voicing was
part of a full-range of vocal expression, and Crawford & Pikes (2019) found that the use or
avoidance of guttural sounds could cut across binary gender performance.36 Andrews (2011),
Bartlett (2014), Rosenburg (2014), Winnie (2017), Hoch (2019), Bamford Caleo (2019), Harris
& Irene (2020), and Benson et al (2020) all argued that glottal attack or onset was a vocal skill
linked to style and genre and did not assert it as unhealthy or negative.
However, there was a big difference between these neutral or positive evaluations in the
21st century versus the seemingly ‘positive’ endorsement of using guttural quality, tone,
emphasis, or timbre in the 19th century. The characteristics and emotional states linked to throaty
sounds in the 19th century were incredibly and invariably negative. For example, these thirtyseven negative emotional states and characteristics were linked to guttural/throat in Appendix B:
abhorrence, anger, aversion, contempt, defiance, derision, discontent, disdain,
disgust, displeasure, disruption, dissatisfaction, execration, fear, ferocity, fiendlike, hatred, haughtiness, horror, ill-humor, impatience, indignation, malice,
malignant, mockery, mournful, peevishness, rage, rebuke, revenge, scorn,
shaming, snarling, sneer, sobbing, stubborn, threatening
Many of these descriptions are from Rush (1827) and Russell et al (1871). Those authors
believed guttural voice quality was a direct product of the negativity a speaker was experiencing.
They believed public speakers and actors must be able to reproduce this negativity during
performance, and therefore the authors positively endorsed its use in that context. Yet, guttural
36

In Lowry (2009) and Crawford & Pikes (2019), guttural was not specifically defined and seemed to be a more imagistic term
rather than a type of sound. It was also not clear that guttural meant “of the throat,” and seemed to mean “deep” and “gut-like.”
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voice quality was only to be used for the expression of the above negative characterizations and
emotional states, and therefore was stigmatized with strong, negative cultural value.
Finally, one interesting and common negative description in several sets of data is the
link between throaty sounds and coughing, hiccoughing/hiccupping, and throat clearing. These
paralinguistic sounds are frequently cited in the contemporary discourse as potentially harmful to
the voice if exaggerated (as in Cazden 2012, Sataloff et al 2014, etc.), and many authors in the
performance speech chain network have been describing glottal segments as similar to coughing
for 200 years. Authors have argued if excessive coughing can lead to vocal distress, so too can
excessive glottal stops or glottal initiations of voice, which are described by some authors as
little coughs. However, this argument does not take into account differences between
paralinguistic sounds and linguistic segments. Coughing is not a linguistic segment attested in
any language’s phonological inventory, while glottal segments are.
Overall, the metadiscourse unmistakably asserted sounds articulated in the throat were
negative, and authors used negative descriptions over and over again to discuss throaty sounds.
Direct assertions of negative health outcomes began as early as the 1820s, and continue to
present day. Over time, the stigmatization of throaty sounds and the circulation of the linguistic
ideology throaty sounds are bad for performers has led to a negative cultural value of throaty
sounds within the practices of English-speaking performers.

4.3 — Historical Terminology Usage
There seem to be several notable developments of terminology in the metadiscourse as
ideas passed through the speech chain. Section 4.3.1 reviews descriptions of guttural sounds as
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iconically negative and extreme. Section 4.3.2 examines the introduction of coup de glotte and
the subsequent translations into stroke of the glottis, glottic shock, glottal stop, and glottal attack,
all appearing between 1840-1920. Section 4.3.3 analyses the shift in usage to the terms attack,
onset, and stop and their comparative uses as well as the use of descriptors like hard, harsh, or
exaggerated to denote unhealthy force.
When considering all of the metadiscourse, ‘shock’ and ‘attack’ seem to have the most
negative connotations, particularly when prefaced by ‘hard’ or ‘harsh.’ Yet, there is no consistent
definition of terms like hard or harsh in the metadiscourse; many authors made no attempt to
give any physiological definition of a hard glottal attack versus a glottal attack. At times, attack
also implicitly or explicitly suggested vocal misuse and abuse instead of simply insinuating voice
initiation. Perhaps due to the lack of consistency, some contemporary authors now seem to use
the terms onset and stop more than shock or attack to describe glottalization of word-initial
vowel phonemes.

4.3.1 — ‘Guttural’ — The Beginning of the Discourse
Notably, the negative descriptor ‘harsh’ had already been linked to guttural sounds for at
least a century before this performance speech chain network developed as an off-shoot from the
speech chain network promoting the RP accent. In a publication from 1671, Lancelot Addison
called the language of the Moors “harsh,” because he found it to be “very guttural” (Connor
2014: 118, quoting Addison 1671: 75). Thus, the association between harshness and throaty
sounds already existed, but the performance speech chain network may have popularized this
association between guttural and harshness in English-speaking performance and training spaces.
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The earliest references to guttural sounds in the metadiscourse are “gh” by Sheridan
(1780: 21) and guttural “r” by Austin (1806: 43). Seemingly they were using guttural to mean
‘of the throat,’ though the “gh” and the “r” they discuss were likely velar or uvular fricatives,
potentially [x] [ɣ] [χ] [ʁ], etc. Sheridan argued that guttural articulation was not suited to English
speakers, though the Irish used it (1780: 21) and Austin (1806: 43) described “guttural r” as a
“very disagreeable imperfection of articulation” and an “affectation.” While not explicitly stated,
Austin seemed to be describing [ʁ] or [ʀ] compared to the use of [r] in French. He had a clearly
negative stance on guttural r and gave advice on how to avoid it through practice.
Subsequently, Rush described what he called “guttural emphasis” rather than a singular
guttural speech sound. He described at least fifteen types of emphasis (1827: iv-v), many of
which would today be considered prosodic or pragmatic. He defined emphasis as “a stress of
voice on one or more words of a sentence, distinguishing them by intensity or peculiarity of
meaning” (ibid: 373). He thought guttural emphasis consisted of:
[…] the retraction of the root of the tongue, together with a closure of the pharynx
produces a contact of the sides of the vocal canal above the glottis, and thus gives
rise to a harsh vibration, from the gush of air through the straitened passage.
(Rush 1827: 362)
In addition, Rush also suggested guttural emphasis was made “on the vowels” and “produced by
compression of the sides of the throat” (ibid). His description aligns somewhat with the linguistic
understanding of emphatic consonants, which are consonants with secondary velarization,
uvularization, or pharyngealization that may affect the consonant as well as the associated
syllable, as in Arabic (Zawaydeh 1999: 24-33; Al-Tamimi et al 2009). Murdoch directly built
from Rush’s concept of guttural emphasis and posited guttural “tone” as one of the six “faults in
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‘Quality,’ which impair ‘Purity’ of Tone” (Russell et al 1871: 49-53). He described his
understanding of guttural tone and those who use it in physiological, psychological, phenotypic,
emotional, cultural, and aesthetic terms:
Another bad quality of voice consists in what is termed guttural tone, — a mode
of utterance which seems to make the voice issue from an obstructed throat. This
fault is of a twofold character, — first, the soft, choked sound not unusual in the
utterance of persons inclined to fulness of habit and corpulence, — second, the
hard, dry, and barking voice, which sometimes characterizes persons of an
opposite habit and frame. Both these forms of vocal sound are disagreeable in
their effect; as they indicate a want of ear, coarseness of feeling, or an undue
ascendancy of the animal nature. Such properties of tone are not less repulsive
and objectionable, in reading and speaking, than in singing, in which they are
universally regarded as intolerable to an ear regulated by taste and feeling. The
immediate organic cause of this bad quality of tone, is an improper pressure of the
muscles around the larynx, and the root of the tongue, — causing the voice in the
one case, apparently to issue from the pharynx or swallow instead of the larynx,
and, in the other, to originate in the upper part of the throat only, cut off from all
communication with either the chest or the mouth. Defective taste or an
inadvertent ear, rather than organic necessity, is usually the origin of the guttural
tone; and the free expansion of the chest, and the energetic action of the
abdominal muscles, with the habit of opening the mouth freely, when reading or
speaking, are the surest means of avoiding or removing this great hindrance to
purity of tone.
(Russell et al 1871: 50)37
Murdoch further called the effect of blending guttural and nasal tones “doubly injurious” and
claimed such vocalization resulted in “a grunting utterance, resembling that of the inferior
animals, instead of the clear resonant tone of the human being” (ibid: 51). Rush and Murdoch
gave additional meaning to guttural: it is not just of the throat, or harsh, or even “disagreeable”
(Austin 1806: 43) — rather, guttural voice is contemptuous and animalistic. The exact sounds
they were really discussing is unknowable, but subsequently the term guttural can now evoke
these associations for others as well.

37
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García (1857: 10) listed several vocal qualities with “marked defects” which he
considered to be “less developed” including tremolo, nasal, guttural, veiled, harsh, shrieking,
etc., and stated “it is the business of the master [singing teacher] to correct these faults.” García
described his physiological understanding of “guttural timbre,” as a “choked” sound made with a
swollen and raised tongue base which “drives back” the epiglottis and interferes with the
airstream. In addition, García linked guttural sounds with vocal misuse, stating that “when a
singer’s voice is not sufficiently strong to fill a large building, he should be cautious of making
strained or exaggerated efforts, which, instead of aiding the vocal organ, only give it a rough
guttural timbre and expose it to serious risks” (1857: 74).38 García’s interpretation seems to
reference long-term voice quality, and he discouraged guttural timbre both in terms of aesthetics
and health. Mandl and Mackenzie reiterated similar stances about guttural sounds. Mandl (1879:
49-68) asserted that various timbres and resonances are made in the pharynx, including clear,
guttural, nasal, and somber tones. He argued that sounds made with force in the throat use “the
guttural timbre” and may be called singing from the throat (ibid: 58). He asserted that guttural
timbre is caused by the “le resserrement” — a ‘tightening’ or ‘narrowing’ of the throat
particularly on high notes — and also linked guttural timbre to enlarged tonsils or retracted
tongue positions (ibid). Mackenzie (1899: 189) called “throat” sounds “defects of utterance" for
public speakers, stating “the tendency to gutturalize passion is a great drawback, and mars the
effect of the finest art.”39

38

Emphasis in the original.

39

Emphasis in the original.
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Thus, 19th century elocutionists, singing teachers, and doctors specifically stigmatized
guttural sounds, and did so using mixed appeals to health and aesthetics as well as emotional
state and characteristics. They understood guttural sounds as made in the throat and larynx,
which is the traditional definition of the term, but the performance speech chain also contributed
further meaning. Today, the definition of guttural also signifies: “being marked by utterance that
is strange, unpleasant, or disagreeable” (Merriam-Webster n.d. a). The authors in the
performance speech chain participated in the discourse leading to this more contemporary
understanding of guttural, as they argued that guttural, throaty sounds expressed extreme
negative emotions, showed forceful and incorrect vocal usage, and iconically expressed
animalistic sounds.

4.3.2 — Translating coup de glotte 40
The earliest reference found in this metadiscourse to an action that could today be labeled
as a glottal stop is Manuel García’s usage of coup de glotte. Today, the direct translation of this
term is ‘glottal stop,’ but that was not the case in the 19th or early 20th centuries. García (1840:
9-10) used the French term in his work on singing, and stated that a learned posture of the body
and mouth could produce a long, slow flow of breath preparing the singer to ‘attack’ or begin the
note clearly with “un petit coup sec de la glotte,” thus making a clear ‘ah.’
In English, García (1857:11) used ‘stroke’ as well as ‘shock’ as translations for coup.41
The choice between stroke and shock reads as meaningful, in which stroke is desirable and shock

40

Unless otherwise stated, translations from French are my own.

While the García (1840) and García (1857) are not one-to-one direct translations, many portions of the texts are the same. It is
not clear who translated the 1857 text, and I have not established if it was García himself or someone else.
41
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is not. García (1857: 33) stated: “we again warn singers not to feel for their note by slurring up to
it, nor to take it with a shock of air from the chest; but to begin it at once with a neat stroke of the
glottis.” However, in a very similar quote from the earlier French version (García 1840: 10),
coup is used in both instances, while the translator of the 1857 English edition chose to translate
coup differently: “Il faut bien se garder de confondre le coup de la glotte avec le coup de
poitrine qui ressemble à la toux, ou à l’effort que l’on fait pour expulser de gosier quelque chose
qui le gêne.” 42 43 García asserted coup de glotte is the preferred initiation of voicing, while a
coup de poitrine, that of the chest, is discouraged.
Mandl subsequently used the term coup de glotte as well, and stated that “au moment
même de l’émission, on voit les lèvres vocales s’écarter brusquement et vibrer par le choc de
l’air expiré: c’est le coup de glotte” or “at the same time as the emission [of voice], one sees the
vocal folds suddenly part and vibrate from the shock of the exhale: that’s the stroke of the
glottis” (1879: 35-36). He further compared it to the parting of the lips in the moment of
articulating [p] (ibid). Mandl also suggested that the omission of a coup de glotte can be
‘corrected’ by teaching, but exaggerating a coup de glotte leads to medical issues:
Les divers exercices de chant doivent être précédés de ceux coup de glotte. Nous
avons exposé toute l'importance du coup de glotte pour le son de la voix ainsi que
les inconvénients qui résultent de son exagération. La voix, mal posée par
omission du coup de glotte, peut être corrigée par l'enseignement. L'altération de
la voix au contraire que produit l'exagération du coup de glotte demande tout
d'abord un repos plus ou moins prolongé, puis des soins particuliers qui sont du
ressort du médecin.
(Mandl 1879: 47)

42

emphasis added on stroke, shock, and coup

43

my own gloss is: “It is necessary to mind that the stroke of the glottis is not confused with the stroke of the chest, which
resembles a cough, or the effort to expel something that discomforts one from the throat.” I chose to use “stroke” in both
instances here, though I could also have chosen to use “shock,” “strike,” “attack,” “knock,” “hit,” etc. Coup has many possible
translations and differing implications.
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The various singing exercises must be preceded by this glottal stroke. We have
explained the importance of the glottal stroke for the vocal sound as well as the
issues of its exaggeration. The voice, badly placed by omission of the glottal
stroke, may be corrected by teaching. On the contrary, the alteration of the voice
made by exaggeration of the glottal stroke requires, first of all, a more or less
prolonged rest, followed by specific treatment which is the responsibility of a
doctor.
Mandl later stated again that exaggeration of a coup de glotte exhausts the voice and interferes
with vocal flexibility and smoothness (ibid: 72). Furthermore, he argued it affects vocal quality:
“l’abus du coupe de glotte rend la voix martelée,” or the abuse of the stroke of the glottis makes
a ‘hammered’ or ‘pounded’ voice (ibid). His claim that exaggerated glottal initiations are
problematic mirrors later metadiscourse about the so-called ‘hard’ or ‘harsh’ glottal attack.
Mackenzie also used the term coup de glotte: “the coup de glotte, or exact
correspondence between the arrival of the air at the larynx and the adjustment of the cords to
receive it is a point that cannot be too strongly insisted on” (1899: 120). Mackenzie defined coup
de glotte as what some contemporary singing pedagogues might call simultaneous onset, or
initiation of vowels that is neither breathy nor glottalized, which could perhaps also be called a
modal initiation of voice. Interestingly, Mackenzie also discussed a glottal closure in the throat
not associated with voice initiation; he was the first author in the discourse to discuss glottal
“stop-closure” (1899: 70-71) and suggested it was made by a strong medial compression of the
vocal folds. However, like previous authors he also associated glottal stop-closure actions with
particular vocal qualities and described them all as a ‘jamming’ of the vocal folds:
By this term I understand a condition of the glottis in which its membranous lips
are not simply in contact, but pressed together so tightly for a greater or less
portion of their length as to prevent each other from vibrating at that part. This is
done either by the edge of one lip overlapping that of the other, or by both cords
being forced against each other in such a way as to turn their edges upwards. This
mechanism is brought into use whenever the head-notes are employed by women
or the falsetto by men. In this condition the back part of the interval between the
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vocal cords themselves is not merely closed, but the two cords are tightly pressed
against each other for a certain length; in the portion where they ‘jam’ in this way
all vibration is stopped, and thus the long reed is converted into a short reed.
(Mackenzie 1899: 70-71)
While Mackenzie recognized a coup de glotte as a positive means of sealing the vocal folds, he
linked exaggerated medial compression with the negative ‘jam,’ an unclear mixed descriptor.
In the 20th century positive associations with coup de glotte and its translations changed
in the metadiscourse. While some singing methodologies continued to promote the coup de
glotte, early voice and speech pedagogues Aikin and Fogerty came out strongly against it (Frye
2011: 92). While Mackenzie had defined the coup de glotte as a simultaneous onset or modal
initiation of voice, others understood it to be a glottal initiation of voice and vehemently
discouraged it. Aikin argued that “all phonological knowledge must utterly condemn”
constriction in the larynx, specifically a “glottic shock” similar to a slight cough (1920: 91).44 In
fact, Aikin titled the section of his book which discussed and defined glottic shock as “Glottic
Shock Condemned” (1920: 91) and asserted it was a “bad habit” (ibid: 16). His definition and
description state:
This ‘glottic shock’ is produced by two muscular folds called the ventricular
bands or false vocal cords which, in conjunction with some other muscles, cause a
complete constriction of the air passage above the true vocal cords. […] their
action in coughing is of the nature of a spasm preceding an explosion of the
breath as an expulsive effort only, and cannot be accepted as a normal prelude to
phonation. Any action may be admitted into the service of expression, and the
‘shock of the glottis’ might possibly be employed when some very marked
emphasis is required; but when persisted in, like all exaggerations, it is the
frequent cause of damage to the vocal mechanism, as well as being quite
44

Aikin (1900, 1920) described himself and his work as a Phonologist / Phonology, but not using the current accepted definition:
the study of sound systems in languages. Rather, Aikin seemed to mean something more akin to modern Vocology, or the
habilitation of the speaking voice. Due to this, Aikin, Fogerty, and Thurburn all occasionally referred to phoneticians as
concerned with linguistics, and phonologists as something slightly different (ie, Fogerty 1929: 117). In addition, phoneticians
were described as potential barometers of what is “standard” or within acceptable range of “standard” (ibid: 118).
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unnecessary when the proper force of the voice, namely the breath, is well
directed and controlled. […] the normal natural onset of a note is an expiratory
act, in which the onset of the breath is simultaneous with the bringing of the vocal
cords into action.
(Aikin 1920: 91-92)
This is a departure from earlier descriptions of glottal activity which presume the true vocal folds
alone make glottal actions. The stigmatization of ventricular rather than glottal constriction can
also be found in some contemporary singing handbooks (see: Kayes 2004: 13) and ventricular
phonation is defined by Titze & Verdolini Abbott as a performance effect or a voice disorder
(2012: 86). As epiglottal phonemes also exist, there are issues with the assertion that a
ventricular constriction action is the uniquely unhealthy component of throaty sounds.
Aikin further argued that a glottic shock is a “prominent evil” and that any practice of
word-initial vowels should use an [h] to avoid glottalization (1920: 82). The technique of
beginning vowels in practice with a light [h] sound is still very common in voice and speech
pedagogies and can be found in many of the texts in the metadiscourse; Titze & Verdolini Abbott
called this the “sigh strategy” (2012: 268).45 Fogerty also used Aikin's term “glottic shock” as
well as “rough attack” (1929: 115), “glottal stop” (ibid: 126), “harsh attack” and “shock” (ibid:
169). She particularly noted: “There is no excuse at any time in verse for the use of that hideous
thing which is known phonetically as the ‘glottal stop’” (ibid: 126). This may potentially be in
response to the use of ‘glottal stop’ as a term in the International Phonetic Alphabet. Other than
this mention, Fogerty used the more negative-sounding terms shock and attack.
Skinner and Turner also used mixed terminology in their books to describe glottal closure
actions. Turner used ‘attack’ on its own frequently, as well as “glottal attack” (Turner & Boston
45

My own actor training included the use of a light [h] for vowel initial sounds during practice, specifically when using our
renditions of Aikin’s vowel scale during my undergraduate training.
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2007: 55-56), “glottal stop” (ibid: 73), and “glottal explosive” (ibid: 78, 124). However, Turner
seemed to make a meaningful distinction in his usages, though he did not define the differences
outright. When using glottal attack, he discussed the initiation of modal voice (2007: 55-56),
when using glottal stop he discussed allophonic usage of the glottal stop for /t/, /p/, and /k/ (ibid:
73), and when he used glottal explosive, he described intervocalic glottalizing between words
(ibid: 78, 124). Skinner did define both “glottal attack” and “glottalize,” and when defining
glottalize she stated that it involved using a glottal attack or glottal stop (Skinner et al 1990:
388). However, she only used the term glottal attack in the book proper (ibid: 54).
Mackenzie aside, whether other 19th century authors meant to imply the coup de glotte
was a glottal or simultaneous onset — or something altogether different — is ultimately
unknown and up for debate (Hoch 2019: 47-48 & 58, footnote 6). However, it is clear that the
Central School Tradition discouraged glottals in all forms, and moved away from use of the
French term coup de glotte in voice and speech handbooks, preferring the terms glottic shock,
glottal shock, and glottal attack. By the mid 20th century, “glottal attack” is the term used by
most of the authors in this metadiscourse and they tended to use it with negative connotations.

4.3.3 — Attack? Stop? Onset?
In the late 20th century and the 21st century, the authors of the metadiscourse supplement
the use of glottal attack with increased usage of the terms glottal stop and glottal onset.46
Sometimes these three terms were used interchangeably, and other times only attack and onset
were used as interchangeable. Attack and onset seemed to typically refer to a particular
46

Here, onset is not used as it is in linguistics, as a part of syllable structure. In this context, onset refers to the initiation of
phonation, and the term ‘offset’ is also used in the metadiscourse at times to describe the cessation of phonation.
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phonological environment: preceding word-initial vowels: #__V. Comparatively, stop seemed to
indicate a glottal closure action regardless of its placement in a syllable, word, or utterance.
When used interchangeably, some authors used any of the terms to define one another.
Interestingly, in the VSR metadiscourse from the 21st century, the choice between attack,
onset, and stop did seem to have some underlying or implicit implications. Fifteen articles
mentioned the specific phrase “glottal attack,”47 six articles used “glottal onset,”48 and another
five articles used “glottal stop.”49 50 Three aspects were notable about the choice between attack
versus onset (the choice to use the term glottal stop will be further considered below). First,
attack was used from 2000-2014, while onset was used from 2007-2020. Potentially this shows
an on-going change in terminology, though there is not nearly enough data to conclusively
establish that kind of trend. Second, three of the six articles which used glottal onset as their term
of choice described it in neutral perceptual or physiological terms, while attack was typically
used with negative connotations. Bartlett (2014) and Benson et al (2020) both used the term
glottal onset in discussion of singing techniques purely in neutral aesthetic terms, with no
assertion of ill-health. In comparison, glottal attack was used in descriptions of ill-health as in
Hardie (2001) and negative aesthetics as in Rootberg (2011).

47

Zito (2000), Barkmeier (2000), Ryker (2001), Hardie (2001), Melton (2001), Turner (2003), Rootberg (2003), Zeine & Waltar
Faulkner (2005), Vicary (2007), Loy-Jung (2007), Wild (2009), Espinosa (2011), Frye (2011), Rootberg (2011), Watson & Nayak
(2014), Rosenburg (2014).
48

Vicary (2007), Munro & Wissing (2007), Bartlett (2014), Watson & Nayak (2014), Gilman (2015), Benson et al (2020) —
note that Watson & Naayal (2014) used the terms glottal onset and glottal attack synonymously.
49

Meier (2011), Rosenburg (2014), Caban (2018), Petry (2018), Preeshl & Wahl (2018) — note that Rosenburg (2014) used both
glottal stop and glottal attack, also relatively synonymously.
50

Other articles in the VSR discourse used the terms onset and attack separately from glottal, or may use synonyms like “glottal
closure” in Cazden (2019). Here, I’ve only included exact usages that link glottal and attack, glottal and onset, or glottal and stop.
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Third, initiations of voicing were linked in the metadiscourse to gender performance.
Vicary (2007) used both terms, glottal attack and glottal onset, with negative, neutral, and
positive value judgements while linking styles of attack/onset to gender performance: glottal
onsets/attacks were discussed as more vocally masculine, while breathy onsets/attacks as more
vocally feminine. Vicary suggested that voice onset may help construct gender via linguistic
performance when actors portray characters not of their own genders. While Vicary’s colleague
noted throaty sounds in a seemingly negative fashion (2007: 240), and Vicary commented that
simultaneous onset “avoids slapping the folds together with a glottal attack” (ibid: 243), the
article mainly focused on voice and gender construction.
Glottal stop seems to be used by contemporary authors more similarly to glottal onset
rather than glottal attack; it is used later in the VSR discourse and is sometimes used in a neutral
fashion. Glottal stop was first used in the VSR in 2011 and has been used more frequently in the
most recent volumes published between 2017-2020. It was clearly the preferred term for accent
description, as in Meier (2011) regarding American English and Preeshl & Wahl (2018)
regarding several specific New Orleans accents. In addition, the term glottal stop was used along
with glottal attack by Rosenburg (2014) to describe a stylistic feature of Swedish Kulning
singing technique. Two articles did use the term glottal stop during discussions of health,
specifically in relation to breath holding or a change of breath patterns. Caban (2018) used the
term glottal stop in a neutral fashion when discussing changes in the speech and breath patterns
in a patient with ALS. However, Petry (2018) argued that glottal stops are a sign of anxiety and/
or panic attacks and linked the glottal stop to negative performance outcomes. Petry
recommended lessening or discouraging the use of glottal stops for performers.
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While there is still variation in definition and usage, glottal attack has more negative
associations. This could explain a change in terminology over time, as contemporary authors
may be attempting to have more neutral discussions of glottals in the VSR. In part, it is hard not
to associate the word ‘attack’ with violence, and authors of the handbooks have made this
association previously (ie. Turner & Boston 2007: 55-56; Houseman, 2002: 128; Rodenburg
2002: 145). Again, as Barton and Dal Vera (2017: 59) pointed out, “Glottal Attack. It sounds
frightening, like something that might happen in a dark alley.” Glottal attack was also linked in
the metadiscourse to breathing difficulties, and in one instance, an author compared the result of
glottic attacks on the actor as similar to strangling or a heart attack:
Common breathing problems: Not being able to get the voice out
This is a form of shortness of breath which happens because the speaker, possibly
nervous in case he runs out of breath, takes in a huge in-breath and locks it in the
chest; thereafter he is reduced to breathing with a restricted movement of the
diaphragm and feels, naturally enough, short of breath; he probably also feels
constricted in the throat and produces a strangled sort of tone, and an overly
glottic attack in the voice. Again this is part of the locking process: the breath is at
great pressure and the glottis closes so that the air won’t escape; but on the other
hand, some breath has to get through the larynx or there won’t be any sound at all.
So war is set up, a state of spasticity is arrived at and generally the actor suffering
from this condition goes beetroot red and looks and sounds in imminent danger of
a heart attack.
(McCallion 1998: 45)
Perhaps some have moved away from the term “attack” precisely because of its associations with
violence. Does attack mean a violent hitting together of the vocal folds? Does it mean voice
initiation with constriction? Does it mean voice initiation period? All of these interpretations are
possible. In one instance from the metadiscourse, “attack” was used to suggest a long-term voice
quality, not just the moment of voice initiation. Smiley (2007) used “vocal attack” in opposition
to “mumble” while discussing the vocal quality of cowboys:
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Specifically, the cowboy resonance is characterized by a marked lack of
expressivity in the voice, a severely limited vocal range, a lack of movement of
the front of the face and articulator muscles, and a gruff voice that lives in the
back of the throat, expressed either as a mere mumble or as a vocal attack.
(Smiley 2007: 18)
The term onset doesn’t risk as many negative associations as attack, seems to be linked to voice
initiation more unambiguously, and also cannot be mistaken for a long-term ‘attacking’ quality.
However, onset still has ambiguity, as the term has different definitions. In phonology, onset
refers to a single or multiple consonants that precede the nucleus of the same syllable; for
example ‘br’ in “break” or ‘st’ in “hamster.”
Preference for onset and stop as terms may also be linked to influences from singing
techniques and the increased usage of the IPA in voice and speech. While the IPA has long been
used in speech methodologies, notably by Skinner, it is continuing to gain prominence and its
usage is becoming somewhat more consistent as IPA resources are now widely available online.
While a voice and speech teacher who focuses on voice may not be overly familiar with the IPA,
any teacher working on speech and accents has generally had some level of IPA training,
potentially in-depth training. Meier (2011), Caban (2018), Preeshl & Wahl (2018) all used the
IPA in their articles and all of them used the term glottal stop rather than attack or onset.
However, Jo Estill’s work on singing styles commonly used the term onset, and was used by
other Estill authors, such as Benson et al’s (2020) description of the voice qualities used by
actors playing double roles in the original Broadway cast production of Hamilton. Well-known
singing teacher Janice Chapman (2012: 282-283) also used the term onset for glottal onset,
breathy onset, and simultaneous onset, and stated that she took her usage directly from Estill’s
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1996 Primer of Basic Figures. Therefore, a particular approach to voice and speech or singing
may make an author more or less likely to use particular terminology.
It was notable that three of the five contemporary voice care handbooks evaluated for this
research did not use the terms glottal attack, onset, or stop at all. Cazden (2012: 11) briefly
discussed vocal fold actions with terms like “squeeze” to close, “clapping” together for throat
clearing, and “banging” together for coughing. She recommended that those engaging in voice
and strenuous exercise avoid “… neck constriction or hard, explosive voicing during exercise”
(ibid: 69), but never used the terms glottal attack, onset, or stop. Heman-Ackah et al (2013: 29),
argued forceful glottal closure is a type of vocal misuse or abuse, but they never mentioned
glottal attacks, onsets, or stops as a type of forceful glottal closure. In addition, they noted that
while classical western singers develop a particular laryngeal posture to obtain “smooth” vocal
quality, other laryngeal postures are more typical in other cultures which have different aesthetic
preferences (ibid: 12). Sataloff et al (2014: 71) also specified that throat clearing and coughing
may be damaging vocal actions, but did not link coughing or throat clearing to glottal attacks,
onsets, or stops. This was noticeable, as other authors in the metadiscourse did make that link.
Comparatively, Titze & Verdolini Abbott did use the term onset, and sometimes discussed
“aggressive onset” (2012: 14, 269) but did not specifically use the term glottal onset. Instead
they tended to discuss “pressed” onset or phonation as potentially harmful (ibid: 269, 274, 286,
308). Davies & Jahn (2004) did prefer the term glottal attack and argued multiple times that
glottal attacks were harmful. In their glossary, they defined an “abrupt glottal attack” as the same
as a coup de glotte and as a glottal stop (ibid: 141).
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Finally, some authors consistently added descriptors like exaggerated, hard, or harsh to
coup de glotte, glottic shock, glottal shock, glottal attack, onset, or stop. However, these
adjectives are never clearly defined by any author. The addition of the adjectives seemed to
imply greater force in the articulatory action, which authors theorized as harmful. This theory is
still problematic, because the most physiologically constricted stop in the larynx — the epiglottal
stop state of the larynx (Esling et al 2019) — is also a segment used to fulfill a phoneme in some
languages. Epiglottal stops are phonologically rare and only documented in five languages on
Phoible.org: [ʡ] is found in Nuu-chah-nulth (previously called Nootka), Ingush, Tsez, and Bats;
while [ʡˤ] is documented in Alutor (Moran and McCloy 2019). In Nuu-chah-nulth, Ingush, and
Alutor the glottal and epiglottal stops are both in the phonological inventories, and therefore they
contrast with one another. The difference between a glottal and epiglottal stop changes the
referential meaning between words, so the increased constriction on epiglottal stops is not simply
extra force in these languages. Thus, the same argument in this thesis applies for both the glottal
stop and the epiglottal stop: they are phonemic in languages and show every sign of being as
natural, normal, and healthful as any other consonant sounds; their rarity being due to limited
evolutionary pathways and articulatory complexity (Blevins 2004). Asserting an epiglottal stop
as unhealthy is unsupported by any known empirical evidence from linguistic or medical science.
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5 — Discussion
5.1 — Erroneous Justifications from the Metadiscourse
The linguistic ideology that throaty sounds are bad for performers is supported in the
metadiscourse by the following five justifications. Supposedly:
1) Medial compression of the true vocal folds is harmful. Glottal stops are made
primarily via medial compression and are therefore more vocally damaging than
other voiceless oral stops like [p], [t], [c], [k], [q], etc.
2) Non-modal constricted voice qualities are less healthy than modal voice because
constriction is unnecessarily tense, causing fatigue over time due to breath
holding, potentially resulting in lack of breath support.
3) Phrase-initial and word-initial glottal stops in English are uniquely unhealthy
compared to glottal stops realized as allophones of other oral stops, because voice
initiations do not contribute to the lexical or referential meanings of words. Thus
prosodic glottal stops are unnecessary to communication and inefficient, causing
fatigue over time. In addition, they interfere with the breath movement at the
beginning of a word or phrase.
4) Phrase-initial and word-initial glottal stops make speech less informative or clear.
5) Exaggerated or extreme glottal stops are uniquely dangerous compared to the
exaggeration of other oral stops.

These five arguments appear consistently throughout the reviewed metadiscourse, in various
forms. They are used to justify the stigmatization, discouragement, reduction, and removal of
glottal stops and non-modal voice qualities in the voices of performers using English. All of
these justifications can be challenged cross-linguistically by observing the use of glottal stops
and creak phonetically, phonologically, and prosodically.
First, the belief that medial compression during glottal stops is uniquely harmful is
problematic because Esling et al (2019) show that medial compression is not the sole nor the
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primary physiological aspect of glottal stop production. The primary actions that create the gap
in the acoustic output perceived as a glottal stop are “some postero-anterior narrowing of the
epilaryngeal tube” (ibid: 50) and “vocal-ventricular fold contact” (ibid: 51). Thus, the main
argument that glottal stops are harmful because they involve hitting the vocal folds together is
not adequate. In addition, glottal stops are often realized as some type of glottalization or
laryngealization, and not a full stop at all, without full occlusion of the true vocal folds (Garellek
2015, Kohler 1999).
Second, non-modal voice qualities are not less healthy than modal voicing, and they are
not shown to interfere with breathing. Creak is a typical contrastive phonation type in languages
that use non-modal voice as contrastive (Gordon & Ladefoged 2001). Therefore, it is
unreasonable to suggest that glottalized voice qualities like creak or vocal fry are inherently
unhealthy compared to modal voice. In addition, how creaky voice is phonetically realized is not
fully attested or understood. Tense voice, vocal fry, unconstricted creaky voice, or prototypical
creaky voice (Garellek 2019) could all be allophones of contrastive creaky voice and a language
could potentially be shown to use vocal fry as an allophone. If so, it would not make sense to
claim that vocal fry is inherently unhealthy.51 In addition, there is no known empirical evidence
from linguistic or medical science to suggest that speakers using languages with contrastive
creaky voice have additional breathing problems linked to its use.
Third, there is no known significant physiological difference between prosodic and
allophonic glottals, thus glottals are not less healthy when realized prosodically. Evidence from

51

In the metadiscourse, the few who distinguish vocal fry from creak tend to suggest that creak and creaky voice are acceptable
and vocal fry is not (ie. Knight 2012). This differentiation of terms isn’t used in the majority of the metadiscourse, in which the
rest of the authors do not distinguish creak from glottal/vocal fry.
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Hawaiian loan-words shows that glottal stops fulfilling a phoneme and prosodic glottal stops are
perceptually similar (Elbert & Pukui 1979), suggesting physiological similarity. If the sound
segments in question are the same, can a glottal stop really be healthy in one linguistic context
(phonemic) and unhealthy in another (prosodic)? The answer hinges on how to categorize a
sound as necessary or unnecessary, categories which are not empirically derived. If glottal
initiations of voice were always due to airflow dynamics, they would not be prosodically
significant and perhaps could be universally categorized as unnecessary. However, Pierrehumbert
(1995), Dilley et al (1996), and Pompino-Marschall and Żygis (2010) show evidence that
prosodic glottalization phenomena have language-specific patterns, help to communicate
prosodic meaning, and are not solely caused by airflow dynamics. Thus, glottal initiation of
voice may be necessary, depending on the context. Again, there is no known evidence — which
takes into account speakers of languages which have common glottalization of word-initial
vowels like German and Tagalog — to suggest that glottal initiation of voice causes medical
issues with breathing.
Fourth, glottalization does not detract from prosodic understanding, and may enhance it.
The use of prosodic glottals and creak seem to add clarity more often than they remove it.
Evidence from Dilley et al (1996) suggest that glottal initiation of word-initial vowels in English
can signal a phrasal break, providing a listener with additional phonetic information to parse the
change from phrase to phrase. Phrase-final glottalization may also be related to phrase-final
lengthening, helping the listener to parse the end of a phrase. Additionally, glottal stop insertion
is a means of hiatus resolution in English at word boundaries specifically, but not wordinternally, which may or may not aid in the listener perception of word boundaries (Davidson &
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Erker 2014). It has also been observed that glottalization may increase the speed of word
recognition in English. A perception test of British English monolingual speakers, and bilingual
Czech and Spanish speakers of English showed that speakers identified words more quickly with
word-initial glottalization of vowels than without the glottalization (Bissiri et al 2011). Laryngeal
epenthesis52 is also common cross-linguistically at “prosodic boundaries, including the
phonological phrase and phonological word” (Blevins 2008: 87). Thus, prosodic laryngeals may
be part of a phonetic realization of pitch contours that mark prosodic boundaries in various
languages (ibid: 91). In all of these instances, glottalization and laryngealization of the initiation
and cessation of voicing seem to give a listener additional information about parsing utterances
and phrases.
Fifth, the argument that a linguistic segment cannot be healthily exaggerated is nonsensical, as all language-users must be able to exaggerate any speech sound in their own
language in order to effectively communicate. Some authors in the metadiscourse acknowledged
that glottal sounds were necessary and not harmful, yet included a caveat that exaggerated
glottals are bad for performers. This is still problematic. Exaggerated articulation is used in all
languages. Take regular shouting for example: can speakers of Hawaiian, Jalapa Mazatec, or
Tagalog not shout healthily because it would exaggerate their phonemic glottals? Exaggerated
articulation is also a hallmark of performance via acting and song. Can speakers of these
languages not act, perform, or sing with exaggerated articulation? Of course they can shout
healthily, and perform all vocal tasks in their own languages in healthful fashions. The argument
that some kind of regular throaty sounds are fine but exaggerated ones are not does not stand up
52

Epenthesis is when a sound is added into a word, “Epenthesis is from Greek epi- ‘in addition’ + en ‘in’ + thesis ‘placing’”
(Campbell 2013: 30). Word-initial and word-final glottalization or laryngealization are particular examples of epenthesis.
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to basic common sense when languages within phonemic glottal stops are taken into
consideration.
All five arguments from the metadiscourse meant to justify the linguistic ideology throaty
sounds are bad for performers are suspect. They are all problematic when cross-linguistic data
from other languages with contrastive and non-contrastive glottal articulations are taken into
account. They are even problematic when compared to data about the use of glottals in English.
Therefore, this research suggests that the linguistic ideology throaty sounds are bad for
performers is a belief, but not a fact.

5.2 — Sociolinguistic Links to Social Meaning through Class, Gender, and Race
Why do the authors in the performance speech chain network believe throaty sounds are
bad for performers? One possible reason is the linkage over time of throaty sounds to socially
stigmatized groups within the context of the Anglo-American culture and voice and speech
traditions. Historically, glottal stops have overwhelmingly indexed London low and working
class Cockney speakers. Current use of creak is evaluated as a negative attribute of American
women and girls. Additionally, guttural sounds have been racialized since the 17th century. Thus,
constructs of class, gender, and race seem to have fueled the belief that throaty sounds are bad
for performers.
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5.2.1 — Cockney and the Evaluation of Glottals
Class-based evaluation of Cockney speakers is well-established: in the 18th century
Sheridan outlined a typical London class dichotomy based on accent that was still assumed in the
majority of the 20th century (Turner 2020: 36):
Nay, in the very metropolis two different modes of pronunciation prevail, by
which the inhabitants of one part of the town, are distinguished from those of the
other. One is current in the city, and is called the cockney; the other at the courtend, and is called the polite pronunciation. As amongst these various dialects, one
must have the preference, and become fashionable, it will of course fall to the lot
of that which prevails at court, the source of fashions of all kinds. All other
dialects, are sure marks, either of a provincial, rustic, pedantic, or mechanic
education; and therefore have some degree of disgrace annexed to them.
(Sheridan 1762: 30)
Stereotypes of Cockney were further codified through the voicing (Bahktain 1968, 1981; Bailey
2012) of Cockney speakers in art and literature, particularly by Charles Dickens and George
Bernard Shaw (Turner 2020, Wells 1982b: 332, Matthews 1938). While the earlier orthographic
transcription of Cockney by Dickens did not make particular use of glottal stops, they began to
appear in orthographic representations of Cockney in the 1880s (Matthews 1938). This is the
exact same time that Public School Pronunciation became widespread in UK public schools and
that writers began to argue that an exaggerated coup de glotte was unhealthy. These three
developments — (1) evidence that glottals were associated with Cockney accents, (2) the
widespread circulation of an upper-class acrolect without salient glottals, and (3) the connection
between glottals and harm — seem to reinforce each other. Within twenty to forty years, socalled glottic shocks and glottal attacks were strongly discouraged by the Central School
Tradition authors in the performance speech chain network, versus the earlier focus on negative
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associations with guttural sounds more generally. This belief was subsequently passed down the
speech chain.
Matthews (1938: 80) stated that “the chief consonantal feature of [Cockney] is the
prevalence of the glottal stop.” Over eighty years later, intervocalic glottal stops, glottaling, and
neutralization of word-final oral stops to a glottal stop still strongly index Cockney identity.
Further social meanings derived from this first-order indexicality of Cockney identity can vary.
Those who tend to promote standard language ideology negatively assess the Cockney accent, so
second-order indexicalities linked to glottalization include lack of education, roughness,
masculinity, ugliness, or laziness (Sivertson 1960: 119; Wells 1982a: 35, Osborne 1994).53
However, glottal stops can also index informality, friendliness, and solidarity as some younger
speakers find glottal stops and their association with non-standardized English to be “cool”
(Alderton 2020). Glottals can serve as a marker of counter-culture and rebellion, so the glottal
stop is an available resource for speakers to perform toughness or for children to rebel against
their families’ or teachers’ aspirational class values. Another indexicality of glottals can be
solidarity, authenticity, and friendliness via language and accent maintenance (Milroy 1992).
Finally, associations with historically stigmatized and non-standard accents can also give the
glottal stop an indexicality of informality.
Due to the belief in standard language ideology by many of the authors in the
performance speech chain network, the second-order indexicalities linked to glottals in the
metadiscourse tend to be negative, such as lack of education, ugliness, and laziness. These
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Wells notes that ugliness and laziness are associated with the glottal stop in Britain, however he also states that the glottal stop
indexes “careful, standard styles of speech” in Farsi, and for Farsi speakers, the glottal stop “is adjudged a beautiful sound and its
omission as slovenly” (1982a: 35), supporting the notion that negative evaluations of glottals are cultural and aesthetic.
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indexicalities of the glottal stop likely influenced the prescriptions in English-speaking
performance training to remove glottal stops during the 20th century. Furthermore, the
prescription to remove glottal stops is linked to negative discourse about both speakers who use
non-standard accents generally and Cockney specifically. Fogerty (1929) strongly advocated for
the ‘correction’ of non-standardized speech and accents to standard usage, as she asserted that
non-standardized speech affected mental development. She also directly stigmatized Cockney
and Cockney speakers. Examples of her views include:

defining the term accent:
we ourselves say a person speaks with a cockney ‘accent’ or has a good ‘accent’
in speaking English or French […]
(Fogerty 1929: 31)
in discussing intonation in modern European poetry versus ancient Greek:
To what do we owe the complete disappearance of quantity as a basis for verse
patterns before the dawn of modern European poetry? Three reasons are generally
adduced:
i. the decline of pure poetic diction throughout the Roman Empire with
the incursion of the Barbarians and the growth of dialect forms. This
would account for a loss of all finer shades of distinction in vowel
sound. Among all uneducated people quality and quantity of vowel
sound become shifting and uncertain. Roughly-made verse always
allow a barbarous irregularity of stress to fill out defective lines
i. […].
(Fogerty 1929: 43)
the speaker of a Cockney accent:
aims at [the vowel] and fails to achieve the necessary delicacy in movement for
[its] production
(Fogerty 1929: 118)
linking the teaching of standardized accent to upward mobility:
We must give to our children a training which will ensure at each stage of their
growth delight in personal experience of the beauty and significance of spoken
sound. A training in ‘Æsthetic Standard.’ There is no surer agent of class
antagonism than the establishment of a definite “class standard” of accent and
speech.
(Fogerty 1929: 122-123)
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linking psychological effects / mental development to accent:
The second group need individual teaching, either singly or in carefully selected
groups of two or three. And this teaching must continue for two or three years
without interruption, and with constant reference to the general progress of the
student in ordinary English subjects. The dangerous psychological effect of bad
speech on mental development is still everywhere underestimated.
(Fogerty 1929: 164)
discussing which languages are easier to sing:
In all countries educated and refined people perform the movements of speech
with greater accuracy and a stronger sense of rhythmic values than uneducated
people.
(Fogerty 1929: 230)

The corrective teaching that Fogerty suggested would entail the elimination of pronunciation
patterns linked to accents like Cockney, which were evaluated as the opposite of good accents,
uneducated, and less delicate. This corrective teaching would include the elimination of any
salient glottal stops, which were strongly associated with Cockney — particularly in intervocalic
V__V environments as allophones of /t/ — but were not associated with RP/‘Æsthetic Standard.’
Fogerty and Aikin’s standard language ideology and stigmatization of Cockney likely
strengthened their positions on the negative associations of glottals. Their immense influence in
the speech chain network seemingly contributed to the growing supposition over the 20th
century that glottal stops are inherently unhealthy; prior to the writings of Aikin and Fogerty,
exaggeration of a coup de glotte was discouraged (Mandl 1879), but after their writings, wordinitial prosodic glottalization was “condemned,” to use Aikin’s own terminology (1920: 91).
Notably, some of the environments with glottalization of oral stops in Cockney accents
occur between two words, as in phrases like “a lot of,” “ is the water hot enough” or “ you
dropped your hat again” in which a word-final /t/ is realized as a glottal stop when followed by a
word-initial vowel. Voice and speech trainers who worked to eliminate word-internal intervocalic
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glottals needed to also have awareness of intervocalic glottals across word boundaries. While
trainers influenced by Aikin and Fogerty would have targeted word-initial glottals either way,
because of the negative association with the coup de glotte, intervocalic glottals across word
boundaries in Cockney accents may have also reinforced the condemnation of word-initial
glottals through an association between the coup de glotte and class stereotypes.

5.2.2 — American Women and the Evaluation of Prosodic Creaky Voice
Non-modal constricted voice qualities — creak, creaky voice, fry, vocal fry, glottal fry,
etc., — have become particularly salient to some English users in the United States, frequently
called “fry.” In the 21st century, public discussion of vocal fry became a topic discussed by some
in the mainstream media. For example, a Financial Times piece by Marilia Duffles in 2005 stated
“women sound like frogs,” “experts agree [vocal fry] is an epidemic,” and “fry is stressful on the
folds, a bit like driving with a parking brake on.” Notably, this discussion of creak and vocal fry
argue that it is aesthetically negative as well as unhealthy.
Current anecdotal perceptions of creak in the media link it to age, gender, and status: it is
frequently linked to young women with social capital, and sometimes affluent white girls
specifically (Slobe 2018). Examples include Britney Spears, Kim Kardashian, and Kesha Sebert.
Yet, there are some complications to the assumption that creak is a vocalization of young women
only; not least that gender is constructed and performative rather than an essential characteristic.
A key complication is that creaky voice has traditionally been linked to masculinity (see
Mendoza-Denton 2011: 265-266 for a review). For example, Henton & Bladon (1988) found that
“creaky voice was regarded as a ‘robust marker of male speech,’ and was thus used to sound
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‘hyper-masculine’ when employed by male speakers” of Northern English accents (Yuasa 2010:
317), and Ligon et al (2018) found that vocal fry usage may help to avoid a listener’s perception
of a speaker as too feminine. Additionally not all speakers using creak are young: both young
and middle-aged American women are shown to use creak (Oliveira et al 2016).
While creak is not exclusive to young people or women, it can now be used as a semiotic
sign to index social meanings linked to the performance of age and gender. This link was found
in the metadiscourse in several articles in the VSR.54 These existing associations can be used to
signal youthfulness or femininity or even feminine attempts at masculinity, etc. Second-order
indexicalities derived from the identity of “young woman with social capital” are also linked to
creak; thus creak can index a speaker as professional, upwardly mobile, urban, hesitant,
nonaggressive, and/or informal (Yuasa 2010: 316). It can also index situationally-dependent
social meanings, in which a speaker using creak is found to be confident, engaged, vain, bored/
unengaged, and/or apathetic/disinterested (Ligon et al 2018). Creak may also index local intragroup meanings such as toughness and hardcore personas in Chicana/o gangs investigated by
Mendoza-Denton (2011).
In terms of health, vocal fry was historically deemed pathological in western medicine as
a voice disorder, but Hollien et al (1966) suggested that vocal fry should not be considered a
voice disorder “unless individual[s] phonate solely in that mode” (Oliveira et al 2016: 687).
While there are some correlations between creak and vocal misuse, prosodic glottalization has
been repeatedly shown to occur in American English speakers deemed non-pathological
(Gottliebson et al 2007, Wolk et al 2012, Ligon et al 2018, Oliveira et al 2016). Yet, the belief
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Loy-Jung (2007), Tobolski (2007), Vicary (2007), Root (2009), Blair (2011), Mottram (2016), Cahill & Hamel (2019) and
Crawford & Pikes (2019) all discuss creak, fry, glottal stops, or guttural voicing as linked to gender or gender performance.
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that creak is harmful persists and young women in particular are encouraged to ‘de-creak’ their
voices, both because some trainers suggest it is potentially harmful and because creak
supposedly prevents young women from being taken seriously in the public sphere.
Cahill & Hamel (2021: 95-96) argue that creak is found to be socially acceptable when
used by men and the targeting of women’s use of creak reveals cultural policing of female and
non-dominant voices: “the very vocal gestures lauded or accepted uncritically within masculinity
are rejected when performed by femininely gendered bodies, as they reflect back, perhaps
uncannily, on the dominant listening ear.” Creak is too masculine for women to use; of course,
voices which are too feminine are also disliked by the “dominant listening ear.” A woman’s
voice must not be too strident nor too “high, soft, small, nasal, and so on” (ibid). Thus, Cahill &
Hamel argue that there is no particular ‘right’ sound for a woman’s voice: “what is demanded is
not a particular set of sounds, but rather sonic evidence that the voice is designed to please the
whim of the hearer” (ibid). Cahill & Hamel further state that the societal push for some to
normalize their othered voices is part of the broader construction of mainstream gender:
[…] encouraging women to take up the project of changing their vocal traits in
order to gain social goods such as respect, prestige, or financial gain both
reinscribes the femininely gendered voice as an appropriate site of disciplinary
effort and obfuscates the co-constitutive role that such reinscription plays in the
the construction of femininely gendered voice. (Cahill & Hamel 2021: 103)
Creak, as a recently minted index of femininity, gives a feminine person something they must —
in order to gain “respect, prestige, or financial gain” — vocally fix, as femininity is nonnormative and achievement of normal includes correcting feminine signifiers. This process may
be shrouded behind the linguistic ideology that throaty sounds are bad for performers, giving
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trainers and pedagogues an acceptable reason to target and discourage the use of creak without
confronting societal questions about gender and linguistic discrimination.
This logic can also be applied to the previous section on Cockney accents: encouraging
working-class Londoners “to take up the project of changing their vocal traits in order to gain
social goods such as respect, prestige, or financial gain both reinscribes” working-class voices as
“an appropriate site of disciplinary effort and obfuscates the co-constitutive role that such
reinscriptions play in the construction of” working class voices. The notion that sounds strongly
linked to working class accents are unhealthy provides a supposedly objective reason to dissuade
a speaker from using glottalization without confronting societal questions about class and
linguistic discrimination. And just as is the case with creak, which is used by many speakers
regardless of gender but currently associated saliently with one gender, glottalization is used by
many English speakers regardless of class but is associated most saliently with a particular class.

5.2.3 — Racialization and Throaty Sounds
The metadiscourse examined in this research contains racist sentiments. It is worth noting
that while racism and xenophobia have already been linked to particular early 20th century voice
and speech pedagogues (Knight 1997), racist sentiments were not espoused by Marguerite
DeWitt (1924) alone. For example, Fogerty linked language ability to race, climate, and
education (1929: 230-231), McLean (1928: 9) used the term “savages,” Thurburn (1938: 145)
included an articulation practice rhyme with the n-word, and Fogerty included an antisemitic
tongue twister (1929: 253). Some of the racist sentiments in the metadiscourse particularly show
how the authors thought about ties between voice, ethnicity, and race.
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The notion throaty sounds are bad for performers is at times supported by a related belief
that voice quality can iconically represent the overall character of types of peoples. In the
metadiscourse this is evidenced in five ways: (1) some authors believed indigenous languages
were inferior in both content and form; (2) some authors believed people of different ethnicities
and races had differing vocal tract structures; (3) some authors argued that the relative harshness
of consonants in a language’s inventory made the language inherently easier or more difficult to
sing in, leading to greater or lesser cultural abilities in singing; (4) guttural sounds, in particular,
were deemed ‘harsh’ and linked to ‘harsh’ speakers, sometimes in terms of both race and
religion; and (5) today, non-sonorous ‘harsh’ consonants, some throaty, are used to iconically
represent violent/evil imagined races and species in science fiction and fantasy.
First, language was used as a heuristic by european colonizers in order to rank societies
and their populations as more or less advanced (Mignolo 2003; Irvine and Gal 2000). This was a
widespread justification used by europeans during their colonization of and imperialism over
Global Majority peoples worldwide. In the metadiscourse, Sheridan called Greek a “perfect”
language (1762: 140-141), and implied by comparison that it was hierarchically superior to
indigenous languages used, in his words, “amongst savages” (ibid: 155-157). He believed the
Greek vowels and consonants were balanced within syllables to perfectly express emotion and
logic, and he commended the Greek people for supposedly maintaining, improving, and teaching
their language (ibid: 140-141). Comparatively, he wrongly made the racist assertion that
deficiencies in the intellects of indigenous people — deficiencies that did not actually exist —
led to perceived deficiencies in their languages and argued they were incapable of improving
their languages due to their ways of life (ibid: 155-157).
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Second, some authors advanced the claim that different peoples or races had different
vocal tract structures. Sheridan thought “the word lough, for lake, has a peculiar guttural found in
the Irish pronunciation not suited to English organs, by whom it is in general pronounced lok”
(1780: 21).55 A generous interpretation of this comment might be that Sheridan — Irish himself,
but a note-worthy promoter of standardized ‘English’ English — meant English speakers
struggle to produce the sound due to their lack of the phoneme /x/ by the 18th century. Yet,
another interpretation would be that Sheridan believed English-speaking organs cannot or should
not make [x] because the organs are situated differently in the vocal tracts of people of different
ethnicities and races. In context of his previous statements about language, culture, and
cultivation of more perfect speech, it seems a plausible interpretation. Regardless of Sheridan’s
meaning however, a century later Dr. Mackenzie advanced this claim openly and outright. He
stated “timbre being thus so largely dependent on physical structure is no doubt often inherited,
and to a certain extent may come to be an ethnological feature” (1899: 44). He made a pseudoscientific claim that “the aborigines of New Zealand, in whom the hollow space in the bones of
the skull, technically called ‘sinuses,’ are very ill developed, have voices remarkably deficient in
resonance.” Comparatively, Mackenzie stated that “the Italian ore rotundo utterance is almost a
racial peculiarity” (ibid), suggesting in the comparison that Italians, as a race, have particularly
sonorous voices.56 He also argued that phenotype or coloration could influence vocal quality
beyond race:
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Likely, Sheridan was discussing a velar fricative, which is not considered guttural or throaty in this paper.
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It is not known exactly how he thought of race compared to ethnicity and nationality, and further research into Mackenzie’s
writings may or may not further elucidate his views.
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There are also certain physical types which correspond to particular timbres of the
voice. I have noticed this particularly in persons of like complexion even when
different in race. Thus, a certain sharp metallic clearness of articulation is often
found in individuals of ruddy complexion, light yellow hair, and hard blue eyes,
whilst rich mellow tones, with a tendency to portamento in ordinary speech, are
often associated with black hair and florid face.
(Mackenzie 1899: 161)
Additionally, he argued that the differences in articulation between “provincial and national
varieties of accent […] may be, in a certain measure, due to minute ethnological differences in
the conformation of the organs” (ibid: 166). Thus, some interpretations of voice quality have
historically relied on the belief of a correspondence between genetics, phenotypes, and ethnicity
or race which is not established: “[…] as commonly defined racial groups are genetically
heterogeneous and lack clear-cut genetic boundaries” (Yudell et al 2016: 565). While its quite
possible for a community of speakers who identify as a particular ethnicity to sound similar, this
can be due to similar functional usage of the vocal tract structures, and not due to some kind of
genetic or phenotypic structural similarity. However, the racialization of voice quality could be
used to help construct social concepts of bounded racial and ethnic difference.
Third, there was a belief that the phonological inventory of a language made that
language easier or more difficult to sing or even to speak. Sheridan (1762, 1780) and Austin
(1806: 31) wrote positively on the syllable structure of ancient Greek, claiming it was better
suited to speech and song compared to English, and Austin (ibid: 244) also stated Italian was “…
the best suited to musical expression of any known” language. Rush (1827: 173) and Porter
(1833: 29) both used the term “euphony” to imply the beauty and improvement of Greek and
Italian, with similar associations as the use of the prefix ‘eu’ in eugenics. Porter (ibid) stated that
“the euphony of Italian, in which it is distinguished from all other languages consists chiefly in
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its freedom from harsh consonants.” Porter also included a footnote asserting that Italian had a
more euphonious consonant inventory than Greek which does use velar fricatives, and he also
used the glottal segment /h/ as an example of a harsh and non-euphonious consonant of English.
Thus, he suggested throaty sounds were inferior. In the 20th century, earlier assessments of
English as less-than compared to Italian were discarded. Fogerty (1929: 227-232) argued any
issues with English song came from performers not using standardized pronunciation, and Turner
further suggested that a language’s phonological inventory iconically expresses traits of the
language in question:
The genius of a language conditions its speech sounds. Though the English
language has perhaps more than its due share of consonants, and a preponderance
of sibilants owing to its grammatical structure, it is just these facts which give it
its virility, and this happens also to be a quality which is essential to true clarity of
articulation.
(Turner & Boston 2007: 88)
Thus, authors promoted the notion that languages, or their accents and dialects, could be
hierarchically ranked: some languages or accents were consistently evaluated as superior to
others due to their phonological inventories. Authors believed there were harsher and smoother
languages, that some languages were more pleasing or disarming, or that some were more or less
suited to singing. It did not seem to matter that the sounds in any language are linguistic
segments, typical for speech and therefore song. Importantly, the early notion of Sheridan’s was
not abandoned: languages or accents at the top of the hierarchy were considered to be actively
developed by ‘more developed’ nations, cultures, and peoples. These linguistic ideologies
reinforce beliefs about the superiority of peoples, nations, and racial constructs, specifically
reinforcing European and White Supremacy.
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Fourth, guttural sounds were already linked to racial and religious others in English
thought by the 17th century, predating the beginning of this speech chain network by nearly a
hundred years. Lancelot Addison wrote about the language of the Moors as “harsh,” because he
considered it “very guttural: which is esteemed an argument of its Antiquity ” (Connor 2014:
118, quoting Addison 1671: 75). Connor argued that guttural sounds are associated historically
and contemporarily — by the British and other speakers of English — with linguistic
primitiveness; that languages like Hebrew and Arabic were associated with being backward,
archaic, and “primal” (ibid: 115). While he acknowledged positive associations with Hebrew,
since it is part of Judeo-Christian culture, Connor also argued that Hebrew “could, and can, be
regarded as an occult precursor of the daylight, classical clarity of Greek and Latin” (ibid:
115-116). Guttural as a term did initially come into English specifically to describe throaty
sounds used in Semitic languages (OED Online 2021) associated with Hebrew and Arabic.
Müller et al (1843: 702) also made a brief mention of “the explosive sounds of Amman” (ibid:
702) in a seeming reference to the current-day capital of Jordan while describing stops.
‘Explosive’ is also a frequently used description of guttural and glottal sounds throughout the
metadiscourse.
Guttural, as a term, seemed over time to signify through iconicity and indexicality both
ethnic/racial and religious others compared to speakers of standardized English. This is further
shown in Russell et al, in which guttural tone mixed with nasality and “pectoral tone” is
described as: “a grunting utterance, resembling that of the inferior animals, instead of the clear
resonant tone of the human being” (1871: 51). Later, those authors included speech examples for
the practice of each voice quality and specifically advised the use of guttural voice for Caliban
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from The Tempest (ibid: 264), Shylock from The Merchant of Venice (ibid: 265), as well as Satan
from Milton’s Paradise Lost (ibid: 266). The specific inclusions of Caliban and Shylock link
gutturals to othered characters, while the inclusion of Satan demonstrated an association between
gutturals, evil, and violence. Other authors also focused on negatively describing glottals as
clicks or clicking sounds (ie. Thurburn 1939: 61, 76). It is unclear if these authors knew actual
click consonants, phonemic in Khoisan languages and some Bantu languages, were disparaged
by europeans during colonization and imperialism. For example, linguist F. Max Müller hoped
“by the influence of the Missionaries, these brutal sounds [clicks] will be abolished” (Irvine &
Gal 2000: 40, citing Müller 1855: lxxix). The views of clicks as brutal and gutturals as
animalistic may be connected through a racializing view of sounds which are not common in
Western European languages.57
Fifth, iconic comparisons are made between harsh sounds and harsh people. An iconic
link suggests harsh sounds signify the people using them are literally harsh in body, personality,
character, action, and/or thought. This is perhaps best exemplified in fantasy and science-fiction,
which are referred to in the metadiscourse when Houfek (2005: 175-176) discusses the
constructed language Klingon as a “guttural” language. Star Trek and Lord of the Rings are two
examples in which harsh sounds are iconically linked to harsh beings. In Lord of the Rings,
Elvish languages are associated with goodness and superiority, while the Black Speech of
Mordor, created in the narrative by the character Sauron, is associated with evil. When
comparing two Elvish languages with English and the Black Speech within Tolkien’s actual text,
Johannesson (2007: 21) found “sonority is indeed a property that sets the ‘fair’ languages apart
57

If guttural is defined as including velar/uvular fricatives, etc., then some guttural consonants are found in Western European
languages like Dutch, French, German, etc. The connection depends on the how guttural is defined.
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from the ‘harsh’ language.” He noted that the samples of the Elvish languages had a high
proportion of sonorants overall as well as in syllable onsets specifically, while “the Black Speech
specimen shows a consistently low proportion of sonorants in the same contexts” (ibid). In Star
Trek, the first use of Klingon was not the constructed language many are familiar with today, but
just several “guttural sounds made by one actor” (Anijar 2000: 128). Later, a linguist was hired
to expand the initial sample into a language for Star Trek 2: The Wrath of Khan. The Klingon
beings are seen by some viewers (even those who cosplay as Klingons) as more primitive and
violent (ibid: 129, 133-134, 149) than humans or the other imagined beings in the Star Trek
universe.
Thus, some authors of the metadiscourse engage in racialization via linguistic
discrimination, and specifically link harsh sounds, often throaty sounds, to racialized Global
Majority people and to imagined racialized characters. As previously suggested with gender and
class, negative evaluations of speech sounds linked with stigmatized groups of people can be
used to suggest that their usage of speech is non-normative and requires change to enter the
public square (Cahill & Hamel 2021: 103). In a racialized context in which whiteness is
normalized and peoples of the Global Majority are disenfranchised, encouraging, requiring, and
forcing Global Majority people “to take up the project of changing their vocal traits in order to
gain social goods such as respect, prestige, or financial gain both reinscribes” Global Majority
voices as “an appropriate site of disciplinary effort and obfuscates the co-constitutive role that
such reinscriptions play in the construction of” Global Majority voices (ibid).

5.3 — Some Potential Impacts of the Linguistic Ideology
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If throaty sounds are bad for performers is accepted as an objective assessment rather
than identified as a cultural and social assessment, there are possible negative consequences on
performers, their communities, those who work with them, audiences, and even society at-large.
The following list of possible consequences is not exhaustive or listed in a particular order:

- If this linguistic ideology does stem from cultural assumptions that stigmatized groups of
people speak incorrectly, then continuing to suggest that throaty sounds are bad will
disproportionately affect socially-othered speakers by encouraging or demanding that
they make the time, effort, and investment to change their vocal traits.
- Simultaneously, speakers evaluated as normative — who still likely use throaty
sounds in their voices and their speech — may not be encouraged or required to do
the same.

- Multilingual performers who train/trained/will train in English-speaking spaces likely
come in contact with this linguistic ideology. Those whose languages have phonemic
throaty sounds must confront the dissonance caused when this linguistic ideology is
compared with their actual usage of throaty sounds in their non-English language(s).
- Confronting the ideology may also include actual confrontations between
multilingual performers and those espousing this ideology, who sometimes may be
in positions of greater institutional authority, such as teachers, trainers, coaches,
directors, casting agents, etc.

- As an ideology — something that “aspires to both explain the world and to change it”
(Cranston 2020) — adherence to throaty sounds are bad for performers can materially
change aural/oral performance spaces by lessening vocal variety and making particular
sounds taboo.
- This can work cyclically: as throaty sounds are discouraged, their non-normative
status can reinscribe them as particularly bad and subsequently as taboo.
- Additionally, not hearing throaty sounds reflected back to them, audiences may
assume more generally that throaty sounds are bad, period. This assumption can
then (re)produce a more general cultural taboo around throaty sounds and lead to
further stigmatization of those who continue to saliently use them, as those who use
taboo sounds may be evaluated as anti-social or deviant.

- Performers may never investigate, practice, and gain skill with many of the speech
sounds and vocalizations that are typical of human speech.
- Thompson (2007: 349) argued that training actors in phonetics helps to “untangle
perceptual confusions,” “enriches an actor’s linguistic inner life,” and “builds an
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actor’s imagination and flexibility.” Leaving out throaty sounds that are
linguistically typical could impede these goals, which are relevant to any vocal
performer, not just actors.

- Performers exposed to this linguistic ideology may likely have increased and unjustified
fear about making ‘bad’ and/or ‘unhealthy’ speech sounds. They may avoid perfectly
healthy and expressive sounds in their art.
- Performers may self-censor as they fear becoming vocally injured. It is notable that
few performers in the US have regular access to vocal care through a workplace,
and may not have insurance that covers certain types of specialist care, including
laryngology or speech and language pathology. Thus, a vocal injury can be very
expensive and many will attempt to avoid any sounds they consider to be unhealthy
in the hope of avoiding potential medical issues and associated costs.

- The pervasiveness of this linguistic ideology can lead to many interpersonal instances of
vocal evaluation and attempts to influence vocal usage away from throaty sounds. This
can result in interpersonal conflict.
- Negative vocal evaluations of throaty sounds may occur between family members,
friends, peers, colleagues, as well as in significant career-based interpersonal
interactions, such as a performer experiencing negative vocal evaluation of their
throaty sounds from teachers, trainers, coaches, directors, casting agents, producers,
audience members, reviewers, online commenters, etc.
- In a work-based context, performers can miss out on jobs, lose jobs, or have grades
lowered due to the use of throaty sounds that are disparaged by some as ‘bad
technique.’
- Conversely, a performer who has eliminated their use of throaty sounds can
experience conflict when their community, family, and friends do use throaty
sounds, and may resent a lack of accent maintenance in the performer.

- A performer may be blamed for a medical issue that has another cause. If ‘good
technique’ means never using throaty sounds in performance, and a performer is known
to use throaty sounds, a voice issue may be assumed to stem from the throaty sounds
themselves and a different underlying cause such as environment, fatigue, illness,
overuse, reflux, smoke inhalation, strain, and/or stress or anxiety may not be considered.
- It is possible that a trainer may not refer a performer to a medical doctor because
they assume the vocal issue they are observing stems from the use of ‘glottal
attacks,’ etc., and that the performer simply needs to ‘fix’ their technique.
- However, this linguistic ideology may also be encountered at the doctor’s office, as
the ideology has been passed down in various fields interacting with professional
voice users, and some medical professionals express this linguistic ideology
strongly, such as Davies & Jahn (2004).
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- This linguistic ideology is an example of an uncritical appeal to vocal universals, and
suggests a linguistic ideology originating from european aesthetics is actually a universal
physical property of all humans and their voices.
- While humans as a species share physical similarities, the way self and body are
conceptualized via culture, society, and personal self-interaction can change the
definitions of what a body is, what a body does, and how it does it; similarly what a
voice is, what a voice does, and how it does it (McAllister-Viel 2019). Asserting
european aesthetics as biomedical universals pushes out other cultural, social, and
personal conceptualizations of what is or is not healthy for the body and the voice.
These examples of negative consequences all present possible areas for further research, to
examine how linguistic ideologies and beliefs about language use are affecting language-users in
performance arenas.
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6 — Conclusion
The push in English-speaking training to eliminate glottal stops and non-modal
constricted voice quality, particularly on vowel-initial words, has been justified for two centuries
on the basis of cultural and subjective interpretations of both aesthetics and health. Yet, the
appeal to health as a justification for the elimination of these throaty sounds is problematic as
glottal segments and creaky voice, etc., are phonemic in many languages around the world with
no evidence of harmful effects on speakers of these languages. The discouragement of throaty
sounds is a material result of a belief about language, a linguistic ideology, that throaty sounds
are bad for performers. This ideology was not originally based in any full or empirical
understandings of the larynx, but arose from 18th and 19th century authors who mixed together
folk-beliefs and medical opinions with their promotion of standard language ideology via
elocution and european-style singing techniques. It subsequently became a popular assumption
about vocal health in the 20th century.
The disposition against throaty sounds, past and present, can instead be explained by the
association of throaty sounds with particular social groups: working and low class communities,
women, and communities stigmatized as non-normative via racialization. Impacts of the
ideology include continued disproportionate requirements for members of socially stigmatized
groups to change and fix their voices, a similar disproportionate burden on some multilingual
performers who disprove this ideology through their use of phonemic throaty sounds, a
misapplication of european aesthetics as universal understandings about vocal health, potential to
miss underlying medical diagnoses, and several ramifications in performance skill and artistry.
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It is clear that ideas about vocal health for English-speaking performers are deeply linked
to standard language ideology. Sounds in accents associated with standard English have been
assumed to be healthier than sounds in socially stigmatized, non-standard accents or stigmatized
languages. The documentation and analysis of this performance speech chain network shows that
authors of the metadiscourse frequently valorized standardized English implicitly or explicitly
while also stigmatizing throaty sounds. These two beliefs about spoken languages were
circulated together. Understandings and assumptions about vocal misuse and abuse are linked to
social aspects of language like standardization, maintenance, prescriptivism, and other types of
evaluation. Relevant cultural framings of health and aesthetics should be considered when
developing research designs to investigate questions of vocal health.
Overall, this research leads to further questions about how vocal sounds can signify
culturally-specific iconic meanings based on folk-beliefs, linguistic ideologies, and other social
factors. Throughout the explicit metadiscourse from the performance speech chain network, there
was an underlying assumption that vocal sound is iconically meaningful in non-arbitrary ways.
For example, in the VSR metadiscourse Loy-Jung (2007: 325) argued that women who develop
nodules have particular personality traits — extraversion, neurosis, anxiety, aggression — and
suggests that these traits are iconically linked to “hyperfunction at the glottal level […] The voice
sounds pressed, and hard glottal attacks are often discernible.” Iconic links of this nature are
particularly interesting assumptions as the entertainment industry makes use of icons, archetypes,
and stereotypes to communicate via culturally-understood shorthand key elements about stories
and characters, or to subvert expectations when an icon, archetype, or stereotype is transgressed.
The linguistic ideology throaty sounds are bad for performers is underpinned by the iconic
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notion that constricted throats cannot breath freely and constriction is linked to injury and death.
Other iconic cultural understandings of voice quality could be researched in an examination of
how vocal iconicity is linked to linguistic ideologies expressed through art, entertainment, and
media.
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Appendix A — Comparison of Voice Quality and Physiological States
This chart compares four systems of classification: phonatory settings (Laver 1980: 93-140), states of the glottis (Ladefoged
2001: 123-125), contrastive phonation types (Gordon & Ladefoged 2001), and states of the larynx (Esling et al 2019: 40-78) and
their associated articulatory, acoustic, and aerodynamic properties.
Name

aka?

Aryepiglottic
Trilling

shape / action / gesture?

acoustic result?

breath movement?

State of the Larynx: may
be in a state of whispering,
creakiness, or harshness; in
which the aryepiglottic
folds approach the setting
of a epiglottal stop, and
airflow creates vibration,
extreme narrowing in the
upper aryepiglottic border
of the epilaryngeal tube

State of the Larynx:
competing sound source to
the vocal folds, can vibrate at
a different frequency than the
vocal folds, associated with
‘growl’ singing and throat
clearing

State of the Larynx:
airflow through the
narrowed tube creates a
second point of
vibration

Breath

modified
breathing for
exhalation

State of the Larynx:
laryngeal structures are
more adducted than in quiet
breathing, slight parting of
the vocal processes, with
corniculate tubercles
typically remaining in
contact with each other

State of the Larynx:
phonetic [h], aspiration [hp]
[ph], voiceless fricatives, etc.

State of the Larynx:
nearly fully open for
normal inhalation, but
can narrow… even
down to as little as 25%
on exhalation

Breathy Voice

Murmur,
Breathiness

Phonatory Setting: mode
of vibration of the vocal
folds, inefficient compared
to modal voicing; the vocal
folds never meet along the
mid-line, as if they ‘flap in
the breeze;’ minimal
adductive tension, weak
medial compression

Phonatory Setting: voice
mixed in with breath,
sighing, slight audible
friction; limited vocal
intensity, low pitch

Phonatory Setting:
higher rate of airflow
due to lower glottal
resistance

Glottal State: vocal folds
are apart between the
arytenoid cartilages in the
lower (posterior) part
Contrastive Phonation
Type: vocal folds are fairly
abducted relative to creak
and modal voice; increased
open quotient and less
abrupt closure of the glottis
compared to modal voicing

Glottal State: like a sigh
while breathing heavily
Contrastive Phonation
Type: some turbulent airflow
through the glottis and the
impression of voice and
breath mixed together;
increased spectral noise,
particularly at higher
frequencies; overall decrease
in acoustic intensity, more
steeply negative spectral tilt,
possible lowering of F0
compared to modal voicing

Glottal State:
considerable airflow
Contrastive Phonation
Type: persistent leakage
of air through the
glottis, possibly
increased duration
compared to modal
voice
State of the Larynx:
air passes freely through
the gap between the
vocal folds, less
turbulent than in
Whisper

State of the Larynx: vocal
folds are fairly abducted
and have little longitudinal
tension; vibration is
possible, epilaryngeal
channel is constricted
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Name

aka?

shape / action / gesture?

acoustic result?

breath movement?

Creaky Voice

creak, creakiness,
vocal fry, glottal
fry, glottalization,
laryngealization

Phonatory Setting: cites
several different
descriptions, including —
vocal folds adducted, fairly
thick, compressed, medial
surface is slack; ventricular
folds are also compressed,
and inferior surfaces of the
ventricular folds come into
contact with the superior
surface of the vocal folds;
vibration occurs in a small
section of the vocal folds
near the thyroid cartilage;
length and thickness of the
vocal folds do not vary with
pitch change

Phonatory Setting: low F0,
below that of modal voicing;
rapid series of taps

Phonatroy Setting:
Low sub-glottic pressure

Glottal State: arytenoid
cartilages are tightly
together and vocal folds
vibrate at the anterior end

Glottal State: very lowpitched sound
Contrastive Phonation
Type: rapid series of taps,
irregularly spaced pitch
periods, decreased acoustic
intensity relative to modal
phonation, fewer pitch
periods per second compared
to modal voicing; More
irregularly spaced vocal
pulses, creating rapid tapes,
less intensity than modal
voicing, more steeply
positive spectral tilt, possible
change in F0 versus modal
voicing

Contrastive Phonation
Type: airflow converted
to voice, but irregular
pulses of airflow (degree
of aperiodicity measures
as ‘jitter’), possible
increased duration
compared to modal
voice
State of the Larynx:
adding the ventricular
folds can cause a cease
of vibratory airflow

Contrastive Phonation
Type: vocal folds are
tightly adducted but open
enough along a portion of
their length to allow for
voicing, aperiodic glottal
pulses; decreased open
quotient and more abrupt
closure of the glottis
compared to modal voicing

State of the Larynx: low
F0, irregular vibration; high
stiffness in the TA muscle
may also result in high F0
creak or ‘glottal squeaks;’
adding the ventricular folds
can further lower the F0 and
increase irregular vibration;
perceptual differences in
creaky voice are possible,
such as tense and lax creaky
State of the Larynx: Short, voice, etc.
thick folds, contraction of
the thyroartenoid muscle,
long closed phase of the
vocal folds during the
mucosal wave; possible to
also combine the setting of
the vocal folds with added
action of the ventricular
folds; slack cover of the
vocal folds and stiff body of
the vocal folds; posteroanterior epilaryngeal
narrowing
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Name

aka?

shape / action / gesture?

acoustic result?

breath movement?

Epiglottal
stop

full respiratory
arrest,
pharyngealized
glottal stop, strong
glottal stop,
pharyngeal stop,
ventricular (plus
glottal) stop

State of the Larynx:
begins with adductor
actions for voice,
progressing through the
multiple postero-anterior
and vertical contractions
that produce a glottal stop,
and ending with complete
aryepiglottic occlusion; aso
may include lingual
retraction and vertical
elevation of the larynx that
seals the airway; massive
buckling maneuver; may
involve tongue retraction

State of the Larynx: the
sound of a phonemic
pharyngeal stop in
languages; perception of a
stronger glottal stop

State of the Larynx:
airflow is completely
stopped / blocked

Phonatory Setting:
Adduction, contraction of
the thyroarytenoid muscles
without contraction of the
vocalis muscle, a slight part
between the vocal folds

Phonatory Setting: higher
relative F0 than modal voice,
flute-like tone

Falsetto

State of the Larynx: same
setting as modal voicing,
but with more cricothyroid
contraction, causing tilt and
longer vocal folds, thin at
the vocal fold edges; only a
portion of the edge vibrates
while remainder of the
vocal fold is stiff and
immobile

*** Occurs as a speech
sound, but also occurs in
gagging and swallowing

State of the Larynx: higher
relative F0 than modal voice;
steeper slope of the laryngeal
wave form than modal voice

Phonatory Setting:
more abrupt opening
portion of the mucosal
wave
State of the Larynx:
may be accompanied by
air escape due to
incompletely closed,
non-vibrating parts of
the glottis
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Name

aka?

Glottal Stop

shape / action / gesture?

acoustic result?

breath movement?

Contrastive Phonation
Type: absence of vocal fold
vibration

Contrastive Phonation
Type: often realized with
creak on neighboring sounds

Contrastive Phonation
Type: cessation of
airflow

State of the Larynx: fully
adducted arytenoids and
aryepiglottic folds, posteroanterior pinching of the
epilaryngeal tube, so that
the space between the
arytenoids and the thyroid
is shortened, visible vertical
compression of the
distances between the three
levels of the folds, and
consequently variable
degrees of medial incursion
of the ventricular folds.

State of the Larynx: lack of
vibration, the greater the
degree of the constriction the
longer the vocal folds are
kept from vibrating

State of the Larynx:
flow of air is
momentarily impeded,
cessation of airflow

State of the Larynx:
aperiodicity, irregular
amplitude peaks, double
peaks of different amplitudes
an EGG signal

State of the Larynx:
increased airflow
compared to creaky
voice

** the degree of
constriction which these
characteristics demonstrate
may vary on a continuum
that differs from other stops
*** medial compression is
not required in glottal stops
or glottalic stops (ejectives)
Harshness

harsh voice

Phonatory Setting:
laryngeal tension; excessive
approximation of the vocal
folds; over-tension in the
throat and neck,
hypertension of the whole
body
State of the Larynx:
tightening the aryepiglottic
constrictor mechanism,
particularly with lower
epilaryngeal tightening or
ventricular adduction;
Vibration in the
epilaryngeal structures

Lax
phonation

non-tense

Phonatory Setting: lower
degree of muscular tension
through the vocal tract
Contrastive Phonation
Type: less glottal
constriction

Contrastive Phonation
Types: more airflow for
a given sub glottal
pressure than tense
phonation
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Name

aka?

shape / action / gesture?

acoustic result?

breath movement?

Laryngeal
Constriction
at High Pitch

high-pitched
harsh voice,
pressed voice

State of the Larynx:
cricothyroid muscle
contracts at the same time
that the laryngeal
constrictor engages,
compressing the airway
while stitching tight; thin
vocal folds over a restricted
length

State of the Larynx: higher
F0 than modal voicing, but
different quality than
falsetto; holding breath and
forcing out the air

State of the Larynx: air
forced through a
blocked passage,
compressing the airway

Prephonation

intermediate state
between breath
and glottal stop

State of the Larynx: the
same as for modal voice,
but the vocal folds remain
bowed apart or concave
before they start to vibrate,
as airflow is delayed

State of the Larynx: the
oral closure phase of
unaspirated stops before
voicing begins

State of the Larynx:
airflow is slightly
delayed

Quiet
Breathing 1

Respiration

State of the Larynx: the
glottis is relatively wide
open and the aryepiglottic
folds are at their widest
open state

State of the Larynx: Silence State of the Larynx:
or noise possible, depending normal resting tidal
on rate of airflow
volume in the lungs;
a deep breath

Quiet
Breathing 2

Forced Inhalation

State of the Larynx: the
State of the Larynx: Silence State of the Larynx:
glottal aperture widens even or noise possible, depending a deep breath
more than in quiet
on rate of airflow.
breathing 1 - respiration;
larynx may descend

Reinforced
Glottal stop

ventricular stop

State of the Larynx: as in
the glottal stop, but the
vocal folds are covered by
the fully apposed
ventricular folds, which
also press down onto the
vocal folds

State of the Larynx: the
vibration of the vocal folds is
impeded; the greater the
degree of the constriction,
the longer the vocal folds are
kept from vibrating and
silence is perceived

Contrastive Phonation
Type: less glottal
constrition

Contrastive Phonation
Type: not the same as
breathy voice

Contrastive Phonation
Type: some compression of
the glottis and increased
tension of the pharyngeal
walls or more constriction

Contrastive Phonation
Type: like creak with an
adjustment

Contrastive Phonation
Type: less airflow for a
given sub glottal
pressure

Contrasting Phonation
Type: a narrowing above
the glottis that involves the
aryeppiglottic folds (with
associated pharyngeal
constrictions and backing of
the epiglottis, which
changes the vibration of the
true vocal folds)

Contrasting Phonation
Type: irregular noisy
vibrations and higher F1s
and F2s

Contrasting Phonation
Type: irregular pulses

Slack Vocal
Folds
Stiff Vocal
Folds

Strident

creaky voice + a
helping feature

State of the Larynx:
flow of air is
momentarily impeded
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Name

aka?

Tense
Phonation

shape / action / gesture?

acoustic result?

Phonatory Setting: high
degree of muscular tension
through the vocal tract

Contrastive Phonation
Types: less airflow for a
given sub glottal
pressure than lax
phonation

Contrastive Phonation
Types: more constricted
glottis that allows less air
flow
Ventricular
Voice

severely harsh
voice

Phonatory Setting: strong
contraction of the
suprahyoids and
infrahyoids, throat strain,
pinched throat
State of the Larynx: active
vibration of the ventricular
tissues, lack of vocalventricular fold coupling

Voice,
(Modal)

Voice, Normal
Voice, Full Voice

Phonatory Setting:
moderate adductive tension,
moderate medial
compression, and
potentially moderate
longitudinal tension, neither
high nor low muscular
tension throughout the
vocal apparatus
Glottal State: vocal folds
are close together and
vibrating
State of the Larynx:
arytenoid cartilages and
corniculate tubercles
adducted, leading to medial
approximation of the vocal
processes of the arytenoids
at the posterior end of the
vocal folds, which come
together at the midline as
the muscular processes of
the arytenoids swivel
forwards; regularity in the
the mucosal wave of the
vocal folds; Slight bending
of the aryepiglottic folds

Voiceless

Glottal State: the vocal
folds are pulled apart

breath movement?

State of the Larynx: more
extreme version of harsh
voice, so far always attested
as voiced; F0 at half the
frequency of modal voicing;
at a third of the frequency of
vocal-ventricular fold
coupling; associated with
differing types of ‘throat’
singing

State of the Larynx:
glottal flow pulses
alternately sustain and
attenuate the ventricular
fold vibration

Phonatory Setting: includes
range of typical F0s used in
speaking, neutral mode of
phonation, periodic vibration
without audible friction

Phonatory Setting:
efficient in air use

Contrastive Phonation
Type: regular periodic
vibration, voicing,
intermediate spectral tilt
State of the Larynx:
produces an F0 without
perceived breathiness,
murmur, creakiness, or
harshness

Glottal State: may be silent,
or turbulent with no voicing

Contrastive Phonation
Type: small puffs of air
emitted between the
vocal folds during the
vibratory cycle as a
result of the air pressure
changes (Bernoulli
effect)
State of the Larynx:
pulmonic airflow,
typically egressive…
small puffs of air
emitted between the
vocal folds during the
vibratory cycle as a
result of the air pressure
changes (Bernoulli
effect)

Glottal State: little or
no airflow through the
glottis

Contrastive Phonation
Type: vocal folds are
furthest apart in this setting;
pulled apart by the
arytenoid cartiledges &
musculature; abducted
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Name

aka?

shape / action / gesture?

acoustic result?

breath movement?

Whisper:

breath + laryngeal
constriction

Phonatory Setting: a
triangular opening of the
cartilaginous glottis due to
contraction of the lateral
cricoarytenoid muscles,
about ⅓ the length of the
glottis; low adductive
tension and moderate to
high medial compression;

Phonatory Setting: friction
in the airflow

Phonatory Setting:
friction in the airflow,
uneconomical use of
airflow

State of the Larynx: more
noise than the Breath
settings; variations in sound
can result from epilaryngeal
tube shape and larynx height

State of the Larynx:
more turbulent airflow

State of the Larynx: the
epilaryngeal tube forms a
narrow passage from the
glottis through the
aryepiglottic folds at the
upper edges of the tube; the
vocal folds are abducted;
corniculate tubercles are in
contact; aryepiglottic
constriction, with forwards
and upwards approximation
of the aryepiglottic folds,
lingual retraction, and the
likelihood of larynx raising;
minimal or no glottal
adduction
Whispery
Voice

murmur, voiced
aspiration, stage
whisper

State of the Larynx:
setting of Whisper plus
vocal fold vibration

State of the Larynx:
whisper and voice heard
simultaneously

State of the Larynx:
airflow is channeled
through a narrowed tube
formed between the
cuneiform cartilage and
the base of the epiglottis

A comparison of models of Voice Qualities compares four systems: phonatory settings (Laver 1980: 93-140), states of the
glottis (Ladefoged 2001: 123-125), contrastive phonation types (Gordon & Ladefoged 2001), and states of the larynx (Esling et
al 2019: 40-78) and their associated articulatory, acoustic, and aerodynamic properties.
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Appendix B — Metadiscourse from 18-20th century essays or handbooks on
speech or song published by doctors, elocutionists, and singing teachers
When translating from French, I am using “stroke” for coup in coup de glotte, etc., which was used in other translations from the
19th century. I am using it anytime the term is mentioned, both for the glottis or for the chest (coup de poitrine). However, it
could be translated as [stroke/shock/stop/onset/attack] or left as coup de glotte, as the phrase has been borrowed into English in
some styles of singing training.
Citation

Metadiscourse

Analysis / Notes

Sheridan
1762: 140-141

But as the force and beauty of this variety of sounds, and their proportions, depended
upon their being properly mixed and blended in their several combinations; and the
understanding as well as the ear was to be consulted on this occasion, since words are
not merely sounds, but are also types of ideas; let us see whether nature herself did not
point out the way, to blend and proportion these properly, in speech. Those sounds
which are most pleasing to the ear, are in their own nature most congruous to such
ideas as are most pleasing to the mind; as those of a harsher kind, to such as are
disagreeable. And with respect to quantity or time, as it is natural to dwell upon such
words as convey the most important ideas, so is it to precipitate such as are indifferent.
In the one, the longer vowels and liquids should predominate; in the other, their
contraries. In both articles, the intermediate or indifferent, should be proportionally
marked, by a due intermixture. It was by this law of nature, not by chance, caprice, or
fashion, that the pronunciation of the Greek was first moulded, and afterwards
improved to such propriety and beauty of sound, as was to be perceived in no other.
Their language, thus happily founded upon natural principles, was for the same reason,
in a continual state of improvement, till it arrived at perfection. Whilst Greece
maintained its independence, all measures were taken in consequence of public
deliberations and debates; in which of course the most powerful speakers bore sway.
To make their sons masters of language, was therefore one of the chief objects of all
the principal citizens. They did not leave it to chance, but from their earliest years, had
them instructed in it, by skillful persons.

iconicity —
suggests pleasing
sounds to hear arise
from pleasing ideas
while harsh sounds
to hear arise from
harsh ideas

In countries where people have but few ideas, they will of course have but few words.
Where they have but few exertions of the intellect or fancy, they will have as few
marks of those exertions. Amongst savages therefore the language belonging to the
operations of the understanding, or fancy, is scarcely known. Their ideas extend but
little beyond the necessaries of life, and their words are circumscribed by their ideas.
Accordingly we read of nations who have no terms for number beyond three. As the
natives of such countries, are little more than mere animals, so have they scarcely the
use of any other but their animal faculties; and they have little more benefit from the
use of speech, than what animals have in the natural language of the passions, which
they enjoy in common with them, and in equal perfection. The cause of the low state of
human nature in such countries, is in general the difficulty that the inhabitants find in
providing daily substance, which, thro' want of the useful arts, generally employs the
chief part of their time, and leaves no room for the exertion, or improvement of their
nobler faculties. As they also generally live in a state of danger, the guarding against
that, and taking care of self-preservation, employs whatever intervals of time there may
be, not filled up with the providing of food. Amongst Barbarians born under less
unhappy circumstances, who being supplied more liberally with the necessaries of life
by the bounty of nature, and living in a state of greater security, there is leisure for the
exertion of other faculties. In this time of leisure, when the animal appetites are
satisfied, the mind being unrestrained by fear, and the understanding unenlightened by
knowledge, fancy of course exerts itself, and displays the rude powers of the
imagination in their public sports, and festivities. But as the sallies of fancy, when not
under the direction of the intellect, are wild and extravagant, their language, or
expressions, must be so too; and however use may make them pleasing to the natives,
to all of other countries they appear absurd and ridiculous. Of this our writers of
voyages and travel, have furnished us with instances in abundance. The customs of
these countries, not being founded in general, either on necessity or reason, but chiefly
on caprice, from the fancy’s bearing chief sway in forming them, are much more
numerous and irregular than in the countries before described; and conformable to their
customs is their language, more copious, more fantastical.

suggest that
supposed defects in
intelligence are
evidenced via
language structure
and use,
specifically via
European / White
supremacy

Sheridan
1762: 155-157

suggests Greek
structure between
+/- sonorants was
cultivated upon
‘natural principles’
and ‘arrived at
perfection’

uses term
“savages” and
compares “natives”
to animals.
argues that
languages of
“natives” are based
on “fancy” and
“caprice” not
“necessity” or
“reason”
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Sheridan
1780: 21

Gh
This combination is sometimes founded as hard g, sometimes as f, and is often silent;
as in the words ghost, laugh, light.
It has the sound of hard g at the beginning of all words.
It is silent at the end of words and syllables, as in high, neigh, daugh-ter, except only in
the following, where it assumes the power of fcough chough enough laugh rough tough;
sounded cof chuf enuf laf ruf tuf .

discussing English
pronunciation of
“guttural” gh
sounds compared to
Irish

And in the following —
hiccough shough lough bligh;
sounded hiccup shok lok blithe
The word lough, for lake, has a peculiar guttural found in the Irish pronunciation not
suited to English organs, by whom it. is in general pronounced lok.
Sheridan
1780: 474

GUTTURAL, [gut-tu-ral]. a. Pronounced in the throat, belonging to the throat.
GUTTURALNESS, [gut -tu-ral-nis] f. The quality of being guttural.

definition of
guttural

Walker 1828:
155
*1st edition
1791

Guttural, […] a. belonging to the throat

definition of
guttural

Austin 1806:
39-40

The difficulty of acquiring a correct articulation being unusually great in the English
language, the foundation must be laid at that early age when the organs are most
tractable. This difficulty arises sometimes from harsh combinations of consonants,
which occur even in single words; but more frequently from the meeting of words in
their arrangement in sentences. It often happens that a word terminates with one or
more consonants, which require to be articulated by the organs, adjusted in such a
manner that they cannot be suddenly and easily changed, in order to accommodate the
articulation of the following words. The ancient languages, particularly the Greek,
allow of, or rather require, many alterations of such letters, in order to prevent such
difficult and disagreeable collisions, and also to strengthen the sound where an hiatus
would otherwise take place, and in every manner to facilitate the articulation. Several
modern languages have also their contrivances for this purpose, but the English
language hardly admits any indulgence of this kind. In composition therefore, attention
ought to be paid to this circumstance, and as far as smoothness of style is considered
important, care should be taken to avoid collisions of this nature. It is not to be desired,
however, that this harshness should be altogether polished away, it forms the nerves of
our languages, and upon its judicious use, much of its vigour and variety depends. 17 18

introduces the idea
that some
consonants are
more or less
difficult to utter,
specifically
consonant
combinations in
English, wordinternal or between
words

Demetrius Phalar. de Elocut. sec. Thus translated: But harshness in composition
contributes in many instances to magnificence, as, [greek] etc. In some respects the
collision of the letters may be unpleasing to the ear; but they have the advantage of
strongly demonstrating the magnificence of the hero. For the polished style, and that
which is agreeable to the ear, are seldom used in grand subjects.
Austin 1806:
43-44

Another very disagreeable imperfection of articulation, is the guttural sound of the
letter r; an imperfection which it was formerly the fashion in France for pétit maitres to
affect, and which they called parler gras. Such an affectation has never, I believe,
disgraced our taste. The imperfection is best overcome by removing the articulation
from the improper seat, the throat, to the proper organs, the tongue and the palate: and
by practicing to continue the sound of the letter in the proper place, or rather nearer to
the teeth. This may be effected by forcing the breath between the palate and the tip of
the tongue, and by causing the tongue to vibrate rapidly. And although this effort will
produce an inarticulate sound, it will be an useful exercise. Words may then be
practiced, in which this letter occurs, in various combinations, slowly at first, till the
proper method is acquired, and it should be a principal care to prevent the throat from
interfering or being at all concerned in the articulation. In this, as in every other
successful effort of persevering labour, the example of Demosthenes is encouraging, as
he completely conquered this defect in his utterance.

English does not
avoid difficult
consonant
combinations, etc
harshness linked to
heroism, suggested
as central to
English

guttural articulation
means articulated
in the throat. The
throat is seen as the
“improper seat” of
articulation, which
is meant to occur
with the teeth and
palate instead.
guttural articulation
is a “very
disagreeable
imperfection”
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Austin 1806:
244

But even in the language chosen for these subjects, many words must be rejected, lest
they should impede the execution of the music. In the Italian language, the best suited
to musical expression of any known, and under the hand of the greatest poet of his age,
the number of fine and sonorous words, which Metastasio was obliged constantly to
reject from his dramas, amounted to many thousands.

language
superiority and
Italian

Rush 1827: 55

The vocality of b, d and g may not be immediately apparent to those who have not, by guttural murmur
practice in the abstract utterance of the alphabet, attained the full command of
linked to voiced
pronunciation. Writers, in noticing these letters, have spoken of it under the name of
consonants b, d, g
“guttural murmur,” and have regarded it as a peculiar sound; whereas it is the identical
vocality, heard in v, th-en, z, zh, and r, but modified by the contact of organs, into the
respective individuality of each of them. The vocality of b, d and g, in ordinary speech,
has less time and intensity, and is consequently less perceptible than that of v, th-en, z,
zh, and r but it is the same in kind. It is the vocality alone of b that distinguishes it from
p.

Rush 1827:
93-94

The Whispering voice is the constituent of the atonic elements. All the tonics and the
greater part of the subtonics may likewise be uttered under this mode of sound. The
subtonics v, z, w, th, zh, when whispered are not respectively different from the atonics
f, s, wh, th, sh. The other subtonics may be heard in the aspiration: for the whispers of
b, d and g, which have been considered by Holder and his followers, as identical with
the atonics p, t and k, are distinguishable from these elements, by a slight guttural
effort of aspiration preceding their final explosion.

voicing of b, d, g
described as having
“guttural effort of
aspiration”

Rush 1827:
102-103

The mechanical structure and the action of parts which produce the orotund voice, are
to me unknown. It is not made by any influence of the tongue or lips. Nor is the closing
of the passage to the nose by the palate, necessary for its formation. The only visible
movement or position attendant upon it, is that of a contraction of the boundary of the
throat below the level of the tongue. The more this position is assumed in utterance, the
more the voice acquires a manner which creates the idea of its proceeding from the
recesses of the chest, or which resembles the hollow sound, made by speaking with the
mouth within an empty vessel. I ask, but not with much confidence in the suggestion, if
the position described, is part of the mechanical cause of the orotund? This tubular
diverging state of the upper part of the pharynx may be so compressed above the
glottis, as to produce a rough vibrating voice, by the gushing of air between the moist
approximated sides of the passage. In this manner the harsh guttural sound is formed
which is employed in the expression of energetic scorn and contempt; as will be more
particularly shown hereafter. I ask whether the trachea is instrumental in the production
of the orotund, by directing, in a particular manner, the current of expired air,-for I
shall say presently that the management of the breath, is closely connected with this
kind of voice.

attempting to
physiologically
describe “orotund
voice”

Rush 1827:
151-152

To the third class belong all those syllables which terminate with a tonic element, or
with any of the subtonics, excepting b, d, g. Of this nature are " go," "thee," “for,”
“day," “ man,” "till,” “de-lay,” “be-guile," "ex-treme," "er-ro-ne-ous." If the speaker
has a ready command over the subto-nics b, d and g, so as to give full audibility to
their essential guttural murmur, their position, at the end of a syllable, does not
absolutely prevent an indefinite prolongation, as in the words " deed,” "
plague," “babe," " res-tored."

voicing of b, d, g
described as
“guttural murmur”

Rush 1827:
168

There may be some facilities in the Greek for certain kinds of measure, arising out of
the greater length of the generality of words in this language. The Greek has certainly
an advantage over the English in all the purposes of vocal expression, and poetic
quantity, by the majority of its syllables being indefinite, and by its making less use of
the abrupt elements in those positions which produce immutable syllables. The Greek
syllables have, in general, fewer letters than English; and they more frequently end
with a tonic element.

Greek seen as
having “advantage”
over English

mention of “harsh
guttural sound”
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Rush 1827:
302

But the most striking sign of contemptuous sentiment consists in a wide variation of
the extent of the intervals of the wave; especially if the wave is double and the
intonation strongly aspirated, or has a guttural energy on its last constituent. This wave
of unequal intervals is found in the representation of the higher passions of the drama,
and in the peevishness and colloquial cant of common life: but it should be rarely used
in that moderate temper which belongs to the greater part of written discourse. It has a
vulgar earnestness and a quaint familiarity which renders it adverse to a grave design
of speech.

describing
intonation which
may also be heard
with “guttural
energy”

Rush 1827:
342-343

The peculiar vocal effect of the vanishing stress may be illustrated by the natural
function of Hiccough. I choose this mode of making the reader familiar with the
perception, because the function has received, in this instance, but without attention to
its construction, a conventual name, and because it may be readily imitated for the
purpose of experiment. The hiccough, then, is produced by the gradual increase of the
guttural sound, until it is suddenly obstructed by an occluded catch, somewhat
resembling the element k, or g, If this mode of sound be compared with a single act of
coughing, the difference between the vanishing and the radical stress will be
conspicuous. The hiccough, however, does not resemble the proper vanishing stress of
speech in all points; for this last function does not necessarily end like the hiccough,
except the syllable which bears it is terminated by an abrupt element. The hiccough
may be made on all intervals of the scale.

discussion of
hiccough as a
guttural “catch,”
somewhat similar
to k and g.

The effect of the vanishing stress on a semitone, may be heard in the act of Sobbing.
This is made on a guttural sound gradually increasing in force and terminated in some
cases by an occluded catch. Now when the vanishing stress on the semitone is used in
discourse, it is, as it were, a sobbing on words; and serves to mark intensively, the
distressful character of the simple concrete. Distress and complaint may require
enforcement, when uttered with that quickness of time which does not admit of the
doubled impression of the semitone produced by the wave of this interval. This
increased effect may be given to the simple movement in quick time, by the vanishing
stress; which brings out in high relief the dimensions of the interval, and the mournful
display of its expression.

sobbing made by a
guttural sound

Of the Guttural Emphasis.
IN speaking of the mechanism of the voice, it was shown that the retraction of the root
of the tongue, together with a closure of the pharynx, produces a contact of the sides of
the vocal canal above the glottis, and thus gives rise to a harsh vibration, from the gush
of air through the straitened passage. The peculiar sound alluded to, is made on the
tonic elements, the varieties of which may be distinguished, notwithstanding their
combination with the noise, produced by the compression of the sides of the throat. I
have called this function of the voice, the Guttural emphasis, on account of its causal
mechanism, and from its being a forcible expression of the sentiment which dictates it.
This guttural element is practicable on all the intervals of the scale: and it adds to their
formerly described characters, its own peculiar expression. This expression consists in
the strongest degree of contempt, disgust, aversion or execration; and these sentiments
are most strongly marked on the intonations of the wave. When this guttural grating is
given with the exploded radical stress, it makes the speaker himself feel, in its
disruption from his organs, that the effect must spread widely around him : and whilst
it assaults the air with its percussion, that it must break through the ear, into the
understanding and heart of an audience.

describing his
understanding of
the anatomy /
physiology of
guttural “emphasis”

Rush 1827:
344

Rush 1827:
362-363

Similar to
descriptions of
glottal closures in
other areas of the
metadiscourse

also mentions an
offset with a ‘catch’
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Rush 1827:
375

WHEN an immutable syllable bears the accent of a word which is remarkable by
sense, sentiment or antithesis, the audible distinction can be made only in three ways:
by quality of voice; a wide change in the phrase of melody; and the abrupt enforcement of the radical stress. The two former modes of emphasis on short syllables, will
be noticed in their proper places. The last is here illustrated.
And with perpetual inroads to alarm,
Though inaccessible, his fatal throne;
Which, if not victory, is yet revenge.
If the strongly contrasted feature of the word victory, is not represented by guttural
emphasis, or aspiration, or any other available quality; or if it does not receive the
peculiar coloring, effected by a change of radical pitch upward or downward through
the skip of a third, fifth, or octave-If, I say, these are not used, the syllable " vic" must
be raised into importance by means of the sharp radical stress : at least no other can be
operative whilst the syllable is limited to its natural quantity.

mentions guttural
emphasis as a way
to make a particular
syllable prominent

Rush 1827:
382-383

Of the Guttural Emphasis.
THE sentiments of disgust, aversion, execration, and horror, give their expression to an
emphatic word, by joining the peculiar quality of sound, here named, with other modes
of distinction. It is most frequent on the daily occasions for revolting interjectives: but
it is sometimes found engrafted on the syllabic utterance of discourse. I am disposed to
think it might be used on the word “detestable,” in the following lines, from that
dreadful malediction upon Athens, at the opening of the fourth act of Shakespeare's
Timon.
Nothing I'll bear from thee
But nakedness, thou detestable town!
When this element is compounded with the highest powers of stress and aspiration, it
produces the most impulsive blast of speech.

linking guttural
emphasis to
sentiments

Rush 1827:
404

Of the Emphasis of the Equal single Wave of the Octave.
linking guttural
[…] It expresses an active sense of surprise ; and when heightened by the vanishing
emphasis to
stress, aspiration or guttural emphasis, it has the additional meaning of sneer and scorn. sentiments

Rush 1827:
405-406

Of the Emphasis of the Unequal single Wave.
[…] In the following lines, from the contention between Brutus and Cassius, the word
"yea" may bear a direct unequal wave, consisting of the rise of a tone or third,
connected with the fall of a third or fifth.
For, from this day forth,
I'll use you for my mirth, yea, for my laughter,
When you are waspish.
If this word be given without aspiration or vanishing stress or guttural voice, I do not
know that the expression will differ much from the equal wave. The sneer must
therefore depend on the union of some one of these last named elements with the
simple utterance.

linking guttural
emphasis to
sentiments

Rush 1827:
427

Of the Partial DRIFT of the Guttural Emphasis. — The scornful feeling which calls for
this element, is sometimes continued for more than the time and the solitary occasions
of emphasis; and thus makes a partial drift.

linking guttural
emphasis to
sentiments

Rush 1827:
441-443

I have had occasion more than once to show that the elements of expression are always
applied in combination. There must be at least two conjoined and there may be more.
Thus the different forms of stress are necessarily made on an interval of pitch; it is the
same with guttural emphasis and aspiration. The intervals of pitch must be united with
the accident of time, whether the quantity be long or short.

discussing how
elements of
prosody are linked,
including guttural
emphasis

Rush 1827:
443

The Mocking-bird has every variety and degree in Quality of voice from the delicate
chirp of the sparrow, and harsh scream of the jay, to the guttural base of the clucking of
the hen. He uses every form of time, from a mere point of sound, to the duration of our
most passionate interjections.

hens noted as using
a guttural “base”
“clucking”

Rush 1827:
448

When the guttural emphasis is united with these intervals, particularly the higher, it
adds scorn to a question; and joins to their character in emphasis, the sentiments of
haughtiness, disdain, indignation, contempt and scorn.

linking guttural
emphasis to
sentiments
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Rush 1827:
455

Of the Guttural Emphasis. -This is a snarling element, and therefore belongs to all
those states of mind which are classed under ill-humour; including dissatisfaction,
peevishness and discontent. But it likewise appears in the strained ferocity of rage and
revenge, and is the common sign of shaming rebuke. It also has an import of sneer,
contempt and scorn.

linking guttural
emphasis to
sentiments

Rush 1827:
466

I venture to assert that no one who has neglected this mode of alphabetic practice, is
able to give the guttural murmur of the b, d and g, with that force and fulness, and for
that length of time, which will be found necessary on occasions which call for the
higher graces and more striking expressions of elocution.

voicing of b, d, g
described as
guttural

Rush 1827:
472

The prolongation of the atonics is of little consequence. But let the student reiterate his
practice on the tonics and subtonics, until he finds himself possessed of such a
command over them, that he may, at will, give any required quantity to their syllabic
combinations. It may be particularly remarked that the. elements, b, d and g, admit of
some quantity, through the prolongation of their guttural murmur: but a strenuous
practice is necessary to render this useful in the purposes of time.

voicing of b, d, g
described as
guttural

Rush 1827:
482-483

I do not see much advantage in an elementary practice on the aspiration, the emphatic
vocule, and the guttural emphasis. There is nothing in the execution of these elements
requiring the exclusive attention which the elemental system is meant to secure; nor is
there any thing to be effected thereby, which might not be accomplished in the current
of discourse.

does not
recommend
practicing some
features, including
guttural emphasis

Porter 1833:
22

But in the English language, abounding as it does with particles, harsh syllables, and
compound words, both the necessity and the difficulty of a perfect utterance are greater
still.

English having
“harsh” syllables

Porter 1833:
29

The euphony of the Italian, in which it is distinguished from all other languages,
consists chiefly in its freedom from harsh consonants.*

*1st edition
1827

*Even the flowing Greek has such unseemly junction of consonants as to make
προσφθεγκτικός, κακοµηχανάοµαι, κακκειείν.

suggesting that
consonant
inventories make
some languages
more “euphonious”
than others

*1st edition
1827

Gloss of the Greek by C. Sylaidi — one who appeals, plotting/concocting, acting bad/
evil. Note Sylaidi suggests that Porter is seemingly using a mixture of more modern
refined Greek as well as ancient Greek.
(C. Sylaidi, personal Communication, 8 Jan 2022).
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García 1840:
xvi

Nous allons étudier ceux qui, en raison de leurs qualités ou de leurs défauts, doivent
être connus principalement du chanteur.
Timbre guttural.
Lorsque la langue se gonfle par la base, elle refoule l’épiglotte sure la colonne d’air et
la voix sort comme écrasée. On peut vérifier cette disposition de la langue en appuyant
extérieurement sur l’os hyoïde avec les doigts. Cette dernière circonstance fiat prendre
au son un timbre guttural qui ne se présenterait pas, même sous la pression des doigts,
si la langue n'était pas gonflée par sa base. On voit déjà que, pour corriger la
défectuosité de ce timbre, if faut creuser la langue par sa base, et cette disposition doit
être conservée , a différents degrés, dans l’emission de toutes les voyelles italiennes
afin de les rendre toute sonores. Par consequent, la langue que est principalement
chargée par ses mouvements de transformer la voix en voyelles, devra se mouvoir
surtout par les bords latéraux, faiblement par le milieu et nullement par la base.
Ajoutons que la séparation des mâchoires doit être à peu près uniforme pour toutes les
voyelles. Ces conditions remplies, elles se produiront toutes pures et égales de teinte.

description of
“guttural timbre”

[my translation]
We are going to study those which, due to their qualities or their defects, must be
known mainly by the singer.
Guttural Timbre
When the tongue flexes at the base, it pushes back the epiglottis on the column of air
and the voice comes out pressed. One can verify this placement of the tongue by
pressing on the outside of the hyoid bone with the fingers. This previous setup made
the sound take on a guttural timbre which would not occur, even under pressure from
the fingers, if the tongue had not flexed at its base. It is already seen that in order to
correct the defect in this timbre, it is necessary to hollow out the tongue at its base, and
this placement must be kept, to different degrees, in the release of all Italian vowels in
order to make them sonorous. Consequently, the tongue which is primarily responsible
by its movements to transform the voice into vowels, will have to move particularly
the side edges, faintly by the middle, and not at all by the base. In addition, the
separation of the jaw must be just about the same for all the vowels. These conditions
fulfilled, they will be produced all pure and equal in color.
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García 1840:
9-10

Ier. — Coup la glotte.
description of the
Ayez le corps droit, tranquille, d’aplomb sur les deux jambes, éloigné de tout point
“coup de glotte”
d’appui (4); ouvrez la bouche, non dans la forme ovale O, mais en écartant la mâchoire
inférieure de la supérieure, dont elle doit se séparer en retombant par son propre poids,
les coins de la bouche se retirant à peine, sans arriver au sourire. Ce mouvement, qui
tient les lèvres mollement pressées contre les dents, ouvre la bouche dans de justes
proportions et lui donne une forme agréable. Tenez la langue relâchée et immobile
(sans la relever ni par la racine ni par sa pointe); écartez enfin la base des piliers, et
assouplissez tout le gosier. Dans cette disposition, aspires lentement et longtemps.
Après vous être ainsi préparé, et quand les poumons seront pleins d’air, sans roidir ni le
phonateur ni aucune partie du corps, mais avec calme et aisance, attaquez les sons très
nettement par un petit coup sec de la glotte, et sur la voyelle A très claire. Cet A sera
pris bien au fond du gosier, pour qu’aucun obstacle ne s’oppose à la sortie du son.
Il faut préparé ce coup de la glotte en la fermant, ce qui arrête et accumule
momentanément l’air à ce passage; puis, comme s’il s'opérait une rupture au moyen
d’une détente, on l’ouvre par un coup sec et vigoureux, semblable à l’action des lévres
prononçant énergiquement le p. Ce coup de gosier ressemble aussi à l’action de
l’arcade palatine exécutant le mouvement nécessaire pour n’articuler la letter k.
[my translation]:
First - The Stroke of the Glottis
Have the body straight, calm, upright on both legs, moved away from any point of
support (4); open the mouth, not in the oval form of O, but by opening the lower jaw
from the upper, from which it must be separate by falling back on its own weight, the
corners of the mouth hardly withdrawing, without reaching a smile. This movement,
which holds the lips gently pressed against the teeth, opens the mouth in the right
amount and gives it an agreeable form. Keep the tongue relaxed and unmoving
(without lifting it by the root or by the tip); finally spread the base of the foundation
and soften the whole throat. In this placement, breathe slowly and for a long time.
After you are thus prepared, and when the lungs are full of air, without stiffening the
[phonator] or any part of the body, but calmly and easefully, attack the sounds very
clearly by a little, neat stroke of the glottis, and on a very clear A vowel. This A will be
taken at the bottom of the throat, so that nothing stands in the way of the sound coming
out. It is necessary to prepare this stroke of the glottis by closing it, which momentarily
stops and builds air pressure at this passage, then as if a breach occurred by using a
spring, open it by a neat and strong stoke, similar to the action of the lips when
energetically pronouncing p. This stroke of the throat also resembles the action of the
palatine arch making the movement necessary to articulate the letter k.

García 1840:
10

La voyelle A sera aussi ouverte que possible, sans que la bouche se fends par trop, ce
qui rendrait le son guttural. (Une expression triviale, mais consacrée, désigne ce son
par l’épithète de canard. […] Je recommande de nouveau le coup de glotte comme le
seul moyen d’attaquer les sons avec pureté et sans tâtonnement. Lorsqu'ils sont graves,
on ne doit pas les attaquer avec force.

suggests a gesture
that creates a ducklike guttural sound.

[my translation]:
the A vowel will also be as open as possible, without the mouth splitting open too
much, which makes a guttural sound. (A crude but established expression, names the
sound by the epithet of the duck) […] I again recommend the stroke of the glottis as
the only way to attack the sounds with purity and without fumbling. While they are
deep, one does not need to attack them with force.
García 1840:
15

Piquer les sons, c’est attaquer individuellement les sons par un coup de glotte qui les
détache les uns des autres. Si, au lieu de les attaquer par le coup de glotte et de les
quitter aussitôt, on leur donne une légère inflexion qui en prolonge la durée, ils sont
flûtés a écho.

discusses onset
with the coup de
glotte

[my translation]:
Prick the sounds, it is attacking the sounds individually with the stroke of the glottis
which detaches them from the others. If, in place of attacking them with the stroke of
the glottis and leaving them immediately, one gives them a subtle inflection which by
prolonging their duration, they are fluty and echo.
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García 1840:
44

Nous recommandons encore de ne pas attaquer le son par une traînée inférieure, ni par
un coup de poitrine; on doit l’entamer avec limpidité dans la glotte.

discusses onset
with the coup de
glotte

[my translation]:
We again recommend not to attack the sound with a lowering trail, or by a stroke of the
chest; one must initiate it with clarity in the glottis.
Müller et al
1843: 701

Müller et al
1843: 702

Russell et al
1871: 32
*1st edition
1845
Russell et al
1871: 44-45
*1st edition
1845

Russell et al
1871: 48-49
*1st edition
1845

The attempts to form natural system of the articulate sounds, instituted by
grammarians, have been quite inadequate to the object, the principle of classification
having been derived from properties which are not essential. The classification of the
sounds of articulate speech, according to the organs by which they are formed, — for
example, into the labial, dental, guttural, and lingual,— is faulty when carried farther
than the distinction of the oral and nasal sounds; for sounds which are, according to
physiological principles, in part quite different from each other, are thus classed
together, and, moreover, for the formation of most sounds several parts of the mouth
co-operate.

guttural as a place
of articulation/
natural class of
sounds

II. Mute consonants with "strepitus explosivus.” Explosive sounds. — These are the
Greek β, γ, δ and their modifications π κ τ.
They are the explosive sound of Amman.
The organs of speech engaged in the formation of these sounds undergo a sudden
change of position during their production; the sound commences with the closing of
the mouth, and terminates with the opening of it. Hence these consonants cannot be
prolonged ad libitum. The sound ceases as soon as the mouth is opened.
1. Simple explosive sounds, b, d, g (the hard g or gamma).
2. Aspirate explosive sounds, p, t, k.
These are merely modifications of b, d, g, produced by a stronger aspiration during the
opening of the previously closed passage of the mouth. (This explanation was given in
my “Grundriss der Physiologie,” in 1827).

Unclear reference
to “explosive
sounds of Amman”
for stops

10. U, as in U-p.
The error in enunciating this element, is that of forming the sound in a coarse, guttural
style, which makes it approach the sound of o in on. This fault is prevalent in the usage
of the Middle States.

vowel articulated in
“coarse, guttural
style” as a fault in
speech/accent

The formation of even a single sound of the human voice, is necessarily attended by
yet another property, its predominating quality as “tone “ — in the popular sense of
that word. When we overhear, as already supposed, a person reading or talking, but at
such a distance from us, or with such objects intervening, that we cannot make out the
articulate character of the sounds which are uttered, we may still be able to say, with
confidence, that the voice of the reader or speaker has a cheerful or a mournful tone, a
lively or a solemn sound. Farther, we say, perhaps with equal certainty, that the person
has a hollow, a guttural, a nasal, a sharp, a thin, a rough, a round, a full, or a smooth
voice. The utterance of even a single exclamation of emotion, may, this way, enable us
to define the feeling of a reader or speaker, and, at the same time, to recognize the
“quality,” — as it is termed, — of his voice.

guttural as a type of
vocal tone

All who are recognized as even tolerable singers, utter every sound of the voice in the
form of pure tone, — entirely free from pectoral gruffness, guttural suffocation, nasal
twang, or oral thinness of quality; and among proficients in the art, whatever personal
peculiarity of voice is suffered to exist, is such only as keeps within the limits of
perfect purity, and serves rather to form a crowning grace from the hand of nature, than
in any sense, a defect. — A similar result will always be found to attend the diligent
cultivation of the voice, in the modes of utterance appropriate in reading and
conversation.

pure tone is
theorized as not
including guttural
tone, etc.

Müller is over all
criticizing
classifications of
speech sounds.

** it is not easy to
read all the Greek
letters in the text,
but the comparison
with p, t, k seems to
indicate pi, kappa,
and tau.
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3. Another bad quality of voice consists in what is termed guttural tone, — a mode of
utterance which seems to make the voice issue from an obstructed throat. This fault is
of a twofold character, — first, the soft, choked sound not unusual in the utterance of
persons inclined to fulness of habit and corpulence, — second, the hard, dry, and
barking voice, which sometimes characterizes persons of an opposite habit and frame.
Both these forms of vocal sound, are disagreeable in their effect; as they indicate a
want of ear, coarseness of feeling, or an undue ascendancy of the animal nature. Such
properties of tone are not less repulsive and objectionable, in reading and speaking,
than in singing, in which they are universally regarded as intolerable to an ear
regulated by taste and feeling. The immediate organic cause of this bad quality of tone,
is an improper pressure of the muscles around the larynx, and the root of the tongue, —
causing the voice in the one case, apparently to issue from the pharynx or swallow,
instead of the larynx, and, in the other, to originate in the upper part of the throat only,
cut off from all communication with either the chest or the mouth. Defective taste or an
inadvertent ear, rather than organic necessity, is usually the origin of the guttural tone;
and the free expansion of the chest, and the energetic action of the abdominal muscles,
with the habit of opening the mouth freely, when reading or speaking, are the surest
means of avoiding or removing this great hindrance to purity of tone.

guttural tone is
specifically cited as
a “bad quality”

5. Both the guttural and the nasal tones are combined in the utterance of some readers
and speakers; and the effect is, of course, rendered, in such cases, doubly injurious.
Sometimes the pectoral tone is blended with the other two, causing the extreme of
impure tone, in all its bad properties. The effect of this species of voice, is a grunting
utterance, resembling that of the inferior animals, instead of the clear resonant tone of
the human being.

guttural tone mixed
with nasal tone is
heard as animalistic

The musician, it is true, denominates purity of utterance by the phrase “head-tone.”
But, in the usages of music, this phrase is not strict or exclusive, in its application: it is
used rather in contradistinction to the false and impure tones of the throat and the
chest, the guttural and the pectoral. It is meant to designate that species of tone which
rings clearly in the cavity of the head, by the head becoming, as it were. a soundingboard to reflect the voice downward, and secure, at the same time, the resonance of the
chest, blended with that of the head.

guttural tone is
“false and impure”

False utterance, or impure tone, arises, in all instances, from the exclusive or undue, or,
it may be, the imperfect use of one portion of the vocal organs, as is intimated in the
designation of " pectoral," " guttural," or " nasal" tone. True utterance and " pure tone,"
on the contrary, employ the whole apparatus of voice, in one consentaneous act,
combining in one perfect sphere of sound, — if it may be so expressed, — the depth of
effect produced by the resonance of the chest, the force and firmness imparted by the
due compression of the throat, the clear, ringing property, caused by the due proportion
of nasal effect, and the softening and sweetening influence of the head and mouth.

guttural tone is
“false and impure”

4. — “Gay,” or Brisk, Style. […] The learner is imperfect in practice, as long as there
remains perceptible in his utterance, the least approach to the partial impurity of tone
arising from the languid drawling usually connected with “nasal and guttural
qualities,” the feeble thinness of a mere “oral” tone, or the hollow murmur of the
“pectoral” style. A clear and perfectly pure, ringing voice, corresponding to what the
musician terms “head tone,” is the standard of practice in this branch of elocution.

guttural tone is
linked to
“impurity”
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linked to particular
phenotypes
linked to emotional
state, character, and
“animal nature”
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III. “EXPLOSIVE OROTUND.”
The “explosive” form of the “orotund” utterance, bears the same relation to “effusive”
and “expulsive orotund,” that “explosion” in breathing or whispering, bears to
“effusion” and “expulsion,” in those forms. It implies an instantaneous burst of voice
with a quick, clear, sharp, and cutting effect on the ear.
This mode of voice proceeds from a violent and abrupt exertion of the abdominal
muscles, acting on the diaphragm, and thus discharging a large volume of air,
previously inhaled. The breath, in this process, is, as it were, dashed against the glottis
or lips of the larynx, causing a loud and instantaneous explosion. In the act of
“explosion” the chink of the glottis is, for a moment, closed, and a resistance, at first,
offered to the escape of the breath, by a firm compression of the lips of the larynx, and
downward pressure of the epiglottis. After this instant pressure and resistance, follows
the explosion caused by the expulsive act of the abdominal muscles and the diaphragm,
propelling the breath, with powerful and irresistible volume, on the glottis, and
epiglottis, which at length give way, and suffer the breath to escape, with a loud and
sudden report, of a purely explosive character. The preceding and accompanying state
of the organs, in the act of “explosion,” sufficiently indicates the propriety of this mode
of utterance being termed “orotund;” as it possesses all the depth, roundness, and
fulness of the other forms of that “quality,’ which have been already discussed, and
implies farther, that these are now compacted and condensed, to an extraordinary
degree, so as to make the sound of the voice resemble, in its effect on the ear, that of a
firm and hard ball striking against the surface of the body.
"Explosive orotund” is the language of intense passion: it is heard when the violence of
emotion is beyond the control of the will, and a sudden ecstasy of terror, anger, or any
other form of intensely excited feeling, causes the voice to burst forth involuntarily
from the organs, with all the sudden and startling effect that would arise from its sound
being forced out, by a sudden blow, applied to the back of the speaker. It exists only in
the extremes of abrupt emotion, as in the burst of anger, or the shout of courage, and
admits of no gradations. […]
We hear the “explosive orotund quality” exemplified in the sudden alarm of fire, in the
short and sharp cry of terror or of warning, at the approach of instant and great danger
in the eruptive curse of furious anger, in the abrupt exclamation of high-wrought
courage, and in the burst of frantic grief. In reading and recitation, it belongs
appropriately to the highest ecstatic effects of lyric and dramatic poetry, as the
language of intense passion.

describing some
type of laryngeal
stop of airflow and
subsequent release
— a “burst” of
voice

To gain the full command of “explosive orotund” voice, the practice of the elements, of
syllables, and words, in the tones of anger and terror, should be frequently repeated,
along with the following and similar examples. A previous organic practice should also
be repeatedly made, on the mechanical exercise of abrupt and loud coughing, which is
the purest form of “explosive orotund.” The vocal elements and syllabic combinations
should be repeated in the form of a sudden cough, at the opening of each sound.
Laughing, — in its strongest and fullest style, — is another natural form of “explosive
orotund;” and the mechanical practice of the act is one of the most efficacious modes
of importing to the organs the power of instantaneous “explosion,” required in the vivd
expression of high-wrought feeling. These processes at once secure a vigorous state of
the organs of voice, and a round and compacted form of sound. No exercise is so
effectual for strengthening weak organs, or imparting energy to tone, as the "explosive
orotund” utterance. Like all other powerful forms of exertion, it should not, at first, be
carried very far; neither should it be practiced without a due interspersing of the gentler
and softer exercises of voice. Pursued elusively, it would harden the voice, and render
it dry and unpleasing in its quality. Intermingled with the other modes of practice, it
secure thorough-going force and clearness of voice, and permanent vigor and elasticity
of organs.

comparison to
coughing and
laughing
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breath “dashed
against the glottis”
connected to
sentiments of
“intense passion”

explosive sounds to
be practiced, but
exclusive practice
without other
sounds added in
can lead to
‘hardening’ and
“dry” and
“unpleasing”
quality
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" Aspirated quality," like other forms of utterance, may exist, according to the force of
emotion, in the three gradations of “effusive,” “expulsive,” and “explosive” voice.
The muscular action attending utterance in the form of “aspirated quality,” is usually
such as to blend with the “aspiration” either a “pectoral” or a “guttural” resonance,
very strongly marked. Hence these properties of voice, which would, in the expression
of other emotions, be mere organic faults, now become requisites to effect, and are,
therefore comparative excellences. They require, accordingly, special study and
practice as modes of “expressive” utterance.

describing blends
of phonation
qualities and voice
qualities

The “aspirated quality,” in the “guttural” form, belongs, in various degrees, to all
malignant emotions. In its stronger expression, it gives a harsh, animal, and sometimes
even fiend-like character to human utterance, as in the malice and revenge of Shylock.
In a reduced, though [still?] highly impassioned degree, it gives its peculiar choking
effect to the utterance of anger. […] Aversion, disgust, displeasure, impatience,
dissatisfaction, and discontent, all, in various degrees, combine “aspirated” utterance
and “guttural quality.”

connecting
“guttural” to
sentiments and
suggests it is
“animal, and
sometimes even
fiend-like”

EXAMPLES OF “RADICAL STRESS.”
I. “Impassioned Radical.” Example 1. Fear.
(“Explosive” Utterance : “Aspirated Guttural Quality.”)
FROM BYRON’S LINES ON THE EVE OF WATERLOO.
[“ While throng the citizens with terror dumb,
Or whispering with white lips,] ‘The foe! --they come, they
come!’"

example of when to
use guttural quality

Contempt and Mockery.
QUEEN CONSTANCE, [TO THE ARCH-DUKE OF AUSTRIA.] — Shakespeare.
(“Aspirated oral, and guttural Quality:” “Impassioned” force : Violent “stress.”)
“Thou slave! thou wretch! thou coward!
Thou little valiant, great in villany!
Thou ever strong upon the stronger side !
[…]

example of when to
use guttural quality

Fierce and Stubborn Will.
SHYLOCK, [REFUSING TO LISTEN TO ANTONIO] — Shakespeare.
(“Aspirated, pectoral and guttural Quality:” “Impassioned” vehemence : Excessive
“stress.")
"I'll have my bond; I will not hear thee speak :
I'll have my bond; and therefore speak no more.
[…]

example of when to
use guttural quality

EXAMPLES OF “COMPOUND STRESS.”
1. Extreme Surprise.
QUEEN CONSTANCE, [WHEN CONFOUNDED WITH THE INTELLIGENCE OF THE UNION OF
LEWIS AND BLANCHE, AND THE CONSEQUENT INJURY TO HER SON, ARTHUR.] - —
Shakespeare.
(“Aspirated, guttural, and oral Quality:” “Impassioned” force.)
“Gone to be married! Gone to swear a peace !
False blood to false blood joined! Gone to be friends!
Shall Lewis have Blanche, and Blanche these provinces ?
[…]

example of when to
use guttural quality
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2. Impassioned burst of Scorn.
FROM CORIOLANUS.--Shakspeare.
(“Aspirated pectoral and guttural quality:” Violent force : “Explosive radical stress:”
“High pitch.” The exemplification occurs in the reply of Coriolanus, which contains
the “downward slide” of the “octave,” in the words “Measureless liar!” and “Boy!”
and the “downward fifth” on the other emphatic words.)
Aufidius. “Name not the god,
Thou boy of tears.
Coriolanus. Mèasureless liar! thou hast made my heart
Too great for what contains it.
[…]

example of when to
use guttural quality

Attentive analysis will show that, in what is termed “emphasis,” in this instance, there
are included all of the following elements of vocal effect : 1st, the mere force or energy
of the utterance, which produces the loudness of voice, that accompanies violent or
vehement excitement of feeling ; 2nd, the abrupt and explosive articulation with which
the accented syllable is shot from the mouth, in the expression of anger and scorn; 3rd,
the comparatively low pitch on which the syllable cow- is uttered, as contrasted with
the high note on the opening word “pale,” and which indicates the deep-seated
contempt and indignation of the speaker; 4th, the comparatively long duration of the
accented syllable, and the consequent effect of deliberate and voluntary emotion, as
contrasted with the rapid rate of hasty and rash excitement; 5th, the downward “slide,”
the inseparable characteristic of all impetuous, violent, and angry emotion; 6th, the
“pectoral,” “guttural,” and strongly “aspirated quality” of voice, with which the
utterance seems to burst from the chest and throat, with a half suffocated and hissing
sound, peculiarly characteristic of fierce and contemptuous emotion.

different
understandings of
“emphasis”
including guttural

The words “now” and “then,” in this passage, are instances of distinctive emphasis:
they are marked, 1st, by the usual superior force of utterance, which belongs to
important and significant words; 2nd, by a jerking stress, repeated at the beginning and
end of each “tonic” element of sound in the two words, and constituting what, in
elocution, is technically termed “compound stress;” 3rd, by the comparatively high
pitch on which each of these two words is set, relatively to the rest of the sentence; 4th,
by a significant turn or “double slide” of voice, termed the “wave,” or, perhaps — in
the spirit of very keen and peculiarly marked distinction, — by a double turn,
constituting a quadruple “slide” and a “double wave,” in the style peculiar to the
prolonged utterance of acute verbal distinctions; 5th, by the protracted sound of the
words, which is inseparable from the enunciation of significant expressions, in general,
but particularly, as just mentioned, from the style of verbal distinctions and stable
discriminations; 6th, by the “oral quality” of voice, with which the words are uttered.
— By “oral quality” is not meant that “pure”or “head tone,” which always
accompanies unimpassioned and mercy intellectual communications, — an utterance
addressed to the understanding, and not to the passions, and hence divested of deep
“pectoral” or harsh “guttural” quality, — but that distinctly marked and exclusively
oral tone, which causes the voice to sound as if it emendated from, or originated in, the
mouth alone, and designedly threw the utterance into the shape of a mere process of
articulation, dependent, for its whole effect, on the tongue, the palate, the teeth or the
lips.

example of when
not to use guttural
quality

EXAMPLES OF EMPHASIS.
I. — Impassioned Emphasis.
Fierce Anger and Defiance.
[CORIOLANUS, ENRAGED BY THE ACCUSATION OF THE TRIBUNES.] —- Shakespeare.
(“Aspirated guttural quality:” “Impassioned” and increasing “expulsive " force:
“Compound and thorough stress:” “High” and progressively rising “pitch:” Downward
“third,” “fifth” and “octave” in the “slide:” “Emphatically slow movement.”)
“Call me their traitor!-Thou injurious tribune !
Within thine eyes sat twenty thousand deaths,
[…]

example of when to
use guttural quality
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Anger and Threatening.
[CORIOLANUS, TO THE ROMAN SOLDIERS WHEN REPULSED] — Shakespeare
(“Aspirated guttural quality:” “Impassioned" force:” “Vanishing,” “radical,” and
“median stress:” “High pitch:” “Downward” “slide” of the fifth: “Movement” first
“slow,” then “quick”
“You souls of geese,
That bear the shapes of men, how have you run
From slaves that apes would beat !--PLUTO and HELL!
[…]

example of when to
use guttural quality

21. The pharynx, or swallow, situated immediately behind and above the larynx,
although not directly concerned in the production of sound, has, - by resonant space, a great effect on its character. Persons in whom this organ is large, have usually a deeptoned voice; those in whom it is small, have comparatively a high pitch. When it is
allowed to interfere with the sound of the voice, through negligence of habit, or bad
taste, it causes a false and disagreeable guttural swell in the quality of the voice.

use of pharynx tied
to guttural sound

31. The tongue. The various positions and movements of this organ, are the chief
means of rendering vocal sound articulate, and thus converting it into speech. They
exert, at the same time, a powerful influence on the quality of the voice, by contracting
or enlarging the cavity of the mouth, and giving direction to vocal sound: it is the
position and action of the root of the tongue, which render the voice guttural, nasal, or
oral, in its effect on the ear.

suggests the root of
the tongue controls/
influences tone/
quality

Figures 33 and 34 are intended to exhibit the effect of the epiglottis on the character of
vocal sound. — When the voice is thrown out with abruptness, or even with a clear,
decided force and character of sound, there is first a momentary occlusion of the
glottis, attended, in impassioned utterance by the downward pressure of the epiglottis ,
(the lid of the glottis,) as in the act of swallowing: see figure 33. To this preparatory
rallying of the muscular apparatus, and its accompanying effect of resistance — the
natural preliminary to a powerful and sudden effort, — succeeds an abrupt and
instantaneous explosion of breath and sound, produced by the sudden upward impulse
of the abdominal muscles and the diaphragm, acting on the pleura, and the air-cells of
the lungs, and forcing the breath upwards, through the bronchi and the trachea, to the
larynx. The breath, thus impelled, bursts forth, parting, in the act, the glottis from the
epiglottis, (34,) and issues from the mouth, in the form of a vocal sound.
Such is the history of the function of vocal explosion, — the inseparable characteristics
of all impassioned utterance, and , in greater or less degree, accompanying all vivid
expression, and all distinct articulation.

describing some
type of laryngeal
stop of airflow and
subsequent release

Scorn and Derision.
("Aspirated pectoral and guttural quality:” “Impassioned” force: “Vanishing stress :
“High pitch:” “Unequal wave.”)
CORIOLANUS, TO THE SENATORS, WHEN HIS ELECTION TO THE CONSULATE IS
CONTRAVENED BY THE TRIBUNES BRUTUS AND SICINIUS; THE LATTER HAVING USED
THE WORD “SHALL” IN HIS VETO. — Shakespeare.
"Shâll! [“semitone and octave.”]
They chose their magistrate;
[…]

example of when to
use guttural quality

3. - Fear.
(Whispering Voice: “Guttural Quality.”)
CALIBAN, [CONDUCTING STEPHANO AND TRINCULO TO THE CELL OF PROSPERO.] —
Shakespeare.
"Pray you tread softly, - that the blind mole may not
Hear a foot fall: we are now near his cell
[…]

example of when to
use guttural quality
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III. — “EXPLOSIVE” UTTERANCE.
(“Guttural and Pectoral Quality.”)
1. --Hatred.
SHYLOCK, [REGARDING ANTONIO.]
“How like a fawning publican he looks!
I hate him for he is a Christian;
[…]

example of when to
use guttural quality

2. - Scorn and Abhorrence.
(“Guttural and Pectoral Quality.”)
MASANIELLO, [IN REPLY TO THE BASE SUGGESTIONS OF GENUINO.
“I would that now
I could forget the monk who stands before me;
[…]

example of when to
use guttural quality

3.--Revenge.
(“Guttural and Pectoral Quality.”)
SHYLOCK [REFERRING TO THE POUND OF FLESH, THE PENALTY ATTACHED TO
ANTONIO’S BOND.]—Shakespeare.
“If it will feed nothing else it will feed my revenge. He hath disgraced me, and
hindered me to half a million; laughed at my losses, mocked at my gains, scorned my
nation, thwarted my bargains, cooled my friends, heated my enemies. […]

example of when to
use guttural quality

4 - Hatred, Rage, Horror.
(“Guttural and Pectoral Quality:” fierce “aspiration.”)
SATAN, [IN SOLILOQUY.] — Milton.
“Be then his love accursed ! since love or hate,
To me alike, it deals eternal woe.
[…]

example of when to
use guttural quality
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Let us now see what we may learn from the sensations we feel in the vocal organ.
“pinching” the
When we produce a chest-note, the least attention enables us to distinguish a
glottis, suggests it
“pinching” at the posterior part of the glottis, which becomes more vigorous as the
can become painful
notes ascend. This pinching seems to be formed by extension of the depth of the
touching surfaces, and may become very painful; whilst the notes of falsetto, when
higher than chest ones, give comparative great relief to this part, and the surfaces in
contact seem to have become thinner. If we combine these sensations with the different
remarks which have been furnished to us by the examination of the muscles, we can fix
the particular mechanism of each register.

García 1855:
409

The intensity of the sound can only depend on the quantity of air which goes to each
sharp explosion. I say sharp explosion, as an express condition: the glottis should
close itself perfectly after every vibration; for if the air found a constant passage, as in
the notes of falsetto, then the greater movements of the glottis, and the greater waste of
air, would produce precisely the weakest notes.

description of air
passage through the
glottis as
“explosive”

García 1857: 7

Intensity of sound depends on the quantity of air used in producing a pure vibration.
The glottis should close entirely after each vibration, because if constanly open, the
waste of breath would, beyond all doubt, produce weak, not strong notes. The glottis
must therefore be pinched in proportion to the pressure given to the air. Volume of
sound depends on the cavity formed above the glottis.

“pinching” the
glottis, but does not
suggest pain here
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On the emission and the qualities of Voices.
In this chapter we intend to treat of the quality of voices; that being the initiatory step
and first desideratum for every singer who would excel in his art; as all uncultivated
voices have, without exception, either certain marked defects, or, at all events, are less
developed in parts than their possibly fine qualities may deserve. Some, for instance,
are tremulous; others nasal, guttural, veiled, harsh, shrieking, &c.; while many are
deficient in power, compass, steadiness, elasticity, and mellowness. It is the business of
the master to correct these faults, whether natural or acquired, and in counteracting
them, to prevent the formation of others; also to discover and develop those qualities
which will combine the greatest number of beauties and advantages. To this end,
therefore, we must establish the following fact, as a basis for the entire process, viz: —
Every change of timbre of which all sounds are susceptible, originates in a
corresponding change of the tube of the pharynx; and as this flexible tube is capable of
undergoing countless varieties of form, it follows that the modifications of all sounds
are also numberless. The ear can always detect, by the quality of a sound, the shape
assumed by the tube. Among all these shades and changes, those are to be selected
which in all respects best suit the voice of the student. That sound is especially to be
preferred, which is round, ringing, and mellow. Other qualities of the voice — useful in
their way — and which serve to express the passions, will be discussed, when we come
to speak of Expression. There are several defects calculated to injure the beauty of the
voice; the most common of which we shall at once point out, and at the same time
show the best means of correcting them.

guttural timbre as a
defect
suggest all
“uncultivated”
voices have defects
description of
guttural timbre
perceptually and
physiologically

Guttural Timbre.
Whenever the tongue rises or swells at its base, it drives back the epiglottis on the
column of ascending air, and causes the voice to be emitted with a guttural, choked
sounds. This position of the tongue may be ascertained by outwardly pressing the top
of the larynx with the finger. The best method of correction this defective timbre will
be thence inferred. The tongue is the chief agent employed by the movements of its
edges, while its base should always remain tranquil. We may add, that the separation of
the jaws should be nearly uniform for all vowels.
García 1857:
11

Articulation of the Glottis.
The pupil being thus prepared, should draw in breath slowly, and then produce the
sounds by a neat, resolute articulation or stroke of the glottis, upon the broad Italian
vowel A. If the movement be properly executed, the sound will come out bright and
round. Care however, must be taken to pitch the sound at once on the note itself, and
not to slur up to it or feel for it. The pupil must also be warned against confounding the
articulation or stroke of the glottis, with the stroke of the chest, which latter resembles
the act of coughing, or the effort made in expelling some obstruction from the throat.
This stroke, or coughing out the notes of the chest, causes a great loss of breath,
rendering the sounds aspirated, stifled, and uncertain in tone. The function of the chest
is solely to supply air, not to throw it out violently. The glottis is prepared for
articulation (as shown in page 5) by closing it, which causes a momentary
accumulation of air below; and it is then opened by a sudden and vigorous stroke,
similar to the action of the lips when strongly emphasizing the letter P. Some masters
recommend the use of the syllables Pa, La, Ma, &c., in order to acquire precision in
striking notes; but in our opinion, this plan (by which the lips, the tongue and other
organs not concerned in the emission of the voice, are set in motion) has the
disadvantage of merely disguising the faulty articulation of the glottis, without
possessing any power whatever of correcting it. We cannot too strongly recommend
extreme looseness of the lower jaw, for on its ease of movement (falling by its own
weight) depends that of the organs placed beneath, and consequently the elasticity and
mellowness of the sounds emitted.

description of the
“coup de glotte”

García 1857:
11

The Italian vowel A must be made as clear as possible, without stretching the mouth
too much, which renders the sound guttural […] and again I recommend the stroke of
the glottis as the only way of eliciting pure and firm sounds.

suggests a gesture
that creates a
guttural sound.
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García 1857:
13

Detached Vocalization. — (Italian — Pichettata Staccata.)
To detach sounds is to utter each individually by a distinct stroke of the glottis, and to
separate them from one another by a slight pause. If, instead of leaving them
immediately, they receive a slight prolongation, a kind of echo is produced.

discusses onset
with the coup de
glotte

García 1857:
33

We again warn singers not to feel for their note by slurring up to it, nor to take it with a
shock of air from the chest; but to begin it at once with a neat stroke of the glottis.

discusses onset
with the coup de
glotte

García 1857:
44

To conclude; vowels should always be attacked by the stroke of the glottis, and with
power suitable to the phrase. Pupils, however, must scrupulously avoid preceding
these with an h, or aspiration; for the use of this latter must be confined to sighs, &c.,
as further detailed in the chapter on Expression: its employment under any other
circumstances only alienates the sense of words, or induces faults of which we have
treated in the First Part.

discusses onset
with the coup de
glotte

García 1857:
44

Explosive Consonants.
It is the distinctive character of these consonants to make no noise proper to the
explosion which gives them utterances. In forming them, the organs are first closed,
and again separated when the consonant is immediately heard. These two opposite and
indispensable movements are called respectively — the preparation and explosion of a
consonant; and it is by this process that the letters p, f, t, c. (Italian cio,) and k, are
enunciated. During preparation, the air is intercepted and collected; and the explosion
that follows is proportioned to the degree of preparation and amount of air collected to
produce it; an effect much resembling that of the stroke of the glottis in attacking
simple sounds. b, d, and g hard, also, are reckoned among the explosive consonants;
only the explosion is preceded by a slight noise lasting while the mouth or pharynx is
filling with air, — the former cavity for b and d, and the latter for g.

comparing coup de
glotte with other
oral stops

García 1857:
45

Class V. Linguo-gutturals.

description of
sounds considered
guttural

Explosive (pure) C hard, K, Q, . Complete closing, — silent preparation, — explosion.
Explosive (mixed) G hard . . Complete closing, — slight preparatory sounds, —
explosion.
Sustained Spanish J, .,… Incomplete closing, — sustained sound, effected by the
vibration of the uvula.
García 1857:
73-74

Before entering into the question of styles, let us point out certain circumstances which
often compel an artist to vary his resources and modes of execution. They are — first,
the size or description of buildings in which he sings, — secondly, the means he may
have at command of illustrating a composition, — thirdly, the prejudices and musical
intelligence of his audience […]
Secondly. — The same reading cannot be given to a piece by all singers because
difference of power and organization would render such an attempt impracticable.
Variety of delivery is consequently legitimate, so long as the unity and character of a
composition is preserved. When a singer’s voice is not sufficiently strong to fill a large
building, he should be cautious of making strained or exaggerated efforts, which,
instead of aiding the vocal organ, only give it a rough, guttural timbre, and expose it to
serious risks.

suggests voice
strain can lead to
guttural timbre and
“serious risks”

Seiler &
Furness 1879:
19

Mediocre talent is now often sought, and rewarded far beyond its desert. One is often
tempted to think that the public at large has wellnigh lost all capacity of judgment,
when he witnesses the representation of one of our operas. Let a singer, male or
female, only drawl the notes sentimentally one into another, execute a tremulo upon
prolonged notes, introduce very often the softest piano and just where it is entirely out
of place, growl out the lowest notes in the roughest timbre, and scream out the high
notes lustily, and he or she may reckon with certainty upon the greatest applause.

does not discuss
guttural, but
suggests it with
“growl out” and
“roughest timbre”

*1st German
edition 1861
**1st English
edition 1868
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Seiler &
Furness 1879:
22

Kiesewetter remarks, in his History of Music, that, although the Netherlands* in Italy
no longer had the monopoly, they nevertheless always maintained the supremacy in
music. Climate and language were, however, so favorable to vocal music in Italy that it
soon found there its peculiar home, and though theoretical knowledge of music was
advanced by the earlier singers, now richness and power of voice were also attained as
it had previously been with the Netherlanders, so it now became with the Italians.

Climate and
language seen as
making Italian
disposed to singing

A good tone in singing is formed,
1. By controlling and correctly dividing the air or breath as it is expired ;
2. By a correct direction of the vibrating column of air; this is done by the right touch
(Tonansatz);
And, 3. By a very distinct, quick and elastic touch.

“touch” used to
refer to initiation /
onset / attack

THE CORRECT TOUCH OF THE VOICE (TONANSATZ)*
Having stated the first condition of a good timbre of the tones, we come now to the
second - the right direction of the vibrating columns of air. A correct touch of the voice
consists in causing the air, brought into vibration by the vocal ligaments, to rebound
from immediately above the front upper teeth, where it must be concentrated as much
as possible, rebounding thence to form in the mouth continuous vibrations, which are,
at the same time, communicated to the external air. The quicker and the more easily
these movements take place, and the farther forward in the mouth the vibrating column
of air is reflected, the more beautiful, full and telling is the tone. If the air rebounds
farther back in the mouth from any part of the roof of the mouth, then the high
inharmonic overtones are prominent, and there arises either one or the other of those
hollow, disagreeable colorings of timbre which are known as throat and nasal tones.
That the voice must be brought forward in the mouth — that is, that the air expired in
singing should have the above described direction — is now acknowledged as
necessary and aimed at by the best teachers. But the reasons why the tones thus sound
better are not known. The Germans and the English, in consequence of their
accustomed modes of forming sounds in speaking, have, as we shall see hereafter,
more rarely than the Italians, a correct disposition of the tones in singing. It is
extremely difficult for many persons to accustom themselves to such a direction of the
vibrating air-columns. But with the proper means the skillful teacher always gains his
end. These means are to let the pupil practice those syllables which he is accustomed,
in his on language, to form wholly in front of the mouth.

“touch” used to
refer to initiation /
onset / attack

*1st German
edition 1861
**1st English
edition 1868
Seiler &
Furness 1879:
110
*1st German
edition 1861
**1st English
edition 1868
Seiler &
Furness 1879:
117-118
*1st German
edition 1861
**1st English
edition 1868

*perhaps meant to
be Netherlanders,
as appears later in
the quote

“throat” tone is
“disagreeable”
Singers using
English / German
have desired vocal
tone less frequently
than Italians

* It is all but impossible to give an idea of what is meant by Tonansatz, without a
practical illustration. It is that striking of the note or the air corresponding to the touch
in piano-playing.
Seiler &
Furness 1879:
129
*1st German
edition 1861
**1st English
edition 1868

We hear it continually said that it requires a special natural gift to acquire a certain ease phonology of
and flexibility of voice, and that this natural gift is peculiar to the Italians. But the
Italian leads them
flexibility of the voice depends upon a physiologico-physical process of the organ of
to sing better
tone, which, among the Italians, goes on in their common speech, and hence is more
easily transferred by them to their singing.
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Seiler &
Furness 1879:
131

A quite prevalent and likewise incorrect way of using the throat is moving the
epiglottis with the larynx, which renders the formation of a clear, pure tone impossible,
and forituri sung in this way are limp and indistinct. The only correct movement shows
itself very plainly externally, so that with the tolerably strong movement of the larynx
up and down, there can be seen also a slighter movement of the windpipe far below in
the neck, about the breadth of two fingers above the breast-bone. The mouth and
tongue, however, must be perfectly quiet.

epiglottis interferes
with “clear, pure
tone”

Dans la toux, dans le toussaillement , l'explosion de l'air écarte les lèvres préalablement
accolées. La voix, agitée par une passion violente, fait également explosion; elle est en
effet précédée par l'occlusion de la glotte, laquelle est motivée par la contraction
générale et par l'arrêt de l’expiration.

linking coughing
and glottal
movements

*1st German
edition 1861
**1st English
edition 1868
Mandl 1879:
34-35
*1st edition
1876

[my translation]:
In the cough, in coughing, the explosion of air spreads the previously joined lips [vocal
folds]. The voice, agitated by a violent passion, also makes an explosion; it is in effect
preceded by the closure of the glottis, which is the motivation of the general
contraction and of the stoppage of the exhale.
Mandl 1879:
35-36
*1st edition
1876

Mandl 1879:
43
*1st edition
1876

Au moment même de l'émission, on voit les lèvres vocals s'écarter brusquement et
vibrer par le choc de l'air expiré : c'est le coup de glotte; C'est un phénomène analogue
à celui que présentent les lèvres de la bouche lorsqu'on prononce la lettre p.
[my translation]:
At the same time as the emission, one sees the vocal folds suddenly part and vibrate
from the shock of the exhale: that’s the glottal stroke; It is a phenomenon comparable
to that which presents with the lips of the mouth when they pronounce the letter p.
L'occlusion préalable de la glotte dans l'émission du son a pour but d'empêcher la perte
d'une partie de l'air inspiré avant que les-lèvres vocales entrent en vibration, c'est-à-dire
sans que le son soit produit. Si cette perte a lieu, la respiration fait défaut par sa durée
et son intensité et la voix émise est mal posée. Lorsqu'au contraire l'occlusion préalable
des cordes vocales est complète, le son est émis par le coup de glotte (p. 36). Produit
avec exagération et répété trop fréquemment, il rend la voix désagréable par ces
explosions dures et peu harmonieuses; les muscles perdent leur force par cet abus du
travail; les voix deviennent dures dans certaines notes, ou même analogue au son que
donne une crécelle, ou certains sifflets, ou la prononciation prolongée de la lettre r;
c'est ce qu'on appelle un roulement de la voix (voy. p. 41).

describing the coup
de glotte
very similar to
descriptions in
García 1840 and
1857.
coup de glotte is
necessary for vocal
placement, but
exaggerated or too
frequent, the voice
becomes harsh

[my translation]:
The prior occlusion of the glottis during the release of sound aims to prevent the loss of
part of the inhale before the vocal folds start to vibrate, that is to say without which the
sound will be produced. If this loss happens, the breath lacks duration and intensity and
the resulting voice is badly placed. When, on the contrary, the prior occlusion of the
vocal cords is complete, the sound is released with a glottal stroke. Produced with
exaggeration and too frequently repeated, it makes the voice disagreeable by harsh and
unharmonious explosions. The muscles lose their strength by this abuse of effort; The
voice becomes harsh on certain notes, or even comparable to the sound of a [rattle/
foghorn], or certain whistles, or an elongated pronunciation of the letter r; this is called
a roll of the voice (see p. 41)
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Mandl 1879:
47

Les divers exercices de chant doivent être précédés de ceux coup de glotte. Nous avons
exposé toute l'importance du coup de glotte pour le son de la voix ainsi que les
inconvénients qui résultent de son exagération. La voix, mal posée par omission du
coup de glotte, peut être corrigée par l'enseignement. L'altération de la voix au
contraire que produit l'exagération du coup de glotte demande tout d'abord un repos
plus ou moins prolongé, puis des soins particuliers qui sont du ressort du médecin.

coup de glotte is
necessary for vocal
placement,

*1st edition
1876

exaggerated may be
a medical issue

[my translation]:
The various singing exercises must be preceded by this glottal stop. We have explained
the importance of the glottal stroke for the vocal sound as well as the issues of its
exaggeration. The voice, badly placed by omission of the glottal stroke, may be
corrected by teaching. On the contrary, the alteration of the voice made by
exaggeration of the glottal stroke requires, first of all, a more or less prolonged rest,
followed by specific treatment which is the responsibility of a doctor.
Mandl 1879:
58
*1st edition
1876

Mandl 1879:
71-72
*1st edition
1876

Lorsque la voix retentit avec force dans le gosier, on appelle le timbre guttural : on
chante de la gorge. Ce timbre se produit par le resserrement du gosier, surtout dans les
notes élevées, par l'engorgement des amygdales, par le retrait de la langue, etc.

describing guttural
timbre

[my translation]:
When the voice reverberates with force in the throat, we call it the guttural timbre: one
sings with the throat. This timbre is produced by tightening the throat, especially in the
high notes, by the [engorging / blockage] of the tonsils, by retracting the tongue, etc.
L'occlusion préalable de la glotte, avant l'émission du son, est un des éléments les plus
importants de la pose de la voix. Cette occlusion préalable empêche la déperdition
inutile de l’air inspiré avant la production du son et contribue puissamment à la
prolongation de l'expiration et par conséquent de l'émission de la voix. Le coup de
glotte qui survient ne doit pas être exagéré si l'on veut conserver à la voix sa souplesse
et sa suavité. L'abus du coup de glotte rend la voix martelée et finit par épuiser la
contractibilité des lèvres vocales qui ne produisent que des sons chevrotants. Au
moment de l'attaque du son, les lèvres vocales doivent se trouver au degré de tension
correspondant à la hauteur du son voulue; c'est l'exercice qui apprend, par la vocalise, à
modifier cette tension, pour chaque intervalle, en montant ou en descendant dans
l'échelle musicale. Lorsqu’au contraire on veut produire par exemple un la et que les
lèvres vocales tendues donnent un ré, le chanteur, si l'oreille est juste, s’aperçoit tout de
suite de l'erreur et il la corrigera; mais l’auditeur s'est également aperçu de l'hésitation
dans l’émission et emporte l'impression d'une voix mal posée.

coup de glotte is
necessary for vocal
placement,
exaggerated may be
a medical issue

[my translation]:
The initial occlusion of the glottis, before the release of the sound, is a very important
element in placing the voice. This initial closure prevents the unnecessary loss of the
inhaled air before the sound production and powerfully contributes to a prolonged
exhale and therefore to the release of the voice. The stroke of the glottis which results
should not be exaggerated if one wants to keep the voice supple and smooth. The abuse
of the glottal stroke makes the voice hammered and ends up draining the
[contractibility] of the vocal folds which only produce quavering sounds. At the
moment of the attack of the sound, the vocal folds must find themselves at the degree
of tension which corresponds to the height of desired volume; it is the exercise which
teaches, by the vocalise [singing exercise], to modify this tension, by each interval,
while ascending or descending in the musical scale. When, on the contrary, one wants
to make for example a la and the taut vocal folds give a re, the singer, if their hearing is
good, will immediately notice the error and correct it; but the listener also noticed the
hesitation in the release and takes aways the impression of a badly placed voice.
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Mandl 1879:
128

Nous avons déjà indiqué les diverses causes qui, par l'exercice mal conduit, fatiguent le
larynx et amènent cet affaiblissement nerveux. D'autres causes encore, données par une
maladie quelconque, peuvent produire le même effet.
La faculté motrice peut être aussi exagérée; il en résulte de véritables états
pathologiques, tels que le spasme de la glotte. Les défauts de la prononciation sont
quelquefois déterminés par une perversion de la faculté motrice.

mentions a “spasm”
of the glottis, which
may be implicitly /
potentially linked
to exaggerated
coup de glotte

*1st edition
1876

[my translation]:
We have already indicated the different cases which, by a badly conducted exercise,
tire the larynx and bring about this nervous weakening. Still, other causes, given by
any sickness, can produce the same effect. The motor faculty may also be exaggerated;
this results in true pathological states, such as the spasm of the glottis. Defects of
pronunciation are sometimes determined by a corruption of the motor faculties.
Mackenzie
1899: 44
* 1st edition
1886

Mackenzie
1899: 70-71
* 1st edition
1886

Mackenzie
1899: 119-120
* 1st edition
1886

As the crude tone issues from the larynx, the mouth, tongue, and soft palate moulding
themselves by the most delicately adapted movements into every conceivable variety
of shape, clothe the raw bones of sound with body and living richness of tone. Each of
the various resonance-chambers re-echoes its corresponding tone, so that a single welldelivered note is in reality a full choir of harmonious sounds.It is obvious that whilst
some of the notes may be in tune with the resonators, others may not; the former,
therefore, will be echoed in the pharynx and strengthened, whilst the latter will be
more or less drowned. Hence the infinite diversity of voices, no two throats being
exactly alike in all their parts. Timbre being thus so largely dependent on physical
structure is no doubt often inherited, and to a certain extent may come to be an
ethnological feature. Thus the aborigines of New Zealand, in whom the hollow spaces
in the bones of the skull, technically called " sinuses," are very ill developed, have
voices remarkably deficient in resonance. The Italian ore rotundo utterance is almost a
racial peculiarity; and, if one may say so without impertinence, the voice as well as the
speech of our Transatlantic cousins bewrayeth them, just as, it may be presumed, our
own vocal peculiarities strike their ears.

suggests timbre is
ethnically / racially
derived and some
races have better or
worse timbre

There is another kind of closure, however, which is much more significant, and that is
“stop-closure.” By this term I understand a condition of the glottis in which its
membranous lips are not simply in contact, but pressed together so tightly for a greater
or less portion of their length as to prevent each other from vibrating at that part. This
is done either by the edge of one lip overlapping that of the other, or by both cords
being forced against each other in such a way as to turn their edges upwards. This
mechanism is brought into use whenever the head-notes are employed by women or
the falsetto by men. In this condition the back part of the interval between the vocal
cords themselves is not merely closed, but the two cords are tightly pressed against
each other for a certain length; in the portion where they "jam" in this way all vibration
is stopped, and thus the long reed is converted into a short reed. Sometimes the vocal
cords are also pressed together anteriorly. This latter condition has been looked upon
by many observers as the usual one, but I have found simple posterior stop-closure the
most common. Whether the stop action occurs only behind, or both behind and in
front, the elliptical opening between the lips of the glottis invariably becomes
progressively shorter (from behind forwards)1 as the voice rises. In only two cases
have I seen any exception, and in these the elliptical opening was formed at the back of
the glottis just in front of the vocal process.

discussing glottal
“stop-closure” as
“jam”

As regards the blast, the great object to be aimed at is that no air shall be wasted or
expended unproductively. Just the amount required for the particular effect in view
must be used. Too strong a current tends to raise the pitch, a result which can only be
prevented by extra tension of the vocal cords, which of course entails unnecessary
strain. The air, again, may be sent up with such velocity that some of it "leaks" through
before the glottis has time to intercept it; or with such violence as to force the lips of
the chink a little too far apart. In either case so much motive power is thrown away,
and besides, the brilliancy and fulness of the tone are lost. The coupe de glotte, or exact
correspondence between the arrival of the air at the larynx and the adjustment of the
cords to receive it is a point that cannot be too strongly insisted on. Neither books nor
dissection can teach this; the sole guide is the muscular sense,1 aided and enlightened
by a competent instructor.

defining the coup
de glotte as
‘simultaneous’
attack rather than
glottal or breathy
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Mackenzie
1899: 157-159

A similar objection applies to a recent invention which is extensively advertised with
testimonials from several persons whom one is surprised to see led away by such a
“vain thing.” The Ammoniaphone, as it is absurdly called, was suddenly presented to
an astonished world as a talisman only comparable to the magic rings and lamps of
Oriental fiction. By simple inhalation of a little vapor — not unlike very weak
smelling-salts — not only hoarseness, huskiness, and other vocal troubles were to be
promptly dispelled, but the natural voice was to be transformed, so that the harsh
sputterings and cacklings of our Northern throats should become softened to the
melodious cadence of Italian utterance. The voice was to be "Italianized," voilà tout —
a process simple enough to any one who had grasped the fact that the vocal superiority
of the Italians arises simply from the chemical constitution of the air which they
breathe! […] The chemical substance that is to work such wonders on the voice is
stated to be peroxide of hydrogen with which a little ammonia and some other things
are combined. The instrument is a tube containing a strip of cotton soaked with the
liquid, the vapor of which is inhaled through a small mouthpiece. Divested of the
miraculous element the Ammoniaphone is simply a form of “dry inhaler” charged with
a volatile preparation of doubtful utility. Any real effect which it may have on the voice
is of a slightly stimulant nature; of its powerful influence on the imagination, however,
there can be no doubt.

discussing a very
suspicious voice
care tool which is
supposed to
“soften” Northern
voices to be more
“Italicized”

There are also certain physical types which correspond to particular timbres of the
voice. I have noticed this particularly in persons of like complexion even when
different in race. Thus, a certain sharp metallic clearness of articulation is often found
in individuals of ruddy complexion, light yellow hair, and hard blue eyes, whilst rich
mellow tones, with a tendency to portamento in ordinary speech, are often associated
with black hair and florid face. A remarkable point is that the same voice may be
altogether different in timbre in singing from what it is in speaking; in some cases,
indeed, the difference is so great as to be startling.

discussing physical
type / coloration of
people as linked to
their voices

Consonants have been variously divided by grammarians and physiologists according
to the modification of the air blast in delivering them, and again according to the
supposed anatomical factor in their production. Thus we have the division into lipletters or labials (b, p, f, m, v), tooth-letters or dentals (d, t, 1, n, r, s), and throat letters
or gutturals (g, k, h, j), and the more scientific, but less practically convenient,
classification into explosives, resonants, vibrants, and aspirates. Provincial and
national varieties of accent probably depend on slight physical differences in the mode
of producing the various sounds, which again may be, in a certain measure, due to
minute ethnological differences in the conformation of the organs.

suggests a list of
“throat letters or
gutturals” which
are palatal, velar,
and glottal

No man can really teach the art of utterance who is not familiar with the mechanism of
articulation in all its details. Not only this, but he should know all possible defects of
speech and their causes; provincial and ethnological peculiarities of accent and
intonation and the natural modes of expressing the emotions in their subtlest shades of
degree and infinite variety of kind, whether by the play of the facial muscles, or by
gesture or bodily attitude.

not totally clear —
may suggest
defects of speech
may be due to
ethnic/racial
“peculiarities of
accent” etc

There are, however, certain defects of utterance which, though characteristic of violent
emotion in some individuals, are so disagreeable in themselves that they should not be
rendered too faithfully. Thus in many persons the voice becomes throaty in moments of
excitement, that is to say, instead of being clearly delivered it is, as it were, strangled
by an involuntary tightening of the internal parts of the throat. In persons of a perfervid
temper, the tempest and whirlwind of passion are often accompanied by actual spasm
of the throat, which literally chokes the voice. The speaker may sometimes be seen to
clutch at his throat as if to pull the passage open. The tendency to gutturalize passion is
a great drawback, and mars the effect of the finest art. art. One of the most
accomplished of our actors, who in modern comedy is unsurpassed, has this defect to a
certain extent in serious drama.

discourages
guttural / throaty
utterance in
performance

* 1st edition
1886

Mackenzie
1899: 161
* 1st edition
1886

Mackenzie
1899: 165-166
* 1st edition
1886

Mackenzie
1899: 186
* 1st edition
1886

Mackenzie
1899: 189-190
* 1st edition
1886

Mackenzie derides
the contraception
note — it suggests
inhaling hydrogen
peroxide and
ammonia to
“soften” the voice!

suggests that
ethnic/racial
difference of organs
affects speech
sounds
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Aikin 1900: 40 The physiological arrangement of the vowels according to their resonances, starting
with the lowest, is —
U (oo) O (or) A (ah) E (eh) I (ee)
(Note. — the Italian pronunciation is always adhered to in these pages, as in all words
on the subject — from the fact that it is the purest).

Analysis / Notes
calls Italian vowels
the purest

Aikin 1900: 61 In the others, S, Z, J, X, ch, sh, the teeth actually meet, and it is therefore necessary
argues Italian
that the jaw should be quickly opened when they come before a vowel, so that the
phonology is
proper resonance may not be interfered with. The English language is so full of
superior to English
closures of this kind that it is difficult to keep the Resonator open, and that accounts for
one of the principal difficulties in singing it. The converse of this may be said of
Italian, in which most words end in pure vowels, which keep the Resonator open. In
fact it is this circumstance which has made the Italian language the basis of every kind
of voice culture, and the producer of so many wonderful singers.
Aikin 1900:
65-66

Aikin 1900:
78-80

Lawton 1901:
25

By a still stronger approximation of the cords so tight a stricture can be produced that
they are no longer free to vibrate, and a state of strangulation ensues, in which the air
can no longer pass out. The sudden relaxation of this spasm, and the consequent
bursting of the compressed air between the cords, is what is known as the "coup de
glotte,” an injurious method of obtaining a strong attack upon a note. In gradually
opening the glottis from the ordinary vibrating position, the pressure in the windpipe is
relieved by a free escape of air, and the note becomes soft again, until by a further
separation it falls to a whisper and disappears. That is the whole action of the vocal
cords with regard to their approximation and separation, and we are conscious of a
sense of compression in the throat when closure is complete, and of ease, accompanied
by an escape of air (aspirate), when it is incomplete.

negative
description of the
coup de glotte

There is one important particular in which the study of foreign languages is of great
service to the English singer, namely the maintenance of an open mouth. Italian, which
is so full of vowels even at the ends of words, requires a continual opening of the lips,
and it is not to be wondered at that the natural resonance so imparted to the voice has
been instrumental in producing so many great singers. In French this is perhaps less the
case, but is still so in great degree. The consonants at the ends of words are seldom
sounded, and the e mute, although unpronounced in ordinary speaking, in reality
denotes a silent opening and therefore some movement of the jaw. German is so much
more guttural and full of closes with s or z that it cannot be said to be favourable to
resonance; but English is certainly worse, for all plurals, 3rd person singular of verbs,
possessive cases, etc. ending in s, besides a great many words ending in ch, sh, are so
constantly closing the mouth that it has become a not uncommon habit to keep the jaw
closed the whole time of speaking. That such a proceeding does away with most of the
resonance of the voice need hardly be said — and it is one of the grave difficulties met
with in teaching English people to sing. In this respect the Welsh language is superior
to ours, and therefore produces better voices. The effect of language upon the voice has
yet to be fully investigated, but it is my belief that the habit of speaking has a great
influence upon the growth of the Resonator, and therefore upon the fate of that part of
the vocal instrument. The mere fact of learning foreign languages during youth
exercises the control of the tongue and lips, and gives wider scope to their uses — and
that in itself makes singing easier. Since studying the Resonator, I have come to the
conclusion that all languages may be pronounced upon the best acoustic principles,
otherwise it would be impossible to sing them. — and that the selection of Italian was
not because the study of music began in Italy or because Latin was the language of the
Church — but for the plain physiological reason that the pure vowels of that language
were best suited to the human requirements of Song.

ranking western
european languages
in terms of
openness of the
mouth

One often hears the question put, “Why is it that the Italian voice is the easiest to
cultivate, as the Italian language is the best to sing in?” The answer is, that Italian is
spoken with a free, open throat, and with full, unimpeded action of the lips, under-jaw
and tongue. But the guttural English habit of singing, among other defects we have
spoken of, can with care be remedied, and, under competent instruction, a voice
properly taught to sing upon the breath can overcome the obstacles of any language, so
that the English can sing English, the German can sing German, the Frenchman can
sing French, almost as well as the Italian can sing Italian.

Italian is free,
open // English is
“guttural” — but
can be “remedied"

“injurious”

notes German as
more guttural and
therefore less
“favorable to
resonance”
calls English
“worse” than
German
argues that Italian
is physiologically
more suited to
singing
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Lawton 1901:
82-83

Economy in Breathing.
As regards the blast, the great object to be aimed at is that no air shall be wasted or
expended unproductively. Just the amount required for the particular effect in view
must be used. Too strong a current tends to raise the pitch, a result which can only be
prevented by extra tension of the vocal cords, which of course entails unnecessary
strain. The air, again, may be sent up with such velocity that some of it “leaks” through
before the glottis has time to intercept it; or with such violence as to force the lips of
the chink a little too far apart. In either case so much motive power is thrown aways,
and besides, the brilliancy and fulness of the tone are lost. The coup de glotte, or exact
correspondence between the arrival of the air at the larynx and the adjustment of the
cords to receive it, is a point that cannot be too strongly insisted on. Neither books nor
dissertations can teach this; the sole guid is the muscular sense, aided and enlightened
by a competent instructor.

describing the coup
de glotte as
simultaneous voice
initiation

Physical Action — Reasons for condemning the Glottic Shock

(in the table of
contents)

There can be no doubt that the study of Italian pronunciation, for the very reason that
its sounds have been so carefully cherished, can be made very useful in the
improvement of speech generally and of vowel-sounds in particular. But the transfer of
Italian vowel-sounds into another language could never be permitted, as it would give
to it a foreign accent. […] We are bound to admit that in many ways the Italians have
an advantage over us, as our language has difficulties which theirs has not, but it is an
open questions whether the French or German languages are any less difficult to those
who are brought up in them than ours is to us. One thing is certain, namely, that if we
learn to speak our own language beautifully, we are in a position to speak other
languages also beautifully, as the same phonological principles of speech apply equally
well to all.

ranking western
languages in terms
of phonological
inventories

Aikin 1920:
viii

quoted in part from
Mackenzie’s
Hygiene of the
Vocal Organs

*1st edition
1910
Aikin 1920:
14-15
*1st edition
1910

Aikin 1920: 16 These considerations should lead to much greater care being bestowed upon the
training of the speech organs of the young. Bad habits, such as glottic shocks and
*1st edition
clenched teeth, are more easily eradicated in early life, or, better still, they might even
1910
remain unsuggested. Good models of pronunciation from the very first set their
unmistakable ‘hall mark’ upon the character of the voice which it is wellnigh
impossible to imprint at a later period.

“glottic shock” as a
“bad habit” and
discouraged

Aikin 1920: 73 These forward modifications have been designed to suit those vowel-sounds which
require the most forward position of the tongue, and are pronounced far forward in the
*1st edition
mouth. We have, therefore, a phonological explanation of the softening influence of eh
1910
and ee and their allied vowel-sounds upon the guttural K and G, which has been
adopted in all languages of Latin origin. This is an important matter for the
consideration of those who wish to introduce into Latin pronunciation the hard guttural
Teutonic C=K and G before E=eh and I = ee, in place of their traditional softer forms.

k and g as guttural
and “Teutonic” as
opposed to
Latinate.

Aikin 1920: 82 The unaspirated sounds — Ah-oo Ah-aw Ah-ah Ah-eh Ah-ee
may then be practiced, great care being taken that no click or ‘glottic shock’ is allowed
*1st edition
to precede them. To guard against this prominent evil I prefer to use the H in the
1910
exercises for common use.

use of “h” to avoid
glottal initiation of
vowels

Aikin 1920:
90-91

argues initiation of
phonation is
“unconscious” and
using a glottalized
“slight cough” to
begin voicing
should be
“condemned”

*1st edition
1910

The fact that those who are born deaf do not know even how to begin to make a sound,
although the vocal organs appear to be absolutely normal, is a proof that even the onset
of sound is unconscious. I would therefore protest in the strongest possible terms
against any interference with this natural action. The construction in the larynx, similar
to ‘a very slight cough’ advocated by a particular school of writers on this subject, is a
method which all phonological knowledge must utterly condemn. The complete
approximation of the vocal cords, that is, the tight drawing of the two curtains in
response to a desire for sound, is in reality only the completeion of a natural part of an
expiratory act, and, being thus associated with the simultaneous onset of expiratory
force, is to be regarded as the simple and natural manner of initiating sound.
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This ‘glottic shock’ is produced by two muscular folds called the ventricular bands or
false vocal cords which, in conjunction with some other muscles, cause a complete
constriction of the air passage above the true vocal cords. Their function is to protect
the larynx during swallowing and to take any strain exerted by the respiratory muscles
during muscular effort, such as vigorous action of the arms or abdominal muscles,
involving the fixation of the chest. Their action in coughing is of the nature of a spasm
preceding an explosion of the breath as an expulsive effort only, and cannot be
accepted as a normal prelude to phonation. Any action may be admitted into the
service of expression, and the ‘shock of the glottis’ might possible be employed when
some very marked emphasis is required; but when persisted in, like all exaggerations,
it is the frequent cause of damage to the vocal mechanism, as well as being quite
unnecessary when the proper force of the voice, namely the breath, is well directed and
controlled. As I shall have to refer to this matter again later, I will say no more at
present than that the normal natural onset of a note is an expiratory act, in which the
onset of the breath is simultaneous with the brining of the vocal cords into action.
When this has taken place the continuation of the sound is secured by prolonging the
same expiratory act, that is, by the maintaining the force of the breath. […] The sole
responsibility of the breath for the onset, continuity, and cessation of the vocal note is a
first principle of phonology.

describing the
glottic shock,
suggests it is an
epiglottal stop

In entirely untrained voices it is not wise to take the upper limit of the compass into
consideration before definite practice has been undertaken to secure the onset and the
continuity of the middle notes, by the proper action of the breath, and without ‘shock
of the glottis’ or any other similar contraction.

discourages “shock
of the glottis”

It is advisable to return to the beginning of this exercise and breathe in and out through
the vowel-sound alternately with singing a note upon it, first with an aspirate and then
without, in this way accustoming the voice to the attack of a note with an open throat
and to avoid the danger of any ‘shock of the glottis’ already referred to.

advises how to
avoid the “shock of
the glottis”

The development and control of the breath force and its entire responsibility for vocal
sounds, without any ‘glottic shocks’ or constrictions in the larynx, give to the vocal
cords the proper freedom within the limits of natural compass. The full expansion in
the neck by the sterno-thyroid muscles acting from below the larynx, and the free and
forward position of the tongue, not only relieve the vocal vibration from any
obstruction in the throat, but also, by giving them resonant reinforcement, add to the
sound and diminish the strain upon the cords.

discourages “shock
of the glottis”

*1st edition
1910

Aikin 1920:
104
*1st edition
1910
Aikin 1920:
107
*1st edition
1910
Aikin 1920:
158
*1st edition
1910

“cannot be
accepted as a
normal prelude to
phonation”
argues it is harmful
is “persisted in, like
all exaggerations”
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Fogerty 1929:
115-116

Tone is the result of the blended resonances of the cavities around and above the vocal
membranes. We think of tone in terms of quality, duration and force.
Quality is the result of
(a) Perfect synchronizing between the outward motion of the air and the instant of
phonation (i.e. sounding of voice). Too late drawing together of the membranes
gives “breathy” tone: a closure of the membranes before the instant of impact
with the air gives a sharp, plucking sound known as “shock of the glottis,” or
rough attack, which should never be heard in speech.
(b) Absence of all tightening in the muscles about the throat, e.g. the muscles of the
tongue, palate, jaw, and lips. Contraction of the muscles above the note formed by
the vibrating membranes gives
i. Throaty tone, caused by undue depression of raising of the tongue, or
ii. Nasal tone, caused by the meeting of the back of the tongue and the soft palate
[…]
(c) Unimpeded vibration from the initial note through the resonators to the shaped
curve of the lips.

“Shock of the
glottis” or “rough
attacks” are
completely
discouraged.

There is no excuse at any time in verse for the use of that hideous thing which is
known phonetically as the ‘glottal stop.’ To use it is to admit that a succession of
vowel or semi-vowel shapes cannot be carried through smoothly, but must at some
moment imply a sharp closure of the vocal chords and a subsequent uncoordinated
action between them and the breath pressure
[…]
The Greeks took great pains to avoid such successions, and what they called ‘hiatus,’
the sharp succession of two staccato vowels.

glottal stop is
“hideous” and
shows lack of
coordination

The defects referred to in this and the previous chapter may be tabulated as follows
[…]
v. Harsh Attack or “shock.”
[…]
vii. Throaty tone due to narrowed throat passages, and weak respiratory force.

called a “defect”

The positions of the English consonants, so far from being in themselves unfavorable
to the voice, are distinctly easy. They are none of them markedly guttural; they can all
be formed with a very lightly posed tongue; one at least, the characteristic ‘th,’ brings
the tongue-tip more lightly forward and upwards than in any Western European
language. The English use of final ‘r,’ silent before a consonant, sounded before a
vowel, helps to avoid glottal shock between two following words. The formation of
initial ‘r’ needs no uvular or guttural sound in English; the dialect coronal ‘r’ of the
West of England, on the other hand is difficult to link with a pure vowel-sound, and
the high trilled Scotch ‘r’ clips the preceding vowel in speech and thins the tone in
song.

English sounds
not guttural —
does not mention /
h/; also does not
discuss other
languages with /θ/
or /ð/

V. Exercises for attack of the note.
Free inspiration as at I.
Hum the sound of “M” very softly on middle “A”; […]
The throat is not felt to take any part in this exercise. The lips remain at rest, the
tongue-tip rests lightly against the lower front teeth. The teeth are slightly parted
behind the lips.
Directly the exercise is mastered rest the finger against the lips, and feel a constantly
increasing vibration within the lips. The air passes softly out through the nose. The
sound of the note must begin on the very instant of the expiratory movement. No
scrape or puff of air must precede it. The former gives “shock,” the latter breathy,
tone.

exercise to voice
glottal “shock”

*1st edition 1923

Fogerty 1929:
126
*1st edition 1923

Fogerty 1929:
169
*1st edition 1923
Fogerty 1929:
232
*1st edition 1923

Fogerty 1929:
245
*1st edition 1923

“Throaty tone”
may be linked to
earlier
descriptions from
the 19th Century
of “guttural” tone
or emphasis.

Greeks avoided
“hiatus”
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Fogerty 1929:
251

[…]The vowels “Aw,” “Ah,” “ ” and the diphthong “Oi” will be found specially
susceptible to throaty sound. The vowels “Ah” and “ ” are those in which shock of
the glottis most often occurs, particular when they stand as initials. […] The whole
vowel scale and not only selected sounds must be worked, to overcome these and
other mistakes.

some vowels seen
to be more
susceptible

Exaggeratedly refined voices are prone to a throaty sound, the result of a tongue too
rigidly depressed, and a constricted throat.

throaty sound
linked to a rigid
tongue

McLean 1928:
231

The Glottal Stop
The glottal stop, ʔ, is the last voiceless sound indicated in the chart. This sound is
made by a sudden jerk or catch in the closing of the glottis preceding a voiced sound.
Although it should not be used at all in English it is used very extensively. It is given
here to teach students what it is and how to avoid it.
The glottal stop is used in standard German.

glottal stop is
wrong for
English, though
used in standard
German

McLean 1928:
233

German Sound, Voiceless - ç
German Real Word - ˈʔɪç […]
German book Word in Transliteration - “ich” […]
Corresponding English Book Word - I

German example
with glottal stop

McLean 1928:
233

[glottal stop included in a “Chart of Consonants in the ‘Voiceless’ Column]

included in a chart

McLean 1928:
294

“Tight throat,” or “throat stiffness” are terms for a difficulty caused by insufficient
breath, incorrect tongue positions, and improper use of the breath in sound
production, resulting in weak and poorly voiced sounds. The speaker tries to correct
this by the use of muscles in the throat, and makes it worse instead of correcting it.
The fault may be overcome by correcting the positions of the tongue and lips and by
practicing the exercises at the end of this chapter, particularly Exercises 3 and 4.

tight throat is
something that
needs correction

Thurburn 1939:
61

The parts of a note may be analyzed as follows: — (a) the actual initiation of the
sound — Attack; (b) continuing the sound, either the same note or varying notes —
Continuity; (c) finishing the sound — Release.
All three are dependent upon a sufficiency and proper control of the breath. Too much
breath will produce a kind of ‘breathy’ quality accompanying the sound, and an
insufficiency will affect the various parts in the following ways: — (a) too little
breath may case a hardness in attack, or kind of click in the throat; (b) continuity
cannot be maintained if the supply of breath is petering out; (c) the end of the phrase
will fade out, gradually diminishing into inaudibility , and dropping in pitch.
Breath control is, therefore, inseparable from any consideration of pitch.

glottal initiation
described as
“hardness” and
“click”

Thurburn 1939:
76

Note. — Care must always be taken in practicing any vowel sound by itself or any
initial vowel sound that it is made on the out-going breath, and that there is no
suspicion of ‘shock’ or harshness in the attack. The vocal cords can be seriously
damaged by the ‘clicking’ sound that often precedes vowels in practice. If there is a
tendency to do this, prefix an H or an M, or preferably sometimes one and sometimes
the other.

glottal “shock” or
“harshness” are to
be avoided

Thurburn 1939:
138

Ringing the Changes
Practice on the vowel sounds as they occur in words:
1. With consonants between vowels
2. Passing without hiatus or intrusive consonant from one vowel sound to another.
3. Similar sounds in different words

avoidance of
hiatus between
vowels

*1st edition 1923
Fogerty 1929:
251
*1st edition 1923

ă

ŏ
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Catches.
They saw our idea and liked it
India is very far away.
I saw Ernest after awhile.
They are going to Russia in a year if they can afford it.

“Catches”
different term for
glottalization
judging from
practice
sentences, but the
term is not
defined.

Skinner et al
1990: 54

Program for eliminating glottal attacks of the vowel sounds.
A glottal attack of vowel and diphthong sounds is a sudden and undesirable
interruption in the flow of breath as it passes through the glottis (the space between
the vocal folds) while producing a sound. It gives the sound of a ‘pop’ in the throat, or
a scratch, to the first moment of vowel production and generally gets things off to a
tense, bad start. An efficient use of breath, and relaxation of the vocal mechanism —
especially the throat, lower jaw, and back of the tongue — are essential for
eliminating glottal attacks. The following exercises provide a way of coordinating the
breath and the involuntary movement of the vocal folds to achieve a smooth initiation
of sounds.

glottal attacks are
‘undesirable’ and
‘popping,’ ‘scratching’ ‘tense’ and
‘bad’

Glottal: A consonant sound articulated in the glottis, or throat, which is known as
Place VII on the Consonant Chart. There are tow glottal sounds in Spoken English:
h he ɦ behalf

defines a glottal
attack as a glottal
stop, and both as
incorrect in
‘Spoken English’

*1st edition 1942

Skinner et al
1990: 388
*1st edition 1942

Glottal attack: a sudden conclusive stop and release of the breath in the glottis, or
throat. It is essentially a stop-plosive, but is an undesirable one in Spoken English.
The phonetic letter for this glottal stop-plosive is ʔ.
Glottalize: to use a glottal attack, or glottal stop, when speaking. In Spoken English, it
is always incorrect to glottalize. This incorrect use is commonly found:
as a tense, throaty attack on words that begin with a vowel or diphthong sound:
“ʔ Ay, ʔ every, ʔ inch ʔ a king” (King Lear IV.vi.123)
as a ‘hiccoughing’ replacement of a consonant sound in a word or phrase.
mountain
correct: ˈmaʊ̆ntʰɪn incorrect: ˈmaʊ̆nʔn
won’t you
correct: ˈwoʊ̆ntˌju incorrect: ˈwoʊ̆nʔju
Turner & Boston
2007: 13
*1st edition 1950
Turner & Boston
2007: 32

Any tendency to lift the rib cage vertically as a whole must be resisted and there must
be no raising of the shoulders. Such movements result in shallow breathing. It is
almost impossible to control the breath which is obtained in this manner, for, on
speaking, the ribs collapse with inevitable harshness of attack, and control of volume
and tone becomes impossible.

harshness of
attack’ linked to
poor breathing

No effort must be made to make the breath carry to any great distance, and the breath
must not be prefixed by any clicking sound. If the breath be thought of as a H sound,
there is little likelihood of this occurring.

‘clicking’

*1st edition 1950
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Turner & Boston
2007: 55-56

Correct Attack
Correct attack or onset is the result of perfect timing between these two sets of
muscles. The note must begin at the instant we start breathing out. In this way the
cords are, as it were, brought into the breath stream.
The glottal Stop
If, however, the timing is faulty, the slit closes too soon, in which case the cords are
separated violently before the note begins. The effect of this is to prefix each note by
a hard, clicking sound, known as a glottal stop. This hard, ‘glottal’ attack is
fortunately simple to overcome, but where the habit exists it is often most persistent.
To guard against its occurrence, all initial work on vocalization should begin with an
H sound so that the responsibility of the breath for the attack of the note is inculcated.
When the sense of starting the note on the breath has been acquired, the H may be
lessened in duration and eventually dispensed with.
Incorrect ending
A vowel which is sustained may be terminated abruptly by a tightening in the throat,
in which case a sharp clicking sound would be heard to end the note. This is much
more likely to occur in singing whenever vowels have to sung forte at the top of the
compass, but it is sometimes heard when a vowel is sustained in the course of
developing the speaking voice. It may be avoided by breathing in when the note is to
cease.

here, glottal stop
defined as glottal
attack, called
“violent” and
necessary to
overcome

The glottal stop
There is yet another explosive which is often heard but is never indicated in the
spelling of a word. It is known as the glottal stop, and is formed in the larynx by a
closure of the vocal cords, much as a P is formed by the closure of the lips. It is
represented by phoneticians by the symbol [Ɂ] and the sound is regularly heard from
many speakers. In extreme cases, it is used to replace the other explosive consonants,
especially P, T, and K, and is a marked characteristic of a number of dialects. In such
speakers a series of ‘clicks’ is substituted for the explosives. The difficulty does not
lie in learning to acquire the correct sound, but in remembering to use it in preference
to [Ɂ].
The glottal before vowels
Again, many speakers prefix an initial vowel by the glottal stop as an additional
means of emphasis — ‘It’s [Ɂ]awful. — to eliminate this explosive it is necessary to
intone a vowel, listening carefully to hear that the vowel is terminated by the closing
consonant, and not by clicking the cords together.

here, glottal stop
as an allophone of
/p/ /t/ or /k/

The tapped R often links words together when one ends with an R and the other starts
with a vowel. If the R is not used in these positions, an ugly hiatus results. It is
essential when using this linking R that the stress should fall on the vowel of the
following word to avoid turning her eyes into ‘her reyes.’ Many speakers are so
terrified of doing this that they cut out the linking R altogether and so fail to make use
of a consonant which aids smooth, legato delivery. What usually happens then is that
a glottal explosive is inserted to prevent the two vowels being run together. This is not
only ugly, but unnecessary.

glottal hiatus
resolution
between words is
“ugly” and
“unnecessary”
when there could
have been a
sandhi r

[…] In connected speech, the articulation organs must of necessity pass through all
the intermediate positions between one sound and another. It is a fault in delivery
when these glides become audible. […] The difficulties of the first list must not be
surmounted by having recourse to the glottal explosive, which would give ‘so
Ɂeasy,’ ‘see Ɂover,’ etc. but by perfect timing of the stress.

glottal initiation to
be avoided.

Glottal attack is usually ironed out by the exercises already given. However, if it is
very persistent take different vowels, singing and then speaking them. First precede
them with ‘H’, then just think the ‘H’ bit do not actually say it. Try to find a firm,
open attack.

glottal initiation to
be reduced/
eliminated with
exercises

*1st edition 1950

Turner & Boston
2007: 73
*1st edition 1950

Turner & Boston
2007: 78
*1st edition 1950

Turner & Boston
2007: 124
*1st edition 1950
Berry 1973: 42

notes that glottal
stop is not in the
spelling
glottal ‘before
vowels’ is to be
eliminated
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Berry 1992: 280

Feel the sounds being touched off in the stomach, not by muscularly pushing them —
there should be no jerk — nor by being too soft, and therefore breathy. Speak the
vowels quite ordinarily on one outgoing breath, with a space between each. You will
then notice how the breath stops and starts the sound, and you will feel exactly where
the sound starts. Firm but free.
It is useful to start each vowel with a very slight H. This ensures that the throat is
open and there is no glottal stop.

exercise to
“ensure” there is
“no” glottal stop

Common breathing problems: Not being able to get the voice out.
This is a form of shortness of breath which happens because the speaker, possibly
nervous in case he runs out of breath, takes in a huge in-breath and locks it in the
chest; thereafter he is reduced to breathing with a restricted movement of the
diaphragm and feels, naturally enough, short of breath; he probably also feels
constricted in the throat and produces a strangled sort of tone, and an overly glottic
attack in the voice. Again this is part of the locking process: the breath is at great
pressure and the glottis closes so that the air won’t escape; but on the other hand,
some breath has to get through the larynx or there won’t be any sound at all. So war is
set up, a state of spasticity is arrived at and generally the actor suffering from this
condition goes beetroot red and looks and sounds in imminent danger of a heart
attack.

glottal closure
linked to
breathing
problems, actor
with glottal
closure described
as comparable to
one suffering a
heart attack,
described as ‘war’

The glottic attack
We have used the Glottic Pop to help get round the problem of breathiness, but there
are those speakers who consistently use such as explosion, in an exaggerated and
audible form, to begin any word that starts with a vowel. It is called the glottic shock.
If it is consistently part of the speech pattern it needs some attention because it is
symptomatic of something going wrong. Often it is the result of a nervousness in the
speaker which produces such a state of tension in the breathing muscles and the
larynx that in order to speak he has to breath a spasm, or lock, in the system. We hear
the tension being partly released in the glottic shock before vowels; but even so, there
is still too much tension remaining in the speaker to allow proper vocal control, and
this tension will probably not confine itself to the ribs, abdominal muscles, and
larynx, but affect the throat, jaw, tongue and neck as well. The overall effect it
produces in speech is staccato, with no connecting flow between the various sounds;
it’s as if you can hear the voice being held back. The quality of resonance in a speaker
who uses the glottic shock a great deal is often thin and harsh, and the voice doesn’t
sound as if it belongs to the whole body. The remedy for this is firstly to inhibit the
spasmodic approach to speaking by making sure the basic use of the body is good,
great attention being paid to neck release.

terms glottic
attack, glottic pop,
and glottic shock.

When we cough, we bring the vocal folds firmly together, build air pressure beneath
them, and then “explosively” release a burst of air, causing the vocal folds to move
around violently — not a healthful activity if it’s done too often. We can’t feel the
folds, so we don’t even know they are getting sore. By the time we notice a difference
in sound, the condition is too severe to do anything but modify vocal use, or stop
talking and rest.
[…] Throat clearing is an ongoing process of grinding or abrading the vocal folds.
This rubs the side of one vocal fold against the other. If done too much, the tissues
will react […] Repetitive throat clearing can also be a symptom of laryngopharyngeal-reflux disease

discusses throat
clearing as violent
— no comparison
made to glottals

Barton & Dal
Vera: 2017: 56

Voice Doc = “hard glottal attack;” Voice Shrink = “Are you tense, wanting to be
precise; holding on? Is this an aggressive, attacking speech?” […]

*1st edition 1995

Voice Doc = “Audible inhalation; gripping in the throat;” Voice Shrink = “Are you
trying to control, or unwilling to release the emotion?”

psychologizing
voice initiation as
iconic of
emotional state

* 1st edition
1987 [The Actor
and His Text]

McCallion 1998:
45
*1st edition 1988

McCallion 1998:
92
*1st edition 1988

Barton & Dal
Vera: 2017: 49
*1st edition 1995

Glottic shock is
“spasm” or “lock”
“staccato”
voice is suggested
as “thin” and
“harsh”
suggests there is a
“remedy”
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Barton & Dal
Vera 2017: 59

Unit 2.5.2 Connecting breath to sound — avoiding the glottal stop
Glottal Attack. It sounds frightening, like something that might happen in a dark alley.
But the dark alley is just your throat, and ‘attack’ is just a word describing the onset of
sound. The glottis is the space between your vocal folds. Make a couple of small,
light coughing sounds. When you do this you are closing the glottis by bringing your
vocal folds together, building up air pressure beneath the folds, and then suddenly
releasing it with an explosive sound. The symbol for a glottal attack is [ʔ]. It is an
unattractive sound, most likely to happen on words beginning with a vowel, and
fatiguing to the vocal folds. If done repeatedly at full stage volume, it can cause the
folds to become irritated, swell, and lose the ability to function.2 Microphones
amplify glottal attacks, so the radio and film industries tend to avoid actors who can’t
control this problem.
Footnote 2
However, the glottal attack (or glottal stop) is used in many dialects, and actors will
need to learn how to make this sound safely and easily. This is a good time to become
skillful at both the removal and addition of this sound.

unit section titled
as “avoiding the
glottal stop”

The only place where [Ɂ] is a challenge is when a word begins with a vowel sound.

glottal as a
“challenge”

When the folds don’t meet completely, some air escapes through the center or back
and isn’t used to vibrate the folds. This results in a “breathy” sound. The opposite
effect is achieved when the folds are pressed together too firmly (often the
surrounding surfaces will also constrict.) This gives a harsh, pinched sound. Though
both can be used for character voices or effects, habitual use of either one is tiring for
your voice.

constricted
phonation can be
used for effects,
but is overall
“tiring”

Glottal attack: This is potentially very dangerous as the vocal folds are being clicked
or bashed together harshly, particularly on vowels at the beginning of words such as
‘apple.’ It is as if the first point of the word is hammered. Many actors do this to find
energy, but the energy is smashing the voice, restricting range and always sounds to
the audience hard and aggressive. Used with large amounts of support in big theatres
you could severely damage your voice if this habit continues for long periods of time.

about 10 very
negative
descriptors

You are now making a very open sound. Check that you do not start the exercise with
a glottal attack. That is, a click in the throat.

glottal attack
discouraged

i’ Short and avoid glottal attack in back of the throat, jaw free […]
‘A’ Again short, jaw free, no glottal attack […]

vowels to watch
out for
glottalizing

There is no glottal attack in RP. The throat stays very open. It is not an aggressive
sound. Don’t ever mistake RP for some of the conservative upper-class accents that
can be closed and harsh, attacking one’s sensibilities (e.g. the Restoration fop, upperclass twit, a high-tuned socialite or member of royalty.)

distances RP from
glottal attacks

Exercise 40: Shouting […]
Avoid glottal attack. The more violent the sound, the more tempting it is to glottalize.
You can simulate that violence by lifting the upper cheek muscles into a suspicion of
a smile. In fact, if we watch people expressing themselves in any extended way they
lift that area of the face and jaw into a sneer. This lift pulls the sound up onto the hard
palate which instantly hardens the sound.

violent emotion
linked to
glottalizing

*1st edition 1995

Barton & Dal
Vera 2017: 60

glottal stop and
attack used
synonymously
described as
unhealthy but also
noted as
appearing in
“many dialects”

*1st edition 1995
Barton & Dal
Vera 2017:105
*1st edition 1995

Rodenburg 2002:
68
*1st edition 1997

Rodenburg 2002:
77
*1st edition 1997
Rodenburg 2002:
119
*1st edition 1997
Rodenburg 2002:
126
*1st edition 1997
Rodenburg 2002:
145
*1st edition 1997

(Houseman 2002: Putting an ‘H’ before ‘I’m’ and ‘and’ helps to keep everything open and connected.
101)
There can be a tendency to close the throat on words that begin with a vowel and
putting an ‘H’ in front of such words helps avoid this.

glottals to be
avoided
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Houseman, 2002:
127-129

What is important here is the quality of closure of the vocal folds and the
appropriateness of the breath pressure below the vocal folds, to the job in hand. The
quality of the closure of the folds is important because it dictates whether the initial
sound is firm or breathy or harsh. It also affects our ability to make louder sound. The
appropriateness of the breath pressure below the vocal folds, is important because
appropriate pressure is the “fuel’ for the voice and without it vocal fatigue and strain
can occur. It also affects our ability to make higher sounds. […]
quality of closure - harsh. If the vocal folds come together too tightly, the breath has
to build up to a greater pressure before it can open the folds. As a result, the breath
bursts the folds apart quite violently, which, in turn, means that they slam together
again quite violently. Also, the breath passes through rapidly, because the pressure is
so great, and this causes a great deal of friction against the folds. Both the violent
opening and closing and the air friction can cause damage to the edges of the folds.
*Note* this type of harsh closure is sometimes referred to as ‘harsh glottal attack’ and
even as ‘glottaling.’ This kind of closure is the result of excess tension and effort. It
can be caused by an over effortful or over large in-breath. Over effortful in-breaths
lead to a great deal of tension in the shoulders and neck. While over large in-breaths
often result in the vocal folds closing to hold in the large volume of air.
Another cause of harsh closure is over-emphatic speech. This may simply be due to a
physical habit of over-forceful use but it may also reflect a forceful attitude, a mental
over-compensation. This can be caused by distrust of one’s ability to be heard by
others, so extra force is added. Obviously, the speaker is not usually aware of how
they are closing the vocal folds but the result of their mental push is over-tight vocal
closure.
Harsh closure occurs particularly in speech before any vowel that beings a word or
syllable, that is why, in the last chapter, we placed an ‘H’ in front of the vowels
because this helps to keep the throat open.

glottal initiation
and glottalization
called “harsh”
“violent” etc, and
connected to
“damage to the
edges of the
folds”
harsh glottal
attack and
glottaling defined
synonymously
harsh glottal
attack linked
iconically to
emotional state or
a concern about
projection
dialects like
Cockney use less
“tense” glottals

The point to remember here is that excessive effort when breathing and speaking can
lead to harsh closure. […]
*Note* Some accents and languages have hard glottal attack sounds in them that are
not the result of excess effort. For example ‘water’ and ‘butter’ in cockney. The ‘t’ is
not sounded but is replaced by a full but not tense throat closure of the vocal folds.
Because this closure is not tense it does not last so long and so the build-up of
pressure is not as strong nor the release as violent. So if hard glottal attack is a natural
part of your accent and you have checked that it is not the result of tension, then don’t
worry about it.
Houseman 2002:
152-153

[…] harsh closure is the result of the vocal folds coming together too tightly. The
breath then has to build up to a greater pressure before it can open the folds and so it
eventually bursts them apart quite violently, which leads them to slam together again
fairly violently. Also, the breath passes through rapidly, because the pressure is so
great, and this causes a great deal of friction against the folds. Both the violent
opening and closing and the air friction can cause damage to the edges of the folds.

glottal initiation
as violent

Houseman 2002:
153

Bored Hoo Hoo Hoo exercise
to remove excess tension in the throat and stop harsh glottal attack
As I said earlier, it is very good to word with a sense of boredom if you have a
tendency to push too hard. It is also good to work with a sense of carelessness,
because being over-careful can also lead to holding in the throat. Bored carelessness
helps you avoid either pushing or holding back. This first exercise is very much a
releasing one, to build up the habit of opening and releasing rather than grabbing and
pushing.

glottaling is
iconically linked
to vocal
“pushing”

Houseman 2002:
154

Top-of-diamond bounce exercise
to help remove harsh glottal attack
When the top of the diamond support moves out it helps to open the throat and so
avoid tension and closing there. […] Again, this is a device to keep your attention
away from your throat.

exercise to
“remove harsh
glottal attack”
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Houseman 2002:
155

Black Ink Sounds exercise
to remove breathy glottal attack
Working with certainty and interest, whilst visualizing the sounds being clearly and
sharply written or typed in black ink, seems to help the muscles involved to work
more effectively, which eliminates the breathiness.

exercise to
“remove breathy
glottal attack”

Melton & Tom
2003: 51-52

Avoid harsh glottal attack. If it’s a habit, work on eradicating the harshness. One of
the unspoken rules of English pronunciation we acquire as native speakers is to
produce stressed, vowel-initial syllables (e.g. open, aptitude, every) with a glottal
onset or attack. To produce this slight click or popping sound that we’re used to
hearing and feeling at the beginning of the vowel, the vocal folds fully close
momentarily just before the vowel, then open as the vowel is initiated. In a harsh
glottal attack, the vocal folds strike each other with considerable force several times,
which can contribute to the overall load of pressure injury risks.

harsh glottal
attack more
injurious than
glottal attack,
thought to hit
together several
times

Fletcher 2017: 49

Linking: to avoid Glottal Attack and Glottal Fry
Many speaker, especially younger contemporary actors, have a habit of interrupting
the formation of initial vowel sounds with a glottal stop, or sudden closing of the
space between the vocal folds in the throat. Tensing the vocal folds in this manner
explodes the breath and initiates vowel sounds with a slight popping noise, giving
them a harsh, choppy quality.
Note: You may be familiar with the glottal pronunciation of ‘better’, ‘butter’ and
‘bottle’ in the Cockney dialect, when the medial consonant /t/ is replaced by a glottal
stop.
This approach to initiating sound is especially common in actors speaking with
emphasis or expressing themselves while in a highly emotional state. But vowels
exploded from the glottis in the throat are much less open, clear, informative, or
expressive than those uninterrupted in their release through an open throat. Also,
undue stress placed on the vocal mechanism from continued use of glottal attacks can
contribute to serious vocal problems. To break the habit of beginning vowel
production with a glottal stop, try linking the vowel that begins a word to the last
sound of the previous work. This will help avoid the initial ‘pop’ and promote an
uninterrupted, forward release of breath and sound through the mouth.

glottal attacks as
undesirable and
harmful

The Glottal Stop
This is a sound that you will all know and recognize when you hear it, though you
may not have known it had a name! The word ‘glottal’ means ‘made in the
glottis’ (the area between the vocal folds) and the word ‘stop’ refers to the stopping of
the air-flow. The sound it makes is that of a tiny cough or grunt! […]
The glottal stop is used in accents to:
replace a T
accompany a T, P or K
replace an F or TH (but only if you’re a cockney!)
replace the word TO or THE
[…]
The glottal stop doen’st have an English letter to represent it, but it does have a
phonetic symbol: ʔ (Yes, it does look very like a question mark, as though it is asking
‘Where’s the sound gone?’: this is a handy reminder that it is often a substitute for a
missing sound.) We will use ʔ whenever the glottal stop is being illustrated. ‘Geʔiʔ’?

glottal stop
described

*1st edition 2005

Sharpe & Rowles
2009: 95
*1st edition 2007

Sharpe & Rowles
2009: 96
*1st edition 2007

linked to
cockney /t/
linked to “highly
emotional state”

compared to a
“tiny cough or
grunt” but not
discouraged or
linked with
violence,
harshness, harm,
etc.

How to do a Glottal Stop
The sound is made in the Glottis, which is the space between the vocal folds. The
tongue doesn’t move at all. The vocal folds comes together and STOP the air-flow
momentarily. The air then ‘pops’ out when the folds open for the next sound, making
a little grunt.
- open the mouth and let the tongue top rest against the bottom teeth
- Make a tiny single cough sound and feel the ‘pop’ of air in the throat. That’s a
glottal stop!
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Sharpe & Rowles
2009: 97

Top Tip: Even though you have taken the T out, make sure you are putting the energy
of the missing sound into the glottal stop. Don’t over-relax. It shouldn’t feel soft!
Speakers that substitutes T with a glottal stop are often aware that they do it, and can
choose to replace the T if they want or need to. London accents are very versatile in
the way they use this feature. A glottal T is considered the norm, but they may put the
T back in for emphasis or extra clarity (though it always lags a little behind!).

the sound should
not be “overrelax”-ed or “soft”

How to do a glottal stop accompanying a T, P and K
This is a lovely feature of accents of the North East of England. In fact understanding
and recreating the unique way they treat the T, P, and K collectively is essential if you
want to have a believable North East accent.
Cockneys, East Anglians and some areas of Scotland such as Dundee and Kinross
also do this for the P and the K, while using a full glottal replacement of the T. In an
accompanying glottal stop the tongue or lips only take up the position of the
consonant P, T or K. The sounds is released from the glottis.

described as
“lovely”

The glottal stop is on a bit of a roll in accents of English. It’s spreading like wildfire,
so that accents that never used to do it, or even frowned upon it, have picked it up and
made it their own.

increase in
popularity of
glottals in English
accents

Knight 2012: 27

Be aware that this creaky voice should be distinguished from the infamous (to speech
teachers) glottal fry. The glottal fry is a somewhat similar sound but it usually softer
and is produced with a lot of vocal-cord tension, giving it a nice sizzling quality,
usually at the end of spoken phrases. It tells voice and speech coaches that you lack
sufficient breath support in the abdominals.

glottal fry as
separate from
creak, and linked
to lack of breath
support

Knight 2012:
90-91

Ejectives
We are all aware that the muscles around the larynx can be used to pull the larynx up
and down. We have just experienced the downward action in the voiced implosive. In
English sounds this action is irrelevant, and usually signifies a residual tension pattern
in effecting pitch change, especially when singing. But in some languages the sharp
upward action of the larynx actually serves to push air out of the vocal tract, without
the lungs or the torso generally becoming involved at all. In order to accomplish this,
the vocal folds (and probably the false vocal folds also) must be kept tightly closed so
that this is considered a glottal closure. All the sounds that result from this ejective
action are necessarily unvoiced sounds because the glottis cannot move.

gesture for speech
sound seen as a
signifier of
residual tension in
English

*1st edition 2007

Sharpe & Rowles
2009: 97
*1st edition 2007

Sharpe & Rowles
2009: 99
*1st edition 2007

Knight 2012:
247-248

linked to
believability and
authenticity

description of
ejectives

Glottal /ʔ/ Substitution.
discussion of
The most common glottal substitution is to replace the “t” in a medial or final
allophonic glottal
position. This substation is sometimes enacted as a complete replacement, as often
stop
occurs in American speech in a final stopped position: “What?” is realized as [ʍʌʔ̚] or
[wʌʔ̚]. […] The glottal [ʔ] can also be coarticulated with the stop-plosive in a final
stopped (but not exploded) position. It occurs with /t/ but even more commonly with /
p/ or /k/ as in [sɪp̚ ʔ̚] or "take" [tʰeɪ̆ k̚ ʔ̚]. While any of these words could be enacted with
only the stopped (unreleased) stop-plosive, and while they would sound almost
exactly the same as in the examples above, the “double-stopping” is characteristic of
accents in English that exhibit tongue retraction, such as Cockney or many American
accents.
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Knight 2012:
266-267

[…] We know that glottals are used all the time be American speakers; often before a
vowel in an initial position in words such as east, air, owe, up, or ooze. They also
occur in medial and final positions within a word, usually as an unsounded stop [ʔ̚] to
replace /t/. Sometimes there are good reasons to use a voiced glottal stop-plosive: it is
a very effective way to emphasize strongly a word that begins with a vowel. But the
need for glottal emphasis is comparatively rare in American speech, formal or
informal. The only words in American English where glottal plosion conveys
phonemic content are “uh-uh” and “uh-oh.” (Try these both ways, with and without
glottal plosion, and you’ll see what I mean.) Those two vocalizations excepted, glottal
plosion is never needed for any reason other than strong emphasis, so it becomes a
phoneme separated from meaning and thus a phoneme without any purpose at all.
Sometimes, too, there are good reasons to use a glottal stop as a substitution for
another stop-plosive: it still conveys phonemic detail while maintaining fluency. But
if it becomes a habit, you will use it too often when other actions might produce more
detailed connected speech. The real problem with glottal plosion and glottal stops
(when used in English speech - in some dialects of German they are required) is that
they commonly show that you are holding residual tension in the delicate muscles of
your vocal folds, a sign that you have insufficient easy support in your breathing
mechanism. It is a crucial skill for effective vocal use as well as speech to be able to
initiate a word with a vowel without exploding it from a tensed glottis and to be able
to end a syllable without always using a glottal stop. Actually it is a crucial set of
skills. The first skill is going onto an initial vowel from a relaxed glottis. Begin by
bringing the vocal folds close together, but not to the point of “creaky voice” or
phonation. Breathe out easily without increasing the airflow. The effect is a little like
a very gentle unvoiced “h”. From that feel of the airflow, go into the vowel. You
should do this slowly at first and then gradually phase the initial aspiration out. You
can explore this on huh huh huh huh huh. Do it first with on separate breaths and then
do the entire sequence of five on one long release of flow. Whenever you start a
sentence with a vowel, you will have to use this technique.

glottals are seen
as more necessary
when phonemes
than when
prosodic

It is also common for American speakers to stop an unvoiced stop-plosive in a final
position while simultaneously coarticulating stoppage at the appropriate placement
for the particular stop-plosive, as in stop, lip, hope, wrap that, set, boot, black, take,
and so on. It is always clearer to enact the full stop-plosive action in final stopplosives.

actors should be
able to add in
glottal
reinforcements
and take them out

Knight 2012: 268

German use of
glottals is
acceptable, but
prosodic glottals
should be avoided
in American
English
Glottals linked to
issues with breath
support

Practice the following words and sentences using these techniques to eliminate
unnecessary glottals; then (as always) put the glottals in aggressively. Feel the
difference between the two, because you will needed both skills as an actor.
Sharpe & Rowles
2012: 118

In a Neutral Standard English Accent the only consonant that often gets dropped and
only in informal and contemporary speech is a ‘T’ immediately before another
consonant, where it is replace by a Glottal Stop.

allophonic glottal
of /t/ in “neutral
standard English”

Sharpe & Rowles
2012: 124

The Glottal Stop (ʔ)
Although a Glottal Stop can be heard regularly in speakers of English from all over
the country (usually to replace or reinforce a ‘P’, ‘T’ or ‘K’), it is only very rarely
heard in a Standard English Accent, and then on only one sound. Can you guess
which one? Of course, it’s Mr. ‘T’.
Nowadays it has become the norm in a Neutral Standard English Accent to use a
Glottal Stop in place of a ‘T’ when the sound immediately following it is another
consonant, either between words or within a word:
For example: quite good = quiʔgood football = fooʔball
But it is never used before a vowel: get away
quite alright better
though this can be heard in many New Wave speakers (see pages 201-210). The
Glottal Stop is one of those features that has been steadily growing over the last 60
years. IN the 1950s it would be more unusual to hear a Glottal Stop before ‘R’, ‘W’,
‘Y’, ‘M’:
T-R Get real T-W Get well T-Y Get you
T-M Get mother
But 60 years later this is considered neutral.

describing the
salient allophonic
glottal in “Neutral
Standard (British)
English”
note — when it
says “never used
before a vowel”
this is in reference
to allophonically
as ‘T’ and not as a
prosodic glottal
before a vowel
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Sharpe & Rowles
2012: 163

‘T’ and ‘K’: may also be accompanied, or replaced by, a Glottal Stop between words:

describing upper
class British
Accent they call
“Military,
Matorns, and the
Landed Gentry”

Sharpe & Rowles
2012: 206

‘T’ - Can have all the issues! It is very likely to be voiced as a ‘D’, replaced with a
Glottal Stop, crunched, or dropped completely.

describing an
upper class British
Accent they call
“New Wave: The
Chelsea Set”

Sharpe & Rowles
2012: 209

‘T’ - Can have all the issues! It is very likely to be voiced as a ‘D’, replaced with a
Glottal Stop, crunched, or dropped completely.

describing an
upper class British
Accent they call
“New Wave: The
Shoreditch Set”

Gilman 2014:
152

Some auditory cue that suggest breath holding include:
[…]
- In speaking increased glottal fry (or raspy rough quality).
[…]
Less obvious signs of inefficient breath management include:
- A sudden apparently random catch in the voice.
- Cutting off of the sound mid-note or mid-phrase.
- A sudden tickle or cough will sometimes be present as well.
- Hard glottal attacks at the beginning of the next phrase or sound.

glottal fry linked
to breath holding

Gutekunst &
Gillet 2014: 106

Throat Holding: We close our throat and vocal folds, as a result of feeling
overwhelmed by emotions, bottling them up. Actor problem: Constriction in the
throat, neck, jaw and facial muscles impeding the free intake of breath.

throat closing
linked iconically
to emotional state

Gutekunst &
Gillet, 2014: 110

So it is in the centered onset of sound that the actor’s identity, conviction, belief and
intention meet within the voice and radiate outwards into the space.
How it works:
A centered onset is achieved by:
1.) Control - synchronizing the closure of the vocal folds, airflow, and subglottic
pressure to make a clear and easy sound in the vocal folds.
2.) Support - connecting it to the innermost abdominals, the pelvic floor, the root of
the voice, and the spine.
This co-ordinated gathering of muscles under the breath should create a feeling of
vocal sound crystalizing to the point of a needle. For the sound to be expressed with
focused and easy clarity, the vocal folds must be closed so that they create a clear
point of vibrating sound. If they remain partially open, we produce a breathy sound
[…] On the other hand, if we do a hard attack, snapping the folds open, we produce a
clucking or quacking sound.

“centered onset”
linked to positive
attributes

Think about the sound that a creaky door makes. Can you imitate that sound using
only the flow of breath to bring your vocal folds tougher and then apart, over and
over? If you can, you’ve found your way to a different kind of flow called creak.
Creak is a relatively slow flow of breath through the vocal folds, causing them to
oscillate at approximately 20-50 times per second. A heck of a lot slower than the 440
of “concert A!”
Is creak the same as “vocal fry”?
It’s not! Vocal fry implies that there is some extra effort or squeezing in the muscles
around the larynx. Creak happens without that extra effort or squeeze. If you’re
feeling tension as your creak, try gently moving your larynx from side to side with
one hand.

creak discussed in
neutral terms

Caban et al 2021:
12-13

hard glottal attack
noted as a “less
obvious” sign of
“inefficient breath
management”

“hard attack”
linked to a
“clucking or
quacking sound”

vocal fry and
creak defined
separately
vocal fry asserted
to have more
“effort or
squeezing”
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Caban et al 2021:
108

Another word we explored was “lot,” and we agreed that there were also three phones
in that word — the initial consonant, the vowel in the middle, and the final consonant.
What if we didn’t use our tongue to make the final /t/ sound? What if we used a
glottal stop plosive? Would that change the meaning of the word in English? And
does that feel familiar to you at all?

exploring glottal
allophone for /t/

Caban et al 2021:
109

Phonetic symbols allow us to be specific about exactly what’s missing in spelling and
in our phonemic understanding of speech sounds. If Sade makes their /t/ sound on the
back of their teeth, and Soren makes their /t/ sound with the tip of their tongue
reaching up to the palate (aka retroflex), and Sophie makes their /t/ sound using a
glottal stop plosive, we have a way of describing those sounds we’re hearing with
separate phonetic symbols.

discussion of why
phonetic
transcription /
description is
useful

Caban et al 2021:
136

How is the no audible release stop different from a glottal stop?
In the transcription you just read for Exercise 11, the obstruction was happening at the
alveolar ridge. For a glottal stop, [ʔ], the obstruction is occurring only at the glottis, so
the location is different. We could also try a glottal stop with no audible release [ʔ̚].
We could even try a double articulation, making a glottal stop and an alveolar stop at
the same time: [t͡ ʔ].

describing
differences in
glottal allophones
of /t/
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Davies & Jahn
2004: 3

Speech, particularly conversation rather than declamation, emphasizes
consonants. The contrast is especially marked if, for example, Russian and
German are considered rather than Italian and French - which is one of the
reasons why the latter are easier to sing.

more consonants lead to
difficulty singing

Laryngeal articulation (coupe glottique) may on occasion be used for special
effect, but is in the long run deleterious, and is therefore to be avoided.

glottals are “deleterious”
should be “avoided”

*1st edition
1998
Davies & Jahn
2004: 9
*1st edition
1998
Davies & Jahn
2004: 63

romance languages easier
to sing vs. slavic and
germanic languages

terminology: coupe
glottique
In belting, the ‘chest register’ muscles continue to contract to a potentially
harmful degree […]
The tension extends to breathing. Some belters lack ‘support’ for the voice and
use a glottal attack, both due to lack of training and for dramatic effect.

glottal attack connected to
tension, lack of support,
and lack of training

If some regard the quality of belting as something less than culturally
acceptable, it may be useful to remember that Rossini and other nineteenthcentury classic composers had similar doubts about the early Verdi singers.
Rossini felt sure that they were ruining their voices as they sang the ‘band
music’ of the early Verdi operas. For him, as he pointed to the vibrato that came
from their heavier singing, bel canto was already dead and their voices were
already ruined. It could be postulated that in 100 years, singers may be taught
belting techniques from the twentieth century in the same way that we now
teach and prize the Verdi voices from the nineteenth century.

acknowledgment of
aesthetic and change overtime of assessment of
health

High-speed photography has demonstrated clearly that the trauma of the
forceful glottal attack (coup de glotte) during explosive phonation can easily
result in injury to the delicate structures of the arytenoid process.

no citation for this
statement in the body of
the text or in footnotes

Most laryngeal conditions impairing singing have both a structural and a
functional component. For example, a singer who belts or uses glottal attack
excessively (problems of function) may develop nodules (structural problems.)

links glottal attacks to
nodules — no citation for
this statement in the body
of the text or in footnotes

*1st edition
1998

These compensatory habits, when chronic and uncontrolled, themselves become
pathological, and further add to the pathological production of the voice. Habits
such as pharyngeal constriction; supra-laryngeal valving or tightening;
‘clamping’ with the false vocal folds; squeezing in the back of the throat;
retracting the tongue; tucking or overextending the jaw; and attempting to
initiate phonation (attack) by scooping, grunting, glottalising, pinching, or
aspirating (especially on high notes) are difficult to eradicate once implemented
and relied on.

a list of pathological
‘habits’ in singers
including many aspects of
laryngeal settings, and
“glottalising”

Davies & Jahn
2004: 141

Abrupt glottal attack (also coup de glotte, glottal stop). Build-up of air pressure
beneath closed vocal folds with sudden release of air or phonation.

glottal attack, coup, and
stop all defined as
interchangeable terms

*1st edition
1998
Davies & Jahn
2004: 65
*1st edition
1998

Davies & Jahn
2004: 91
*1st edition
1998
Davies & Jahn
2004: 123
*1st edition
1998
Davies & Jahn
2004: 131

*1st edition
1998
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Cazden 2012:
13

When the lungs need protection, the vocal folds squeeze together to close the
glottis. This happens reflexively every time you swallow. Other reflexes can
flicker the glottis open and closed, creating shifts in air pressure and flow that
help to clean the airway. The vocal folds clap together briefly to ‘clear your
throat,’ and they bang together more vigorously in the cough that expels
phlegm, smoke, or dust that your lungs need to get rid of.

uses images like ‘clap’
and ‘bang’ in place of
technical terms

Cazden 2012:
69

On the other hand, it’s important for people who depend on their voices to
recognize where fitness activities and vocal development can conflict. Avoiding
neck constriction or harsh, explosive vocalizing during exercise are especially
important precautions to take.

comments on voice and
exercise

Titze &
VerdoliniAbbott 2012:
14

One of the primary objectives of a vocologist is to find the ideal voice for an
individual’s need, given a specific anatomy, personality, occupation, or activity.
Because vocal habits are developed to some extent by mimicking the
vocalization of others during childhood, there is no guarantee that a
physiologically ideal voice is spontaneously acquired by everyone. Although the
vocal patterns of parents, siblings, and extended family members may be a good
model to follow because of genetic similarities, these family members may
themselves have acquired vocal behaviors that are not ideal for their
physiological make-up. For example, extremely low or high pitch, aggressive
voice onset, or atypical speech rate (too fast or too slow) may have been
acquired from parents, siblings, friends, or colleagues at work, which may then
be passed on to their next of kin. Thus, some retraining may be appropriate.

differentiates between
goal of individuated ideal
voice, but then discusses
traits of a supposedly
physiologically ideal
voice

Titze &
VerdoliniAbbott 2012:
86

A final type of dysphonia associated with abnormal muscle activation is
ventricular phonation (Freud 1962; Boone, 1983). In this disorder there is
hyperactivity in the false fold region. The false folds are either adducted more
than the true folds, thus creating the primary vibration in the false fold region,
or the false folds are adducted together with the true folds, creating a
complicated vibration pattern between the two systems. In either case,
phonation is usually very rough. Some vocalists use this type of phonation for
special effects in theatre and other performance-related activities. Often,
however, ventricular phonation develops when the true vocal folds are injured in
some was or are unavailable as a sound source, an example being phonation
following laryngeal surgeries for cancer (Verdolini et al., 2006).

ventricular phonation
described as “abnormal,”
a “disorder,” and as a
“type of dysphonia”

Titze &
VerdoliniAbbott 2012:
268

Controlling Vocal Fold Adduction: Fluency in speech and singing requires wellcoordinated gestures that involve the breathing, valving, and voicing oscillators.
One of these gestures is voice onset. The folds are moving towards each other,
breath flow increases, and at some point vocal fold vibration begins. Speech
language pathologist and singing teachers have generated two different views
(and accompanying behavioral strategies) about healthy and effective voice
onset in phonation. On the one had, there is the strategy of using a “sigh” for
voice onset and offset (Linklater, 1976; Boone, 1993; Brown, 1996). This
strategy, involving moderate adduction, helps to maintain a relatively low glottal
resistance and ample mean airflow. The use of confidential voice (Colton &
Casper, 1996) and “yawn-sigh” as described by Boone (1993) are models for
this. On the other hand, there is the strategy of increasing the glottal resistance
by more firmly adducting the vocal folds, sometimes using a creak or fry rather
than a sigh for voice onset. This approach can be used to teach a belt in singing
(Sullivan, 1985; Bestebreurtje & Schutte, 2000), a shout, or a scream. Greater
adduction is also used in twang (Sunberg et al., 1999). The average glottal flow
and the peak glottal flow are reduced. It must be underscored, however, that the
ideal glottal adduction depends on vocal tract shape: what works well for one
vocal tract shape does not necessarily work well for another […]

discusses types of voicing
initiation as “onset” and
discusses preferences of
others for increased or
decreased glottal
resistance.

does not use terms glottal
stop, attack, or onset

“aggressive voice onset”
is non-ideal

suggests there may be an
ideal onset for individuals
depending on their
physiology.
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Titze &
VerdoliniAbbott 2012:
268-269

For vocalists who are not firm enough in their voice initiation (they are naturally using glottal phonation
too breathy), a contrasting approach is useful. Here we use a vocal fry (pulsed,
exercise to “firm” a
creaky, or popping phonation) to begin a vowel. The pulsed phonation is
vocalists’ voice initiation
released, not pressed. The initial pitch is low, which means that an upward pitch
slide occurs before the vowel is ready on a normal pitch. Emerich (2003)
suggests connecting the fry through the nasal consonant /m/ to the vowel, in the
form of: fry-/m/-/a/, fry-/m/-/i/, fry-/m/-/u/, etc. Exploration with this voice
onset includes a verity of vowels and ending pitches.

Titze &
VerdoliniAbbott 2012:
269

In any glottal adduction training, the greatest concern is pressed voice, an
excessive squeezing together of the vocal folds for voice ignition (usually with
lots of lung pressure). Pressed voice is in direct violation of Postulate 2 of voice
habilitation, that no equilibrium position should ever be an extreme position.
The vocal folds need to be put into an equilibrium adductory position from
which they are able to move in two directions (toward devoicing and toward a
glottal stop). Pressed voice is like a perpetual glottal stop, which robs the
vocalist of a degree of freedom in making phonetic contrasts, even without
consideration of the risk of tissue damage from pressing. Adductory glide
therapy can solve the problem.
Exercise 2:
Speak the sentence “and after editing early, each and every able attendant
arrived as expected.” Every words beings with a vowel. To take the breathy
voice onset approach to an extreme (in fact humorous) level, try beginning
every word with an /h/ in front of it. This is clearly ridiculous! But practicing
sentences like “He is hiding behind the house,” or “Harry is happy because he
has a new hat,” where many /h/’s occur naturally, is an effective way to deal
with clients who have an aggressive voice onset (with clicks, crackle, pitch
instabilities, or excessive bursts of sound at the beginning of words.) Now try
reading the three sentences about multiple times, in random order, to see if the
gliding onset in the /h/ sentences transfers to a silent /h/ in the vowel-initiated
sentences.

suggests pressed voice is
uniquely dangerous

Titze &
VerdoliniAbbott 2012:
269-270

[…] a pressed voice is relatively efficient in producing a rich harmonic
spectrum because the glottal pulses are narrower and the flow is shut off over a
significant portion of the vibratory cycle. Many speakers have a tendency to
press their voice after prolonged vocalization. It seems to be a default for
increasing loudness, when respiratory muscles have become lazy. A price is paid
for defaulting to this mechanism when phonation is continued over long periods
of time.

pressed voice argued as a
way to achieve loudness
“when respiratory muscles
have become lazy”

Titze &
VerdoliniAbbott 2012:
273

Adduction for extremely low pitch or low airflow. Vocal fry was mentioned
earlier. Although it is often classified as a register, there is no unique laryngeal
mechanism associated with it. In fact, many different modes of vibration can
occur. Vocal fry (or pulse register) is easy to define on a perceptual level,
however, being charactered by low pitch (below about 70Hz) and a temporal
gap in acoustic energy within a vibration cycle. […] There is low lung pressure,
low airflow, complete adduction at the vocal processes (top of the vocal folds,
without pressing) and low to moderate TA activity. The vocal folds are short,
and very lax, and the amplitude of vibration is very small (Blomgren et al.,
1998). Creaky voice is similar to fry in terms of adduction, but it can be
produced at any pitch and is charactered by an irregular vibration pattern that
sounds like a creaky door.
Exercise 4: Practice laryngeal adduction using vocal fry or creaky voice.
Identify the note C4 (262 Hz, also known as middle C) on a keyboard or with a
pitch pipe. Regardless of whether you are male or female, change register as
follows: [image] creaky / fry —> mixed (or normal) register on note C4. If you
begin with fry, your pitch will need to glide up to C4. With creaky voice, the
upward glide is not necessary, but it feels less relaxed than the upward glide.

description of vocal fry

compares it to a
“perpetual glottal stop”
states that it can cause
tissue damage

vocal fry and creaky
voices described as
separate types of
phonation
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Titze &
VerdoliniAbbott 2012:
273-274

Figure 9.9 shows a bar graph of the glottal flow resistances for different levels
of adduction (Alipour et al., 1997; Dromey et al., 1992; Holmberg et al., 1988;
Titze & Worley, 2009; Stathopoulos & Sapienza, 1993a, 1993b; Sundberg,
1995; Sundberg et al., 2004). Note that pressed voice has the largest glottal flow
resistance, followed by fry or creaky voice, male modal voice, female modal
voice (mixed register), falsetto voice, and breathy voice. All adduction types can
be used for specific purposes. If the objective is to produce maximum acoustic
output at the mouth, however, the vocal tract configurations need to be matched
to the glottal configurations. Tight adduction of the vocal folds requires
narrower sub glottal and supra glottal airways, where as loose adduction
requires wider airways to maximize the output power.

hierarchy of glottal flow
resistance for different
phonation types with sex
specification

Titze &
VerdoliniAbbott 2012:
280

Every staccato note should have a quick onset with a precise pitch, have no
creakiness or roughness, and be equal in voice quality. The vocal folds vibrate
in certain natural modes (Titze, 1994, 2000, Chapter 4). Coordinated voice onset
requires airflow in the glottis and adduction to take place gradually and
simultaneously to excite the dominant modes of vibration. If the posturing and
airflow onset features are too abrupt, or in the vocal fold mucosa is unhealthy,
additional modes may be energized that produce aperiodic or otherwise unstable
vibration. Hence, the exercises should be practiced until all voice onsets and
offsets produce clean (periodic) vocal fold vibration on every pitch.

recommending an
exercise with staccato
notes does not use
glottalization on any of
the notes

Titze &
VerdoliniAbbott 2012:
308

Belting and twanging are sometimes initiated with a creaky production (as
practiced in the foregoing chapter), a tighter state of vocal fold adduction. Some
vocologists also shy away from this approach because they fear hyperfunction
and excessive vocal fold collision. However, since mean glottal flow is small in
pressed and creaky voice, and hence the amplitude of vibration of the vocal
folds is also small, it is not a foregone conclusion that “narrow-narrow” is less
healthy than “wide-wide.” For the time being, one must keep an open mind
about healthy laryngeal and vocal tract adjustments. One must also not favor
low pressure with high airflow over high pressure with low airflow. The choice
depends on the voice quality to be achieved.

while some vocologists
avoid creak, the authors
suggest that it is not
necessarily less healthy

Heman-Ackah
et al 2013: 12

When the angles and distances between cartilages change because of this
accordion effect, the resulting length of the intrinsic muscles is also changed.
Such large adjustments in intrinsic muscle condition interfere with fine control
of smooth vocal quality. This is why classically trained singers are generally
taught to use their extrinsic muscles to maintain the laryngeal skeleton at a
relatively constant height regardless of pitch. That is, they learn to avoid the
natural tendency of the larynx to rise with ascending pitch and fall with
descending pitch, thereby enhancing unity of quality through the vocal range.
Techniques may be different in certain Asian, Indian, Arabic, and other musical
traditions with different aesthetic values.

suggests singing
technique is culturally and
aesthetically mediated

Heman-Ackah
et al 2013: 18

In order to raise the volume by increasing the glottal resistance, the individual
forcefully closes the vocal folds. Oftentimes, doing so involves recruiting the
accessory muscles in the neck, and the base of the tongue, as well as using the
vocal folds themselves. Such use of excess force is termed laryngeal
hyperfunction, and the forceful closure of the vocal folds can cause vocal fold
trauma resulting in vocal fold tears, hemorrhages, edema (swelling), or masses
such as nodules, popyps, or cysts.

laryngeal hyperfucnction
related to involvement of
accessory muscles

Heman-Ackah
et al 2013: 29

Vocal misuse (incorrect vocal technique) and voice abuse (harmful behaviors
that damage the vocal folds, such as yelling or screaming) can cause both acute
and chronic vocal fold injury. Yelling and screaming, particularly during
emotionally charged situations, and talking over loud noise can cause forceful
closure of the vocal folds, which can result in vocal hemorrhage (bleeding)…
the development of “blisters” in the form of polyps… or cysts…, or the
formation of nodules… the laryngeal equivalent of callouses.

definitions of ‘misuse’
and ‘abuse’ as causational
for vocal fold injuries.
“Incorrect vocal
technique” is not defined;
not connected to glottal
stops / initiations

“classically trained
singers” … “learn to
avoid the natural
tendency”
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Heman-Ackah
et al 2013: 71

Often, patients are asked to complete these questionnaires prior to seeing the
physician. The most popular of these include the Voice Handicap Index, the
Voice Related Quality of Life, the Voice Outcome Survey, and the Glottal
Closure Index, among others.

“Glottal Closure Index” as
a perceptual questionnaire

Heman-Ackah
et al 2013: 74

Voice abuse through technical dysfunction is an extremely common source of
hoarseness, vocal weakness, pain, and other complaints. In some cases, voice
abuse can even create structural problems, such as vocal nodules, cysts, and
polyps. Now that the components of voice function are better understood,
techniques have been developed to rehabilitate and train the voice in speech and
singing. Such voice therapy improves breathing and abdominal support,
decreases excess muscle activity in the larynx and neck, optimizes the
mechanics of glottal airflow, and maximizes the contributions of the resonance
cavities. It also teaches vocal hygiene, including techniques to eliminate voice
strain and abuse, maintain hydration and mucosal function, mitigate the effects
of smoke and other environmental irritants, and optimize vocal and general
heath.

optimization’ of glottal
airflow prevents voice
abuse ‘through technical
dysfunction,’ but no
definition of optimal

Sataloff et al
2014: 69

Hoarseness’ is an annoyance that many people tend to ignore, but any persistent hoarseness as an
abnormal change in the voice — including a breathy, raspy, or strained quality
important symptom in
— should be evaluated. A little hoarseness can be the sign of a big problem. If
clinical voice evaluation
ignored, the problem can get worse. Voice problems can limit productivity in the
workplace and damage quality of life. Hoarseness can have many different
causes, including a cold, allergy, or gastroesopageal reflux; but hoarseness that
lasts for more than three weeks can be a sign of serious problems, including
cancer.

Sataloff et al
2014: 69-70

There is a veritable conspiracy of silence around the occurrence of nodes,
polyps, and other problems that plague even the greatest opera singers. It can
feel like heresy to talk about vocal problems. A performer may deny that there is
an issue because it might affect his or her ability to be hired; but more serious
psychological problems may be responsible for the denial. Whatever the cause,
both the voice change and the reason for the denial should be evaluated and
treated promptly.

denial of vocal problems
is typical for performers

Sataloff et al
2014: 71

Chronic throat clearing can be a particularly harmful behavior. The forceful and
excessive closure of the vocal folds can lead to vocal fold trauma causing vocal
fold hemorrhages, tears and masses, which can be detrimental to a singer’s
career. …Eliminating this harmful behavior is very beneficial to singers.

‘chronic throat clearing’ is
asserted as harmful,
causes vocal fold trauma,
and should be eliminated
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1 Zito 2000: 84

I will usually have my students make at least two attempts at reproducing
any sound during a drill session (yes I still do drills!). On the second
attempt they correct themselves with regard to the accuracy of their
reproduction of a sound I’ve made. This gives them autonomy, and helps
them develop their ability to choose to make changes. I will often stop and
ask them what they did differently between the two attempts, or why they
chose to try again, guiding them to be as specific as possible. Over the
course of a little more than a semester’s work, they are able to move from
statements like I just didn’t like the sound of it and I made the second one
fuller’ to The first sound had a hard glottal attack and I rounded my lips
more on the second one.

suggesting hard glottal
attacks require
correction

1 Stemple 2000:
235

Phonotrauma refers to behaviors that cause direct trauma to the larynx and
to the tissues and muscles of the vocal folds. A common phontraumatic
behavior observed in the actor is the use of poor speaking technique in
conversational speech, while acting, or both. Normal voice is dependent
upon a balance among three subsystems, respiration, phonation, and
resonance. When this balance is violated, voice trauma may result. Voice
abuse may occur innocently while cheering for a sports team, talking
loudly at a social event, or shouting for or at children. Actors are often
asked to shout, cry, scream, or produce emotive speech that has potential
to cause voice trauma. We would suggest that as long as the theoretical
balance is maintained in the voice subsystems, these and other potential
vocal abuse behaviors need not be traumatic. Therefore, learning to use
the voice produced with adequate breath support, without laryngeal
tension, in a comfortable forward resonance is essential to long-term vocal
health. Other phonotraumatic behaviors are chronic coughing and throat
clearing […] When no medical cause is identified, coughing, as with
persistent throat clearing, may be a vocally abusive habit. The forceful
adduction of the vocal folds during these events contributes to direct vocal
fold tissue and muscle abuse, often leading to voice quality change and
problems with vocal stamina and flexibility. Elimination of chronic
coughing and throat clearing through behavior modification approaches is
essential to good vocal health.

Throat clearing and
“forceful” adduction of
the vocal folds as a
cause of phonotrauma
— neither is linked to
glottal stops or
initiations

1 Barkmeier
2000: 255

She noticed that although Don religiously took pains to drink plenty of
water, use a humidifier while sleeping, practiced good singing and voice
projection techniques, his speaking voice included nasty habits such as
chronic loud voice use and sudden voice onsets referred to as glottal
attacks.

Glottal attacks are
called a “nasty habit”

2 Munro 2001: 14

Consequently, intense emotions like aggression or sadness usually lead to
constriction in the laryngeal area, as the emotion “overcomes” the whole
body

emotions cause
laryngeal constriction

2 Raphael 2001:
26

The fight choreographer might even get to a point where he or she is
asking the actors to release a free sound (Initiated with /h/ to protect the
vocal folds from hard glottal initiation, of corse) in order to prepare them
for the actual sounds and words that will be spoken during or after the
fight.

glottal initiation
discouraged to “protect”
the vocal folds

“poor speaking
technique” not defined
voice should not use
“laryngeal tension”
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voice science has already determined that “abusive” sound can contribute
to vocal dysfunction, and that there are effective methods for preserving
the instrument from vocal abuse and misuse. As example, Dr. Alex
Johnson (p.155) lists a variety of behaviors thought to contribute to voice
disturbance. Not surprisingly, nearly all of the factors he enumerates are
regularly engaged in by the actor during performance: loud talking,
yelling, screaming, hard glottal attacks, sound outside acceptable
physiologic range, speaking in noisy environments, excessive coughing
and throat clearing, grunting, excessive talking, loud, hard abusive
laughing.

“hard glottal attacks”
are “thought to
contribute to voice
disturbance”

Sound Production (phonation and resonation). Efficient engagement of the
vocal folds with minimal glottic attack.

“glottic attack” should
be “minimal”

2 Harding 2001:
90

Of greater concern than an unbelievable fight is the likelihood of vocal
damage in performers and students who grunt and grind their vocal folds.
Bruce Cromer identifies this more colorfully as a tendency to "rake" the
vocal folds with harsh, raspy screams and yells.

“harsh, raspy screams”
cited, but not glottals
specifically

2 Hardie 2001:
190-191

Some aspects of vocal health which should be examined are: the effects of
smoking on the voice9; the effects of what we ingest (hydration,
medications, foodstuffs) on the voice; avoiding vocal abuse and misuse
(excessive throat-clearing, glottal attacks,10 coughing, shouting, straining);
understanding the importance of a warm-up before strenuous vocal
activity and a cool-down afterwards; balancing voice use time with voice
recovery time.

glottal attack as a type
of “vocal abuse and
misuse”

2 Ryker 2001: 67
*published as
“Rykar”

2 Ryker 2001: 72
*published as
“Rykar”

suggests glottal attacks
cause vocal nodules

Footnote 10:
10. It is the experience of this author that adolescent learners are often
fond of forms of music (for example, rap and kwaito), which can
encourage the use of glottal attack. Learners have been known to develop
vocal nodules as a result of excessive practicing of these music forms
without an understanding of healthy voice use.
2 McAllister-Viel
2001: 309

Park's categorization of Pak's 12 tonal qualities are divided:
Inherently ideal voice = metallic voice, husky voice, and a clear, spring
voice.
Inherently undesirable voice = cracky voice.
Overall harmonious projection = hwasong or harmonious projection
(refers to the voice capable of clear and correct differentiation of high,
middle, and low pitches)
Undesirable projection = nasal projection and tremolo projection (similar
the Western understanding of a tight vibrato.)
Projection for dramatization = tubular projection, falsetto projection,
laryngeal projection, grieving ghost tone, and molar tone.
Some of these aesthetics have Western counterparts (i.e. tubular projection
= combination “punch/press”) while others are described so
metaphorically (grieving ghost tone) that a demonstration proves more
descriptive.

12 Tonal qualities in
voices in Korean
p’ansori — some of
which align with AngloAmerican / Western
“counterparts,” while
others may not

2 Melton 2001:
313-314

Guidelines at a deeper, more technical level, may be useful in assessing
Trained singers have an
effective singing training, regardless of the approach. Here are some of the “absence of harsh
things I look for in a trained singer:
glottal attacks”
1. Silent inhalation;
2. Absence of harsh glottal attacks;
3· Clear sound throughout the voice;
4· Ability to navigate the whole voice without obvious "breaks" and
unintentional changes of voice color and strength; […]
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3 Turner 2003: 11

Voices should be as free of tension and glottal attacks as possible, and
actors should be facile with a variety of breathing techniques to
accommodate different acoustical environments. Otherwise, they won’t
last through eight performances a week for a four to twelve week run of a
production.

glottal “attacks” as
fatiguing

3 Churcher 2003:
51-52

This encourages an actor to hold back the sound—to bring the false vocal
folds across, use too little breath and go into “creak.” Breathing work is as
important in film as in any other branch of performing.

ventricular folds related
to ‘holding back the
sound’

3 Rootberg 2003:
279

MH: Sound-wise, there is very often breathiness, hard glottal attack,
slightly raised pitch, loss of lower resonant formants in the voice—I
identify it as a ‘metallic’ sound. It can also sound ‘unconfident.’ Breath
patterns are usually snappy/choppy, unsmooth or ‘surgy’. My students and
I have also recently started to recognize that clavicular breathing often
brings with it rushed and sloppy articulation, stumbling over words.

Rootberg (2003) is an
interview with 12
pedagogues.
Mary Howland in
response to “Would you
please describe the
quality of sound you
associate with clavicular
breathing?”
“hard glottal attack”
associated with lack of
confidence, etc.

3 Rootberg 2003:
281

CA: Because the shoulders are tense, that tension can very easily travel up Christine Adaire —
to the neck, larynx and jaw. The quality of sound might be thinner, or have “edge” - reference to
an ‘edge.’ However, many asthmatics use clavicular breathing because it is glottalization?
difficult for them to drop the breath deeper in their bodies. I work with
them to release the neck and jaw, therefore helping to free their voices.

3 Rootberg 2003:
291

MH: I think my main concern with clavicular breathing is the thin vocal
sound that tends to be associated with it—either the loss of lower
resonances, or going off support completely, resulting in creak or
breathiness; and what then happens when the actor returns to theatre, or
even interviews when they have to send the voice a little further than to a
very sensitive microphone. We all know of actors who have had to cut
short a theatre run because of voice issues. I do work with my students on
microphone technique, with the idea of dropping volume/‘projection’
while staying ‘on support’—i.e., maintaining a level of breath flow to
keep the folds adducted and vibrating evenly—which is usually found
more easily when using abdominal breathing. They all love playing the
‘sexy’ characters, and have commented that low-pitched, resonant voices
sound sexier than creak or breathiness.

Mary Howland — creak
/ breathiness related to
vocal loss in theatre
spaces from film actors

4 Churcher 2005:
83

Any feeling of shouting implies some degree of constriction or change of
pitch, which has nothing to do with volume—if there is any constriction in
the actor’s throat, then we cannot relax as we listen. One simple exercise
to release constriction and to allow actors to feel an open throat is for them
to cover their ears with their hands, then to breathe through the mouth
hearing the breath and finally to make the breath silent—feeling a slight
“opening” sensation. This ensures that the false vocal folds are not
impeding airflow, which would carry a vocal health risk at full volume.

Engagement of the
ventricular folds at full
volume is seen as
unhealthy

4 Churcher 2005:
83-84

A breathy voice in a large open space is a recipe for disaster. If
the vocal folds are not fully adducted on voiced sounds, the air
will be forced through the gap like a gale under a door and will quickly
result in irritation of the vocal folds and subsequent voice loss. Continued
use of breathy voice at high volume can lead to nodules. An exercise that
helps avoid “breathiness” is for the actor to gently waggle a finger as if
telling someone off whilst saying a firm “uh-uh, uh-uh,” then to go
directly onto speech keeping this firmer adduction of the vocal folds.

Breathy voice at full
volume causes nodules,
and a phrase that might
carry a glottal stop “uhuh” is recommended
instead

creak and breathiness
cited as less sexy than
“low-pitched, resonant
voices”
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4 Raphael 2005:
168

Care of the Voice. At the very beginning of the rehearsal period, I
provided basic information about vocal hygiene, including: […]
- importance of linking into words beginning with vowels in order to
avoid hard glottal initiation whenever possible (see Arthur Lessac’s
“Consonant Action” chapter in The Use and Training of the Human Voice)

‘hard glottal initiation’
should be avoided in
basic vocal care

4 Houfek 2005:
175-176

We decided, in great good humor, that Ancient Greek sounds a lot like
Klingon as a “guttural”
Klingon (the guttural language created for Star Trek). […] Both actors and language
chorus members had to be able to THINK in Greek; it wasn’t good enough
simply to speak with the correct sound and rhythm. I appealed to Gideon
and Bryan (dramaturg and assistant director). We delved more deeply into
the structure of the language. As the grammatical form emerged, we
dubbed it “Yoda speaking Klingon.” Some wonderful words and rhetorical
structures were revealed.

4 Zelazny & Tyler
Renaud 2005:
226

An actress trained in currently popular vocal technique with a debilitating
fry, extreme and limited vocal color […]
Ms. Zelazny responded: […] if the one with glottal fry doesn’t resolve
with your wonderful guidance, I would want to see her too.

potential client for
interdisciplinary
consultation due to
“debilitating fry”

4 Cook 2005: 284

When teaching musical theatre styles, one has to be willing to allow a
variable laryngeal adjustment. A lowered larynx is not required for most of
the songs in this genre. The vowels must remain unmodified, to give us
the naturalness desired for the communication, as the song is an extension
of the drama, not an aria to show off the prowess of the instrument.
Initially, I felt that these laryngeal positions might be unhealthy, or that I
was betraying my craft in allowing these sounds to come out of my
singers, but it all goes back to style and emotional authenticity.

Initially felt that nonlow “laryngeal
positions” in musical
theatre may be
“unhealthy,” but found
them to be aesthetically
necessary

4 Cook 2005: 286

I must train each singer to develop the vocal freedom to make the most
amount of sound with the least amount of effort, no matter what the
quality of the instrument, and be willing to allow variable laryngeal
positions that produce shallow vowel formations. I continue to allow my
students to make sounds I do not think are round and rich and to talk in
songs as if they were talking on pitch. I always ask, “How did that feel?”
thus allowing my students to teach me about placement. I encourage my
students to bring in repertoire from the contemporary musical theatre
scene, as they stay much more current than I do. Mostly I listen and ask!

centers experience of
voice quality from the
performer;
acknowledges laryngeal
position as a relevant
factor in traditional
voice and singing
aesthetics.

4 Zeine & Waltar
Faulkner 2005:
350

Actors require considerable training to adapt to professional voice use in
terms of controlling and coordinating articulation, breathing, and
phonation. In a study by Swisher et al., individuals with formal voice
training produced measurable differences compared to those without such
training. These differences included phonatory behavior, contact area of
the vocal folds, pitch and loudness control, and glottal adduction during
increased vocal intensity.

“Glottal Adduction” as
differential between
trained and untrained
performers

4 Zeine & Waltar
Faulkner 2005:
355

The above behaviors are all appropriate responses to hoarseness.
Interestingly, “h” whisper to communicate was not among the least
frequently reported behaviors, and quite a few subjects gave this answer,
yet this behavior can be quite abusive to the vocal mechanism when
performed loudly.

whisper as an unhealthy
voice quality if
performers loudly
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Actors must be aware that their vocal requirements can challenge
the health of the vocal fold tissues. Consequently it is important for
professional voice users to learn proper vocal hygiene, as well as to be
aware of the signs and symptoms of difficulties and know when and where
to seek assistance.27,28 A number of vocal behaviors cause the vocal folds
to come together completely, followed by a sudden, momentarily rough
sounding onset of phonation.22,27,34,35 This is sometimes called “glottal
attack” or “coup de glotte.” Behaviors such as sudden yelling or initiating
words with a clipped harsh vocal sound are thought to be deleterious to
the vocal fold tissues due to compressional, rubbing, and acceleration
forces. Vocal nodules are known to develop at the point of initial cyclic
contact of the vocal folds. Throat clearing is another behavior that needs to
be avoided. There are a number of techniques that actors can learn to clear
their throats while being gentle on their vocal folds. When vocal fold
lesions such as polyps, nodules and cysts develop as a consequence of
abuse and misuse of the voice, many otolaryngologists advocate initial
treatment sessions with a certified SLP who has interest and training in
voice disorders, before considering surgery.22,27 Usually, such initial
treatment is often sufficient to significantly ameliorate the problem.

glottal attack and throat
clearing seen as
unhealthy, linked to
vocal fold nodules, and
to be avoided.

5 Smiley 2007: 18 Specifically, the cowboy resonance is characterized by a marked lack of
expressivity in the voice, a severely limited vocal range, a lack of
movement of the front of the face and articulator muscles, and a gruff
voice that lives in the back of the throat, expressed either as a mere
mumble or as a vocal attack.

Due to the structure of
the sentence, attack
seems to expressly
mean something other
than “onset”

5 Tobolski 2007:
35

Students are led through several exercises to increase access to the
“opposite” set of vocal variables. To extend pitch range, they find their
highest and lowest pitches that can be spoken comfortably, then work in
those areas in order to strengthen them. Men are instructed to stop short of
the falsetto range and to feel greater resonance and vibrations in the head
and mask of the face. Women are directed to feel a greater resonance in
the chest and pharyngeal areas but to avoid pushing and vocal “fry.”

Vocal fry discouraged,
gendered and linked to
women

5 Rodgers 2005:
70

Orange Circle:
Sounds: Extended sound, clear tone free of attacks, breathiness or tension
(restriction), group singing and sounding, practice in matching pitches,
control of breath/sound

“Attacks” — not
refereeing to initiation
here, as any voiced
sound requires an
initiation.
*note* “attack” is also
on accompanying
illustration, pp. 69

5 McAllister-Viel
2007: 219

Many of the male KNUA students were attracted to the “tough guy” image
and “macho” vocal performance. A good example of this macho voice was
represented in a popular gangster film called, “Chingu” 18 [trans.
“Friend(s)”], which had been released during the time we were exploring
gender and voice in my voice classes. The actors in Chingu represented a
particular kind of “macho,” influenced by the subculture of the Korean
mafia. To correctly perform this vocal representation, the actor adds jaw
tension as though the character would say something but was restraining
his desire to speak. The actor also pitches his voice in his lower range,
allowing the sounds to resonate in the chest. The actor uses more support
than is necessary, contracting the intercostals limiting rib swing and breath
capacity, and constricts the muscles in the vocal tract to “catch” the sound
in the throat. The resulting sound has a husky quality that my male
students found engaging.

Vocal quality change in
gender performance
leading to a sound that
‘catches’ in the throat
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I asked my speech and language therapist colleague to listen to the
recording of Lottie's voice before any exercises were done. She identified
creak, occasional glottal onset and pharyngeal constriction. Work on pitch
and centre note transformed her voice quality, reducing glottal attack and
“headiness” (an over-reliance on head resonance), and her pitch also
lowered. Her delivery became slower with more appropriate emphasis.
She responded less well to the volume and directness exercises. She
seemed to be trying too hard. She speeded up and returned to the heady,
higher resonant sound, although the glottal attack remained reduced.

Glottal attack and creak
“identified” by a SLP

5 Vicary 2007:
243

I added in glottal onset for the women, in order to counteract the more
feminine aspirate onset and access a more direct, masculine quality.
Glottal onset sets up the folds in a thicker configuration, mimicking the
naturally thicker folds of the male. With hindsight, I would also try the
simultaneous or “glide” onset for the women as it counteracts a tendency
for breathiness as the breath and the tone start together and it avoids
slapping the folds together with a glottal attack-hence “simultaneous.” I
think the simultaneous onset is about finding a balance between a glottal
and an aspirate onset.

Suggests that it’s useful,
but also suggests that
“slapping” the folds
should be avoided

5 Vicary 2007:
243-244

The women both felt they tended to sit on their voices and push down for
a lower sound. When I used the glottal onset with centre note, they both
sounded easier, less "shouty," as one had described her previous rendition
of the speech. Female 1, after the acting exercises, lost connection and
sounded higher in pitch, due to change in resonances. It sounded as if she
was trying too hard, and as if she was experiencing a little performance
anxiety. After exercises on resonance, my fellow professional listener felt
she sounded “ a bit fake.” With the glottal onset, we both remarked on a
more relaxed and pleasant quality that was less pushed. Both women
accessed a more masculine sound, with improved muscularity and
improved speech rate that was more appropriate. Generally, the acting got
better with a deeper connection to text and a more engaging and affecting
delivery.

glottal onset useful to
gender performance and
performance in which
an actor portrays a
gender that is not their
own

5 Vicary 2007:
244

Centre note became more important in that it connected the actor to their
optimum pitch. Consequently resonance became more about release and
relaxation and I replaced vague terms of head and chest voice with
placement or registration of the voice working at vocal fold level. This
gave the performer vocal options with gender significance--e.g. breathy,
glottal, etc.

glottal onset as a vocal
option with ‘gender
significance’

5 Vicary 2007:
245

For female actresses playing male:
• Glottal onset-accesses thicker folds
• Creak, harshness, nasality, tense voice, loudness, less precise articulation
For male actors playing female:
• Aspirate onset-accesses breathy voice
• Simultaneous onset-accesses chinner folds & falsetto quality

“glottal onset” and
“creak” as ways for
female performers to
play male voices

5 Loy-Jung 2007:
325

Why would a woman develop vocal fold lesions like nodules? As we have
seen, vocal fold lesions imply a stereotypically powerful, masculine,
extraverted vocal style. Therefore, it is highly likely that a woman with
vocal nodules would have an extraverted personality type. It is possible
but not necessary that she is also highly neurotic, experiencing anxiety
around the act of communication and managing others' impressions of her
(Roy, Bless, & Heisey 2000). Additionally, Aronson (1990) found that
people who develop vocal lesions tend to have “chronic interpersonal
problems," excessive drive, impatience, and high levels of anxiety, anger,
and aggressiveness (125). Therefore, it is likely that a woman with vocal
nodules has developed hyperfuncrion at the glottal level, and she uses her
voice more than average. The voice sounds pressed, and hard glottal
attacks23 are often discernible in her conversational speech.

Hard glottal onset as
pathological and tied to
nodules in females who
use a ‘masculine’ vocal
style, or are
“extraverted” or
“neurotic”

5 Vicary 2007:
240

framed as issue /
pathology?
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5 Loy-Jung 2007:
326

Let us take a subtler example. A father and a daughter are having a
conversation. The father is a highly sensitive, introverted person. He has
worked for the past five years in a job where his boss belittles him, but he
feels powerless to change his work situation. The daughter is an
extraverted cheerleader who is very popular at school and spends hours
every evening talking to her many friends. The father is asking her to get
off the phone and come to dinner in a soft, breathy voice. When she
finally stops ignoring him, she yells at him using a pressed vocal style.
She interrupts him frequently and berates him for “butting in” on her
phone conversation. Her onsets are marked by hard glottal attacks, and her
voice is overly loud for the situation at hand. Eventually, he backs down,
feeling hurt by his daughter's verbal attacks. Since this conversation is
representative of their habitual vocal styles, it is no surprise when,
following the development of an upper respiratory tract infection the
following winter, the father loses his voice, and the daughter is diagnosed
with vocal fold nodules at the conclusion of the football season.

Breathiness and pressed
quality as pathological
and tied to onset
behavior with supposed
‘reversed’ gender roles

5 Munro &
Wissing 2007:
336

In the pre-training recording students were asked to do an "uh-uh" sound. 5 glottal onset
This was used to determine the pitch given for the Y-buzz sound in pre- as discouraged
well as post-training recordings.
Footnote 5
5. This was borrowed from Timo Leino, a Finnish researcher. He asks the
participant to release the head forward and when as relaxed as possible, do
an "uh-uh" sound. This sound often has an aspirate quality due to the
relaxed vocalization. The onset is never glottal. This is a safe way to
determine the optimal speaking voice pitch to start the vocal explorations
from.

6 Lowry 2009:
114

Like the poet and feminist, Adrienne Rich, I hungered for “…more crazy
Guttural and raspy as
mourning, more howl, more keening”. I yearned to hear sounds that would expressive
reveal the rough truths beneath the word, and was frustrated by a culture
that seemed satisfied with a logos divorced from the naked hunger that
impelled it. If I felt that our voices were shackled and marginalized
expressing conventional truths, even when words and situations were
explosive, I was not alone, as I recognized this same desire for full-throttle
vocal expression in some of the actors that I trained. I wanted to tear open
forms and expose the primal impulses, the underbelly beneath carefully
crafted words; I wanted sounds that cut to the bone. I occasionally heard
sounds that expressed this longing—in uninhibited, raucous laughter or in
unleashed fury in street brawls, sometimes from animals, occasionally in
open-throated singing, but seldom on stage. If the words existed to
describe these sounds—words like shrieking, howling, crazed, guttural,
raspy and earsplitting—then the sounds must also be somewhere out there.
Hiding under a rock or at the bottom of the abyss, perhaps? I needed to
hear those sounds, sing and celebrate those sounds and invite others to the
party. Where was Hades when I needed him? Well, if he wasn’t going to
come and abduct me, introduce me to the mysteries of the vocal
underworld, I would have to make the journey on my own.

6 Lowry 2009:
122

The sound begins to reveal outrage; he allows it to grow louder, more
guttural, finally building to high pitched shrieking. Again, he follows this
path, exploring it freely.

Guttural as expressive

6 Schilling 2009:
128

In the tutorials, we focused primarily on redirecting habits that were
encouraging the fatigue and strain. For example, she expressed feeling “a
grabbing in her throat” when speaking though heightened states of
emotion4, but felt too exhausted to actively address it when it occurred.

Actress describes a
“grabbing” in the throat
that she believes is
causing vocal fatigue
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6 Root 2009: 147

Especially useful were the articles by Jane Vicary16, Tara McAllisterViel17 and Terri Power.18 Vicary illustrates the chief vocal differences
between the genders, which she lists as, “Pitch and range; resonance;
physicality and movement; volume and directness/commitment”.19 Her
workshops with actors playing a variety of roles from Shakespeare to John
Godber gave a set of “ingredients”, which could be “pick and mix[ed] as
required”20 in a “recipe for cross-gender transformation”.21 The recipe
included: onset (breathy or creaky); enlargement of pharyngeal cavity;
physical gesture and spatial capacity; and intonation (rising or falling at
end of lines).

Onset (breathy or
creaky) as related to
gender performance

6 Root 2009: 151

For her role in TransAmerica (2005) Felicity Huffman used a low-pitched,
flattened and pressed tone which says to the viewer, “this is a man’s voice
trying to sound female”. And as the audience we accept it, just as we
accept that Vanessa Redgrave, in portraying Renée Richards in Second
Serve (1986), is using vocal modification to represent the maleness of
Richards’ former identity. The pitch of her voice is lowered, the inflection
is reduced, and the creak quality is increased. Thus she indicates “male”.
When Richards transitions and becomes Renée, Redgrave continues with
the low, monotonous pitch but adds a breathy quality, to denote female.

Pressed voice and
creaky voices as
masculine trying to
present feminine …
breathiness as feminine

6 Shewell 2009:
171

• His sentences tended to tail off with a falling pitch line, and he often
produced a creaky quality as he ran out of breath on lengthy sentences.
The sound conveyed a feeling that he was “speaking down” to his listeners
as the energy dropped with each thought.

Describing a ‘dull and
patronizing’ voice of a
minister due to his use
of creak

6 Shewell 2009:
173

4. It has PHONATION that will vary appropriately according to mood and
energy but is not excessively rough, breathy or creaky, nor will the quality
significantly change with demanding voice use.

One of 8 core
components of a “free”
voice

6 Shewell 2009:
174

4. PHONATION Rough, Breathy, Creak Qualities,
Phonatory Stamina and other features
Mostly sounds fine—except when he raises his loudness level, at which
point I can hear a tendency to increased roughness and hard onset on
vowels.

Describing a client identifies ‘hard onset’ as
notable

6 Shewell 2009:
179

Rough Quality. — Slightly, but well within normal limits.
Breathy Quality. — None.
Creak Quality. — Slightly, well within normal limits
[…]
Other Comments (e.g. hard or breathy onset, […]) [N/A]

Ratings of 1, 0, 1 for the
client of rough, breathy,
creaky qualities

Rough Quality. — Slightly rough but not a problem, as well within normal
limits and part of his phonation quality
Breathy Quality. — No.
Creak Quality. — Slight–within normal limits but could give impression
of tension towards the end of sentences/thoughts
[…]
Other Comments (e.g. hard or breathy onset, […]) — Nothing of any note.

2nd evaluation of the
same client from pp.
179 - roughness deemed
non-problematic.
Creakiness associated
with tension

6 Shewell 2009:
183

no comment on onset
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Above the vocal folds lie the false vocal folds. They are the “gatekeepers,”
They start to shut when adrenalin races through the body or if you are ill
or tired. This is because they protect your airway. When you eat or drink,
they close, along with the vocal folds, so that you don’t choke. If they
narrow the airway, they restrict the breath flow and the voice sounds
creaky. This also shuts you off from your emotional centre. The creaky
voice is common among teenagers when they want to seem “cool” and to
hide emotion, it is the voice of old people who are too tired for emotion
and it is the voice of all of us at the end of a long tiring day! Of course,
this voice quality can also cause damage if you are speaking with volume.
Here is a simple exercise to put actors in touch with these tiny
constrictors: Put your hands over your ears and breathe through your open
mouth. Hear the breath, like the sound of an “h” on the inwards and
outwards breath, and then make it silent. You should feel a slight widening
inside your throat. You should also feel more movement in your abdomen
as you breathe. When you take your hands away and speak, your voice
should sound richer. You may possibly feel more vulnerable because you
have opened up that emotional channel to your solar plexus area. This
retraction of the false vocal folds is what singers automatically do when
they go to sing. We also do it for laughing and crying

Creak is unhealthy if
loud

If the false vocal folds are constricted so that the voice “creaks” then there
will not be enough energy driving the sentence. Equally, if breath escapes
through a chink in the vocal folds on voiced sounds, we will have a
breathy quality, which can sound unconfident or uncommitted. If breath
escapes before we speak, like a sigh, it results in a loss of energy. The
words cannot fly. They will sound depressed and under-energized. If we
“miss the moment”, breath and thought will be disconnected. Through
control of our breathing, we can harness the adrenalin so that instead of
blocking us, we are able to channel it into vital energy.

Creak / breathiness
linked to lack of energy,
“unconfident,”
“uncommitted,”
“depressed” sound,
“under energized,”

6 Agnew 2009:
223-224

For example, screen naturalism, along with certain fashions in vocal style,
can steer the actor’s voice in odd directions that may interfere with
communication. Consequently, free and easy sounding vocal tone is not
always what one hears on-set. To free the screen actor’s voice
successfully, much attention must be paid to the sonic space—the set
itself. Indeed, when I hear an actor on-set whose tone is retracted and full
of fry, or strained, or the volume is inappropriately soft or loud, or they
slur rather than speak distinctly and naturally, as they did just minutes
earlier in their trailer, I suspect they have never had the opportunity to
discover and work out their voice production in film set sonic spaces.

vocal fry is linked to
lack of voice training

6 Armstrong
2009: 245

English poetry’s meter is based upon a contrast of stressed and unstressed
syllables. Important stressed syllables can be emphasized by a wide range
of possibilities, including:
• duration/length (shorter vs. longer syllables),
• loudness/volume/amplitude (quieter vs. louder),
• pitch/frequency (lower vs. higher),
• sharpness/attack (staccato vs. legato) and other qualities.
Ideally, actors can access all these strategies for emphasizing stressed
syllables. Unfortunately, many young actors only seem to have loudness
and attack as means of revealing word emphasis, and so the meaning and
the meter is punched out, with very little variation.

Attack doesn’t seem to
refer to initiation of the
sound

6 Wild 2009:
315-316

As the facilitator you should be listening for a stream of breath that is like
unraveling silk. If the breath starts to have frayed edges or is broken or
erratic then the connection between the breath control muscles and the
coordination of the vocal fold closure needs to be addressed in other
exercises. The breath sculpture can progress into the shape of a gentle
sigh, thus avoiding glottal attack, then into a sustained sound, shaped into
vowels and then words.

Glottal attack something
to be avoided

6 Churcher 2009:
218-219

6 Churcher 2009:
219

disconnects one from
emotion
disengaging the false
folds is called “richer”
and connected to
emotional life

false folds “blocking”
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The goal had been assimilation, a severing from my cultural voice. I was
twenty-four and studying in London at Patsy Rodenburg’s10 professional
voice instructor’s intensive. During that intensive, David Carey, acclaimed
vocal coach, teacher, and educator, conducted a workshop discussing
aesthetics of voice with the multicultural participants representing
numerous countries. I had never discussed the aesthetics of voice. I had
adopted my Anglo teacher’s aesthetic. The voice teachers all agreed on the
benefits of a clear tone and a healthy instrument. But one of the voice
teachers, a non-native English speaker, liked a voice with a little dirt in it.
A voice that sounded like it had life. Maybe that life was hard? Maybe that
voice had imperfections? If I were really truthful, so did I. I do believe
that a voice should be free of those pesky glottal attacks and/or have the
ability to sustain throughout a run of a show, but it was at that moment
that I became aware of the cultural voice. A voice that has endured the dirt
and struggle of constantly crossing borders might not be as aesthetically
pleasing to some, but it was a lot more interesting to me.

Discusses voice and
cultural aesthetics and
inheriting or adopting
aesthetics of teachers

7 Frye 2011: 92

Fogerty often compared the human voice to a wind instrument
with bellows, vibrator, and resonator, with the majority of her exercises
focusing on the resonator. She recognized that proper phonation “demands
the most exact possible synchronization between the emission of air and
the approximation of the vocal cords,” (Fogerty 1934, np) but expended
very little energy on the vibrator itself, since the vocal folds are not
subject to direct conscious control. Instead, she concentrated on the breath
when faced with phonation problems. She vigorously protested against the
adverse affects of “glottal shock” at a time when some voice teachers
encouraged it. The Delsarte system, for instance, advocated a glottal attack
for vocal power. Fogerty attributed glottal shock solely to breathing issues.
Fogerty believed that too sharp an attack of breath violently forces apart
the vocal folds; therefore, she concluded that controlled breath should
remedy the problem.

glottal attack / glottal
‘shock’ as a phonation
problem and to be
discouraged /
‘remedied’

7 Frye 2011: 92

The beginning student whispered the scale, which allowed Fogerty both to
check any inclinations toward glottal attack and to reinforce
proper placement in the front of the mouth.

Fogerty checking
students for glottal
attacks

7 Lemmer &
Munro 2011:
129

12. The lack of neutralization of vowels in Zulu can be contributed to
several factors including the voicing of voiceless consonants and the
glottal [attracts]* applied in the complex Zulu consonant system. The
scope of this article did not allow for exploration of the complex
consonantal system and its impact on the production of Zulu vowels. It is
however an important consideration for future research.

neutralization refers to a
Lessac-specific term
about English lax
vowels

7 Espinosa 2011:
78

glottal attacks
discouraged, “pesky”

“attracts” * typo for
“attack”
glottal attack as part of
the Zulu system

7 Rootberg 2011:
158

Then I asked her to sigh out on an “ah.” She immediately held her breath;
the backward pull of her head increased as she inhaled with some force,
braced her ribs, and then sighed.11 She began with a slight glottal attack,
and a harsh tone diminished to breathiness. I then asked her to return to
quiet breathing, and to Inhibit and Direct. The pull in her neck muscles
decreased again. I told her to not react to my instructions, but to just listen
to them and continue to Inhibit and Direct.

Glottal attack,
harshness, breathiness
as negative qualities

7 Rootberg 2011:
159

She was doing the best she could, applying her Means-Whereby, and I as
teacher suggested she just take more time and do it again. By taking more
time, she was able to more fully Inhibit her habits. The outcome was a
distinct improvement in vocal use which ensured an easier onset and fuller
resonance.

‘easier’ onset
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Eva, a professor of Islamic Art History from Austria and a worldrenowned expert on medieval manuscripts, was in the midst of preparing
for a keynote address at a major conference, when she received a few
student comments about her accent. I watched a video of a recent lecture.
She stood stiffly behind the podium and read her lecture verbatim from a
printed page. She spoke with little pitch variation and her voice sunk
frequently into glottal fry. Her accent was light, but she barely opened her
mouth, which had the effect of making her articulation wispy and full of
delicate, but undifferentiated consonants. I asked her to give the first few
moments of this same lecture in German. She leaned her elbows slightly
on the podium and filled her lungs with air. Her voice was not creaky, but
warm and full. Her consonants were distinct and she elongated her vowels
beautifully with elegant pitch variation. She opened her mouth to let the
sound out. After a few minutes I asked her to stop and reflect on the
experience. She noticed the differences in stance, and volume. I asked her
to give the same lecture again in English, but emulate the stance and
volume she used in German. She relaxed her stance behind the podium
and concentrated on infusing more volume. Her clarity improved slightly,
but it was still not effortlessly intelligible. I asked her to focus on opening
her mouth and hitting her final consonants, as she had in German. This
was a key change for her. She had developed a habit of tensing her lips
and jaw when speaking in English. Defusing this tension encouraged her
to breathe, allowed her to articulate more muscularly, and eliminated the
glottal fry, which instantly infused her speech with greater pitch variation.

glottal fry as
undesirable; creaky
contrasted with ‘warm’
and ‘full’

7 Meier 2011:
219

Some actors feared that h-dropping would fatally wound a line—[ɐ˞kleːz]
for Hercules, for example. And in working on Hamlet’s speech to the
players in OP recently, I myself wondered whether I would be able to
make a line like “it out- Herods Herod” actually work without h’s. But
after you explained that h-dropping was highly variable in OP, the cast felt
they had the tools they needed for clarity. I did have to constantly remind
my actors not replace a dropped “h” with a glottal stop; this North
American actors’ tendency makes for extra difficulty. When an elided “h”
is smoothly replaced by a legato treatment of the adjacent sounds,
however, everything works much better.

Aesthetic reasons —
associating glottal
initiation with North
America, not “Original
Pronunciation” or the
English phonology
associated with Early
Modern English and
Shakespeare.

7 Blair 2011:
250-251

This business vocal choice is often pitched lower, using less inflection,
phrasing and rhythm with a tendency toward monotone or lack of internal
inflection. In both men and women, there is a tendency to lower the pitch
to the extent that they often end up in what is termed “vocal fry” or “pulse
phonation” and is at the lowest vocal register. There is often a rather fast
rate of speech, shallow or clavicular breathing, and a complete neglect of
the vowels; therefore most of the cues used for clear communication are
eliminated. Basically, from a vocal point of view, the business or
professional voice is decidedly uninteresting and conveys less
information. What is this trend? I started questioning: Is this voice, devoid
of specific information, exactly what the professional world expects in
order to create a fact-filled climate devoid of more emotion or opinion? Is
emotion in a business setting avoided? Incorrect? Is there a fear of
appearing too enthusiastic? Too invested? Too revealing? Would it be
professionally incorrect to use more inflection or intonation? Is more
vocal information simply sharing too much opinion? These are questions
that race through my mind, and I discuss them openly with my clients,
both in groups and in one-on-one training sessions.

linking vocal fry to the
inhibition of emotional
expression

7 Maggor 2011:
184

elimination of glottal fry
as positive, linked to
greater pitch variation
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7 Blair 2011: 251

When I ask business people to observe other professionals with whom
they work and interact, they recognize that not everyone communicates in
this monotone manner. Students quickly notice that the speakers who hold
their attention and are thought of as good presenters or communicators do
not use a monotone or flat voice, or one with excessive glottal “fry.”
Students had assumed it was the information being conveyed, the position
the speaker held, or any number of other traits and techniques that held
their interest. But through a more informed lens of observation, they begin
to equate the use of intonation and vocal variation with a more interesting
delivery. In addition, they note that the use of vocal placement carries with
it varying perceptions of authority. They already have an instinctual
awareness of which voices are more effective, but through training they
can learn to identify and utilize the vocal choices that make that so.

glottal “fry” is
disassociated from
“good presenters or
communicators”

7 Blair 2011: 252

Another client became aware that her presentation style had shifted soon
after becoming a partner in a law firm. With her promotion, expectations
were higher. One partner had suggested she needed more presence. The
interpretation of her partner’s comment was that she needed to alter her
young female sound. Her vocal manipulation eventually sent her voice
into her lower register and created a consistently monotone, vocal fry.

vocal fry linked to
gendered presentation
and monotony

7 Blair 2011: 252

A male client discovered that he had compensated for appearing too loud
and inappropriately enthusiastic by adopting a monotone, vocal fry. He
was very wary of increasing vocal variety. Through a series of
Shakespearean text exercises, where he was able to play with his voice, he
discovered a balanced and connected vocal choice that conveyed a
business sense with enough variety to communicate clearly and
interestingly.

vocal fry linked to
monotony and
dissociated from
interesting
communication

7 Blair 2011: 252

Many of my female clients deal on a daily basis with a need to be
assertive in the business world without being labeled a “pushy broad.”
They struggle with the how-to of expressing power and self-assurance in a
culture that seems to ask them to mimic the authority of a masculine
voice. Some women, fearful of the societal repercussions of using the
upper register, have manipulated their voices down into their lower
register, thus creating the vocal fry. By avoiding the higher register’s
sounds, their presentations have become dull and monotonous. In these
cases, assumptions about business culture’s expectations have influenced
vocal choices related to code switching.

vocal fry as “dull and
monotonous”

7 Andrews 2011:
321

Three types of onset are explained in great detail in the literature of
classical pedagogy: hard, soft and balanced, the latter being the most
appropriate for classical and musical theatre singing.

Onset as stylistic,
“hard” used without the
term glottal, etc.

7 Andrews 2011:
321

As with onset, decay/release/offset, or how you finish the sound, can also
be used as a stylistic trait and may be hard, soft or balanced. Variation of
the classical notion of equilibrium, or balanced decay or release, is not
unique to jazz vocal styles. Many classical singers use noticeably hard
offsets, particularly tenors, singing large Italianate opera styles. This
requires a very forceful adduction of the glottis and is used for dramatic
effect. It may also be employed in musical theatre for the same dramatic
intent, but the ideal in both classical and musical theatre singing is to have
breath flow stopping at the exact time of vocal fold abduction for a
balanced release.

“Offset” as stylistic

[…] there are only a few descriptions of voice issues among SLPs or
students training to be SLPs. Gottliebson et al. (2007, 701) reported that
12% of 104 SLP students from two Midwestern graduate training
programs had voice problems as reflected in a 5-10 min voice screening.
Common voice issues of these students were persistent use of glottal fry,
decreased habitual speaking pitch, a variety of voice quality changes
(hoarse, breathy, and strained), voice breaks, and juvenile resonance.

Citation of types of
“voice problems” in a
literature review

8 Searl & Bailey
2014: 7-8

“hard” used without the
term glottal, etc.
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8 Bartlett 2014:
31

As previously reported (Bartlett 2010), in addition to the defining
elements of style and sub-style (i.e. thyroarytenoid-dominant speech
production, speech phrasing, and a bright, forward resonance), the vocal
production of CCM singers often requires a complex layering of “effects”:
growl, glottal onsets, and scream, particularly for rock singing; soft onset,
yell, and vocal fry, particularly for pop singing; yodeling, crying, and
riding an American “r,” particularly fro country singing; breathy onset,
glottal stroke, and scat, particularly for jazz singing; character voice, belt,
legit (modified classical), and pop/rock elements, particularly for music
theatre singing.

Contemporary
Commercial Music —
different “sub-styles”
including differing
laryngeal setups and
vocal “effects”
including voice
initiation changes

8 Rosenburg
2014: 101-102

Notes have a definite attack and ending to them, at both the beginning and
ending of phrases. Phrases often have a clear beginning, created through
the use of, amongst other thing, anticipatory notes, upphämtningar (a
pick-up note from a pitch area rather than a specific pitch, from which a
small slide is made up the the first note of the phrase), and glottal stops.
Phrase endings are offen made clear through the use of glottal stops,
adding a small “tail” to the phrase. The sudden opening or closing of the
vocal folds causes the note to be at its strongest just before it ends, which
produces a clear concluding sound at the end of the phrase. In many other
song styles, you choose to end a note by making it softer at the end —
phrasing off the note. With kluning it is the opposite, as if the note is
proceeded back to front.

On phrasing in Kulning
singing

8 Rosenburg
2014: 102

Glottal attacks or accents are also used to create breaks, or to start a note,
phrase, or sound. They are mainly used at lower pitches, during changes
from one vowel to another — a definite glottal attack is used at the start of
the vowel, sometimes in combination with placing an h before it.

glottal attacks used for
phrasing in Kulning
singing

8 Watson &
Nayak 2014:
152

At this stage in FV, phonation is produced using semi-approximated vocal
folds (Fitzmaurice and Kotzubei 2005), which gives the voice a “breathy”
quality […] The purpose of the breathy phonation, which in FV is referred
to as a “fluffy” sound, is twofold: to encourage relaxed laryngeal muscles
so as to reduce the tendency toward hard glottal onset or glottal attack, and
to provide extensive practice in closely linking breath with voiced onset
for speech, thereby avoiding unnecessary pauses or hesitations,
particularly when speaking scripted text.

discouragement of
“hard” glottal “onsets”
or “attacks” in
Fitzmaurice Voicework

8 Marion 2014:
180-181

Tom: The myoelastic-aerodynamic theory figured that all you need to do
to get the vocal folds oscillating is to bring them together and let the
breath-stream flow between them. Bringing your vocal folds together is
called “adducting,” which we do all the time, even when not talking.
Sometimes, we even super squeeze’m together - like holding your breath
in your throat for no particular reason at all, or grunting, or clearing our
throats, like for a cough. Some people might refer to this super squeeze as
“gripping in the throat.” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8VASwem4y44).
Bukola: (a throat clearing and a few little coughs later…), Yeah, you have
to grip … to cough.
Tom: Right. But to start oscillation, you only need to bring them together
real easily and even all the way. (Titze, 244).
Bukola: How do you know enough is enough and not mash them? […]
Bukola: Gotcha. So if I’m someone who likes to “adduct” my vocal folds
too tight, and I don’t wanna mash’m, it’s best to concentration on the
breath.
Tom: Yes, and give up excessive tension. The beauty of the myoelasticaerodynamic theory for students is the emphasis on an engaged breath and
a passive throat.

Dramatized explanation
of vocal fold adduction
to a [an imagined or
composite?] student
over lunch

glottal stops help to
mark phrase boundaries

important not to “mash”
the folds together, or
over “grip” in the throat
vocal fold settings for
phonation linked to
breath
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Tom: Irregularity is natural. ‘Vocal folds are made up of pliable tissue with
an exterior layer of mucus, they do not repeat their patterns of vibration
exactly from cycle to cycle….’ (Titze, 286). If it gets too rough though, it
could be a health issue. (Titze, 309-322)
Bukola: What if you wanna sound extra rough.
Tom: Sometimes you need to. ‘When a baby cries the sound isn’t pretty …
the vibration isn’t regular’ — and that’s a pretty good sound for catching a
parent’s attention. (University of Utah News Center) People can do it just
playing around too; sometimes its referred to as “creaky voice.” (Titze
1994, 259)
Bukola: Like the sound of a creaky door … (Demonstrating) e-e-e-e-e-ee-k…
Tom: Yup. If it’s on a real low pitch some call it vocal fry — cause it
sounds like bacon frying, I think. But even a period vibration can sound
like fry on a real low pitch if a person can perceive individual vibrations
instead of collectively as one tone. (Titze, 257) Sometimes you can hear it
at the end of people’s sentences. It’s kind a fad now — talk low and fry.
(Wolk, Abelli-Beruh, and Slavin 2011, e111-e116)\
Bukola: (Demonstrating) You mean like thi-i-i-i-i-i-i-s?
Tom: Yeah … it can be done with very little breath support.
Bukola: Hey, why breathe when you can sound cool and apathethi-i-i-i-i-ii-c.
Tom: It takes very little sub glottal pressure — remember, oscillation
threshold, like we were say’n before?

discussing creak, creaky
voice, and vocal fry, in
which vocal fry is
defined as “real low
pitch” creaky voice.

Marion 2014:
193-194

Bukola: That means the vocal folds hit into each other each cycle?
Tom: Yes, if you’re pressed they’re coming into contact with each other
quite sharply, and the airflow through the glottis is shutting off very fast.
So just imagine if you shout when pressed…!
Bukola: like clapping hard…. Can get painful.
Tom: Yeah, including possible pain, or maybe the creation of a vocal polyp
or contact ulcer. (Titze, 311-312).

pressed voice, etc and
that the folds coming
together in some ways
cause polyps / contact
ulcers quotation from
Titze 1993, or Titze
1994 (unclear which
source).

9 Gilman 2015:
29

They all had good vocal training. All understood the basics of vocal health
including daily vocal warm ups and pacing voice use. So, what is going
on? Close scrutiny of their patterns of speech and body mechanics
suggested that they were breath holding. Breath holding is the result of
over manipulation of the breath stream so as to stop or restrict the free
flow of air between the vocal folds […] restriction in airflow can manifest
in different ways. One obvious indication is audible release of air at the
end of phrases such as we hear in some pop singing. Another primary
indication is squeezing or “pushing” the sound at the end of phrases,
sometimes disintegrating into a rough popping quality known as glottal
fry. More subtle indications reported include a feeling of constriction in
the throat, pain in the throat or neck, and increased vocal fatigue or effort
with extended use. Less noticeable are hard glottal onsets, or unintentional
heavily punctuated speech, especially at the beginning of phrases.

“Glottal fry” and “hard
glottal onsets” as
indicators of breath
holding, in the way of
performer’s use of voice

9 Jimenez 2015:
157

If a singer is unable to maintain the desired balance between breath and
phonation, named “balanced phonation” by Miller, the singing may be
affected (Miller 1996, 27). The adrenaline chemical can disturb the
balance by increasing heart rate, cardiac output, blood pressure, and
respiratory rates. If a singer creates an excessive amount of airflow that is
not used for phonation, then a breathy phonation sound can be produced.
By experiencing a higher respiration rate from adrenaline, this issue could
easily occur during a live performance. Some singers attempt to
counteract the higher airflow by increasing resistance at the glottis with a
firm glottal closure. This method can create a pressed phonation sound,
which is also undesirable. Though the singer may experience increased
respiration due to adrenaline, he should aim to maintain a balanced
phonation to proceed a desirable singing sound (Miller 1996, 27).

“firm glottal closure”
leading to “undesirable”
pressed sound

8 Marion 2014:
192-193

compared to frying
bacon
identified as a “fad” to
use creaky voice / vocal
fry
asserted to be possible
with “very little breath
support”
linked to “cool” persona
and to apathy
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9 Hurt 2015: 211

Is he/she argumentative after you give a note or point out a habit he or she
falls back on continuously? Does he or she rationalize how he/she works?
For example, if you point out that he/she had a falling inflection resulting
in vocal fry at the end of their sentences, does he/she immediately say that
it is because he/she is tired (or some other excuse)?

vocal fry as something
that a client may try to
excuse

10 Mottram 2016:
55-56

While an anatomically comfortable pitch, deeper resonance, and certain
intonation patterns play a role in vocal authority, none of them can be
achieved properly without clear tone. Clear tone, which is an absence of
breathy phonation, vocal creak, or fry in the voice, indicates that the
breath support muscles are working appropriately to power the voice. […]
Even in radio journalism, where the speaker-listener relationship is more
intimate, engaging breath support keeps the tone clear and can help
prevent a lower pitch from dropping into vocal fry. Morrison (interview,
Jan 23 2015), argues that vocal fry in radio makes a presenter sound “tired
or bored,” and therefore undermines her authority. Although, generally,
there is a lack of information on vocal authority in podcasting, vocal fry
has been a topic of conversation in podcasts. In an episode of the podcast
This American Life (Glass 2015), host Ira Glass says the show has been
sent “dozens of emails about vocal fry” in presenters’ voices from
listeners, and they are “some of the angriest emails” the show receives.
Listeners’ emails call presenters’ vocal fry “unbearable, excruciating,
annoyingly adolescent … detracts from the credibility of the journalist,
degrades the value of the reportage …. very unprofessional.” The strong
languages used in these emails supports the idea that being “authoritative”
and “credible” in podcasts may have something to do with the sound of
the voice. These This American Life listeners seem to equate vocal
authority with the low, deep, clear tone aesthetic, suggesting that perhaps
vocal authority in podcasting could be qualified in the same way as in
other mediums.

Traditional “clear tone”
is a lack of non-modal
phonation & is linked to
‘appropriate’ breath
support

10 Mottram 2016:
58

The fourth most common complaint about female voices, according to
Simmons-Duffin (2014), is the prevalence of vocal fry, which can result
from a lack of breath support, from speaking in one’s “lowest pitch
register,” or from constriction in the larynx (Anderson and Klofstad 2012).
Morrison (interview, January 23 2015) confirms researchers’ claims of
gender bias regarding this vocal behavior, stating that vocal fry has more
to do with age than with gender. Both her male and female clients “under
twenty-five” ten to have considerable vocal fry in their voices. However,
creaky phonation is rarely discussed as an issue affecting men, even
though it may be just as common in the young male voice. In fact, […]
Glass (2015) states that all of the mail his podcast has received
complaining about vocal fry has been about female presenters’ voices,
even thought he, as the podcast’s main host, speakers regularly with vocal
fry.

vocal fry linked to
gender bias, and biased
calling-out of vocal fry
usage according to
gender

10 Mottram 2016:
61

Clear tone was the framework property that was most consistently lacking.
Eight of 10 podcasters had consistent vocal fry. The level of fry in the
voice varied: three only had minimal vocal fry at the end of their thoughts,
while the remaining five usually began their statements with no fry but,
very quickly — usually by mid-sentence or earlier — fell into creaky
phonation. For half of the podcasters with vocal fry, the issue seemed to
be purely a matter of a lack of breath support. However, the other half
consisted of the five podcasters who consistently under-pitcheed. For
them, vocal fry was only partly due to lack of breath support; the amount
of creak in their voices was also tied to pressing their pitchers lower and
lower, beyond the point where they could easily phonate.

Number of female
podcasters surveyed
who use vocal fry

linked to ‘authortative’
voicing in podcasts
Vocal fry as “tired,
bored,” something that
can be “prevented”
many negative
descriptors from the
This American Life
episode

fry deemed an “issue”
linked to breath support
easy phonation linked to
modal phonation
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10 Mottram 2016:
65-66

Koenig, who had considerable vocal fry, had reviews that described her
voice as “…creamy…. Easy to listen to….” (slate.com December 19
2014) as well as two different reviews calling her voice “soothing”
(slate.com December 19 2014) (Sliman November 01 2015). […] One
reviewer (Hess 2014) clearly did not find Koenig’s vocal fry an issue,
saying instead: “the … warmth and tone of Sarah Koenig’s voice is one of
my favorite things about Serial … her voice is so … real.” It seems that
vocal fry was not a deterrent to whether these reviewers found the voice
pleasant to listen to or real and warm. In fact, vocal fry was not mentioned
in a single review […]

perceptions Sarah
Koenig’s voice as
positive, regardless of
her use of vocal fry,
which is often viewed
negatively

11 Winnie 2017:
58

According to Fagnan (2005, 7), bel canto principles include, but are not
limited to: (1) Il respiro - passive inhalation with breath “falling into the
body.” (2) Coup de glotte - “stroke of the glottis,” beginning each attack
with the antagonist relationship known as the appoggio (lean into the
voice), with equal amounts of subglottilc pressure and vibration through
onset and phonation. (3) Chiaroscuro - the blending and balancing of the
opposing dark and light resonances with equal parts brilliance and
roundedness through the range and vowel spectrum.

Tenets of Bel Canto,
including coup de glotte

11 Winnie 2017:
60

[…] Cornelius Reid warns against the idea of “breath control.” He
suggests that “the breath pressure should not be regulated or controlled
because of any necessity for saving it, but solely for the purpose of
meeting the energy requirements demanded by the pitch and intensity.”
(1978, 151). This distinction helps singers understand that only enough
breath to begin phonation, or vibration of the vocal folds, is necessary.
Once we use more airflow than necessary we risk a change at the true
vocal fold level and possibly even false vocal fold level which can cause
constriction and vocal trauma. ‘Vocal trauma occurs when the sensation is
one of an itch, tickle, or scratch on the vocal folds, provoking a throat
clear or cough” (Steinhauer, Klimek, and Estill 2017, 41).

too much pressure on
vocal initiation linked to
vocal trauma

11 Winnie 2017:
61-62

An imbalance in the relationship between airflow and true vocal fold
closure could result in either a glottal or aspirate onset, which is not
typically suitable for classical technique, however, they can be suitable for
CCM. Further any onset should be conscious choice and not one of habit.
[…] Changes in the relationship of airflow and true vocal fold onset and
body cover can produce a continuum of sounds utilized in CCM from
aspirate to non-aspirate or from thick to stiff folds. Although classical
qualities require the same balanced setup associated with appoggio, CVT
utilizes all three forms of onsets: aspirate, balanced, and glottal; all onsets
are used depending on the genre being performed.

voice initiation as an
aesthetic / style based
choice

12 Caban 2018:
186

Another sound that began to prove challenging was the glottal stop.
Anytime she voiced a thought that started with a vowel in the initial
position, the sound was (as I metaphorically describe) like putting on the
breaks and the gas at the same time. This was a jarring, painful, and
frustrating experience for Terry. Something similar happened at the ends
of phrases; her inflection would fall, and her glottis would close suddenly.
I had Terry practice starting sentences with an open glottis, breath only,
and then smoothly gliding into voice with no abrupt glottal stoppage
(except of course for the rapidly closing glottal movements of phonation).
We relied heavily on her “singing” strategy, meaning an emphasis on
elongating vowel sounds and touching on consonants ever so briefly. We
practiced by toning and singing her thoughts and then speaking them with
the same sensations. To avoid glottal fry or creak at the ends of phrases,
we practiced lifting the ends of sentences in pitch just slightly, almost as if
upward inflecting a question. This is a practice commonly called “up
talk,” which ironically is a kind of speak* pattern historically discouraged
among voice and speech trainers (Lyon 2017).

Glottal stop problematic
for a patient with bulbar
onset ALS, as laryngeal
stops made it difficult to
phonate.
Also creak and glottal
fry as something to be
avoided.
speak likely a typo for
*speech
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12 Caban 2018:
188

One day she even decided that speaking with an Irish accent would be
easier for her. In actuality, what she was doing was a variation on Voice
Two (oral posture and mid-centralized vowels) with extra upward
inflection at the ends of thoughts and very light tongue tip articulation that
required much less sub-glottal pressure to create stop-plosives. The
thought of “I’m doing an Irish accent” gave her the permission to
articulate consonants very softly and quickly in order to stay on one open
stream of phonation. This gave her the added benefit of avoiding the
characteristically American glottal reinforcement on words ending in stopplosives. The word “don’t” might have been realized as [doʊ̯n͡ tʔ̃] in Voice
One, became [dɘnt̘ ] in what I call “Fake Irish,” where the /t/ is weakly
articulated.

Glottal reinforcement of
oral stops as
problematic for a patient
with bulbar onset ALS.

12 Petry 2018:
194- 195

Panic attack is defined as a discrete period of intense fear or discomfort, in
which four (or more) of the following symptoms develop abruptly and
reach a peak within 10 minutes:
[…] (5) feeling of choking […]
Having taught performance studies for a number of years, I was deeply
surprised at how fairly easily a number of student presenters I have had
pass through my own classrooms would nearly fit the above definition for
having a panic attack. Physically shaking, sweaty palms, a faster
heartbeat, and glottal stops are all actually fairly common presenting
issues in the classroom, frequently referred to as performance anxiety
(Benson and Proctor 2010, 117). […]
With this data, I argue that instructors should distribute literature on panic
attacks and anxiety to beginning theatre students, which would give
students an immediate tool and opportunity for self-reflection. Regardless,
we should offer them the opportunity to question if their performance
anxiety (if applicable) seems too high, since that there are no actual
physical dangers present when performing. And perhaps, we should teach
students to identify the above markers of stress. For example, I personally
equate number five on the list above with un-intended glottal stops, which
I find occur often in nervous speakers, and I equate item seven with
frequent bathroom visits.

glottal stops associated
with “feeling of
choking” during a panic
attack

12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 316-317

When the Saints won the Superbowl in 2010, the fans’ cheer, “Who dat
say gonna beat dem Saints?” demonstrated how /d/ replaced the voiced
“th” /ð/, and “-ing” was dropped as “going to” was contracted to “gonna.”
A transcription of Babette Mccraine Leonard’s (2015) recording of this
chant reveals these phonemic features and the nasalized vowels that
represent the “n” in this contraction and in the word “Saints”:/hu dæʔ seː
ðeˑ g ə biʔ dɛm s ʔs/. This rendition of the cheer seems to represent the
complex interrelationship of various New Orleans accents.

Glottal stop symbol
used in transcription of
New Orleans accents of
English

12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 320

“Is dis one uh dem tings dat ya put da pecans in an’ pop ‘em.” (n.p.) /ɪz dɪs
wən əv dɛm tɪŋz dæt jə pʊt də ˈpikɔnz ɪn æn pɑpəm/

an accent example from
a 1978 comic with an
eye-spelling of New
Orleans Yat accent does
not attempt glottal
allophones of /t/.

Although Yat speakers probably glottalized the final /t/ of “that” and
“put”, Matthews included “t.”
12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 321

The following examples of Yat-influenced speech from Alvarez and
Kolker (1985) Yeah You Rite!, were rather consistently non-rhotic. They
also exhibited a tendency to drop many final consonants, to produce final
plosives without audible release, and to replace /t/ with /ʔ/. The Woman
from the Ninth Ward goes so far as to substitute /ʔ/ for /θ/ in several
instances of final “th.”

Makes a point to list
“un-intended” glottal
stops as associated with
“feelings of choking”

description of glottal
usage in New Orleans
accents of English
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12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 321

[maɪ neːm ɪz ˈdɛbɹə ˈʒoʊvæ̃ ɛ̃ ɑːm ˈbeɪsəˌli fɹəm ðə naɪʔ wɔəd ɑː ɡɹɔ̝əp̚ ʔɑn Glottal stops symbol
stɹit̚ s əˈlɔŋ sẽʔ kɔəd ɛnd ə ˈfɹænk̚ lɪn ɛˈnɔəʔ ˈɹæmpɔəʔ nɪɹ ðə ˈbaɪˌwɔɾə
used in transcription of
ˈsɛk̚ ʃɪn ænd wɪn aɪ ˈwɪntə skul ɪn ˈkolʔn̩ ɪn ˈnɪkols]
New Orleans accents of
English
My name is Debra Chauvin, and I’m basically from the ninth ward. I grew
up on streets along St. Claude and, uh, Franklin, and North Rampart, near includes a glottalized
the Bywater Section and when I went to school in Colton and Nichols
vowel-initial token:
“on” in “grew up on”

12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 322

Regarding medial and final consonants, this Yat speaker glottalized the
description of glottal
unvoiced “th” /θ/ in “ninth” and “north” with greater energy than many
usage in New Orleans
other Americans use in glottalization of the final /t/. […] She replaced the accents of English
final /t/ with a glottal stop in “Saint” [s ʔ] […] While combination of
nasalization, l-dropping, and inaudible release of plosives suggested Cajun
French influence, her substitution of [ʔ] for final /t/, and even /θ/, is a
distinct Yat feature that might derive from Cajun French. This speaker’s
non-rhotic treatment of “ward” [wɔəd], “Rampart” [ɹæmpɔəʔ] and
“Bywater” [baɪwɔɾə] resembled Deep South and American Southern
accents. However, her rounding of her lips and raising /ɑɚ/ to /ɔə/ in
“Rampart” [ɹæmpɔəʔ], is a Yat feature.

12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 322

[aˑ hæd ən ænʔ ðæʔ lɪvd æʔ ˈθəɪtin ˈθəɪtin ə ðɝd stɹiʔ wɪtʃ ɪz dʒəs wʌn
blɑˑk əˈweɪ fɹəm ə ðæʔ wəz fɹæŋk̚ stɹɔŋs hoːm wɪtʃ wəz ə ˈdʒɛfɚsn̩
deːvəsɪs oːl hoːm ɛn aɪ dʒɪs doʊn θɛŋk̚ ðæt̚ ðə ˈpipl̩̩ ɪn ðə ˈɡɑːdn̩ dɪstɹɪk̚
hæv ɛni æksɛ̰nʔ]

Glottal stop symbol
used in transcription of
New Orleans accents of
English

I had an aunt that lived at 1313, uh, Third Street, which is just one block
away from, uh, that was Frank Strong’s home, which was Jefferson Davis’
old home, and I just don’t think that the people in the Garden District have
any accent.
12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 323

He replaced some final “t’s” with glottal stops in “aunt” [ænʔ], “that”
[ðæʔ], “at” [æʔ], “street” [stɹiʔ] and “accent” [æksɛ̰nʔ] characteristic of a
American Southern accent. This Yat speaker’s varied replacement /t/
with /ʔ/, t-dropping, varied release of /k/, and audible release of /d/ mixed
Yat and Cajun French characteristics.

description of glottal
usage in New Orleans
accents of English

12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 323

In summary, these Yat speakers exhibited Southern Drawl, the pin-pen
substitution (and even an instance of its reversal), monophthongization of
diphthongs, dropped consonants (or the production of plosives sans
audible release), and the replacing of /t/ with /ʔ/. Notably, one Yat speaker
even substituted /ʔ/ for /θ/ in several instances of final “th.”

description of glottal
usage in New Orleans
accents of English

12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 324

He dropped final consonants entirely in “playground” [ˈpleɪgɹaʊn] and
“around” [əˈɹɑʊn].When he repeated Higgins’ name, he changed the initial
glottal stop [ˈʔɪɡɪnz] to /h/ [ˈhɪɡɪnz]. Since DuBois and Horvath (2002)
found deletion of the prevocalic /h/ common in Cajun French (275), his
instance of /h/ deletion might indicate Yat and Cajun French influences.
However, it is also possible that this speaker is consciously dropping the /
h/, not owing to his New Orleans accent, but because he is impersonating
Eliza Doolittle’s Cockney accent in the play My Fair Lady.

description of glottal
usage in New Orleans
accents of English

While Cajun French might have accounted for one /h/ deletion, his glottal
stop replacement suggested Yat influence. Thus, the first Uptown speaker
exhibited aspects of the Southern Drawl, a Cajun French influence on
consonants, and the significant influence of a non-rhotic Yat accent.

distinguishing between
varieties of English
Accents in New Orleans
due to differences in
coda glottalization

12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 324

includes “voicing” of
Cockney
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æn ðɪn̞ ju hæv̥ ðə ˈkeˑdʒn̩ ækˈsɪʔ̃ wɪtʃ ɪz̥ ɔɹ ði əˈkeɪd̆ iˌænə ækˈsɪʔ̃ . . .wɪtʃ
ɪz ˈpɹɪti̬ mʌtʃ ðə we ɑˑm ˈspikɪ̬ ŋ ɹaɪʔ̃ nɑʊ̆ ɪɡˈzæmpəl ̩ ɑ dʒɪst ̚ fɪp̚ ðə pɪni æn
ɪʔ ˈlændɪd ɔn teˑəlz̥ ˈkeˑdʒn̩ ækˈsɪʔ̃
ɑˑ wɪʃ ɑˑ ˈwʊdə bɪn tɔə̹ ̆ ʔ ˈhɑʊtə̬ spik ˈkeˑdʒn̩ ɔɹ ˈkɹiol fɹɪntʃ bəʔ ɑˑ ˈwʌzɛʔ̃ .
. .bʌʔ ˈivɛn ðoʊ wɪt ̚ ðə jʌŋ ˈdʒɛnəˌɹeʃn̩ ˈmɪnɪ əv ɑɹ wɝd̚ z̥ ɪn ɑɹ ˈdeɪli
ˌkɑnvɚˈseɪʃn̩ z̥ wɪl ɹɪˈpleɪs ðə ˈiŋlɪʃ wɝd̚ ˈwɪ ðə fɹɛntʃ wɝd̚ ɑˑl ɡɪv jɔl sʌm
ɪɡˈzæmpəlz̥ ɑɹ ˈɡɑdˌfɔðəɹ ɪn ɡɑdmʌðɚ. . .wi kɔl ðɛm ɪn fɹɪn̞ tʃ ɡɑdfɔðɚ ɪz
pɑɹæ̃ ɔɹ pɑɾẽ ɛn ɡɑdmʌðə ɪz nəˈneə̆n

Glottal stop symbol
used in transcription of
New Orleans accents of
English

And then you have the Cajun accent, which is—or the Acadiana Accent …
which is pretty much the way I’m speaking right now. Example: I just
flipped the penny and it landed on tails. Cajun accent. I wish I would’ve
been taught how to speak Cajun or Creole French but I wasn’t … But even
though … with the young generation, many of our words in our daily
conversations, we’ll replace the English word with the French word … I’ll
give y’all some examples. Our godfather and godmother … we call them
in French, Godfather is Parran or Parran, and godmother is Na-Nan.
12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 327-328

She also frequently replaced /t/ with a glottal stop [ʔ], as have the Yat
speakers in this study. […] This Cajun French speaker often produced
final plosives without audible release, treated many voiced consonants in
an unvoiced manner, and frequently replaced final “t” with a glottal stop,
in words like “right” [ɹaɪʔ̃ ], “it” [ɪʔ], and “taught” [tɔ̹ə̆ʔ]. […] She often
treated voiced consonants in a voiceless manner, failed to audibly release
plosives, and replaces /t/ for /ʔ/. Her glottalization of final /t/ suggested a
connection with the Yat accent, but substitution of /t/ for /θ/ is
characteristic of Cajun French.

description of glottal
usage in New Orleans
accents of English

12 Preeshl & Wahl
2018: 329

(1) The Yat characters could use elements of the Southern Drawl and the
pin-pen substitution, monophthongize diphthongs, drop consonants,
replace /t/ with a glottal stop, and pause infrequently at the end of clauses
or phrases. […]
(3) Cajun characters could use “pin-pen” substitution, nasalize some
vowels before an “n”, replace voiced consonants with voiceless
consonants, articulate final plosives without audibly release, glottalize /t/
and substitute /t/ for /θ/ and /d/ for /ð/.

description of glottal
usage in New Orleans
accents of English

13 Hoch 2019: 46

The idiomatic use of this voice includes various forms of vocal onset,
legato, portamento, glottal articulation, crescendo, decrescendo, messa di
voce, mezza voce, floridity and trills, and tempo rubato. […]
Stark attempts to crystalize bel canto by exploring various topics through
primary sources, including the coup de glotte, chiaroscuro, registration,
appoggio, vibrato, and ornamentation, and he succeeds as masterfully as
anyone reasonably can.

citing Stark 1999: 149

13 Hoch 2019: 47

vocal onset types in bel
canto

A method book, by itself, is not a comprehensive approach to vocal
coup de glotte, etc, as
technique. Virtually none in this nineteenth-century tradition are
particular to bel canto
unaccompanied by any kind of prose explanation of appoggio,
repertoire and stylistic
registration, messa di voce, coup de glotte, or any other6 core bel canto
concept. Rather, it is up to the teacher to apply context, explanation, and
—most important— technical advice when working with the student
through these progressive exercises. The primary purpose behind a
methodology is skill acquisition, particularly skill acquisition that works
toward the goal of singing a very specific repertory: nineteenth-century
Italian bel canto repertoire. In other words, the goal of a methodology is
the successful execution of the literature. In and of themselves, they do not
attempt to unravel the mystery of vocal function.
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13 Hoch 2019: 48

Thus, García fils—to distinguish him from his father, the great Rossini
tenor García père or García I—marks the beginning of the march toward a
twentieth century, anatomical understanding of the singing voice. His
achievements in voice pedagogy are manifold, and his primary
contributions to the discipline are twofold: the concept of the coup de
glotte (“stroke of the glottis”—a unnecessarily but inevitably complex
discussion topic that is beyond the scope of this article) and his writings,
particularly the treatise Hints on Singing (1894).

García II as the theorist
of the coup de glotte

13 Titze 2019: 110

We talk about loudness, but never use sones to quantify it; we talk about
roughness, but rarely frame it in terms of critical band theory; we talk
about pitch, but rarely recognize that it depends on timbre; we talk about
vocal fry, but don’t relate it to periodicity detection in the auditory system.
These examples demonstrate that sound reception and sound production
belong together.

vocal fry mentioned as a
vocal feature discussed
in vocology

13 Cahill & Hamel
2019: 143

In terms of voice training, we are particularly suspicious of the recurring
call— largely in mainstream television and radio, online and print
journals, and the blogosphere,5 as well as in some theatre training and
performance practices — for female or queer-identified voices to abandon
vocal fry, uptalk, and other vocal habits that (so the story goes) undermine
the speaker’s capacity to command respect.6 Women, in particular, are
encouraged to reject ways of speaking that have been part of their
socialization as women “in a man’s world” (Linklater 2006, 25) and to
reclaim a stronger sense of their vocal self, with the promise that doing so
will amount to being taken more seriously — with no attention paid to the
possibility that losing a palpable expression of their gender identity might
involve significant loss. Such exhortations not only reify the social and
political desirability of the recognizably masculine “big and strong” voice;
they also assume that the social meanings of vocal qualities are separable
from the bodies from which they emanate, as if it were the bare,
disembodied vocal qualities that generate the desired effects. We suspect
that the tendency to respond with respect to certain vocal qualities is a
more complicated matter, one involving those vocal qualities and their
relation to certain gendered forms of embodiment and a patriarchal social
context. That is, distortions in communication here may be as much a
function of “the hearer’s own hopes, fears, and ideological inclinations” as
anything else (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2013, 105). To have women
simply adopt masculine ways of speaking is no more likely to garner
respect than a female politician’s pantsuit. Even more acutely, we are
concerned that such exhortations upholds a social and political tradition of
viewing women’s bodies — and therefore voices — as more appropriately
open to critique, policing, and judgment.

the gendered politics of
encouraging women
during training to
abandon styles of
speaking linked to
feminine gender,
including vocal fry

5. The terms “uptalk” (upward inflection pattern) and “vocal fry” (also
known as “creaky voice”) feverishly entered the mainstream lexicon
beginning roughly around 2013, initiating the so called “war on female
voices” (Marcotte 2015) during which author Naomi Wolf notably wrote
an article exhorting young women to reclaim their power by rejecting
these so-called “destructive” speech patterns (Wolf 2015); in the same
year This American Life on NPR featured a remarkable segment
responding to the vitriolic letters from listeners criticizing the speaking
voices of their young female presenters (Glass 2015). Significant debate
has taken place on the subject, including both criticism which points to the
sexism and oppression inherent in policing women’s voices (Gross 2015;
Riley 2015), to the double-bind for the powerful female voice within a
patriarchy (Thompson 2018), as well as the counter suggestions that credit
young female voices for being innovative, trendsetting, and full of
linguistic ingenuity (Quenqua 2012; Arana 2013).

footnote explaining
context of political and
media discussion of
vocal fry in the 2010s.

13 Cahill & Hamel
2019: 148

questions the
association between
vocal fry and lack of
respect

creaky voice and vocal
fry defined as
synonymous
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In the mid 1970s, Estill inserted “Power” into what was a prevailing
acoustic model in speech science of that time to create the “Power-SourceFilter” model. “For Estill, Power-Source-Filter provided not only an
acoustic but also a physiologic framework for the Estill Voice Model”
(Steinhauer, McDonald Klimek, and Estill 2017, 14). As scientific
understanding of voice production evolved in the later part of last century,
so did the subsequent versions of the Estill Voice Model, and currently
Estill Voice Training demonstrates a nonlinear model of voice production:
“Vocal fold vibration (Source) can influence breath flow (Power).
Changes in shape of the Aryepiglottic Sphincter (Filter) changed the mass
of the true vocal folds (Source). A choice of Onset changed both breath
flow (Power) and vocal fold mass (Source). (Steinhauer, McDonald
Klimek, and Estill 2017, 25)”

Onset as a part of the
non-linear “PowerSource-Filter” model, in
which onset may affect
both the ‘power’ or
airflow and the ‘source’
or vocal fold phonation

Estill’s Compulsory Figures is now categorized by anatomical structures
such as Torso (Power, Breath), Larynx—True Vocal Folds (Source, Tone),
and Vocal Tract Structures (Filter, Resonance) (Steinhauer, McDonald
Klimek, and Estill 2017).
13 Crawford &
Pikes 2019: 237

Over these post-war years, important breakthroughs occurred: a woman
could sing very low guttural notes, a man could sound high fluttering
tones, both men and women could howl like beasts or cry out with broken
sounds, and a single singer could scale all the voices of Mozart’s Magic
Flute from the depths of Sarastro to the heights of the Queen of the Night.

Wolfsohn / Hart work
questioned voice quality
and gender assumptions,
including with guttural
notes

13 Cazden 2019:
374

In any discussion of voice physiology and fitness training, breathing
naturally deserves special attention, and Dr. Friedlander’s chapter on
muscle mechanics around the singer’s torso does not disappoint. However,
in her introductory guidelines for the workout section itself, breathing is
mentioned only briefly, in the common advice to breathe smoothly
through every exercise and to avoid tight glottal closure. This would have
been a perfect place to recapitulate the “turning breath around” principle,
as an important protection in higher exertion activities.

“tight glottal closure” to
be avoided, noted as
“common advice”

14 Benson et al
2020: 32

The acting stakes are high, as the song progresses through the initial
seduction, James Reynolds blackmailing Hamilton, Hamilton confronting
Maria, and his decision to continue the affair. She seduces Hamilton using
a sound produced by (See Table 1) slack vocal folds (vocal fry),
portraying intimacy and fragility on “I came here/all alone” (0:43–0:46)
and “suddenly he’s up and gone” (0:52–0:56). Her sound borders on
saccharine sweetness (using thyroid tilt) on “You’re too kind, sir” (1:02–
1:05). The larynx is notably lower in this role, likely due to the lower
range (often below C4) and the maturity of Maria as compared to Peggy.
Sensuality is underlined through the dark and rich sound of a pervasively
low larynx, particularly in combination with the warm resonance created
by wide false vocal folds (FVF). This sound is prevalent throughout the
song, but is prominent on “I’m so sorry to bother you at home” (0:37–
0:41).

description of vocal fry
as a character choice Peggy - Hamilton
(Jasmine Cephas Jones)

True Vocal Folds: onset
(Peggy) Glottal/Smooth, Abrupt, hard/Balanced, clean
(Maria) Glottal/Smooth, Abrupt, hard/Balanced, clean

description of singing
voice differences Peggy
v. Maria, Hamilton

True Vocal Folds: Body-Cover
(Peggy) Thick, TA-Dominant, chest voice, full voice, speech-quality
(Maria) Slack/Thick, Vocal fry, creak/TA Dominant, chest voice, full
voice speech-quality

glottal onsets - and
“smooth” instead of
‘simultaneous’
(Jasmine Cephas Jones)

14 Benson et al
2020: 32

links between emotional
state and voice quality
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True Vocal Folds: Onset
(Lafayette) Smooth, Balanced, clean
(Jefferson) Smooth, Balanced, clean

description of speech
voice differences
Lafayette v. Jefferson,
Hamilton

True Vocal Folds: Body-Cover
(Lafayette) Thick, TA-Dominant, chest voice, full voice, speech quality
(Jefferson) Slack/Thick, Vocal fry, creak/ TA, Dominant, chest voice, full
voice, speech quality
14 Benson et al
2020: 35

True Vocal Folds: Onset
(Lafayette) Smooth, Balanced, clean
(Jefferson) Glottal/Smooth, Abrupt, hard/Balanced, clean

Jefferson - use of vocal
fry and creak
(Daveed Diggs)
description of singing
voice differences
Lafayette v. Jefferson,
Hamilton

True Vocal Folds: Body-Cover
(Lafayette) Thick/Thin, TA-Dominant, chest voice, full voice, speech
quality/CT-Dominant, head voice, mix, soft
(Jefferson) Slack/Thick/Thin, Vocal fry, creak/ TA Dominant, chest voice,
full voice, speech quality/CT-Dominant, head voice, mix, soft

Jefferson - use of glottal
onset, and ‘hard’, plus
vocal fry and creak
(Daveed Diggs)

14 Benson et al
2020: 35

There are a few instances of glottal onset, heard in “What’d I Miss” on the
lyrics “I gotta be in Monticello” (1:27–1:30), but otherwise, most onsets
are smooth, contributing to Jefferson’s high-class sound as a “scheming
dandy” (Zoglin 2015, 54), or “cane-twirling fop” (Brookhiser 2015, 50).

description of glottal
onset in the voicing of
Jefferson in Hamilton
(Daveed Diggs)

14 Benson et al
2020: 36

As Mulligan, Onaodowan’s speech sound (See Table 4) is characterized by
glottal onsets, false vocal fold constriction, vertical thyroid cartilage, and a
low larynx. In “Yorktown” the sounds of TVF glottal onsets appear in
“See, that’s what happens when you up against the ruffians” (1:59–2:02).
In “Aaron Burr, Sir,” the growl from FVF constriction may be heard on
“Lock up ya daughters and horses, of course/It’s hard to have intercourse
over four sets of corsets” (2:01–2:07).

description of glottal
onset in the voicing of
Hercules Mulligan,
Hamilton
(Okieriete Onaodowan)

14 Benson et al
2020: 37

True Vocal Folds: Onset
(Mulligan) Glottal, Abrupt, hard
(Madison) Smooth, Balanced, clean

description of speaking
voice differences
Mulligan v. Madison,
Hamilton
(Okieriete Onaodowan)

14 Benson et al
2020: 38

True Vocal Folds: Onset
(Mulligan) Smooth, Balanced, clean
(Mulligan) Smooth, Balanced, clean

description of the
similar onset usage for
Mulligan/Madison,
compared to a
difference between
smooth and glottal onset
in speech quality
(Okieriete Onaodowan)

14 Benson et al
2020: 40

As Philip, Ramos's speech sound (See Table 6) offers mostly glottal and
smooth onsets. As Alexander Hamilton, Miranda himself widely uses
glottal onsets and offsets ([‘]) such as those found in “My Shot” on the
lyrics “[‘]Only nineteen but[‘] my mind is older/These New York City
streets get[‘] colder [‘]I shoulder/[‘]Ev’ry burden, [‘]ev’ry disadvantage”
(0:25–0:32), and perhaps Ramos intentionally added more glottal onsets
and offsets to Philip’s voice in order to emulate his father such as in
“Blow Us All Away” on the lyrics

description of glottal
and smooth onsets as
Philip, Hamilton
(Anthony Ramos)

True Vocal Folds: Onset
(Laurnes) Smooth, Balanced, clean
(Philip) Glottal/Smooth, Abrupt, hard/Balanced, clean

description of speaking
voice Laurens/Philip,
Hamilton (Anthony
Ramos)

14 Benson et al
2020: 40

description of Lin
Manuel Miranda’s use
of glottal onsets and
offsets
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Vol. Citation
14 Benson et al
2020: 40

Metadiscourse

Analysis / Notes

True Vocal Folds: Onset
(Laurens) Smooth, Balanced, clean
(Philip) Aspirate/Smooth, Breathy, weak/Balanced, clean

description of singing
voice Laurens/ Philip,
Hamilton (Anthony
Ramos)

True Vocal Folds: Body-Cover
(Laurens) Thick/Thin, TA-Dominant, chest voice, speech quality/ CT
Dominant, head voice, mix, soft
(Philip) Thin/Stiff, CT-Dominant, head voice, mix, soft/Breathy, floating,
loft
14 Shewell 2020:
144-145

14 Harris & Irene
2020: 176

Describing the voices of others, people often use words from sensation—
rough, smooth, hard, soft, brittle, grating, honeyed, smoky, harsh, and so
on. An open warm voice makes us feel good, while the opposite is true
when we hear a tight, overly nasal, or croaky voice. We feel the voice, and
its possible mirroring of the personality. The common phrase “It’s not
what they say; it’s the way that they says it” reflects a sense that beneath
the words is the deeper truth, carried in the voice. Voice is a two-way
psychosomatic phenomenon; shaped by the speaker’s psyche (personality
and current emotions) and soma (the health, shape, and body usage), it
also affects the psyche and soma of the listener. This is supported in an
illuminating article by Cazden (2017). She quotes personal
correspondence with neuroscientist Stephen Porges who writes, “From my
perspective, the voice is a transparent indicator of our physiological state
and an extremely (if not the most) potent trigger of the physiological states
of others” (as quoted in Cazden 2017, 143).

iconicity linked to voice
quality

Here are a few important discoveries that can be used to begin to ask new
questions about the complexities that led to traditional registration
terminology. There are four scientifically assessed areas of consideration
necessary to describe with accuracy the complexity that registration
metaphors attempt to define as singularity.

contemporary
understandings of voice
production attempting to
clarify / describe
physiological
understanding of 19th
century registration
terms (head/chest)

(1) Laryngeal configuration: how much of, and what parts of, the vocal
folds are in contact, maximum flow declination rate (how fast the folds
come back together), and muscular coordination.
(2) Acoustic variations created in the vocal tract: vocal tract anatomy,
formants, inertance, spectral slope, harmonics, and articulation.
(3) Breath pressure and airflow: plural pressure, muscular interaction with
the lungs, airflow, glottal flow, aerodynamics, and velocity.
(4) Perception: neurological elements both conscious and subconscious,
emotion, physical sensory feedback, and auditory feedback.

discussion of psyche
and soma with voice
quality, but not
socialization,
acculturation, etc.
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Appendix
B
Guttural,
Throat,
Throaty,
etc.

Appeals to
Health

Appeals to Aesthetics

Mixed Appeals

Appeals to Emotional
State / Characteristic

• Rush (1827)
hiccoughing
(342-343);
strained, (455);
• Russell et al
(1871) choked
(50); doubly
injurious (51);
choking
(74-75); half
suffocated
(191);
• García (1857)
injure, choked
(10); strained,
serious risk
(73-74);
• Mackenzie
(1899)
strangled,
spasm, chokes,
(189-190);

• Sheridan (1780)
peculiar (21);
• Austin (1806)
disagreeable,
imperfection,
affectation,
disgraced, improper,
interfering (43-44);
• Rush (1827) peculiar
(55); peculiar
(362-363); base,
clucking (443);
• Russell et al (1871)
coarse, fault (32);
bad, fault, soft,
disagreeable, want of
ear, coarseness of
feeling, undue
ascendancy of the
animal nature,
repulsive,
objectionable,
intolerable,
improper, hinderance
(50); impure, bad,
grunting, inferior
animals, false,
impure (51); false,
impure, imperfect,
(52); imperfect,
languid, drawling
(58-59); animal,
peculiar (74-75);
fierce (95);
contemptuous (191);
bad taste, false,
disagreeable (216);
• García (1857)
uncultivated,
• Seiler & Furness
(1879) hollow,
disagreeable,
(117-118); incorrect
(131);
• Mackenzie (1899)
disagreeable,
perfervid, drawback,
mars (189-190);
• Aikin (1900) not
favorable (78-80);

• Austin (1806) defect (43-44);
• Rush (1827) rough, harsh
(102-103); catch, (342-343);
distressful (344); harsh, grating,
assaults (362-363);
• Garía (1840) pressed, defect (xvi);
• Russell et al (1871) barking, hard,
defective, cut off, dry (50); extreme
(51); harsh (74-75); extreme (97);
fierce, hissing (191); harsh (192);
fierce (193); interfere, negligence,
(216); explosive, (265);
• García (1857) less developed,
defective (10); explosive (45);
exaggerated, rough (73-74);
• Mandl (1879) force, tightening
(58);
• Mackenzie (1899) defect, violent,
involuntary tightening (189-190);
• Lawton (1901) defect (25);

• Rush (1827) scorn,
contempt (102-103);
contemptuous (302);
sobbing, mournful (344);
contempt, disgust,
aversion, execration,
disruption, (362-363);
disgust, aversion,
execration, horror
(382-383); sneer, scorn
(404); sneer (405-406);
scornful (427); scorn,
haughtiness, disdain,
indignation, contempt,
scorn (448); snarling, illhumor, dissatisfaction,
peevishness, discontent
ferocity, rage, revenge,
shaming, rebuke, sneer,
contempt, scorn (455);
• Russel et al (1871)
malignant, fiend-like,
malice, revenge, anger,
aversion, disgust,
displeasure, impatience,
dissatisfaction,
discontent (74-75); fear
(81); contempt, mockery
(95); stubborn (95);
scorn (134);
contemptuous (191);
anger, defiance (193);
anger, threatening (194);
scorn, derision (225);
fear (264); scorn,
abhorrence (265);
revenge, hatred, rage,
horror (266)
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Appeals to Aesthetics

Mixed Appeals

Appeals to Emotional
State / Characteristic

• Russell et al
• García (1840) neat,
(1871)
recommended, purity
coughing, great
(9-11); subtle, flutey,
danger (70-72);
echo (15); clarity
• Mandl (1879)
(44);
cough (34-35); • Russell et al (1871)
abuse (43);
quick, clear, abrupt,
abuse (71-72);
loud, depth, fullness,
pathological,
roundedness, firm,
spasm (128)
short, sharp, loud,
• Aikin (1900)
sudden, laughing,
strangulation,
unpleasing, clearness
spasm,
(70-72); thrown out,
injurious
abruptness, clear,
(65-66);
distinct articulation
• Aikin (1920)
(218);
cough, spasm,
• García (1857) neat,
cause of
resolute, bright,
damage,
round, sudden,
(90-92); danger
recommend, pure,
(107); strain
firm (11); distinct
(158);
(13); neat (33);
• Mandl (1879)
disagreeable,
unharmonious (43);
importance,
corrected, alteration
(47); subtle, smooth
(71-72);
• Mackenzie (1899)
exact
correspondence,
insisted on
(119-120);
• Lawton (1901)
insisted on (82-83);
• Aikin (1920) bad
habit (16); prominent
evil (82); condemn,
unnecessary (90-92);

• Russell et al (1871) burst, cutting,
violent, dashed, explosive, hard,
intense, violence, involuntarily,
forced out, eruptive, vigorous,
explosive, harden, dry, force, vigor,
elasticity (70-72); decided force,
explosion, bursts, (218);
• García (1855) sharp explosion
(409);
• García (1857) vigorous, (11);
• Mandl (1879) explosion, violent,
(34-35); exaggeration, too
frequently repeated, harsh,
explosions, effort (43);
exaggeration, (47); not exaggerated,
hammered, quavering, (71-72);
exaggerated, defects, corruption
(128)
• Mackenzie (1899) pressed, forced,
jam (70-71); violence, force
(119-120);
• Aikin (1900) no longer free,
bursting, compression (65-66);
• Lawton (1901) violence, force
(82-83);
• Aikin (1920) guard against (82);
constriction, explosion, expulsive,
not normal, marked emphasis,
exaggeration (90-92); contraction
(104); avoid (107); constriction,
obstruction (158);

• Russell et al (1871)
ecstasy, terror, anger,
excited, extremes, shout,
courage, alarm, terror,
warning, curse, furious,
exclamation, highwrought, frantic,
passion, anger, terror,
laughing (70-72);
impassioned, vivid
expression (218);
• Mandl (1879) passion
(34-35);

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

• McCallion
(1998)
strangled (45);

• Fogerty (1929)
unfavorable (232);
• McLean (1928)
incorrect, improper
(294);

• Fogerty (1929) undue (115-116);
narrowed, weak (169); rigid,
constricted ( 251);
• McLean (1928) tight, stiffness,
difficulty, insufficient, weak,
poorly, fault (294);
• McCallion (1998) problem,
constricted (45);
• Barton & Dal Vera (2017) gripping,
control, unwilling (56);
• Gutekunst & Gillet (2014) holding,
bottling, constriction, impeding
(106);

• Gutekunst & Gillet
(2014) overwhelmed
(106);
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Appeals to
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Appeals to Aesthetics

Mixed Appeals

Appeals to Emotional
State / Characteristic

• Thurburn
(1939)
seriously
damaged (76);
• Skinner (1990)
hiccoughing
(388);
• McCallion
(1998)
spasticity (45);
symptomatic,
spasm (92);
• Barton & Dal
Vera (2017)
coughing,
fatiguing,
irritated, swell,
lose ability to
function (59);
tiring (105);
• Rodenburg
(2002)
potentially
very
dangerous,
severely
damage (68);
• Houseman
(2002) fatigue,
strain, damage,
(127-129);
damage
(152-153)
• Melton & Tom
(2003) injury,
risks (51-52);
• Fletcher (2017)
serious vocal
problems (49);
• Sharpe &
Rowles (2009)
cough (95);
cough (96);

• Fogerty (1929)
sharp, plucking,
should never be
heard (115-116);
hideous, sharp (126);
mistake (251);
• McLean (1928)
sudden (231);
• Thurburn (1939)
suspicion (76);
• Skinner (1990)
sudden, undesirable,
interruption, bad
(54); sudden,
undesirable,
incorrect (388);
• Turner & Boston
(2007) abruptly,
sharp (55-56); ugly,
unnecessary (78);
• McCallion (1998)
overly (45); wrong,
staccato, no flow,
held back, thin (92);
• Barton & Dal Vera
(2017) suddenly,
unattractive (59);
challenge (60); too
firmly (105);
• Houseman (2002)
over-emphatic
(127-129);
• Fletcher (2017)
interrupting, sudden,
less clear, less
informative, less
expressive (49);
• Sharpe & Rowles
(2009) grunt (95);
grunt (96); norm,
lovely, essential
(97);
• Knight (2012) good,
effective, emphasize
strongly, without any
purpose (266-267);
never needed,
unnecessary (268);
• Sharpe & Rowles
(2012) rare, norm,
growing, neutral
(124);
• Gutekunst & Gillet
(2014) clucking,
quacking (110);

• Fogerty (1929) rough (115-116);
uncoordinated (126); defect, harsh
(169); avoid (232);
• McLean (1928) jerk, catch, should
not be used, avoid (231);
• Thurburn (1939) hardness, click
(61); harshness, clicking (76);
catches (142);
• Skinner (1990) pop, scratch, tense
(54); tense (388);
• Turner & Boston (2007) harshness
(13); clicking (32); faulty, operated
violently, hard, clicking, hard,
habit, persistent, guard against,
tightening, avoided (55-56);
• Berry (1973) persistent (42);
explosive, clicks (73); explosive
(78);
• McCallion (1998) problem, pop,
explosion, exaggerated, state of
tension, lock, harsh (92);
• Barton & Dal Vera (2017) hard,
tense, holding on, aggressive,
attacking (56); avoiding, explosive,
problem (59); pressed, constrict,
harsh, pinched (105);
• Rodenburg (2002) clicked, bashed,
harshly, hammered, smashing,
restricting, hard, aggressive, habit
(68); click (77); avoid (119); avoid,
violent (145);
• Houseman (2002) close the throat,
avoid (101); harsh, too tightly,
bursts, violently, slam, friction,
excess tension, effort, overeffortful, over-forceful, extra force,
over-tight, excessive (127-129); too
tightly, bursts, violently, slam,
excess tension, harsh, push too
hard, avoid, pushing, holding back,
grabbing (152-153); harsh, avoid,
tension, closing (154);
• Melton & Tom (2003) avoid, harsh,
eradicate, harshness, click,
popping, strike, considerable force,
pressure (51-52);
• Fletcher (2017) avoid, habit,
closing, tensing, explodes,
popping, harsh, choppy, less open,
undue stress (49);
• Sharpe & Rowles (2009) pop (96);
spreading (99);
• Knight (2012) habit, holding
residual tension, eliminate,
aggressively (268); insufficient
easy support, exploding, tensed
(266-267);
• Gilman (2014) hard (152);
• Gutekunst & Gillet (2014) hard,
snapping (110);

• McCallion (1998)
nervousness (92);
• Barton & Dal Vera
(2017) frightening (59);
• Houseman (2002)
distrust, forceful
attitude, mental overcompensation (127-129);
over-careful (152-153);
• Fletcher (2017) highly
emotional (49);
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n/a

• Knight (2012)
infamous (27);

• Fletcher (2017) avoid (49);
• Knight (2012) tension, sizzling,
lack sufficient breath support (27);
• Gilman (2014) breath holding,
raspy, rough (152);
• Caban et al (2021) extra effort,
squeezing, tension (12-13);

n/a

• Davies & Jahn
(2004) chronic,
pathological
(131)

n/a

• Davies & Jahn (2004) — habit,
uncontrolled, constriction,
clamping, squeezing (131)

n/a

• Davies & Jahn
(2004)
deleterious (9);
trauma, injury
(91); nodules
(123); chronic,
pathological
(131);
• Titze &
Verdolini
Abbott (2012)
risk, damage
(269);

• Davies & Jahn
(2004) special effect
(9); lack of training,
dramatic effect (63);
abrupt (141);

• Davies & Jahn (2004) avoided (9);
n/a
forceful, explosive (91);
excessively, problem (123);
compensatory habits, uncontrolled
(131);
• Titze & Verdolini Abbott (2012)
aggressive (14); robs a degree of
freedom, aggressive, clicks, crackle,
pitch instability, excessive bursts
(269);
• Cazden (2012) clap together briefly,
bang together more vigorously (13)

• Titze &
Verdolini
Abbott (2012)
greater glottal
flow resistance
(273-274);
small mean
glottal flow
(308);

n/a

• Titze & Verdolini Abbott (2012)
popping (268-269);

n/a

• Gilman (2015)
pain, fatigue,
(29);

n/a

• Churcher (2005) constriction (83);
• Lowry (2009) *while discussed as a
positive, guttural is included in a
list of ‘rough,’ ‘primal’ sounds
(114);
• Gilman (2015) constriction, effort
(29);

• Smiley (2007) gruff
(18);
• Lowry (2009) *while
discussed as a positive,
guttural is linked to
outrage (122);
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(onset),
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Appeals to
Health

Appeals to Aesthetics

Mixed Appeals

Appeals to Emotional
State / Characteristic

• Ryker (2001)
voice
disturbance
(67);
• Hardie (2001)
abuse, misuse,
nodules
(190-191);
• Zeine & Waltar
Faulkner
(2005)
deleterious
(356);
• Frye (2011)
adverse affects,
(92)
• Petry (2018)
choking,
(194-195);

• Barkmeier (2000)
nasty habit, sudden
(255);
• Turner (2003) should
be free from (11);
• Rootberg (2003)
unconfident (279);
• Zeine & Waltar
Faulkner (2005)
sudden (356);
• Rodgers (2005) free
of (70);
• Vicary (2007) more
appropriate
(243-244);
• Loy-Jung (2007)
overly loud (326);
• Munro & Wissing
(2007) never
[glottal] (336);
• Espinosa (2011)
pesky (78);
• Bartlett (2014)
[stylistic] effect (31);
• Rosenburg (2014)
clear (101-102);
definite (102);
• Jimenez (2015)
undesirable (157);
• Winnie (2017) not
suitable for classical
technique, suitable
for CCM (61-62);
• Caban (2018) abrupt
(186);

• Zito (2000) hard (84);
• Raphael (2001) protect from, hard
(26);
• Ryker (2001) hard (67); minimal
(72);
• Hardie (2001) excessive (190-191);
• Melton (2001) harsh (313-314);
• Turner (2003) won’t last (11);
• Rootberg (2003) hard, snappy,
choppy, surgy (279);
• Raphael (2005) avoid, hard (168);
• Zeine & Waltar Faulkner (2005)
rough, yelling, clipped, harsh (356);
• Vicary (2007) slapping, easier,
improved speech rate (243-244);
• Loy-Jung (2007) hyper function,
pressed, hard (325); pressed, hard
(326);
• Shewell (2009) hard (179); hard
(183);
• Wild (2009) avoiding (315-316);
• Frye (2011) issue, problem (92);
• Andrews (2011) hard (321);
• Watson & Nayak (2014) reduce
tendency toward, hard (152)
• Gliman (2015) breath restriction,
hard (29);
• Jimenez (2015) pressed (157);
• Petry (2018) issues (194-195);
• Cazden (2019) avoid, tight (374);

• Rootberg (2003)
unconfident (279);
• Vicary (2007) relaxed,
pleasant, masculine,
improved muscularity,
(243-244);
• Loy-Jung (2007)
powerful, masculine,
extraverted, highly
neurotic, anxiety,
chronic interpersonal
problems, excessive
drive, impatience, high
levels of anxiety, anger,
aggressiveness (325);
extraverted (326);
• Petry (2018)
performance anxiety,
nervous (194-195);
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• Churcher
• Rootberg (2003) less
(2009) damage,
sexy [than modal
(218-219);
voice] (291);
• Maggor (2011) sunk
(184);
• Blair (2011)
monotone,
uninteresting,
conveys less
information, flat,
dull (250-252);
• Bartlett (2014)
[stylistic] effect (31);
• Marion (2014) fad
(192-193);
• Hurt (2015) falling
inflection (211);
• Mottram (2016)
undermines
authority,
unbearable,
excruciating, detracts
from credibility, very
unprofessional,
degrades value,
annoyingly (55-56);
complaint (58)
creamy, easy to
listen to, soothing,
warmth, real
[regarding Sarah
Koenig’s voice that
uses fry] (65-66);

Mixed Appeals

Appeals to Emotional
State / Characteristic

• Churcher (2003) hold back, too
little breath (51-52);
• Rootberg (2003) loss of lower
resonance, off support (291);
• Zelazny & Tyler Renaud (2005)
debilitating, extreme, limited (226);
• Tobolski (2007) avoid (35);
• Shewell (2009) tail off, out of
breath, speaking down, energy
dropped (171); tension (183);
• Churcher (2009) too tired, restricted
breath flow, not […] enough energy
(218-219);
• Magoor (2011) little pitch variation
(184);
• Balir (2011) less inflection,
excessive (250-252);
• Searl & Bailey (2014) common
voice issue, persistent (7-8);
• Marion (2014) rough, bacon frying,
very little breath support, very little
sub glottal pressure (192-193);
• Gilman (2015) restriction in airflow,
rough, popping, (29);
• Hurt (2015) tired (211);
• Mottram (2016) prevent, tired
(55-56); lack of breath support,
constriction, issue (58); fell into,
lack of breath support, underpitched, pressing (61);
• Caban (2018) avoid (186);

• Vicary (2007) masculine
(245);
• Root (2009) gendered
(147); male, maleness
(151);
• Churcher (2009) shuts
off […] emotional
center, ‘cool,’ hide
emotion (218-219);
• Marion (2014) cool,
apathetic (192-193);
• Mottram (2016) bored,
adolescent (55-56);
gender bias, age (58);
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